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Compactness, metrizability, and Baire isomorphism 
By E. R. LORCH and HING TONG in New York ( R Y., U.S.A.) 
To Bela Sz.-Nagy on his sixtieth birthday 
Any comparative study of compact spaces naturally begins with a suitable 
characterization of compact metric spaces. A topological characterization of this 
type is given in the present paper. The characterization is based on a result concern-
ing Baire isomorphisms between two spaces. Such isomorphisms between compact 
metric spaces have been studied in some detail by the authors ([3], [4], [5], [6]). 
All spaces considered are separated. Given such a space X, a s e t . M c r X is the 
zeroset of a continuous real-valued function / i n case M = X , / ( x ) = 0}. The 
family of Baire sets on X is the smallest family which contains all zerosets of con-
tinuous functions and which is closed under complementation, denumerable union, 
and denumerable intersection. The family of Baire functions is the smallest family 
of bounded real-valued functions which contains all bounded continuous real-
valued functions and which is closed under the operation of the taking of pointwise 
limits of sequences of functions. A Baire isomorphism Y is a bijection such 
that for any Baire set M c X , $ ( M ) is a Baire set in Y; and such that for any Baire 
set N c Y , <P~1 (N) is a Baire set in X. A Baire function is Baire measurable and 
any Baire measurable function is a Baire function. 
A family of real-valued functions defined on X is said to separate points in 
case for each x 2 £ X, x i ^ x 2 , there exists a function / of the family such that 
f ( x t ) ^ f ( x 2 ) . Although the role of separation of points for families of continuous 
functions is universally known, results for separation by noncontinuous functions 
are less common. Our first theorem concerns such a situation. 
T h e o r e m A . Let X be ci compact space. Then X is metrizable if and only if 
there exists a denumerable set of Baire functions {(p,,} which separates the points of X. 
P r o o f . If X is compact and metrizable then there exists a denumerable set 
of continuous functions {(?„}, hence, a, fortiori, Baire functions, which separate 
points. 
Now let {(p„} be a denumerable family of Baire functions which separates 
points. 
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Consider one of the functions of the family. Call it (p. We shall say that a set 
Pof continuous functions is an ancestral family for q> in case the smallest family 
of Baire functions containing ^"and closed under the process of the taking of point-
wise limits of sequences of functions contains cp. Thus, one ancestral family for (p 
is the family of all continuous real-valued functions on X. In general, there are many 
other ancestral families for (p. 
It may easily be seen that if <p is a Baire function, there exists at least one de-
numerable ancestral family for (p. This can be proved by transfinite induction on 
the order a of the Baire function. If a=0, then <p is continuous and {<p} is an ancestral 
family for (p. Suppose now that cp is of Baire class a and that the result is valid for 
every Baire function of order /?<a. Suppose (p(x) = lim <P„{x), where (pn is a Baire n—oo 
function of class /?„< a. If i sa denumerable ancestral family for q>„, then (S = U 
n= i 
is a denumerable ancestral family for <p. 
Going back to the proof of the theorem, let áF„ be a denumerable ancestral 
family of continuous functions for <pn. Let U !Fn. Then Jms a denumerable 
n= i 
family of continuous functions. We write ^ = { / i , / 2 , •••}. 
It is clear that the functions of ^ s e p a r a t e points, indeed, if for x¡ tíx1, /(x,) = 
— f i x i ) f ° r each function in then for any Baire function <p generated from 2F, 
one has (p(xl) = (p(x2)• The hypothesis of Theorem A thus implies that J*1" separates 
points. Now, let S : X — R ' u be the map of X into the denumerable product of R, 
given by E(x) = [ f l ( x ) , f 2 ( x ) , ...). Then E is a continuous bijection of X onto the 
subset Y = ' 3 ( X ) of Rm. Since X is compact, so is Y. Since £ is a continuous bi-
jection f rom one compact space to another, it is bicontinuous. Thus S is a homeo-
morphism between X and the metric space Y. Hence X is metrizable. 
There is a companion to Theorem A which concerns Baire sets instead of Baire 
functions. We state it below. Note that a collection {Ma} of subset of a set X is said 
to separate the points of X providing that for every pair x,y£X, x?±y, there exists 
a set M a such that precisely one of the points, x, y belongs to M a . 
C o r o l l a r y B. Let X be a compact space. Then X is metrizable if and only if 
there exists a denumerable family {M„} of Baire sets which separates the points of X. 
Let Xn be the characteristic function of M„. Then x„ is a Baire function and 
the denumerable family separates the points of X. Thus the preceding theorem 
applies. It should be noted that in case the family of Baire sets generates all the Baire 
sets, then, obviously, it separates points. 
An important consequence of Theorem A will now be stated. 
C o r o l l a r y C. If X is compact and is Baire isomorphic to a compact metric 
space Y, then X is metrizable. 
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P r o o f : Let V.X — Y be the given Baire isomorphism. Let {gi,g2, •••} be a 
denumerable family of real-valued continuous functions defined on Y which separate 
the points of Y. Define (p„ = g„o ¥, n = l , 2, ... . Then cp„ is Baire measurable and 
hence a Baire function defined on X and the denumerable family {(p1, cp2, ...} 
separates the points of X. Thus by Theorem A, X is metrizable. 
A result including Corollary C is given by Jayne [1] for spaces X which enjoy 
certain properties in their beta compactification. The proof is non-elementary. 
We introduce now a property that a topological space X may possess which plays 
a dominant role in what follows. 
P r o p e r t y D . There exits for each x £ X a sequence (V„(x)) of open neigh-
borhoods of x such that if (x„) is any sequence of points in X, then [~| V„ (x„) contains 
n=l 
at most, one point. 
T h e o r e m E. Let X be compact. Then X is metrizable if and only if X possesses 
property D. 
P r o o f . Suppose X is metric. For each x, let V„(x) be the open sphere of radius 
1 
—, center x. Then for any sequence (x„), the intersection |"| V„(x„) contains at most 
n n= 1 
one point. Hence X has property D. 
We now assume that X has property D. We shall show that X is a Baire iso-
morphic to a compact metric space Y and is therefore metrizable by Corollary C. 
For each x £ X , let <px be a real-valued continuous function, ^ :X->- [0 , 1], such 
that <px(x) = 0 and q>x(y)=l for j ^ X - V ^ x ) . Let 
V?(x) = J u : w 6 X and F , ( x ) = |w: w<=X and (px(u)^j J. 
Thus (x) c F i (x) c V t (x). The family {Vj (x): x 6 X} is an open cover for X. Since 
X is compact, there exists a finite subcover in this family consisting, say, of 
{ V ? ^ ) , V?(x2), . . . , V?(xni)}. Thus { F ^ x O , F ^ x , ) , . . . , F ^ ) } is also a cover 
of X. We change the notation slightly and write { F j , F 2 , . . . , Fn } for this cover. 
Thus 
X = F i U F 2 U ••• U F ^ . 
Set F „ = 0 for Then X = U F„. Now let F * = F X and F* = , F t -n — 1 
—(F t U--- U F t _ i ) for Thus X = U F^ and the sets in the representation 
*= I 
are disjoint. 
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Since the sets F„ are zerosets, F j U - ' - U F * is also a zero set, k=\,2, 
Thus the set F£ = Fk—(Ft U ••• U is a denumerable union of zerosets. Anti-
cipating an inductive proceedure, we write kl instead of k. Thus for we have 
• oo 
Fk = (J Hfc r where H t r is a zero set. 
' r= 1 ' ' 
If K is any zeroset (hence compact), one may cover K by a finite collection of 
zerosets each of which lies inside the neighborhood V 2 (x ) for some point x. In 
particular, for the set F*, we have F* = U F u where the sets F u are zerosets 
k2=i 2 2 
of this type ( = 0 for large k2). 
We apply to the set r the argument just given for K and find a finite collec-
tion of zerosets, each contained in some V 2 (x) , whose union is H t r . The totality 
of these sets for r= 1 ,2 , ... is then enumerated and labelled F ^ ; k2 —1,2, ... and 
we obtain for F£ the expression Fj* = |J Ffc k where each F^ k is a zeroset lying 1 1 k2=i 1 2 1 2 
inside some Y2(x)-
Proceeding inductively we obtain for each integer k ^ l , —1> ... sets 
F k l ^ > F k * i ^ F k l k 2 r > F k f k 2 r ) F k ¡ k 2 k 3 z > F k * k 2 k 3 r } . . . 
satisfying the relations: 
' x = [) F t l; Ü F t l = u Fk*; 
* ,= i it,=i /¿i=i 
the sets Fk* are disjoint; 
OO n n 
^kt— U Fk¡kl; U Fk¡k2= U i**^; 
k2=l k2= 1 fc2=l 
the sets F t * t are disjoint, and so on. Fur thermore, each set Fk¡k^ k lies inside the 
set V„(x) for some x. Also, each set is a zeroset and each set Fk* k is a de-
numerable unión of zerosets. Clearly we have f | Ffc k = (~| Ffc* k . 
Note that if x is given, then there exists a unique sequence of the type 
(F t * , F£ t . . . ) such tha t x belongs to each set of the sequence. Note also tha t if 
(kl,k2, •••) is any sequence of positive integers, then the intersection p| fc 
n=i 1 " " 
is non-empty if and only if each of the sets Ffc* k is non-empty. This results f rom 
oo oo 
the fact that f | F , * ^ = f | and f rom compactness. Finally, since F ^ ^ c 
n=l " n=l " " 
c V „ ( x „ ) for some point xn, f) F* k c f | V„(x„) and by Property D , this 
n=l " n=l 
intersection contains at most one point. In recapitulation, the intersection 
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f | F4* k consists of precisely one point if and. only if each set Ffc* k is non-
n= 1 1 " " 
empty. 
As usual, denote the set of all sequences of positive integers k=(k1,k2, •••) 
by N n . The topology and metric character of N n play a very important role in what 
follows. Each x £ X has associated to it a unique sequence (kx, k2, ...) such that 
f | F4* k = {x}. Thus this defines a map 
3 > : X - N n , 
where $(x) = (kl, k2, ...). 
It will be shown that is a bijection f rom X to <P(X). Furthermore, it will 
be shown that <£(X) is a closed subset of N N and that <P is a Baire isomorphism. 
If <P(x) = &(x')=(k1, k2, ...), then x and x ' both belong to the set 
« = 1,2, ... , hence both belong to |"| Ffc* k . The latter consists of one point by 
n= i • '"' " 
Property D. Thus is a bijection onto <?(X). 
oo 
LetA:iNN ,fc$<P(X). SupposeA: = (A:1, A:2, ...). I t i seasy to see that f | F t* k = 0. 
n= 1 " 
In fact, if the intersection were not empty, it would consist of a single point x by 
Property D and one would have <P(x)=k. Now, by compactness and monotonicity 
CO oo 
i f n F** k - n Fk k = 0, then there exists n0 such that F / k = 0 , n^n0. This 
implies that the neighborhood of k consisting of the points (kt, ..., kno,lno+l, ...) 
where /„o+J. is arbitrary, j= 1, 2 , . . . , does not intersect $ (X) . In other words, <P(X) 
is closed in NN . 
Next we show that <P~1 is a continuous map. Let k=(kl,k2, ...) be a point 
of i>(X) and suppose that <f>~1 (k)=x. Let V(x) be any neighborhood of x. Then 
oo 
since f) F t* k = {x}, there exists by the compactness of X an integer n0 such that 
Let W(fc)=W(Jc,n0) = {l={litl2, ...):/e^(X), li=k1, ... 
..., l„0—kno\ l„a+r£N, r= 1, 2, ...}. Then W ( k ) is an open neighborhood of k. Also, 
^ 1 ( W ( k ) ) c V(x), since $ - ' ( W ( & ) ) = F k * Thus <P~l is continuous. It fol-
lows that maps open sets into open sets. Thus maps cozerosets into open sets 
(of a metric space) and hence $ maps Baire sets into Baire sets. 
Finally, we show that transforms Baire sets.into Baire sets. Note first that 
the family of all sets W { k , n0) where k is arbitrary and n0 = 1, 2, ... , is a denumer-
able base for the topology of (X). Now n 0 ) ) = F ^ * . This set is a 
denumerable union of zerosets in X. Thus if G is any open set in the metric space 
<£(X), <2>-1(G) is a Baire set in X. 
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The above paragraphs prove that is a Baire isomorphism. Also, <Z>(X) is a 
complete separable metric space. If the cardinality of cP(X) is c (cardinality of the 
continuum), then <P(X) is Baire isomorphic to [0, 1], a compact metric space [2, p. 
358]. If the cardinality of <P(X) is it is obviously Baire isomorphic to some 
compact metric space. Thus, in either case, X is metrizable by Corollary C. (For 
simplicity of statement, we invoke above the very general classical theorem concern-
ing the Baire isomorphism. It would have been simple in our case to avoid the theo-
rem and to construct the needed isomorphism directly.) 
A different proof of Theorem E could be obtained by using the Urysohn metriza-
tion theorem. However, the development presented above will be used on subsequent 
occasions; 
Added by the authors on May 2, 1973: As indicated in our introduction, the 
purpose of the paper is to provide a procedure for "grading" compact spaces. In 
this grading, the metric spaces occupy the position of simplest structure because 
they have Property D. The refinement procedure necessary to handle the non-
metric case will be developed on another occasion. We wish to point out that a 
characterization of metric compact spaces has been given by V. SNEIDER, Continuous 
images of Souslin and Borel sets. Metrization theorems, Doklady Akad. Nauk 
S.S.S.R. ( N . S . ) 5 0 (1945) , 7 7 — 7 9 ; M.R. 14—782 . 
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( Received December 17, 1972) 
On products of Toeplitz operators 
By DONALD SARASON in Berkeley (California, U.S.A.)* 
Dedicated to Beta Sz.-Nagy on his sixtieth birthday 
1. Introduction 
BROWN a n d HALMOS s h o w in [2] t h a t i f / a n d g a r e f u n c t i o n s in L°° o f t h e u n i t 
circle and Tj- and Tg are the corresponding Toeplitz operators on H2, then for the 
equality TfTg = Tfg to hold it is necessary and sufficient that e i t h e r / or g belong to 
H°°. The sufficiency of the preceding condition has been recognized since Toeplitz 
operators were first studied; it forms the basis for the Wiener—Hopf factoriza-
tion technique. The necessity of the condition tells us that the equality TjTg—TS g is 
rather special. 
It is much less special, however, for the difference TfTg — Tfg to be compact, 
and this circumstance has been useful in the spectral analysis of certain Toeplitz 
operators. COBURN [3] has shown that TsTg — Tig is compact if either / or g is. 
continuous, and GOHBERC. and KRUPNIK [9] have shown that TfTg — Tfg is com-
pact if / and g are both piecewise continuous and have no common discontinu-
ities. In the present paper, a sufficient condition for the compactness of TfTg — Tfg 
is presented which contains both of the conditions just mentioned. 
For / and g in L°° and X a point on the unit circle, we define 
distA ( / , g) = ess. lim sup | / ( z ) — g(z)\. -z-A 
1*1=1 
If we e x t e n d / a n d g harmonically into the unit disk by means of Poisson's formula, 
we can also write 
dist^ ( / , g) — lim sup | / (z) — g(z)|y 
z— X 
|z|< 1 
For / in LT we define 
d i s t A ( / , / / ~ ) = i n f { d i s t , ( / ,A) : heH~}. 
* Research supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant GP—25 082. The author 
is a fellow of the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. 
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A simple normal families argument shows that there exists an h in H°° such tha t 
d i s t A ( / , / 0 = d i s t A ( / , / r ) . 
T h e o r e m . I f f and g are in LT, and if for each A on the unit circle either 
distA(/ , H°°)=0 or distA(g, H°°)=0, then T f T g - T f g is compact. 
The proof, which rests ultimately on Coburn ' s condition, is given in Section 2. 
R. G. DOUGLAS [4, Corollary 7. 52] has found an alternative proof which uses the 
theory of C*-algebras. 
The theorem says, roughly, tha t if the condition in the Brown—Halmos theo- , 
rem holds locally, then the equality TfTg=Tfg holds to within a compact per turba-
tion. Because the condition in the Brown—Halmos theorem is a necessary as well as 
a sufficient one, it is natural to conjecture the converse of the above theorem. The con-
verse, however, is false, as is shown by a counter example in Section 3. Section 4 con-
tains a partial converse of the theorem. 
2. Proof of the theorem 
For / i n LT, the funct ion d i s t ; ( / , H°°) is upper semicontinuous with respect 
to A. This funct ion therefore attains a max imum on the unit circle. 
L e m m a . If f is in LT, then dist ( / , H°° + C) = max {distA(/, H°°): U| = 1}. 
Here, C denotes the space of continuous complex valued funct ions on the unit 
circle. The lemma is an immediate consequence of a result of BISHOP and GLICKSBERG 
[8, p. 419] on sets of antisymmetry for funct ion algebras (see [6] for a fuller explana-
tion). To keep this paper as elementary as possible, a simple direct proof of the lemma 
is provided in Section 5.. 
Let / and g satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. Choose e > 0, and let A and 
B be the sets of points Aon the unit circle where d i s t ; ( / , and dist, (g, 
respectively. The sets A and B are then closed and disjoint. Choose a nonnegative 
funct ion u in C such that u^l, u=0 on A, and u= 1 on B. Let v = 1 — u. By Coburn ' s 
condition we have (letting Klt K2, ... denote compact operators), 
(1) T f T t = Tf TuTg + Tf TvTg = (Tfu 4- K,)Tg + Tf (Tvg + K2) = TfuTg + Tf Tvg + K3. 
Since dis t^ug, H°°)<s fo r all A, it follows f r o m the lemma that dist (vg, H°° + C) < e. 
Hence, we can write vg — h + w + cp where h is in H w is in C, and || j| „ -= e. Be-
cause TfTh = Tfh and 7 7 T w = Tfw + K4 (by Coburn ' s condition), we have 
(2) Tf Tvg — Tfvg = Tf Trp — Tf<p + K4 = Sy+ K4, 
where ||S
L
\\ S | | /LII<plL + | | /<P |L ^ 2 E [ | / L . Exactly the same reasoning gives 
(3) Tfu Tg — Tfug = S2 + K5, 
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where | | S 2 | | S2eUgL- Combining (1)—(3), we obtain 
Tg — Tfug + Tfvg + + S2 + K6 = Tfg + + S2 + K6. 
Hence, the distance of TfTg — Tfg f rom the set of compact operators is at most 
||Sill + ||S2 | | ^ 2e( | | / !L + | | g | | J . As e can be chosen arbitrarily small, it follows that 
TfTg — Tfg is compact. The theorem is proved. 
3. Counter example to the converse 
To obtain the desired counter example, we take g = $ where i¡/ is the inner 
function exp 11. We take f o r / a real function in LT with the following prop-
erties: (i) / is continuous except at z = 1 ; (ii) / /(1—z) is in L2; (iii) / is not in 
H°° + C. We defer the construction of / until later. We note that d i s t ^ / , 
by the lemma in Section 2. Also, it is easy to see that d i s t ^ g , i /~ ) = l . The condi-
tion of the theorem therefore fails at l — We show that, nevertheless, the operator 
TfTg — Tfg is compact. 
Because 
(•TfTg — Tfg)Tt = Tf Tj — T0 T, = T f T ^ — Tfw = Tf — Tf — 0, 
the operator TfTg — Tjg annihilates the subspace i j / H 2 . Hence, it will be enough 
to show that the restriction of TfTg — Tfg to H2 Q\j/H2 is compact. Also, the operator 
annihilates H2Q ijjH2, so we need only show that the restriction of Tfg 
to H2 Q i j / H 2 is compact. We shall show that, actually, the transformation f rom 
H2Q\j/H2 into L2 of multiplication by fg is compact. Because multiplication by 
g sends H2Q<j/H2 isometrically onto \J/H2QH2, this amounts to showing that the 
transformation of ij/H2QH2 into L2 of multiplication b y / i s compact. Let S denote 
the latter transformation. 
To prove the compactness of S, we introduce the isometry V of L2 of the circle 
onto L2(—°°, defined by 
(Vh)(x)^n-il2(x + i)~1h U—V 
^ x i 
This isometry transforms the operator on L2 of multiplication b y / i n t o the operator 
x — i 
From (ii) it follows that <p on L2( — °o, oo) of multiplication by (p(x) = / 
is in L2( — oo, oo). Let W be the Fourier—Plancherel transformation of L2( — «=) 
onto itself. Then W transforms the operator on X 2 ( — o o ) of multiplication by 
(p into the operator of convolution with the square-integrable function k = (2n)1!2 Wcp. 
Now it is easy to check that the combined transformation t / = WV sends \jjH2QH2 
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onto L2{ —1,0) (regarded as the subspace of functions in L2(—vanishing 
o f f ( —1,0)). Hence U takes S into the transformation of L2{—1,0) into L2{— 
of convolution with k, that is, into the integral operator with kernel K(x, ,y)= 
= k(x—y) (—oo<x<oo, — 1 < j < 0 ) . The square-integrability of k implies the square-
integrability of K, so the integral operator in question is a Hilbert—Schmidt operator. 
Therefore S is compact, as desired. 
It remains to construct a function / with the required properties. For this we 
employ the notion of mean oscillation. 
Let m denote normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle. For / in L1 
of the circle and I a subarc of the circle, define a v j f ^ m ^ ) ' 1 f fdm and 
i 
M ( f , / ) = m(I)~l f \f—avjf\dm. 
Further, define 1 
M r ( / ) = s u p { M ( / , / ) : m(/)=Sr} f o r 0 < r = § l , and A f 0 ( / ) = l i m M r ( J ) . 
The quantity M 1 ( f ) is called the mean oscillation of / , and in case M t ( / ) < 
we say t h a t / h a s bounded mean oscillation (or t h a t / i s in BMO). In case M0(f)=0 
we say that / h a s vanishing mean oscillation (or that / i s in VMO). The class BMO 
has recently been studied by FEFFERMAN and STEIN [7], who have proved, among 
other results, that a function belongs to BMO if and only if it can be written as 
w+5 where u and v belong to L°° and v is the conjugate function of v. We need here 
the less difficult half of this equivalence, the half that asserts LT+(LT)~ c BMO. 
This inclusion is bounded in the sense that there is a positive constant c with the 
property Mi{u + v) ^ c(||w|L + | |f |L) for all w, v in L°° [7]. 
' The class VMO also has a simple characterization ; it consists of all functions 
u+v with u and v in C. Here we require only the inclusion C+Cc. VMO, which 
can be proved as follows. As the inclusion C C V M O is obvious, it will be enough 
to show that C G V M O . Let v belong to C, and choose E > 0 . Then there is a trigono-
metric polynomial p such that ||t>— p\\„ < e. Since p is continuous we have 
M0{v) = M0(v-p) ^ M^v-p)^ c||t>-/?|U<ce. 
Because e is arbitrary this shows that M0(v)=0, as desired. 
Now it is trivial that a real L°° function belongs to H°° + C if and only if it belongs 
to C + C. Thus, to guarantee that the / we construct satisfies condition (iii), it will 
suffice to arrange that M o ( / ) > 0 . 
To construct / we introduce the subarcs /„ = {ew:2~" g f l g 2 " " + 5""}, 
« = 1,2, ... . We de f ine / to be 0 off U /„. On /„ we de f ine / so that it is real, continuous, 
bounded in modulus by 1, vanishes at the endpoints of /„, and satisfies 
J f d m = 0, f \f\dm^m(In). 
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From the preceding equality and inequality we have M 0 ( / ) S 1/2, and thus (iii) 
holds. As (i) is obvious, it only remains to check (ii), which amounts to showing 
that the function f(ew)/0 belongs to L2. On /„ we have | / / 0 | s 2 " , and so 
/\f/0\2 dm =§22"m(/„) = ( 2 t t ) 1 (4/5)«. 
The square-integrability of f/8 is now obvious, and the construction is complete. 
It appears that any necessary and sufficient condition, in terms of the structures' 
o f / and g, for the compactness of TfTg — Tfg will have to take account of subtleties 
of the behavior of the Gelfand transforms of / and g on the fibers of the Gelfand 
space of LT. 
4. A partial converse 
The above theorem does have a converse of sorts. 
T h e o r e m . If g is in L™ and if ThTg — Thg is compact for all h in H~, then g is 
in H°° + C. 
This result was first conjectured by R. G. DOUGLAS, who has independently 
found the following proof. 
Under the hypotheses of the theorem, if h is any function in H" and i¡j is any 
inner function, then the operator 
(Th Tg — Thg) = T$hTg — T$hg 
is compact. As the functions ij/h are dense in V [5], we may conclude that TfTg — Tfg 
is compact for all / in LT. 
For / in LT, let rf be the Hankel operator induced by / , that is, the operator 
f rom H2 to (H2)1 of multiplication by / fo l l owed by projection onto (H2)±. A theo-
rem of HARTMAN [10] (see also [1]) states that TY is compact if and only i f / b e l o n g s 
to H" + C. Now a simple calculation shows that TfTg — Tfg=—r*jFg, and thus 
r)rg is compact for all / i n LT. Taking f—g we conclude that r*Tg is compact, 
and hence that Fg is compact. Therefore g is in H~ + C by Hartman 's theorem, as 
desired. 
5. Proof of the lemma 
We present here a simple direct proof, of the lemma of Section 2. The proof 
depends on the fact that H~ + C is an algebra [4]. ' 
L e t / b e l o n g to LT. It is obvious that distA(/ , H~) S d i s t ( / , H" + C) for each 
X, so it will suffice to show that dist ( / , H°° + C) S max {distA(/, H~): |A| = 1}. 
Let M denote the preceding maximum. Choose e 0, and for each A choose an hk 
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in H" s u c h t h a t d i s t ( / , hx) < M+e. B e c a u s e d i s t z ( / , hx) is a n u p p e r s e m i c o n t i n u o u s 
f u n c t i o n o f z, t h e r e is f o r e a c h X a n o p e n s u b a r c Jx o f t h e u n i t c i rc le c o n t a i n i n g X 
s u c h t h a t d i s t z ( / , h j < M+2e f o r all z in Jx. C h o o s e a finite n u m b e r o f t h e s u b -
a r c s Jx t h a t c o v e r t h e u n i t c i rc le . D e n o t e t h e s e s u b a r c s b y J i } ...,JP a n d t h e c o r r e -
s p o n d i n g f u n c t i o n s hx b y h h p . C h o o s e a p a r t i t i o n o f u n i t y { w j j [ = 1 o f t h e 
u n i t c i rc le s u b o r d i n a t e t o t h e c o v e r {./„}£= t a n d c o n s i s t i n g o f n o n n e g a t i v e f u n c t i o n s 
in C. T h u s ^ wk—1 e v e r y w h e r e , a n d f o r e a c h k t h e r e is a n n(k) s u c h t h a t Jn(k) c o n -
t a i n s t h e s u p p o r t o f w k . By t h e l a t t e r p r o p e r t y , if w k ( X ) r * 0 t h e n d i s t A ( / , h n { k ) ) < 
< M+2e. 
« 
N o w let S = 2 wkKw T h e n g is in H~ + C, a n d f o r a n y X o n t h e u n i t c i rc le , 
d is t A ( / , g) = d is t ; . ( 2 wk(X)f, 2 wkhn(k))S 2 d is tA (wk(X)f, wkhn(k)) = 
k k k 
= 2 d i s t , (wk ( X ) f , wk (A) K (k)) = 2 Wk (A) d i s t , ( / , h„ {k)) < 2 ^ № (M + 2e) =.M + 2s. 
k k k 
I t f o l l o w s t h a t I I Z - g l L < M+2s. W e m a y c o n c l u d e t h a t d i s t ( / , H~ + C) ^ M, 
a n d t h e l e m m a is p r o v e d . 
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Über die Konvergenz von Reihen nach Produktsystemen 
Von FERENC SCHIPP in Budapest 
Herrn Professor B. Sz.-Nagy zum 60. Geburtstag gewidmet 
Es sei ( X , S, ii) ein M a ß r a u m mit endlichem, positivem /¿-Maß und 
F= {/„: n£N} cz Z^ ( X ) ein Funktionensystem mit Mn = vrai max | / „ (x) | < °o (n£N); 
N={0, 1 ,2 , ...}. Es bezeichne G={gn\ n£N} das Produktsystem des Funkt ionen-
systems F ; das bedeutet, daß für w^A^mit der dyadischen Darstellung n = "¡2 ' 
1 = 0 
("¡ = 0 ,1 ) 
(1) gn= n (fi/Md"< 
1 = 0 
gesetzt wird. Das System F heißt stark multiplikativ, wenn G ein Orthogonalsystem 
ist, multiplikativ, wenn f gndfi =0 (n£N) ist; und schwach multiplikativ, wenn für 
x 
sein Produktsystem G die Beziehung gilt: 
(2) Z \ ! g n d n \ = A — -
n = 0 x 
Diese Begriffe wurden von G. ALEXITS [1], [2] eingeführt und in neuester Zeit 
von mehreren Mathemat ikern mit Erfolg auf wahrscheinlichkeitstheoretische Fragen 
angewandt. 
Das Rademachersche System R—{rn:n^N} ist ein stark multiplikatives System 
und das Produktsystem des Systems R ist das Walshsche Orthogonalsystem 
fV={wn:n£N}. 
In [1] ist folgender Satz bewiesen (Theoreme 2): Ist F e i n gleichnormiertes stark 
multiplikatives System mit M „ = l ( n £ N ) , so ist die Reihe 2 c n S n unter der Bedingung 
2 c n < 0 ° f"ast überall (C, a > 0 ) summierbar. 
In [3] wurde dieser Satz folgenderweise verschärf t : Ist F e i n schwach multiplika-
tives System und genügt sein Produktsystem G der Bedingung von I. SCHUR (s. [4], 
S. 70), so ist die Reihe 2 c n g n * m Falle ¿ ' c 2 f a s t überall (C, a^-0)-summierbar . 
Dieser Satz wird folgenderweise verallgemeinert: 
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S a t z 1. Ist F ein schwach multiplikatives System und G das Produktsystem 
von F, so konvergiert die Reihe 2cngn unter der Bedingung fast überall. 
1 
Es sei f£Lp[0, 1] (1 Sp<-),/(«) = f f(t)w„{t)dt (niN), und für 
o 
/ € [ 0 , 1 ] ; 1 < i < o o und n = 1 , 2 , . . . führen wir die folgenden Bezeichnungen ein: 
w x o = "2 m M O , r j f ) ( x ) = "z f(k)gk(xi k — O k=0 
Hn}(f)(0=\-- 2 l ^ ( / ) ( 0 ! s l ' > = 1 i n ( / ) W l s ) ' • I« k= i J • l" k=i j 
Wir werden beweisen : 
S a t z 2 . Ist f£Lp[0, 1] (1 </7<°o), so gilt für 1 <.?< (mit der Konstante A in 
(2)) und für n= 1 , 2 , . . . : 
( A - \ \ 
Nach einem Satz von P. SJÖLIN ([5], Theorem C) gilt fü r f£Lp[0, 1] ( / » 1 ) 
(3) l | s u p | S „ ( / ) | | | p ^ C p | | / | | p . 
n 
D a die Funktionen H ^ ( f ) { t ) , K(ns)(/)(x) in bezug auf s monoton zunehmend 
sind und Hm B^(J)(t) = max |S* ( / ) ( / ) ! , Hm = max \Tk(f)(x)\ ist, s-̂ oo l-gk-gn s-*- oo Ĵ fĉ /I 
ergibt sich aus Satz 2 und aus (3) das folgende 
K o r o l l a r . Ist f£L"[0, 1] (1 </><<*>), so gilt 
(4) llsup \Tn(f)\\\XtP^Bp\\f\\p. n 
Daraus fo lg t 
S a t z 3. Ist f£LP[0, 1] 1), so konvergiert die Reihe 2 f ( f i ) S n f a s t überall. 
n = 0 
Satz 1 ist offenbar in Satz 3 als Spezialfall enthalten. 
B e w e i s d e s S a t z e s 2 . Wir führen die „Kernfunkt ionen" 
Dn{x, t) = "Z 8k(x)wk(t) 0 € [ 0 , 1]; n = l , 2 , . . . ) 
k=o 
ein. Aus der Definition von G und W folgt 
D2k(x, t) = " f f ( l + r„(t)fn(x)/Mn) 0 (t e [0, 1]; x € X), 
n = 0 
II, und ||x,„ bezeichnen Norm in Lp[0,1] und L%X). 
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woraus sich nach (2) 
1 
(5) f D2k(x,t)dß(x)^A, f D2k(x, t)dt=\ ( i£[0, 1]; x£X; k£N) 
x o 
ergibt. Auf Grund der Orthogonalität des Walshschen Systems folgt 
n— 1 
m = 0 
T„(f)(x)= " z f(m)gm(x)= f Sn(f){t)D1h(x, t)dt für 2*>« . 
N V 
Es sei 1/p+l/p' = 1 und g£L?'(X) eine beliebige Funktion mit \\g\\Xip,^\. 
Offenbar gibt es Funktionen am 6 Lß (X) derart, daß mit s' = s/(s—1) fast überall 
in X 
(/)(*)=-4 i «n,{*)Tm{f){x), i j |«m(*)|4 =i 
n m= 1 lm=l J 
bestehen. Wir betrachten das lineare Funktional 
Kg) = jgK^Wdnix)— f g Z amTm(f)dß(x)= , 
x n x m=1 
„US f f \ 2 
N X 0 VM=L 
2 <xm{x)Sm(№) g(x)D2u{x, t) dt dß(x). 
 i 
Auf Grund der Hölderschen Ungleichung ergibt sich 
i f „ Ii/»' 1 f n l1 /*' 
\I(g)\^ f f ( / )(<) 2 K(* ) | s ' g(x)D2k(x,t)dtdn(x) = 
X 0 lm=l J   
1 
= / ms) (/)(0 (fg(x)D2k(x, t) dß(xj) dt. 
o x 
Daraus, durch Anwendung der Hölderschen Ungleichung folgt 
I(g) S II HP ( / ) | |p { / 1 fg(x)D2k(x, t) dß(x)\"\ = II jyw COII, • B. 
lo x ' 
Für beliebige h£L"[0, 1] mit ||A||p^l sei v 
I 
J(h)= J h(t)(fg(x)D2k(x,t)dn(xj}dt. 
0 X 
Auf Grund der Ungleichung 
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und nach (5) ergibt sich 
S №)\>(JD^x, t)dli{x))dt + 
" O X 
. J\g(.x)\"'(f D2k(.xlt)dt)dfi(x)^ + ^ . 
Daraus folgt, daß 
gilt, und so ist 
B = sup |/(A)|=>-± + JL 
MAILS 1 P P 
l l ^ ( s H / ) l k P = sup 4 + V l l ^ l l p -llall̂ p. KP P) 
Damit ist Satz 2 bewiesen. 
B e w e i s d e s S a t z e s 3. Aus (3) folgt, daß für / £ L P [ 0 , 1 ] ( / » 1 ) 
. lim l l / - S „ ( / ) | | p = 0. gilt. Aus der Folge hn = f - S n { f ) läßt sich eine Teilfolge 
n-*- ©o 
oo 
{hn } mit 2! \\K l l p < 0 ° herausgreifen. Ist nk^n<nk+l, so gilt 
* i k 
Qn(x) = sup | T m ( / ) ( x ) — Tn(/)(x) | ̂  2 sup | T m ( / ) ( x ) — T„k(/)(x)| = 
= 2 sup | Tm (h„k) (x) | = 9k (x). m 
Da nach (4) \\9k\\x . S B J A , |L g i l t , so i s t lim 9 f c (x )=0 und gilt auch lim q„(x)=0 
fast überall. 
Damit haben wir auch Satz 3 bewiesen. 
Ich möchte Herrn Professor G. ALEXITS für seine wertvollen Ratschläge bei 
der Fertigstellung dieser Arbeit meinen aufrichtigen Dank aussprechen. 
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A weakening of the definition of C -algebras 
By Z. SEBESTYÉN in Szeged 
Dedicated to Professor Béla Sz.-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
In a recent paper H. ARAKI and G. A. ELLIOTT proved the following theorem 
(see [1], Theorem 1): 
Let Abe a complex involutory algebra with complete linear space norm such that 
(1) ll**-*ll = M l 2 for all x^ A. 
A is then a C* -algebra, i.e. the submultiplicativity property 
(2) IIx.jH ^ M - M 
also holds for every x,y£A. 
These authors raised the problem whether it is enough to assume (1) for normal 
x only, i.e. for which x*x=xx*. 
The answer is in the negative as was shown in [5] by the simple counter example 
of the algebra A of all bounded linear operators on a complex Hilbert space with 
the numerical radius as norm. This norm does not satisfy. 
(3) | | X * J C | | S M 2 f o r e v e r y X£A. 
The purpose of this note is to prove that (3), together with (1) only for normal x £ A , 
is sufficient for A to be a C* -algebra. 
We shall use the notation of RICKART'S book [4]. The following lemma, similar 
to Lemma 1 in [5], plays an important role in the arguments. Denote by H(A) the 
selfadjoint part of A. 
L e m m a 1. Let A be a complex involutory algebra with linear space norm which 
satisfies (3). Then A is a normed algebra with continuous involution. 
P r o o f . The first step is to prove 
(4) \\hk\\s4\\h\\\\k\\ for every h,keH(A). 
Consider for h,k£H(A) the identity 
4hk = (h+k)2-(h-k)2+i(h+ik)(h-ik)-i(h-ik)(h+ik) 
which is a special case of (3) in [1]. Use the triangle inequality together with (3) to 
2 A 
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have thus ||M|| ^ (||/j|| + II&II)2. Assume that h and k differ f rom 0, otherwise (4) 
is immediate, and replace them by hj\\h\\ and k/\\k\\, respectively; then (4) follows 
immediately. 
We define an auxiliary linear space norm as follows: for h, k£H(A) let 
Wh + ikWi = sup{||/i• cos t — k• sin/1| + \\h• sin t-\-k• cos11|: t real number} 
so that . 
^ ( W + W D ^ p + z / c i i ^ p i i + w 
holds (for details see [4], p. 7). Moreover, the 1-norm agrees with the original norm 
on H(A) and the involution is an isometry with this norm. The multiplication is 
also continuous with the 1-norm as for all x, y£A the inequality 
" | M l ! sá 8 M / . M i -
holds. It follows that the norm of the extended left regular representation on A with 
1-norm, defined for x£A by 
||*||2 = sup {HAx+xpll^A complex number, y £ A ; |A| + ||.HIi = 1}, 
is an appropriate norm. Indeed, it is equivalent to the 1-norm, as it is not hard to 
see that 
M l ^ l l x M S I I x I l ! 
for any x£A, so that the involution is a norm-continuous map with the 2-norm. 
This completes the proof. 
In the following v(x) denotes the spectral radius of x £A with respect to the 
2-norm 
v(x)=Iim M l ^ " . 
The next result is not an evident consequence of the Araki—Elliott theorem men-
tioned earlier, but it follows f rom Lemma 1 by the properties of the spectral radius. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Let A be a complex commutative involutory algebra with 
linear space norm such that (1) holds for any x£A. Then A is a pre-C* -algebra. 
P r o o f . We show first 
(5) v ( A ) = W for every h£H(A) 
by (1) and the equivalence of the norms on H(A) as follows: 
v(A)= lim \\h2"\\22'n= lim \\hln\\l-n= lim p * 2 ! 2 " =||A||, . 
H - * - c o R - » o o n-*-oo 
where in the last step the immediate consequence of (1) 
P \\ = W\ 2" (» = 1 , 2 , : . . ; h£H(A)) 
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was used. The only required property of the original norm follows f rom (5) by (1): 
= y*x*xyVl2 = v(x*xy*y)it2^v(pc*x)1/2v(y*y)1'2= . ' 
H l * * * l l 1 / 2 I I ^ H I 1 / 2 = 11*11 II J>II 
holds for any x,y£A. Thus A is a pre-C*-algebra with the original norm in fact. 
The main result of this paper is the following 
T h e o r e m 3. Let A be a complex involutory algebra with complete linear space 
norm which satisfies (3) and for which (1) holds for every normal x£A. Then A is a 
C*-algebra. 
P r o o f . Proposition 2 implies that every maximal commutative selfadjoint sub-
algebra of A is a pre-C*-algebra. Consider now A~, the norm completion of A 
in the 2-norm with the extended involution. We shall show that A~ is a C*-algebra 
with an equivalent norm. In view of [2], Corollary 12 it suffices to prove that the set 




which gives for every h £ H(A) 
* + * + X — X =§16||***||1/2 =-16||*|| 
(7) 7f 2 (fhTlnl n= 1 2 (ih)
n/n\ i 16 2 («07«! 
n= 1 
S 3 2 , 
since for the normal (ih)"jn\£A~ the original norm can be extended by the 
n=i 
previous equivalence and the quasi-unitary elements are of norms not greater than 
2 i n C+-algebras. Let now a selfadjoint h£A and a positive number ebe given. Choose 
an h£H(A) which satisfies | |/) | |2^||/j | |2 and \\fi-h\\2 < e-<r , l* i l s . .Then (7) gives by 
a simple computation 
where 
070"/«! 2 ('/07«! 
2 - ; [ ( ih ) n - (m n~1 n\ 
^ n I n=l 
2 1 2 b=1 «! 
n=l 
n- 1 
+ e S 32 + e , 
2 (ib)"" m (ih)m - (ihf~m~1 (ih)m+1 
n = 0 
(ih)"-m- '{ih~ih){ihy (/j — 1)! < e 
2« 
20 Z. Sebestyén: A weakening of the definition of C* -algebras 
was used. This shows that 32 is an appropriate bound for the set considered abvoe. 
Thus A is a C*-algebra with an equivalent norm, which agrees for every x£A with 
v(x*x)1'2 as well known from the C*-condition. But thus (5) shows by the assump-
tion for any x € A 
(8) v(**x)1/2 = |l***l 1 / 2 -
We need show only the converse to (8) in the remainder. In case if A has an identity, 
for the C*-norm we have by [3], (3. 7) Corollary the expression 
(9) v ( x ^ ^ i n f i 2 I'M: * = ¿ P(>%)> = « = 1 , 2 , . . . } . 
U= 1 J= l J 
n « w 
Assuming now 2 v(x*x)1/2+e/2 for some e > 0 such that x = 2 h e x P 0 !«j) 
j=i J= i 
holds with h j£A~ , h * = h j 0 = 1 , 2, . . . , « ) , we can choose normal Xj£A which 
satisfy ||x,-|| = l , ||exp (ihj)-Xj\\2 < b/2\/2 2 for j = l , 2, . . . , n. Then using (6) 
we have J ~ 1 
11*11 S x— 2 
j= i 
+ 2 hxi j— i / 2 2 |A J . | | |exp(rt J .)-x J . | |2+ 2 W j=i J=i 
: v ( x * x ) 1 / 2 + e . 
Since 8 was an arbitrary positive number, the converse to (8) is valid as claimed. 
Suppose finally that A has not an identity. Then analogously 
v ( x * x ) 1 / 2 = i n f { 2 l ^ i : * = 2 h 2 ( i h j ) m / m \ : h} = h*eA, 
l ; = l j=i m=l I 
0 = 1 , 2 , . . . , « ) , « = 1 , 2 , . . . j 
n 
holds where 2 A j = 0 is automatically satisfied. The proof of the converse to (8) 
can be done in an analogous way. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
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On a Fourier U (/:„)-inultiplier criterion 
By W. TREBELS in Aachen (BRD) 
Dedicated to Professor B. Sz.-Nagy on the occasion of his 60 th birthday 
The main purpose of this note is to give a simple sufficient criterion for radial 
functions on the Euclidean «-space En to be the Fourier transform of an integrable 
function. The present criterion is a partial generalization of a well-known one-dimen-
sional result due to SZ.-NAGY [9], namely 
T h e o r e m A . Let h(v) be an even (continuous) function on (—<*>, «>) satisfy-
ing the following conditions i) h(v) —0 for v ii) h'(v)£L(Q, iii) /;' is locally of 
bounded variation except at the points a o = 0 < a 1 < - - < £ r s < ° ° but in the neigh-
bourhoods of a¡ the integrals f v \dh'(v)\, 
0 : 
( / + J)\v-at\logO/\v-a,h\dh'(v)\ 
CO 
and f v \dh\v)\ converge. Then there exists an even integrable function H such that 
o© 
h(v) = {In)-112 f H(x)e~ivxdx. 
The case 5 = 0 is the one considered in [1], [2]; for further details see also [4; 
p. 251, p. 276]. 
Apart f rom a regularizaron at the critical points a¡, Isi^s,. introduced in 
the course of a partial integration, the proof mainly depends upon the absolute 
integrability of the Fejer-kernel on ( — F o r the «-dimensional analogue we 
will make heavy use of the absolute integrability of a suitable Riesz-kérnel. This paper 
was written while the author held a DFG-fellowship; the author thanks Professor 
R. J. NESSEL for a careful reading of the manuscript. 
First let us give some notations. Let v, x, y denote elements of En(x=(Xl,..., x„)), 
n 
x-y = £ xk y*, the inner product, |x| = x-x112 the absolute value; \etm = (m1, ...,mn) 
k=l . 
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be an «-tuple of non-negative integers with \m\ — 2 m k , D m the differential 
k= 1 
opera tor (d/dx^"1' ...{d¡dx„)m", [a] the largest integer less than or equal to a £ £ , . 
A function fix), defined on En, is called radial if f{x)=f(\x\). Let the Fourier trans-
format ion on L 1 (E„), the set of all integrable funct ions on E„, be defined by 
[/]- (v) = r (v) = (2n)-"'2 f me-'»'*dx 
E'„ 
and let [LJ (£•„)]" be the set of all continuous functions which are equal to the Fourier 
t ransform of an L 1 - funct ion . 
For our multiplier theorem it is convenient to introduce the class BVJ + 1 con-
sisting of those continuous functions h on [0, <*=) such that h , . . . , h u ~ 2 ) are ab-
solutely continuous on (0, / ¡ ( J _ 1 ) locally absolutely continuous, lim/2(,)(T)=0 
for 1, and hU ) locally of bounded variation on (0, =<=) with 
CO 
( 1 ) f T ' l ^ W ^ 0 3 ' 
o 
It follows readily that 
(2) ' . ' BVJ + 1 c B V , . 
Indeed, for e, 0 and h £ B V J + 1 one has 
Jx¡d№(x)= ¿ ( - i r — 
v= o \J — v)! 
which, by hypothesis, remains bounded for R - + Observ ingtha t lim h u ~ v \ R ) = 0 , 
1 ^ v S y , one necessarily has h U ) ( R ) - » 0 for R — ^ . N o w Dirichlet 's formula yields 
J xJ~1 \hU) ( x ) \ dx = f | f d h ^ { m ) \ d x ^ 
0 0 t 
co CO • eo 
<• == f \ d h ( i ) { m ) \ f TJ"1 dx = j ~ 1 f coJ \ d h u ) ( c o ) \ . 
0 0 0 
The classes B V J + 1 have already been considered in BUTZER—NESSEL—TREBELS 
[5] in order to obtain a simple estimate of 
(3) 2 (*/•') + Aak = <xk-ak+l, = AA\ k=o \ J / 
the latter being a multiplier condition on a Banach space with a total sequence 
{.Pjt} of orthogonal bounded linear projections under the hypothesis that f ~ 2 ^ k f 
is (C, j ' )-bounded. In this respect, the following theorem is the concrete continuous 
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analogue of the abstract discrete multiplier theorem mentioned above. Indeed it is 
quite natural to replace the (C, /)-boundedness of the abstract Fourier expansion 
by the boundedness of the corresponding (I,j)-Riesz-means in case of Fourier 
integrals. Here the (%, A)-Riesz-means are defined for x, on S (the set of infinitely 
differentiable, rapidly decreasing functions) by 
(4) R*.Mf=<frKil{e-
f (1 — \v\")\ |t>|==l 
>•)*/, [ ' » . J » = { 0 , HS1 
where * convolution, rx and its Fourier transform are to be understood in the 
distributional sense. It is known (see e.g. [6]) that 
(5) (E„) for x^O, A > ( « - l ) / 2 ; 
thus, (4) is meaningful for all / 6 L 1 (En) for these x, A-values and [r^ ; ] " exists in the 
classical sense. 
T h e o r e m 1. Ifh£BVJ+lfor j= [ (« - l ) / 2 ] + l , then /2(1^1)GpL1 (£„)]" . 
P r o o f . Consider the function 
H(x) = [(-iy/7'!] f tJ+"rij(rx) dh(J>(z) 
o 
which is integrable on account of the hypothesis and (5): 
OO 
f \H(x)\dxs f tJ\dh^(t)\ f Tn\r1j(Tx)\ dx<°°. 
0 . En ' • 
Passing to Fourier transforms, by Fubini's theorem and partial integration 
H\v) = ((-iy/7'0 / , H ^ T 
0, ¡VIST 
dhU) ( T ) = 
' ={{-\yiji)f(T-\v\ydh^(T) = 
M 
= ((.-vjm){(*-\v\yhv\-c)\rvl-j f ( T - h y - w > ( T ) r f r } . 
I»l 
Now /z0)(t) is locally of bounded variation in (0, and therefore the first term 
vanishes at r = |t>|. Since hu}(T) —0 for it follows that 
\RJh^(R)\=\RJ f dh(j)(T)|^ f rJ\dh(i)(R)| 
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becomes infinitely small for — Hence 
oo 
(y) = ( ( - 1 y - 7 0 - 1)!) / ( t - KIV" 1 A W ) ( t ) d x 
l»l 
and thus, proceeding iteratively, 
oo oo 
H'{v) = - f (x-\v\)hS2\x)dx = f h'(x)dz = h(\v\). 
w l»l 
Using (5) for arbitrary x > 0 , k = j = [(«—l)/2] + l , it is clear by the above 
oo 
proof that |u| may be replaced by |u|* provided f IdI*-7' |rfAW)(|«|*)|-s:<» and. 
o 
l im / ¡ ( i ) ( t )=0 ( O ^ i ^ j — 1) which, however, is equivalent to / i £ B V J + 1 on account 
of the homogeneity of the integral. Thus 
C o r o l l a r y . IfhZBVj+ifor j = [ ( n - l ) / 2 ] + l , then A(|i>|")€L1[(£' l l)r for x > 0 . 
Obviously, Theorem 1 is a generalization of Sz.-Nagy's theorem in case / = 0 
to »-dimensions. In case there is a further singularity at the point a £(0, one 
could proceed analogously as in Sz.-Nagy's proof provided one can estimate 
{aJ+"r1j(ax) — xJ+nr1j(xx)} in the L 1 ( i s j -norm conveniently, e.g. by OQa—r|a) for 
some a > 0 . However, we do not pursue this aspect further since there exists a con-
venient general multiplier theorem of LOFSTROM [6, 7] dealing with such a finite 
number of. singularities. 
In case that singularities are admitted only at the origin and/or at infinity, 
Lofstrom's result was improved by BOMAN [ 3 ] to (CN (A ) the set of all //-times con-
tinuously d i f ferent ia te functions on the open A a E „ ) : 
T h e o r e m B. a) I f f £ C N ( E n ) , where N = [»/2] + l , and there exist constants C 
and (5>0 such that 
^ " • / W I ^ C L X L - ' - I H (x£En, O S M S I A O , 
t h e n / E T L 1 (£„) ]" . 
b) Let fd C N (£„ \{0}) , N = [n/2] + l , have compact support, and let there exist 
constants C and such that 
| Z > " / ( * ) I ^ C | * I ' - H ( X E S . M O } , O S - M ^ J V ) , 
then / £ [L1 (£"„)]". 
To illustrate the range of Theorems 1 and B, consider 
/ i W = O + i o g O + M 2 ) } - 1 . 
Obvious ly , / ! is radial and belongs to C~(£"„); but since fx decreases too weakly at 
infinity, Theorem B does not apply immediately, whereas a simple calculation shows 
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that fx £ B \ J + j . Thus f t £ [L1 (£„)]" by Theorem 1. Analogously one has (cf. Corollary) 
(1 + log log (e+1*|"))-" € [L1 (£„)]" for <x>0, etc. 
To give an example with a singularity at the origin choose / 2 ( * ) = 
= —log - 1 |x|x(|*|) with some %iCr(E„) satisfying / ( x ) = l for and = 0 
for | * | s2 / e . Again, Theorem 1 yields / 2 € [L1 (£•„)]", whereas Theorem B does not 
apply. 
Náturally one could try "Bernstein's multiplier theorem" (see PEETRE [8]): 
W" / 2 , 1 c f L 1 (£•„)]", where W" / 2 , 1 may be equivalently characterized by 
J 1~n l2 sup |M"/(*)||2 
o W^t T 
with Ayf(x) = f(x+y)—f(x). But to verify this condition in case of the above 
examples seems to be far harder than to check that f£ BV + 1 (other characteriza-
tions of Wn /2>1 , known to the author, seem to be still more complicated). 
The obvious disadvantage of Theorem 1 lies in the assumption that / has to 
. be radial. Here another criterion, overlapping with Theorem 1 and but in some exam-
ples stronger than Theorem B, may help. Its proof rests upon the integrability of the 
n 
Riesz-kérnel rx 1 on EL for x > 0 , so that the product kernel [J rx t (xk) is integrable 
on En. Thus 
T h e o r e m 2. Let f be a continuous function on En, even in each coordinate, 
differentiable in the sense that for the derivatives Dmf(x) exist as locally 
integrable functions, that lim Dmf(x)=0 for mk=0 or 1 or 2, 1 SkSn and that 
/ . . . / |ZT/(*)I n x l ' ^ d x ^ -
o o mk*o 
uniformly in xk when mk = 0. Then /(IxJ"1, ..., \xn\x") 6[L1 (£•„)]" provided xk>0, 
l s i t s n . 
For the proof consider 
F{y) = . / . . . / 77 xl+(ll^\^k(xl^yk)fi2:l,..XnXn(x) dx, 
0 0 k = i 
which is clearly integrable, and proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2 is another generalization of Sz.-Nagy's theorem [9]; in case x k = \ , 
l s f c ^ n , his estimate of {a2rlil(ar¡)—x2rl l(xti)}, a,t]£(0, in the L*(—oo, « ) -
norm may be taken over to cover singularities on the hyperplanes xk=a>~0, 1 Stk^n. 
Thus a theorem may be stated which is analogous to Theorem A. But instead of 
formulating it, let us give an example to which Theorem 2 applies but Theorem B 
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d o e s n o t s ince i) t h e f u n c t i o n d e c r e a s e s a t i n f in i ty t o o s lowly , ii) T h e o r e m B a l l o w s 
o n l y a s i n g u l a r i t y a t t h e o r i g i n a n d n o t o n t h e h y p e r p l a n e s xk=0, l ^ k ^ n . I t is 
(1 + l o g (1 + K ! * ' + " • + № ) ) - " € [ L 1 (E„)Y 
p r o v i d e d l s f c ^ n , a s c a n eas i ly b e s h o w n b y T h e o r e m 2. 
L e t u s c o n c l u d e w i t h t h e r e m a r k t h a t T h e o r e m s 1 a n d 2 a r e b a s e d u p o n s u m -
m a b i l i t y p r o p e r t i e s o f t h e F o u r i e r i n t e g r a l in d i r e c t a n a l o g y t o t h e a b s t r a c t se r ies c a s e 
a s e l a b o r a t e d in [5]. 
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Spectra of finite range Cesaro operators 
By GERALD M. LEIBOWITZ in Storrs (Connecticut, U.S.A.) 
I n [ B H S ] BROWN, HALMOS, a n d SHIELDS s t u d i e d t h e o p e r a t o r s C 0 , C1, C„ 
defined respectively on the spaces I2, L2{0, 1), L2(0, °=), by 
1 " I i l i 
C0x(n) = —— £ x(k), C1x(t) = — / x(s)ds, C^x(t) = — / x(s)ds. 
n+Ik=o 1 a ' o • 
In particular they determined, using Hilbert space techniques, that the adjoint 
of /— Cx is a simple unilateral shift and the adjoint of I—C m is a simple bilateral 
shift, f rom which it follows that the spectrum of Ci is the disk {X: |1 — X\ S i} (with 
point spectrum the.open disk {2:|1— X\ < 1}) and the spectrum of Cm is the circle 
{A:|l— A| = 1} (with point spectrum empty). We should point out that the fact 
that 7— C* is unitary and has spectrum the unit circle can be obtained in another 
way, following ideas of GOLDBERG [G], After mapping L2(0, isometrically onto 
the L2 space of the multiplicative group G of positive real numbers (with respect 
dt _L 
to the Haar measure via x(t), we see that C * , which is given by 
/
A'(5) . 
ds, is the operation of convolution by a certain function cp £.Ll (G). 
, s 
Using the usual notation for Fourier transforms, one computes directly that 1—$ 
has modulus identically 1 and has each point of the unit circle in its essential range. 
It follows at once that /— C* is unitarily equivalent to. an operator which is unitary 
and has the entire unit circle as its spectrum. 
In [Bo], BOYD used an explicit integral formula for the resolvent to show that 
the corresponding operator on Lp(0, <») is a bounded operator mapping L"(0, <*>) 
into itself and having spectrum the circle h : Re — = P- 1 for 1 < p = °° (with 
{ ' . A p J 
defined to be 1 if » = 00V 
P 
Here we determine the spectrum of the corresponding operator T\ on the space 
Lp(0, 1) ( l < / ? ^ ° ° ) and add a few remarks concerning 
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T h e o r e m . Let and let (Txx)(t) = f x(s)ds for xeL"(0, 1). 
o 
Then Ti is a bounded linear operator on Lp(0, 1). The spectrum of T¡ is the closed 
disk Dp = : Re- J j -£ - — - J . Each eigenvalue of Tx has multiplicity 1, and the 
point spectrum of Tx is the interior of Dp. 
P r o o f . By HARDY'S inequality for integrals [HLP, p. 240], if y^Lp{0, «=) then 
Tmy£Lp(0, oo) and \\T„y\\p ^ M p u n l e s s a-e- Hence i s a bounded 
' operator on L"(0, and since the constant is best possible, | | r„ | |p = From 
this it follows that T, is a bounded operator on Lp{0, 1) with norm at most ^ . 
/ 7 - 1 
For if x<EZ/(0, 1) and x(t) = x(t)(0-<t<l), x ( i ) = 0(i == l), then . 
i UP \\TlX\\p = { f \T„x(t)\"dt) 
We observe that if x£Lp( 0, 1), then xZL1^, 1) and hence Txx is a continuous 
function on (0, 1). In particular, the range of 7 \ is a proper subspace of 1 / (0 , 1) so 
0 belongs to the spectrum of T1. 
If and T¡ x=Xx, it follows that x is continuous and hence by the fundamental 
theorem of calculus, that x is differentiable. Differentiating the relation ).tx(t) = 
t ' 
- f x(s)ds, we have 
o 
Xtx\t) + (1-1)*(0 = 0. 
This is an Euler differential.equation of first order and thus its solutions have the 
form x(t) — cta where a is a complex scalar. We find Aa + (A — 1) = 0 or a = — 1 . 
(Thus, considered as a mapping from the space of integrable functions to the space 
of continuous functions on (0, 1), 7 \ has every nonzero number as a simple eigen-
value.) Since f£Lp( 0, 1) iff Re (op) > —1, ¿~1eLp(0,1) iff Re > So the 
A • p 
point spectrum of Tx is the interior of Dp and every eigenvalue of T1 has geometric 
multiplicity 1. (Moreover, since tx$Lp(0, oo) for any a, the operator Thas a void 
point spectrum.) 
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Next let the transformations P? be defined by 
i 
( P c x ) ( 0 = f s~^x(st)ds. 
o 
. j 
Then by Boyd's formula, is a bounded operator on Lp(0, 1) if Re f < -
and for such = CI^P j = P(-Tt. Hence if Re 4" < — - and i = A - 1 , 
At ' p 
we see that — — £ / i s a bounded operator inverse for 7 \ —A/; so A belongs to the 
resolvent set for T^. Thus a(Tl)c.Dp. 
The spectrum of a bounded operator being compact, we must have a(Tl)=Dp. 
We observe that the condition Re = - — - is equivalent to the condition: |A| 2S 
A P • 
— R e A,' so that Dp is the disk with center , o j and radius in R2 (where 
2 q = is the conjugate index to p). g .E .D . P 
The argument needs a slight modification when p = Since tx£L°°(p, 1) iff 
Re A=0, we find that t >• 1 is an eigenvector of Tl on LT{0, 1) corresponding to the 
eigenvalue A iíf R e ^ - S 1. (Since /agZ,°°(0, iff Reoc=0, the eigenvalues of Tm 
A 
acting on LT{0, are the scalars A with Re = 1. Hence the operator T^ on 
L~(0, has spectrum which is entirely point spectrum.) Boyd's formula is still 
applicable, so 7\— A/ i s invertible if R e ^ - < 1 . We summarize as follows. 
. - A 
T h e o r e m . Let T j Z>e defined by the formula above. Then T1 is a bounded linear 
operator on L°°{0, 1). spectrum of Tx is the closed disk Dm = |a: ReySl 
The point spectrum of Ty is -DM\{0} and each eigenvalue of Tl has multiplicity 1. 
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Spectra of convolution operators 
By DAVID W. BOYD in Vancouver (Canada)1' 
1. Introduction. A number of recent papers have dealt with the question of 
determining the spectrum of operators which are special cases of the following type 
of operator : 
oo 
(1) 7 7 ( 0 = / k(s)f(ts)ds. 
o 
Here fc is a given measurable function and the operator is considered as a mapping 
f rom Lp(0, into itself. A sufficient condition for T to act as a bounded operator 
f r o m Lp(0, oo) t o i tse l f is t h e wel l k n o w n r e su l t o f HARDY, LITTLEWOOD a n d PÓLYA 
[6, p. 230] to the effect that 
(2) \\T\\P^ f\k(s)\s-1>»ds = N„(k)<~>. 
o 
F o r e x a m p l e , BROWN, HALMOS a n d SHIELDS [2] b y H i l b e r t s p a c e m e t h o d s f o u n d 
the spectrum of the Cesáro operator 
(3) p m = \ j m d s = j f ( t s ) d s . 
1 0 0 
In [1], this author gave an explicit formula for the resolvent of P as an operator 
on L"(0, » ) , 1 =/> = oo, and f rom this deduced the spectrum of P. LEIBOWITZ [10] 
determined the spectrum of P as an operator on L"[0, 1]. Recently, RHOADES [11] 
extended the considerations to operators corresponding to G a m m a type summa-
tion methods. LEIBOWITZ [9] has determined the spectrum of operators of the type 
(1) where k(s) vanishes for s ^ l , and for some e > 0 satisfies 
i 
(4) J k(s)ss-(llp>ds< oo. 
o 
Rhoades and Leibowitz also consider these operators as acting on Lp{0, 1), and 
" Supported in part by Canadian N. R. C. grant A8128. 
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Leibowitz completely determines the spectrum in this case without the extra con-
dition (4). 
It is well known (see for example [12, p. 304, p. 311], [13, p. 36]) that operators ' 
of the type (1) are essentially convolution operators. This fact was used in [9]. Using 
this, it is clear that the spectrum of T as an operator on Lp(0, «>) is exactly the spec-
trum of the following operator K * acting on Z,P(R): 
oo 
(5) K*u(x) = f K(x-y)u{y)dy,. 
— oo 
where K(x)=k(e~x)e~x/i, (q = p/(p — 1)). The condition (2) translates into the con-
dition ||A*^ lip —11-̂ 111 which is a familiar inequality for convolutions [3, p. 528], 
[12, p. 97]. Note that the expression ||AT*||P denotes the operator norm of К * acting 
on LP(R). 
It is surely a familiar fact that the spectrum of K* acting on Lp (R) is the closure 
of the range of R., the Fourier t ransform of K. Since we have been unable to locate 
a proof of this in the literature except for p = l and 2, a proof is presented here as 
Theorem 1. From this it follows that the spectrum of T i n Lp(0, «>) is the closure of 
the range of the Mellin transform 
(6) + = / k(s)s~W+i4s. 
flgft \ - P ) О 
For completeness, we also present some results concerning the point spectrum 
of convolution operators (Theorem 2) and point out that the Riesz—Thorin theo-
rem produces an interesting inequality when applied to operators of type (1). 
2. Convolution operators. In this section we will consider the operator K * defined 
by (5) for A ^ i / O i ) - We denote the Fourier t ransform of К by 
oo 
(7) £ ( £ ) = f K(x)e*xdx. 
— oo 
We will always assume that The spectrum of a bounded operator f rom a 
Banach space X into itself will be denoted by a (T \ X). 
The following deep result is due to WIENER and now usually established within 
the framework of the theory of Banach Algebras. See [4, p. 107] for a proof. 
L e m m a 1. Let K^L1 (R) and suppose that X is a complex number such that 
/Ы0 , and for any £ 6 R . Then there is a function Ax £ L1 (R) such that 
(8) XA,-K*Ax =K. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. The spectrum of K* as an operator on X/(R) is contained in the 
closure of the range of R. on R. 
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P r o o f . If X is not in the given set then by Lemma 1, there is an £ L 1 ( R ) 
satisfying (8). Since convolution is a commutative operation, one readily verifies 
that the operator X~l(I+Ak*), which is a bounded operator on Z/(R) , is the inverse 
of (A—K*) , so X is in the resolvent set of K* . 
L e m m a 2 . Let 1 Let KdL1^.) and suppose that 
oo 
(9) J \xK{x)\dx = M-<~>. 
— oo 
Then, for each £ £R , and <5>0, there are functions us(^Lp(R) of unit norm such that 
| | / e ( < 0 H a - * * w J p = 0(<5) as ¡ 5 - 0 . . 
P r o o f . For any <5>0 and ¿ e R , let 
i+5 
<10) VT(x)= f e-'^df] = 2e~'ix(sin 5x)/x. 
S-s 
Then v&dLp(R) for 1</?<OO and 
(11) = 
Also, by interchange of order of integration, we have 
(12) K*v,(x) = f e-"x£(ri)dii. 
i - a 
Thus 
S+a 
(13 ) Es(X) = £(OV6(X)-K*VS(X)= f E~^(K(0-K(n))dn. 
i-i 
The assumption (9) means that ¿'(tj) exists and \K'{rj)\^M for all and with (13) 
this gives 
(14) \Ed{x)\^M52. 
We need a slightly better estimate than this for large x which we obtain f rom (13) by 
integration by parts, obtaining 
(15) \Et{x)\k4M5x-1; 
Hence 
(16) f\E5{x)\pdx^ f (MS2)"dx+ f VMdx-^dx = 0(52p~l). 
l*|-=4/i l*l=».4/i 
Define ud~vd/\\vs\\, and use (11) and (16) to complete the proof. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let KdL1 (R). Let 1 </?< Then the spectrum of K* as an operator 
on L"(R) is the closure of the range of K on R. 
3 A 
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P r o o f . Denote the closure of the range of K by a. By Corollary 1 the spectrum 
is contained in a. It suffices then to show that if l=K{£) for some then A is 
in the spectrum of K*. If p = <x>, the function e~'?x is ah eigenvector of K* with eigen-
value K(g), proving, that o(K* ; L°°) = o. For p= 1, the result follows by- tak ing 
adjoints reducing to p — ^ . Finally if we use Lemma 2 as follows: let 
Kn(x)=K(x) if S « and zero otherwise. Then Kn satisfies (9) so there is a un^U 
with | 1 — 1 and 
(17) . \ \ K n * u „ - R n ( O u n \ \ P ^ l / n . • 
We also have 
(18) \\K„*-K*\\P^ ||Arn — A'lU = f\K(x)\dx = e„, 
, 1*1 S«. 
and 
( 1 9 ) . \ £ n ( 0 - £ ( 0 \ 
where e„ — 0 as n — 
Combining (17), (18), (19), we find that 
( 2 0 ) \\K*un-K(Oi<„\\P~0 as i f - « » 
which shows that -£(£) £ a ( K * ; Z/(R)) . -
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let k be a measurable function on (0, °=) satisfying 
(21) f\k(s)\s-1>i'ds<<™. 
o 
Let T be defined as in (1) and k as in (6). Then the spectrum of T as an operator 
on L p (0 , is the closure of the range of k I — — -H'<i; as £ varies over R. 
{ P J 
P r o o f . Let K{x) = k(e-x)e~xlq where q = pj{p-\). Then K^L1^R). For any 
feL"(0, let Qf(x)=f(ex)ex/p. Then Q is an isometry of ¿7(0, =>) onto £ P (R) . 
Furthermore QTQ'1 u(x)=K* u(x) for all u£Lp{R). Thus <r(T; Lp(0, oo)) = 
= a(K* L"(R)) which is the closure of the range of £ by Theorem 1. However, 
K{£) = J . 
R e m a r k s 1. The proof of Theorem 1 for p= 1 could be accomplished by 
noting that the norm of the operator K* on L 1 (R) is the same as the L1 norm of 
the function K, so the algebra of operators K* is isometric with L1 (R). The proof 
used for 1 </?<=>=> could also be modified to treat the case p = 1. 
2. Note that we made use of the Fourier t ransform only for ^ £ L 1 ( R ) and 
not for elements of £ P (R) . The usual proof of Theorem 1 for p = 2 uses the fact 
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that the Fourier transform is a unitary operator on L 2 (R) so that K* is unitarily 
equivalent to multiplication by K(Q). Such a proof is not available for p^2. 
3. Our Corollary 2 contains the result of Leibowitz quoted in the introduction. 
3. Point spectrum. Suppose that K satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. The 
next theorem determines conditions under which a value X will be in the point spec-
trum of K* acting on I / ( R ) . We denote the point spectrum by n(K* ; LP). Our con-
ditions are necessary and sufficient only in case p= 1, 2 or <*>. In contrast to Theo-
rem 1, we need the Fourier transform of elements of LP(R). We recall that if 
and u£Lp, then u£Lq, while if 2 u is a tempered distribution [7, p. 142 
and p. 146]. The results of Theorem 2 can be translated into results for operators T 
of the form (1).. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let KdL1 (R) and for each complex number X, let Ex — {¿j: K (c) = X}. 
Then 
(a) X£n(K*; L1) if and only if Ex contains an interval, 
(b) if \ < p < 2 a«rf if £; is of measure zero, then X$n(K* ; LP), while if Ex con-
tains an interval then X£n(K*; L"), 
(c) X ; L2) if and only if E; has positive measure, 
(d) if 2 <p < o= and if Ek is a finite set then X$TI(K*; Lp), while if Ek is of positive 
measure then X^n(K* ; LP), 
(e) X£n(K* ; L~) if and only if E-, is non-empty. 
P r o o f . Suppose that Ek contains an interval (a — <5, a-f<>). Let = 
= max (1 — 0 ) and u(x) = f F((Q-a)/5)e~iixd^. Then w6Z,p(R) for all p^l, 
R 
and since F((q—a)/d) = 0 for \q—a\ > 5, we readily check that K* u=Xu. Similarly, 
if Ex is of positive measure so contains a subset E of finite positive measure, then 
let u(x) = f e~'ixd^. Since / E is in Lq for we have u£Lp for 2 ^ g o , , 
E 
and as above, K* u = Xu. These remarks prove one direction of each of (a) to (d). 
Conversely, suppose that u is in Lp and K*u = Xu. If p= 1, this implies that 
(22) K{^)u{0 = Xu{t) 
for all q, and since u is continuous and vanishes except on Ex by (22), it will vanish 
identically unless E; contains an interval.. This proves (a), since u(£,) = 0 for all £ 
implies that u=0 a.e. 
If 1</>S2, equation (22) is valid a.e. so that H(£) vanishes for almost all £ 
and hence vanishes a.e. if £ ; is of measure zero. By the uniqueness theorem w(<J)=0 
a.e. implies that w = 0 a.e. This completes the proof of (b) and (c). 
If 2 < / ) S c o and K* u = Xu for u^LP, then (22) holds as a statement about tem-
pered distributions. If cp is a testing function with support contained in an interval 
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/ in the complement of Ex, then there is a testing funct ion ip such that {fc—A)^ = <p. 
To see this, note that there is a v£Ll such that d(£) = ( R ^ - X ) - 1 f o r £ £ / [ 5 , p. 29]. 
N o w let {¡ / '=v*0, and invert the Fourier t ransform to obtain i¡/. Using 
(£-X)u-= 0, 
we have 
. 0 = < (* - A) t?, = <«, - A) = <», <p). 
This shows that the support of u is contained in Ek. If E} is finite then Theorem 4. 12 
and Theorem 4. 11 of [7, p. 152] show that u is a finite linear combinat ion of point 
measures. But then u^LP'ii/»<°°. This contradiction shows that A(£n(K* ; LP) and 
completes the proof of (d). 
The proof of (e) is left to the reader. 
4. Norms. According to Corollary 1, the spectral radius of a J given by (1) as 
an operator on L"(0, is given by 
rp(T) = max 
©©<£•<00 
This is also the norm of T in case p = 2, since T is a normal operator . This can also 
be proved directly using the Fourier t ransform as in KOBER [8]. For p=\ or 
the norm of T i s given by Np(k) of (2). If we associate with T t h e convolution operator 
K* as in Corollary 2, then ^ > = 11 /^ ,^1**11] = 11** I U and r , ( 7 0 = max !*(£)! = 
= | | ^ * | | 2 . Thus the Riesz—Thorin convexity theorem shows tha t in general 
(23) m p ^ N , { k y r p ( j y - > where 7 = | 2 - p | / p . 
5. An example. Let T defined by the following expression: 
1 ~ 
T f ( t ) = f s-i + (2lp)f(ts)ds- f s~1f{ts)ds. 
0 : 1 
Then = -2i£/(p~2 + £2), and hence r„(T) =p, and the spectrum of T 
on Lp{0, 0») is the set {irj:\ri\^p}. According to Theorem 2, there is no point spec-
t rum if while if p = °°, the whole spectrum consists of point spectrum. We 
do not know the value of | | r | | p but it is easy to compute Np{k)=2p, and hence (23) 
gives the estimate 
\\T\\„ s 2\>-*\IPp 
and obviously lTlp^rp(T)=p. It would be interesting to show that \\T\\p>p if 
p * 2. 
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Общие теоремы о факторизации оператор-функций 
относительно контура 
II. Обобщения 
И. Ц. ГОХБЕРГ и Ю. ЛАЙТЕРЕР (Кишинев, СССР) 
Эта статья является продолжением статьи авторов [1]. В ней получены 
различные обобщения теоремы из [1] о факторизации голоморфных оператор-
функций относительно контура. В этой статье, в частности, доказываются 
теоремы, сформулированные во введении к [1]. Здесь используются опреде-
ления и обозначения из [1]. 
Статья состоит из семи параграфов. Четвертый параграф *) носит вспомо-
гательный характер, в нем вводятся специальные классы алгебр оператор-функций 
и банаховых пространств вектор-функций. В пятом параграфе доказывается 
основная теорема о факторизации оператор-функций в банаховых алгебрах. 
В шестом параграфе приводится ряд дополнений к. основной теореме, а в седь-
м о м излагаются обобщения этой теоремы. Отдельный восьмой параграф 
посвящен факторизации относительно контура оператор-функций, удовлет-
воряющих условию Гельдера. В девятом параграфе устанавливается одна 
теорема об устойчивости при малых возмущениях суммарного индекса. В не-
большом десятом параграфе приводится одна теорема о неполной фактори-
зации. 
§ 4. Распадающиеся алгебры и связанные с ними 
пространства вектор-функций 
В этом параграфе и в дальнейшем используются основные обозначения, 
введенные в § 1. 
1. Обозначим через (£.=(£(Г, £ (©)) произвольную банахову алгебру непре-
рывных оператор-функций А: Г — £ (©) , обладающую следующим свойством: 
а) для любой оператор-функций А имеет место соотношение 
max |И(0| |® S С\\А\\е, 
С€Г 
где С — некоторая константа, не зависящая от А. ' 
*) Он являетсяп ервым в этой части статьи. Во всей статье нумерация параграфов сквоз-
ная. 
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Обозначим через ( £ + = й + ( Г , £ (©)) множество всех оператор-функций из 
(£, допускающих продолжения, голоморфные в и непрерывные вплоть до 
контура Г. Очевидно, (£+ является замкнутой подалгеброй алгебры (£. Анало-
гично через (£"=(£"(Г, ЦЗЗ)) обозначается подалгебра всех оператор-функций 
из Сс, допускающих продолжения, голоморфные в Г и непрерывные на 
Условимся еще в следующем обозначении: 
Очевидно, пересечение (£+ П(£о состоит только из нуля. 
Алгебра (£ называется распадающейся, если (£ является прямой суммой 
подалгебр (£о и (£+:(£ = ©о 
Факторизация . относительно контура Г оператор-функции А £(£:/! = 
+ называется факторизацией в (£, если ЛЁ 1 £(£ и А+ 1 £(£+.' 
Из упоминавшейся в § 1 теоремы о факторизации элементов, близких 
к единичному, в абстрактных банаховых алгебрах ([2], гл. 1, лемма 5. 1) вытека-
ет следующая лемма. 
Л е м м а 4. 1. Пусть алгебра (£ распадается и имеет единицу I. Тогда су-
ществует константа д > 0 , ' ) такая, что любая оператор-функция /(£(£, 
удовлетворяющая условию \\А — -< 5, допускает каноническую фактори-
зацию в (£. 
В дальнейшем будем рассматривать алгебры (£, которые обладают еще 
следующими дополнительными свойствами: 
б) если все значения /1(0 (С € -О оператор-функции А£(£ принадлежат 
СЬ(Ъ), то оператор-функция /)~1 £(£; 
в) всякая голоморфная функция А:Г-~ ДЭЗ) принадлежит алгебре (£. 
Множество всех таких функций плотно в (£. 
Приведем пример распадающейся алгебры. Пусть Г0 — единичная 
окружность и ЗВ = 2С(£(©)) — винеровская алгебра оператор-функций /1(0 
(С € г 0 ) , разлагающихся в абсолютно сходящийся степенной ряд 
л ( 0 = 2 04- {А.алЩ 
1=- ~ 
с нормой 
• 1И11ав - 2 МуН»- •• 
Очевидно, алгебра 5В обладает свойствами а) и в). Проверка свойства б) про-
водится с помощью, следующей леммы. 
') Отметим, что <5 = ггпп { | |Р |Г| | {211~'} , где Р — проектор, проектирующий простран-
ство (£ на (Е* параллельно (£", {? = / — Р. 
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Л е м м а 4. 2. Пусть (£ — банахова алгебра непрерывных оператор-функций 
А: Г — L(S) , которая обладает свойством а), и пусть Z<¡ — множество всех 
непрерывных скалярных функций <р на Г, для которых функции (/>(£)/(С 6 Г) 
принадлежат алгебре (£. Если алгебра Ze содержит все рациональные функции 
с полюсами вне Г и множество функций вида 
2 < P Á 0 * J ( * ) € £ ( » ) , Q»,€ZE)-j= 1 
плотно в (£, то алгебра (£ обладает свойством б). 
Лемма 4. 2 легко выводится из одной общей теоремы Б о х н е р а — Ф и л -
л и с а — А л л а н а [3, 4]. Это доказательство приведено в статье [5] и поэтому 
здесь опускается. 
В дальнейшем понадобится следующая лемма о распадающихся алгебрах. 
Л е м м а 4. 3. Пусть (£ — распадающаяся алгебра, обладающая свойствами 
а), б) и в). 
Для любой оператор-функции GL(23), принадлежащей алгебре (£, 
существуют оператор-функции E±:F± — GL(^S) такие, что Е+, Е+' 
, El1 £ и оператор-функция Е_АЕ+ голоморфна на Г. 
Доказательство этой леммы проводится так же, как доказательство ана-
логичной леммы 2. 3. При этомс сылки на лемму ]. 2 необходимо заменить с . 
сылками на свойство в) алгебры (£, а ссылки на лемму 1.1 ссылкой на 
лемму 4.1. 
2. Пусть G — некоторое окрытое подмножество расширенной комплекс-
ной плоскости, граница dG которого состоит из конечного числа замкнутых 
спрямляемых жордановых кривых. Следуя книге Г. М. Г о л у з и н а [6] (см. гл. 
X, § 5), через £",(G) обозначим класс скалярных голоморфных на G функций 
<р(£) (С 6 G) (обращающихся в нуль на бесконечности, если G неограничено), 
для которых существует последовательность контуров y„ = G, сходящаяся к 
dG, такая, что 
sup f \<p(0\\dí\ -=.«•-. 
" Уп . . 
Как известно (см. [6], гл. X, § 5), каждая функция cp(z) (z 6 G) из Et(G) почти 
всюду на dG имеет предельные значения <р(0 вдоль некасательных путей, при-
чем функция <р(£) (С (i dG) обладает следующими свойствами: <p(Q £ Lt(dG), 
4>(z) - f r ^ d í (z6G), f<p(Qdt = 0. 
Lnl да ь z dG 
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Обозначим через банахово пространство сильно измери-
мых вектор-функций / : Г — 23, для которых 
ИЛк = /11/(011» 
г 
Будем говорить, что в е к т о р - ф у н к ц и я п р и н а д л е ж и т классу 93), 
если для всех функционалов а £33* скалярная функция (/(С), а) принадлежит 
классу ¿^(Р*). 
Пусть А — непрерывная на Г оператор-функция со значениями из Ц93). 
Через Ж обозначим оператор умножения на А в пространстве 
Ся//)(0 = а (0 / (0 ( С е г , / ^ ) . 
3. В дальнейшем будет предполагаться, что — некоторое линейное 
подмножество пространства которое со своей нормой является бана-
ховым пространством. 
Если (£=(£(Г, £(93)) — некоторая банахова алгебра непрерывных оператор-
функций А:Г-~Ь(Щ, то пространство 8$ называется (£ — пространством, если 
оно обладает следующими свойствами. . 
а) Для любой оператор-функции А£(£ имеет место ¿4(86) ̂  36 и сужение 
оператора на $8 является ограниченным оператором в 
Р) Для любого Г-кольца К множество Сш (К, 93) принадлежит 3$, причем 
для любой функции /£ Са(К, 23), 
и л и ^ Гк11/||с„(к,я), 
где гк — константа, зависящая только от К.2) 
Пространство 8$ назовем распадаюшимся, если линейные множества 
= П и 88 ~ = 8АГ\ё\ являются замкнутыми подпространствами й? 
и Зд = + Если пространство 36 распадается, то обозначим через 3? 
проектор, проектирующий пространство на 88+ параллельно , а через 
2. обозначим дополнительный проектор 2. = 
4. Пусть 23 = § — гильбертово пространство, Г — контур типа Ляпунова 
£Р2(Г, § ) — гильбертово пространство сильно измеримых вектор-функций 
/ : Г — д л я которых 
11/11 2̂ = / | 1 Л 0 1 1 в № < г 
Очевидно, ££2(Г, §>) является © — пространством для любой алгебры (£ = 
=(£(Г, Д § ) ) непрерывных оператор-функций А:Г — Д § ) . Кроме того, нетрудно 
2) Кроме того, предполагается, что норма в пространстве ЗА сильнее чем в пространстве 
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показать (подробно это сделано в [5], гл. Ш, лемма . 1. 1), что пространство 
У?2{Г, § ) распадается. Отметим также равенства 
(4.1) . № 2 = 1 И к и - р ь 2 = Р1к 2 ( г ) , 
где Х 2 (Г ) — пространство Ь2 скалярных функций на Г, Р — проектор, проек-
тирующий 1,2(Г) на£2 +(Г) = Ь2(Г) П Е ^ * ) параллельно Ь2(Г) = Ь2(Г) П Е^'У) 
а 0, = / — Р . Из (4. 1) вытекает, в частности, что в случае, когда Г является 
окружностью, имеет место равенство 
(4 .2) ' | | ^ 1 к = Р 1 к = 1. 
5. Приведем второй пример. Пусть © — банахово пространство й Г — 
контур Ляпунова. Обозначим через ¡£Р = У?Р(Т, ©) (1 < ; ; < » ) банахово про-
странство измеримых вектор-функций/ : Г 9 3 , для которых 
• I IЯ%, = / 1 / ( 0 - , г Ж. • 
I 
Очевидно, ^ ( Г , ©) является ^-пространством для любой алгебры (£ = 
= (£(Г, Д © ) ) непрерывных оператор-функций А:Г — !,(©). Однако пространство 
iСР(Г, ©) не всегда распадается (см. пример в [5], гл. Ш, § 2), но в случае, когда 
пространство © само является пространством типа Ьр, пространство £СР (Г, ©) 
(1 < "=) распадается. Поясним это подробнее. 
Пусть [8, <5, — некоторое пространство с мерой и &Р = 2 Р ( Б ) (1 < / ; < °о) 
— банахово пространство скалярных измеримых функций на Б с нормой 
' М р * р = /И*) ! р /< (<*0-я 
Как показано в [5] (лемма 2. 1, гл. Ш), пространство Л?Р(Г,&Р) распадается 
для любого 1 </><оо, причем имеют место равенства 
(4. 3) | | ^ | | ^ ( Г , £ Р ) = | | Р | 1 М Г ) И Р Ь Р ( Г , Й Р ) = Ш | | Ь Р ( Г ) , 
где ЕР(Г) — пространство Ьр скалярных функций на Г, Р — проектор, проекти-
рующий ЬР(Г) на Ь+р(Г) = ЕР(Г)Г\ £ ' 1 (F + ) параллельно Ьр(Г) = Ьр(Г)П Е ^ Г " ) , 4 ) 
а <2 =1-Р. 
6. Перейдем к третьему примеру. Пусть © — произвольное банахово прост-
ранство и Г-гладкий контур! Обозначим через НУ(Г, ©) банахово пространство 
3) Как известно, пространство Ь2 (Г) распадается в прямую сумму подпространств 
Ь}(Г) и ¿Г (Г), которые в случае окружности являются ортогональными. 
4) Как известно, пространство ЬР(Г) распадается в прямую сумму его подпространств 
Ьр(Г) и Ь~{Г) при • 
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функций / : Г — ©, удовлетворяющих условию Гельдера с показателем а 
( 0 < а < 1 ) , с нормой 
11/11, = max ||/(С)|| + sup " ^ " / Р " -
С I ,c 2 €r ; ; l 9 i{ j I C 1 - 4 2 I 
Как отмечено в [7], пространство На(Г, ©) распадается. Отметим, что На(Г, £(23)) 
является банаховой алгеброй. 
Пространство # а ( Г , 93) является Я а (Г , L (©^-пространством. В самом деле, 
условие а), очевидно, выполняется. Пусть теперь для некоторого Г-кольца 
К последовательность f„£.Ca{K, ©) сходится по норме СШ(К, 23) к / . Отсюда 
следует, в частности, равномерная сходимость на Г последовательностей 
/„ и dfJdC к / и dfldC соответственно. Последнее влечет за собой сходимость 
последовательности /„ к / по норме НХ(Г, S ) . Следовательно, условие /?') также 
выполняется. 
7. Рассмотрим четвертый пример. Пусть ©-банахово пространство и 
©-распадающаяся алгебра непрерывных оператор-функций / ) :Г — £(23) со 
свойствами а), б) и в). Предполагается, что, кроме того, для каждого Г-кольца 
К норма пространства СЮ(К, ©) сильнее нормы ©. 
• Ниже будет показано, что для всякой такой алгебры существует рас-
падающееся ©-пространство 38, которое строится естественным образом. 
Обозначим через 38(<£) линейное множество всех вектор-функций / : Г - - © 
вида f{Q = A{Qx (х — фиксированный вектор из © а А — произвольная опе-
ратор-финкция из ©). Сопоставим каждой вектор-функции / 6 .^((5) оператор-
функцию 7}:Г —£(©), определенную равенством 
Tf{Qx = {x,a)f{Q (С€Г,х€©), 
где а — фиксированный7функционал из ©*, для которого (х, а)= 1. 
Очевидно, оператор-функция Tf принадлежит алгебре © и имеет вид Tf = 
= A(QR, где R = ( •, а)х и А €©. Множество всех оператор-функций вида T f , 
где / пробегает 38 (f&), образует замкнутое подпространство ©. Следовательно, 
линейное множество Й?(©) является банаховым пространством с нормой 
J / I L w ^ l l T V I I * ( / € « ( ( £ ) ) . ' 
Без труда проверяется, что пространство 38 распадается и обладает свой-
ством а) (из определения (S-пространства). Пусть теперь К-некоторое Г-кольцо. 
Если / — л ю б а я функция из СШ(К, ©) то в силу леммы 1. 3 существует голо-
морфная оператор-функция А : Г — £(©), такая, что f(Q = A(()x. Так как согласно 
свойству в) алгебры © оператор-функция А принадлежит ©, то f£38(<&). Следо-
вательно, Са{К, © ) ё ^ ( © ) . Из того что норма алгебры Са(К, 23) сильнее нормы 
С, вытекает, что норма Ст(К, 23) сильнее нормы пространства 88((&). Таким 
образом; пространство 38(<&) является ©-пространством. 
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§ 5. Общая теорема 
1. Одной из основых в статье является следующая теорема. 
Т е о р е м а 5. 1. Пусть Д93)) — распадающаяся банахова алгебра 
непрерывных оператор-функций, обладающая свойствами а), б) и в), и ¿8 — неко-
торое распадающееся ¡¿-пространство. 
Оператор-функция Л: Г — б ! , (23) из алгебры (£ допускает факторизацию 
в (£ в том и только том случае, когда оператор ЗРзй является Ф-оператором в 
Доказательству теоремы 5. 1 предпошлем следующую лемму. 
Л е м м а 5. 1. Пусть К является Г-кольцом и оператор-функция О Д ® ) 
голоморфна на К. Если 
(5.1) z { O g Л O = m + g Л O (С€Г). 
где 8± € Е* и /€ Ст(К, 23), то е± 6 С ¿(К, 93). 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Достаточно показать,. что g+£C0 1(K, 23). Без ограни-
чения общности можно считать, что Гл = дКС\Т~ является параллельным 
контуром к контуру Г. Контур Г1 ориентируем так, чтобы при его обходе 
множество К осталось справа. 
Рассмотрим функции 
Очевидно, §+€С+(К, 23). Осталось показать, что g+=g+. 
Покажем сначала, что для всех а £ 2 3 * и £ £ . Г + имеет место равенство 
(5.2) • . . 
гиг, 4 С 
В силу леммы 1. 2 существуют оператор-функции 
т „ ( о = 1 ; м о г „ / ( п = 1 ,2 , . . . ) , 
у=1 • . . 
где г,и- — рациональные функции с полюсами вне К и £ Д © ) , такие, что 
(5.3) ш а х ц г - Ч О - г ^ О Н ш ^ - . 
5€К . И 
Так как то функции 
к" г (С) 
(YЛ0g-(0,cl) = 2 у ^ О г Д О . Г* а) (п = 1,2, ...) 
>=1 4 - С 
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принадлежат классу ЕЛ(К П Е ). Следовательно (см. (4. 2)), 
1 ( У М ) , а ) ( / с = 0 ' 
гиг1 = 
Отсюда в силу (5. 3) вытекает равенство (5. 2). 
И з (5. 2) и (5 .1) следуют равенства 
(3 <£Л г < г ' * ( 0 1 / ( Р + г - ( 0 ] > а > ¿ г - 1 г<£±®1±лг 
\*> + Ъ ) > а ? - 2 т / 2 т п / 
для всех я £ © * и Учитывая равенство (4. 1), а также принадлежность 
функции — а) пространству £ ' 1 (Г + ) , получаем, что для любого 
функционала а ^ © * существует множество Г а ^ Г меры нуль, такое, что 
(5.4) < 1 + ( С ) - Ы 0 , а > = О для всех { е Г \ Г а 
Так как функция §+— g + сильно измерима, то существует сепарабельное 
подпространство пространства © такое, что ,&+(С)€91 почти, всюду 
на Г. В силу теоремы Хана—Банаха легко найти последовательность функцио-
налов я„£©* (и = 1, 2, ...), такую, что для всех х £ 91 имеет место равенство 
\\х\\ = вир | ( х , а ) | . 
П 
со 
Отсюда и из (5. 4) получаем, что почти всюду на множестве г \ и г „ п , т. е. 
1 
почти всюду на Г, имеет место равенство ¿ + ( 0 —я+(0 = 0. 
Лемма доказана. 
2. Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о т е о р е м ы 5. 1. Пусть оператор-функция А:Г — С£(©) 
принадлежит алгебре (£ и-оператор ЗРяЛ является Ф-оператором в 33+. Обоз-
начим через Е± оператор-функции из леммы 4. 3 и через К — кольцо, такое, 
что оператор-функция Е_АЕ+ голоморфна на замкнутом кольце К и 
' £ _ ( С М ( 0 £ + ( 0 6 С £ ( © ) 
для всех ( { К . Так как операторы 0>8± обратимы в 
то и оператор является Ф-оператором в 
Положим А=Е_АЕ+. 
Оператор ЗРз$ можно рассматривать как оператор, действующий в 
С£(К, ©).. Через ЗРз4\88+ будем обозначать оператор рассматриваемый 
в а через ЗР1 С+ — оператор ЗР^, рассматриваемый в С ¿(К, ©). 
Для л ю б о г о / + €С+(/С, © ) П 1 ш ЗР$4\38+ уравнение 
имеет решение g + которое в силу леммы 5. 1 принадлежит пространству 
С£(К, ©). Следовательно, 
(5. 5) 1 т З Р ^ |С+ = С+ (К, ©) П 1 т М \ 3 $ + . 
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Так как множество lm замкнуто по норме а в силу свойства /?) 
норма пространства С£{К, 23) сильнее нормы + , то из. (5.-5) вытекает зам-
кнутость множества lm по норме С+(К, ®). Кроме того, из (5. 5) вы-
текает оценка dim Coker ÍPsé|С+ S d i m Coker SPsé 
Очевидно, K e r 3 P S I \ C Z S и, следовательно, dim Ker SPSÍ\CZ <="=• 
Таким образом, оператор SPsi является Ф-оператором в пространстве СШ(К, 93). 
Следовательно, в силу теоремы 2. 1 оператор-функция s í допускает фак-
торизацию: A =A-DA+ . Полагая A_ = Ez\A_ и ' А + = А + Е+1, получаем фак-
торизацию оператор-функции А:А = A-DA+. 
Теорема 5. 1 доказана.5) 
3. Приведем один пример применения теоремы 5. 1. Пусть © — банахово 
пространство. Обозначим через ЛС^Щ банахово пространство всех сильно 
измеримых вектор-функций /(/•) (— <=о<;<оо) со значениями из 93, для которых 
н / | | * , = ' / « д о и » л 
Через 93(93) обозначим банахово пространство всех вектор-функций вида 
со 
(5.6) . а(Х)~а0+ f ea'f(t)dt e 0 € ® , / . € J2?,(®)) 
с нормой 
• • N 1 « = llflolle+11/lk- • 
Через 93+(®) обозначим подалгебру 93(®), состоящую из вектор-функций 
вида (5. 6), для которых f(t)~0 при /-<0. Аналогично через 93_(®) обозначим 
подалгебру 25(93), состоящую из вектор-функций вида (5. 6), для которых 
/ ( f ) = 0 при f > 0. Обозначим через ЗР проектор, проектирующий 93(93) на 93+(23) 
параллельно 93_(23). 
Т е о р е м а 5. 2. Пусть оператор-функция А:(— — GL(®) принад-
лежит банаховой алгебре 93(Д93)). Для. того чтобы оператор-функция А до-
пускала^ факторизацию в 93(Д®)), т. е. была представима в виде 
А (л) - А. [>.)П(1)АЛ ( / ) , 
в котором А_, AZ1 €2?_(Д®)), А +, А + 1 £93 + (Д®)) и 
" Í / . - ¡ Y J 
(5.7) + 
где Рх, ..., Рп — дизъюнктные одномерные проекторы, Р0 = I— 7", Рп, 
х11=х2— хп — целые числа, отличные от нуля, необходимо и достаточно, 
чтобы оператор был Ф-оператором в пространстве 93+(®). 
5) Необходимость условия теоремы очевидна. 
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из всех вектор-функций вида а г 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Рассмотрим банахово пространство 23(©), состоящее 
-•1 + С ' (1(1 = 1), где а(Л) € 23(33) с нормой 
_ = II в(Я)||». 
а 
1 - е 
, -I±í 
1 - С 
С помощью леммы 4. 2 легко доказывается, что алгебра ©(£(23)) обладает 
свойствами а)—в). Алгебра 93 ± (ЦЗЗ)) состоит из всех оператор-функций вида 
.1+е , где Л(/.) £©±(Ц©)) . Отсюда следует, что алгебра 23(1(23)) является 
распадающейся. 
Нетрудно видеть, что пространство 23(23) является 5В(Ц93))-пространством. 
Таким образом, к оператор-функциям из алгебры ©(Ц©)) применима тео-
рема 5. 1. Заменяя в полученной согласно теореме 5. 1. факторизации £ на 
(Л—/)/(!+/) , получим факторизацию (5. 7). 
Теорема доказана. 
§ 6. Дополнение к общей теореме 
В теореме 5. 1 предполагается, что все значения оператор-функции А об-
ратимы. В случае пространства ££р это предположение можно опустить. Имеет 
место следующая теорема. 
Т е о р е м а 6. 1. Пусть © — б а н а х о в о пространство и при некотором р 
(1 < пространство ЛРр(Г, ©) распадается. Если для непрерывной оператор-
функции А:ГЬ(Щ оператор является Ф-оператором в пространстве 
©), то все значения А(С)(££Г) обратимы. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Покажем сначала, что все операторы А(С)(СаГ) 
являются операторами регулярного типа. Допустим, что для некоторого (о £ Г 
оператор А(£0) не является оператором регулярного типа. 
Если У ^ Г , то обозначим через ^СР(У, ©) подпространство всех функций 
Н€£?Р(Г,Щ со свойством /¡(0 = 0 ((£Г\У). Покажем теперь, что существует 
дуга и ^ Г , содержащая точку Со, такая, что для любых к 6 ®) и ^ £ Кег 
имеет место оценка 
(6. 1) I I A - g l k s j 
Пусть g f c— базис конечномерного подпространства Кег 
такая константа, что 
2 М * С 
] = 1 у=1 
и С-
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Выберем дугу U настолько малой, чтобы 
m a x \\gjWv ^ 
1 к 
где 
И/Ии = ( / НД011 Р №) 1 / Р ' ( / е ^ р ( г , © ) ) . 
V 
Тогда для любого вектора g=^а^-бКег 
(6- 2 ) Ы Ь g 2 W l l ^ - L ^ ¿ 2 l«yl — { Ы 1 * , • 
Соотношение (6. 1) в случае \\g\\<?p = 2\\h\\&p тривиально, а в случае \\g\\s'p = 2\\h\\^p 
оно следует из (6. 2): 
. S \\h\\xp-\\g\\v ё \ \ h y p - j llgb, s yl|A||*p. 
Оператор A((0) не является оператором регулярного типа, т. е. существует 
последовательность векторов со следующими свойствами: 
(6 .3) ||х„| = 1 и |И(Со)х„11<-^ ( « = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
Выберем дугу U„QU так, чтобы 
(6-4) \\А( 0 * J < { ( C W 
Пусть гп — рациональные функции, такие, что 
(6 .5) max | г„(01<-^-
?€Г\СГ„ п 
и 
(6.6) f M w m = 1. 
v„ 
Обозначим через Г 0 связную компоненту контура Г, которая содержит 
точку £ 0 . Контур Г 0 разбивает комплексную плоскость на две области: Go и 
Gq . Обозначим через Gq ту область из Go и GQ , которая в окрестности контура 
Г 0 совпадает с множеством F+. Перемножая некоторые конформные отоб-
ражения, отображающие область на единичный круг (подробно это изложено 
в статье [8]), найдем голоморфные в F+ и непрерывные на F+ скалярные функ-
ции <р„ со следующими свойствами: 
1) | ф в ( 0 | ё 1 ( С € Г ) , 
2) 1^(01 = 1 (С €Г 0 ) , 
3) функции (р„(С)гп(О голоморфны на F + . 
П о л о ж и м 
Ш = <Рп<Пг„(0хя. 
Очевидно, /„£.£?+ (Г, S ) . 
4 А 
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Обозначим через '/_„ характеристическую функцию дугу С/„. Тогда в силу 
(6. 1) и (6. 5) для любой функции g £ Кег имеет место соотношение 
\\fn-s\K £ Шп-е\\*Р-М\-у£М*Р ^ у Ш Л - ^ П 
где |Г|-длина контура Г. Так как в силу (6. 6) 
\\ХпМ*Р = (¡.\\<Рп(0г(0хЛг№\У" = 1. 
"п 
то отсюда вытекает 
(6 .7) \ \ / п - Е У р £ у — ( и - = 1 , 2 , . . . . ; . ^ К е г ^ ) . 
Кроме того, 
\ \ м м * Р * т [ / | / - п ( 0 1 р м ( о * л р к 1 + ¡к(о\риюхп\\рт]. ' 
г\ и„ и„ 
Следовательно, в силу (6. 4) и (6. 5) 
(6. 8) \ № / А * Р ^ \ \ П 0. 
Соотношения (6. 7) и (6. 8) противоречат нормальной разрешимости опе-
ратора 
Допустим теперь, что для некоторого Со € Г оператор А({,0) не обратим. 
Так как он нормального типа, то тогда существует вектор х ^ О , такой, что 
х $ 1 т А(С0), и функционал а£©*, такой, что (х, а) = 1 и (1ш А((0), а)=0. 
Легко видеть, что существуют дуги и„ШГ и непрерывные оператор-функ-
ции Ап:Г~ЦЩ, для которых | | Л „ ( 0 - Л ( С ) Н ( С € Г ) и Л ( 0 = ^ ( С о ) ( С С и„). п 
Очевидно, 
(6 .9) Иш \ \ М „ - М У Р = 0. 
Функции вида <р+(()х, где (р+^0 — скалярная функция из Ь*{Г), не принад-
лежат 1ш (/7=1, 2 , . . . ) . В самом деле, допустим, что 
<Р+(0* = К ( 0 / + ( С ) + / _ (О (Г, » ) ) . 
Тогда 
< М 0 = <?+(£)*,«> = < Л ( 0 / + ( 0 , « > + < / - ( 0 , « > -
Так как <Л„ (()/+((), я>=<ДСо) /+(0 , а > = ° для С € [/„, то отсюда следует 
< М 0 = < / ( 0 , я > (Сб£/„), 
что невозможно, так как ( / _ ( 0 , а)£_Ь~(Г). 
Этим доказано, что операторы имеют бесконечномерные коядра, 
что в силу (6. 9) означает, что оператор 0>$4, вопреки предположению, не явля-
ется Ф-оператором. 
Теорема доказана. 
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Отметим, что из теорем 5. 1 и 6. 1 вытекают теоремы 0. 2 и 0. 4, сформули-
рованные во введении к первой части статьи. В самом деле, как отмечено в 
§ 4, п. 1 этого параграфа, для любого банахова пространства ® алгебра 2B(L(©)) 
распадается и обладает свойствами а), б) и в). Пространство 2B(S), очевидно, 
является 9B(L (©^-пространством, 'откуда в силу теоремы 5. 1 следует теорема 
0. 4. Как отмечено в § 4 п. 4 в случае гильбертова пространства, © = § прост-
ранство Л?2(Г,§)) является распадающимся 5С(£(§))-пространтвом, откуда 
в силу теорем 5. 1 и 6. 1 вытекает теорема 0. 2. \ , • 
§ 7. Еще две общие теоремы 1 
1. Теорема 2 . 1 не является следствием теоремы 5. 1, так как алгебра 
СЮ(К, £ (©) ) не обладает свойствами б) и в). Приведем одно обобщение тео-
ремы 5. 1, которое содержит также теорема 2. 1. 
Пусть М Э Г — некоторое замкнутое множество, для которого существует 
последовательность К t Э . . . Г-колец, такая, что •, 
м - П Kj, 7=1 
и пусть (£ м =(£(М, Г(©)) — распадающаяся6) банахова алгебра непрерывных 
оператор-функций А\М-*Ь(^&), которая обладает следующимй свойствами: 
а ') Для любой оператор-функции А <с (£м имеет место 
т а х И ( 0 | | в ^ С ; И | | . , •• 
О.М 
где константа С не зависит А. 
б') Если все значения А (() (( £ М) оператор-функции А 6 (£м принадлежат 
G£(©), то (£м. 
в') Все голоморфные оператор-функц.ш А:М-*Ь(Щ принадлежат алгебре 
(£м и образуют в ней плотное множество. 
Пусть 36 — некоторое линейное подмножество пространства х которое 
со своей нормой является банаховым пространством. Пространство 38 будем 
называть (£м-пространством, если оно является распадающимся и обладает 
следующими свойствами: 
а ' ) Для любой оператор-функции А £ (£м имеет место л#{38)Щ38 и сужение 
оператора на 0) является ограниченным оператором в 38. 
[У) Все голоморфные вектор-функции/:М-<-93 принадлежат 38 и для любого 
Г-кольцаК^Мнорма пространства СЮ{К,Щ сильнее нормы 38.7) 
6) В смысле определения из § 4, п. I. 
7) Кроме того, предполагается что норма в пространстве 38 сильнее чем в ¿5?,. 
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М ы не останавливаемся здесь на примерах (£м-пространств, которые 
аналогичны примерам ©-пространств, приведенным в § 4. Отметим лишь, что 
для всякой распадающейся алгебры, в которой норма слабее нормы простран-
ства Са(К, 93), где К—произвольное Г-кольцо, содержащее М, существует 
специальное (^^-пространство. Это пространство строится так же, как (£-про-
странство 38((£) (см. §4, п. 7), и будет обозначаться также через 38(<&м). 
Т е о р е м а 7. 1. Пусть (&м-распадающаяся банахова алгебра, обладающая 
свойствами а'), б ') и в ') и 38—некоторое распадающееся &м-пространство. 
Для того чтобы оператор-функция А:М-~СЬ(9&) из (£м допускала факто-
ризацию в (Ем, необходимо и достаточно, чтобы оператор 38$$ был Ф-оператором 
в пространстве 33 
Легко проверяется, что доказательство теоремы 5. 1 остается в силе и для 
теоремы 7. 1. 
Очевидно, обе теоремы 2. 1 и 5. 1 являются частными случаями теоремы 
7. 1. 
Приведем одно следствие из теоремы 7. 1. 
С л е д с т в и е 7. 1. Пусть пространство 38 распадается и обладает следу-
ющими свойствами: 
а") Для любой голоморфной оператор-функции А: Г £(¥>) имеет место 
•я? (38)^38 и сужение оператора на 38 является ограниченным оператором 
в пространстве 33. 
/?") Все голоморфные вектор-функции / : Г 93 принадлежат пространству 
38 и для каждого Г-кольца К норма пространства СЫ(К, 93) сильнее нормы 38.*) 
Голоморфная оператор-функция А:Г->-€£(%3) допускает факторизацию 
относительно контура Г в том только том случае, когда оператор 38^ является 
Ф-оператором в 38+. 
2. Сделаем два замечания к общим теоремам. Пусть пространство 38 
распадается и А:Г—№,($$) — любая непрерывная оператор-функция, для кото-
рой ¿¡¿(38)<=38, ¿&~1{08)с^38 и сужения операторов и л/"1 на 38 являются 
ограниченными операторами в 38. 
Тогда легко проверить, что имеет место равенство 
(7. 1) 
где 2. = У—ЗР. Так как операторы и У—ИяЯЗ? обратимы, то 
отсюда следует, что оператор является Ф-оператором в 38+ в том и только 
том случае, когда оператор является Ф-оператором в 38~. При этом 
( 1 1 ш К е г ^ ' ^ = ( 1 1 т К е г ^ ~ 1 и д н п С о к е г Й ^ - с П т С о к е г . З л / - 1 . 
8) Кроме того, предполагается что норма в пространстве 38 сильнее чем в . 
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Следовательно, в формулировках теорем 0. 2, 0. 4, 5. 1, 6. 1 и 7. 1 и в след-
ствии 7. 1 оператор SPstf можно заменить оператором Отметим еще, что 
если в предположениях одного из этих предложений оператор-функция А 
допускает факторизацию A =A_DA+ относительно Г, то, как легко видеть, 
имеют место равенства 
(7. 2) dim Ker = dim Ker ~ 1 = dim Ker 93) = 2 
Xj-= 0 
И 
(7. 3) dim Coker 9 = dim Coker Sts4 ~1 = dim Coker 93) - 2 xj> 
где Xf все частные индексы оператор-функции А. 
3. В этом пункте приводится еще одна общая теорема. Ее формулировке 
предпошлем два определения. 
Пусть ©^-некоторая банахова алгебра непрерывных оператор-функций 
А:М~* £ (©) . Подпространство 91 ^ (£м назовем конечно-порожденным, если 
существует конечное число оператор-функций Xj£'3l и одномерных проекторов 
Pj(j=\,2, . . . , п) из L(©), таких, что 91 совпадает с множеством всех оператор-
функций вида 
(7.4) 2 (О Pj <4j, 
j= i 
где Aj — произвольные операторы из £ (©) . Линейный ограниченный оператор 
Т, действующий в пространстве назовем обобщенным Ф-оператором, 
если он обладает следующими свойствами: 
1) оператор Т — нормально разрешим, т. е. его множество значений зам-
кнуто", 
2) подпространство Ker Т является конечнопорожденным; 
3) к подпространству Im Т существует прямое дополнение в <&м, являю-
щееся конечнопорожденным подпространством. 
Т е о р е м а 7. 2. Пусть (£м—распадающаяся банахова алгебра, обладающая 
свойствами а), б ') и в'), и пусть оператор-функция Л : М — G L ( © ) принадлежит 
Для того чтобы оператор-функция А допускала факторизацию в (Ем , 
необходимо и достаточно, чтобы оператор 9si был обобщенным Ф-оператором 
в пространстве 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Пусть оператор-функция А £(£м допускает фактори-. 
зацию в (£м : 
A=A_DA+ 
где 
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Оператор 9 ^ = 9 ^ ^ . 9 3 1 9 ^ ^ , причем - и 9з4+ обратимы в Оператор 
9 2 ) распадается в прямую сумму конечного числа односторонне обратимых 
операт.оров. Следовательно, оператор 9 3 ) и вместе с ним оператор 9$4 являютя 
нормально разрешимыми. 
Без труда проверяется, что подпространство Кег 9$0 состоит из всех 
оператор-функций из <&м вида 
2 2 1 Гл+ЧОЪ^, 
Xj'<0 к = О 
где A j — произвольные операторы из £(93). 
Подпространство всех оператор-функций вида 
х^О ] = 0 о 
где ,4 /пробегает все ¿(93), является прямым дополнением к 1ш в . 
Следовательно, "оператор 9л/ является обобщенным Ф-оператором в 
Пусть является обобщенным Ф-оператором в пространстве (££. Об-
разуем банахово пространство 33(<£м), которое можно интерпретировать как 
подпространство (£м всех вектор-функций вида Х(()11, где Х(£) пробегает 
(£ м , а ^-фиксированный одномерный проектор из £(93). Пространство 9 ( ( £ м ) 
¡является распадающимся (£м-пространством, причем 
.... 33, + ^ м ) = {Х+(0К:Х+(0^}. 
Покажем, что оператор 9.я/|й?+((£м) является Ф-оператором. В самом деле, 
пусть уравнение 
' " ; 9 ( л / Х ) =. У Я, 
где У€®м, разрешимо в (Е^ и является его решением, тогда, очевидно, 
оператор-функция Х(ОЯ также является решением этого уравнения. Следо-
вательно, 
Таким образом, 'оператор 9 л / \ 3 + ( < £ м ) является нормально разрешимым. 
Пусть ядро оператора 9$$ в (Е^ систоит из всех оператор-функций вида 
(7. 4), тогда легко видеть, что подпрортранство Кег (9л$\@1+(<&)м. состоит из 
оператор-функций вида 
(7. 5) 2 Х Л О Ъ ^ К -
1=>1 
Оно, очевидно, пробегает конечномерное подпространство. 
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Пусть некоторое прямое дополнение к подпространству Im в 
состоит из всех оператор-функций вида (7. 4), тогда легко видеть, что все опе-
ратор-функций вида (7 .5 ) образуют прямое дополнение к Im (0s í \38 + ( f¿ M ) ) 
в 38+(<&м). Следовательно, dim Coker 
Таким образом, оператор является Ф-оператором. В силу 
теоремы 7. 1 оператор-функция А допускает факторизацию в (Ем. 
Теорема доказана. 
§ 8. Оператор-функции, удовлетворяющие условию Гельдера 
В э т о м параграфе дополнительно предполагается, что контур Г-гладкий. 
Обозначим через Н Х = Н Х { Г , £ (©) ) , где а — фиксированное число, 0 < а < 1, 
банахову алгебру оператор-функций Л : Г—1,(33), удовлетворяющих условию 
Гельдера с показателем ос. Н о р м а в Нх вводится равенством 
M L = m a x | | ¿ ( 0 | | e + . s u p ' | C i - C 2 | - M ( C i ) - A ( C 2 ) h . 
сег ' С|,С2€ЛС,̂ С2 . 
Как уже отмечалось, алгебра Нх удовлетворяет условиям а) и б) из § 4, 
п. 1 и является распадающейся: Нх = -i- (Н~)0. В э т о м параграфе устанавли-
вается следующая теорема. 
Т е о р е м а 8.1. Пусть 38 — некоторое распадающееся Н¿-пространство (оп-
ределение см. §4 , п. 3J. Оператор-функция A:r~»GL(23) из На допускает фак-
торизацию в Нх в том и только том случае, когда оператор 0>s4 является 
Ф-оператором в пространстве 
Э т а теорема не укладывается в общую схему теоремы 5. 1, так как ал-
гебра Нх не обладает свойством в) из § 4, п. 1. Г о л о м о р ф н ы е оператор-функции 
А:Г->-.£,(23) принадлежат На, однако не образуют в На плотное множество. 
Доказательство теоремы 8. 1 основывается на трех леммах . Первая из них 
заменяет условие в) более слабым, вторая заменяет лемму 4. 1 более сильной, 
а третья по существу совпадает с л е м м о й 4. 3 для алгебр НХ(Г, £(23)). 
Л е м м а 8. 1. Пусть 0 < / 2 < а < 1 . Тогда все функции вида 
2 rjiQXj, 
j= i 
где Xj £ £ (23) и г ¡-рациональные функции с полюсами вне контура Г, образуют 
плотное множество в Нх по норме H¡¡. 
В скалярном случае эту лемму установил Г . Ф. Манджавидзе [9] (см. также 
[10], стр. 443). В случае, когда Г является окружностью и 23-гильбертовым 
пространством, эта л е м м а доказана в [11]. Приведенное т а м доказательство 
сохраняет силу и для рассматриваемого здесь более общего случая. 
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Л е м м а 8. 2. Пусть 0 </?<«< 1. Тогда существует число <5>0 такое, что 
каждая оператор-функция А£На, удовлетворяющая условию \\А— 1\\р<д, 
допускает каноническую факторизацию в Я , . 
Эта лемма в более общем и более абстрактном виде доказана в статье 
[12]. Она является обобщением одного предложения, установленного Г. Ф. 
М а н д ж а в и д з е [9] (см. также [10], стр. 442—446) для матриц-функций, удов-
летворяющих условию Гельдера. 
Л е м м а 8. 3. Для любой оператор-функции А : Г — 61,(23) из На существуют 
оператор-функции Е± : / г ± -<- (3£(23) соответственно из Н*, такие, что оператор-
функция Е-АЕ+ голоморфна на Г. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Пусть 0</?<ое и (5 — константа из леммы 8.2. В силу 
леммы 8. 1 оператор-функция А представима в виде ( 1 + М ) С , где \\М\\е<5 
и оператор-функция С голоморфна на Г. Из леммы 8. 2 следует каноническая 
факторизация оператор-функции 1+М в НЛ: 1+М = Х_Х+. Снова применяя 
лемму 8. 1, получаем представление оператор-функции 1 + С в виде Х + С = 
= Н(1+М), где и оператор-функция Я голоморфна на Г. В силу лем-
м ы 8. 2 оператор-функция 1+М допускает каноническую факторизацию в На : 
/+ЛГ = У_ У+ . Так как оператор-функция НУ_ голоморфна на Г и ЯУ_ = 
= Х1'А У+1, то этим лемма-доказана. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о теоремы 8. 1 теперь совпадает с доказательством 
теоремы 5. 1, если вместо леммы 4. 3 воспользоваться леммой 8. 3. 
В третьем параграфе было отмечено, что пространства ПЛ(Г, 23).и § ) 
(в случае гильбертова пространства 23 = § ) являются распадающимися Н а-
пространствами. Таким образом, из теоремы 8. 1 следуют теоремы 0. 1 и 0. 3, 
сформулированные во введении. 
Отметим, что в силу равенства (7. 1) в теоремах 0, 1. 0. 3 и 8. 1 оператор 
$>¿4 можно заменить оператором . При этом если условия одной из этих 
теорем выполняются, то имеют место соотношения (7. 2) и (7. 3). 
В заключение отметим, что сохраняет силу теорема 7. 2, если в ее форму-
лировке заменить алгебру <&м алгеброй # а ( Г , 7.(23)). 
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§ 9. Устойчивость 
Пусть непрерывная оператор-функция Л: Г — GL(33) допускает факториза-
цию относительно контура Г: 
А (О = А_ (С) [ а + Д С ^ л ) А+(Q. 
Число Ind A ( = í nd (А, Г)), определямое равенством 
п 
Ind А = Z x j -
j= 1 
называется суммарным индексом оператор-функции А относительно контура 
Г. В статьях [7, 13] (см. также [14]) при дополнительных ограничениях на one" 
ратор-функции получены формулы для вычисления суммарного индекса и 
доказана его устойчивость при малых возмущениях. В э т о м параграфе теоремы 
об устойчивости распространяются на новые классы оператор-функций. 
В э т о м параграфе 5 обозначает либо распадающуюся алгебру (£(М, L (®)) 
со свойствами а'), б ' ) и в ' ) (см. § 7), либо алгебру На{Г, L (53)) (см. § 8), в послед-
нем случае предполагается, что. контур Г является гладким. 
Отметим, что, в частности, 5 может совпадать с алгеброй СЮ(К, Ь(Щ) 
(см. § 1), где К — некоторое Г-кольцо, или с распадающейся алгеброй 
(£(Г, £ (©) ) , удовлетворяющей условиям а), б) и в) (см. § 4, п. 1). 
Через 38 обозначим некоторое распадающееся ^ -пространство (см. § § 4 
и 7) и через ^ - п р о е к т о р , проектирующий на 38+ параллельно 38~. 
Т е о р е м а 9 . 1 . Пусть оператор-функция A:T-*GL(3Í) из алгебры g до-
пускает факторизацию в 5- Тогда существует число ő = ő(A)>0 такое, что 
для любой оператор-функции удовлетворяющей условию 
(9 .1) • 
оператор-функция А+Х также допускает факторизацию в причем 
(9 .2 ) Ind (А+Х) = Ind А и 2 ^ 2 *j> 
x'j^O XJ=-0 
где y.j — частные индексы оператор-функции A, a x'j — частные индексы опе-
ратор-функции А+Х. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . В силу теорем 7. 1 или 8. 1 в зависимости от выбора 
алгебры 5 оператор SPsé является Ф-оператором в пространстве 38+, причем 
согласно (7. 2) и (7. 3) 
Ind А — — Ind 38s4*) и 2 = dim Coker 
Xj^O 
9) Через Ind 38sé обозначается индекс оператора 38sé, т.е. 
Ind 3Psé = dim Ker 9si- dim Coker 38si. 
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Из теорем об устойчивости Ф-операторов и их индексов [15] вытекает существо-
вание числа е > 0 , такого, что для всех операторфункций g , удовлетворяю-
щих неравенству \0>9С\а<.ъ, оператор +SP ЗС является Ф-оператором, 
причем 
= IndM и d i m C o k e r ё d imCoker SPsä. 
Осталось положить д=е\ \9 \ \~ 1 и воспользоваться снова одной из теорем 7. 1 
или 8. 1 и равенствами (7. 2) и (7. 3). 
Теорема доказана. 
Отметим, что если пространство SS совпадает с пространством ¿?Р(Г, 23) 
при некотором р, 1 то в теореме 9. 1 условие (9. 1) принимает вид 
max Ш О П « - ' 
с ег 
Это вытекает из того, что 
1 № , ( г л > = 1 п а х | | В Д в . 
С €Г 
§ 10. Одна теорема о неполной факторизации 
В § 3 было введено следующее определение неполной факторизации. 
Неполной факторизацией оператор-функции А:Г — GL(?B) называется ее пред-
ставление в виде 
A = Ä_A + , " 
где оператор-функция A+:F+ — GL(23) непрерывна на F+ и голоморфна в F+, 
а оператор-функция —GL(23) непрерывна на F ~ \ { ° и голо-
морфна F~\{<=°). 
Теорема 3. 1 допускает следующее обобщение. ' 
Т е о р е м а 10. 1. Пусть % обозначает такую же банахову алгебру, оператор-
функций, как в § 9. Тогда любая оператор-функция А £ g , прининмающая значе-
ния только, из GL(©), допускает неполную факторизацию: A = Ä_A+, причем 
Эта теорема выводится из теоремы 3. 1 с помощью леммы 5. 3 или соот-
ветствующих предложений для (Вм и Нх. 
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A generalization of the Halmos—Bram criterion 
for subnormality 
By M A R Y R. EMBRY in Charlotte (North Carolina, USA) 
Introduction. In [3] and [1] HALMOS and BRAM show that a continuous linear oper-
n 
ator A on a complex Hilbert space Xis subnormal if and only if ^ (A'xj, AJxt) = 0 
l,J = 0 
for all finite collections x0, ..., x,\ of X. In Section 1 we generalize this criterion n 
by showing that is subnormal if and only if ^ (AI+JXJ, AI+JXI) S 0 for all 
i,j=0 
finite subcollections x0,...,xn of X. As an application of this criterion we show 
in Section 2 that an operator A is the restriction of a normal partial isometry to 
an invariant subspace if and only if A—A*A2 and |[/ij[ s 1. In Section 3 we show, 
using our new criterion for subnormality, that an operator A is subnormal if and 
only if {A*"A"}^L0 is a Hausdorff moment sequence. 
Throughout the paper X is a complex Hilbert space with inner product ( , ) 
and norm || ||. If B is a continuous linear operator on X, then B* is the adjoint of B. 
B is normal if BB*=B*B, quasi-normal if B(B*B)=(B*B)B, an isometry if B*B=I 
and a partial isometry if (B*B) 2 = B*B. An operator A is subnormal if it is the restric-
tion of a normal operator B to an invariant subspace of B and hyponormal if AA*'S 
SA*A. A sequence {C„}~ of operators on A'is a Hausdorff moment sequence if there 
b 
exists a positive operator measure <p on some interval [a, b] such that Cn = f t " dcp ' 
for each nonnegative integer n. " 
1. A criterion for subnormality. The Halmos—Bram criterion that an operator 
n 
A on Xbe subnormal is that ^ (A'xj, / i J x , ) = 0 for all finite collections x 0 , . . . , x„ 
' of X. We generalize this as follows: 
T h e o r e m 1. An operator A on a complex Hilbert space X is subnormal if and 
only if A satisfies 
(S,) 2 (A'+Jxj,A'+Jx,)s0 
i,j = o 
for each finite collection x0, ..., xn of X. 
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P r o o f . The proof of the necessity of the condition is easy. Note that (Sx) is 
the special case of the Halmos—Bram condition which we obtain by choosing 
Xi = Aix'l for 1=0, 
To prove the sufficiency of the condition we imitate the techniques of Halmos 
and Bram and prove that if A satisfies condition (Si) , then A is the restriction of a 
quasi-normal operator to an invariant subspace. This will complete our proof, since 
every quasi-normal operator is subnormal ([4, problem 154]). 
Assume now that A satisfies condition (Si) . The first step in the proof will be 
to show that A also satisfies 
(S2) ¿(A,+J+1Xj,A,+J+1xi)^\\A\\2 2 (^'+Jxj,A'+Jxd. 
i,j = o. i,j=0 
To obtain this result we outline.a modification of BRAM'S proof in [1, Theorem 1, 
p. 76]. , . 
Let e > 0 and let A^AKWAW+e). A t also satisfies condition (5 , ) . Let 
Y=l2(X). Define C o n 7 by (Q>) f= 2AV+JA+Jyj- An argument similar to that 
i= o 
used by Bram shows that C is a well-defined, bounded operator on Y and that C ^ O 
on Y. Now define B on Y by (By)i = Ai yt. A computation almost identical to that 
used by Bram shows that \\B*CBy\\^\\Cy\\ for all y in Y and hence by [5, p. 426] 
that B*CBsC since ||5|| = | U , | i < l . It now follows that if x 0 , ...,x„ are elements 
of X, then 
•2 (Ai+J+1xJ,A'+i+1xd*(\\Ayi+*)2 2 (A'^Xj^'^Xi). 1,7 = 0 i, J=0 
Since E was an arbitrary positive number, condition (S2) is satisfied. 
The second step in the proof of the theorem is the construction of a quasi-
normal extension of A. The following modification of HALMOS' proof in [3] will 
give us this result. 
Let X be the set of all sequences in X such that x ( = 0 for 0 and 
x ^ - 0 for at most a finite number of /. On X define 
(x,y)= 2(Ai+Jxj,Ai+jyd. 
i.j 
Let F b e the set of equivalence classes obtained by identifying x with 0 if (Jc, jc) = 0. 
Then since A satisfies condition (S1,), ( , ) is an inner product on Y. Define D on 
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X by (Dx)j=AXi. Using the fact that A also satisfies condition (S2), we have 
(.Dx, Dx) — 2 ¿ » ' " x j ^ M 2 2 (Ai+Jxi, Ai+'xj) = \\A\\2(x, x). 
i,j i,j 
It now follows that D may be considered to be a cont inuous linear operator on f . 
Define E on X by (Ex)i=xi-1 and note tha t DE=ED on Fur thermore on X 
we have the relation 
(Dx, Dy) = Z(Ai+J+1Xi, A'+j+1Xj)= 2(Al+JXi, Ai+JxJ_1) = (x, Ey). 
U i.J 
Thus on the completion of % the extensions of D and E satisfy the equat ion E=D*D. 
However, we have already observed that D commutes with E. Therefore the extension 
of D to the completion of Y is a quasi-normal extension of A and the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 
In [6, Theorem 7, p. 73] MAC NERNEY shows that a sequence {C„}"=0 of Her-
mitian operators on J is a Hausdorff sequence for the interval [a, b] if and only if 
n n n 
a 2 (xi> Ci+jxj) — 2 (xi,Ci+J+1Xj)^b 2 (Xi, Ci+jXj) i,j= o i,j-0 i,j=0 
for each finite collection x0, ..., xn in X. Using this result and Theorem 1, we readily 
obtain the following: 
C o r o l l a r y . An operator A on X is subnormal if and only i f , {A*"An}^=0 is a 
Hausdorff moment sequence. 
We note that if A is subnormal , then A is quasi-normal if and only if A*"A" = 
= f t"d(p where cp is a spectral measure (that is, tp is a projection-valued operator 
measure). The proof of this assertion is simple. If A is quasi-normal, then A*nA" = 
=(A*A)n fo r nSO and thus A*"A" —• f t"d(p where <p is the spectral resolution 
of A*A. Conversely, if A*"A" = f t"d(p and <p is projection-valued, then A*"A" = 
= (A*A)" for /2^0 . Fur thermore , by the last corollary A is subnormal and hence 
hyponormal . However if A is hyponormal and A*2A2 = (A*A)2, then (A*A — 
AA*)A = 0, proving that A is quasi-normal. 
2. The operator equation A =A*A2. Consider the weighted shift A on I2 defined 
by A(x0, x1; ...) = (0, 2x0, xl,x1, ...). A simple computat ion shows tha t A=A*A2. 
However, since the weights of A are not monotone increasing, A is not hypo-
normal [4, p. 160] and consequently not subnormal . Thus not every opera tor 
satisfying the equat ion A =A*A2 is subnormal . The additional hypothesis needed 
to force A to be subnormal is tha t | | / i | | S l . We are now able to completely cha-
racterize operators satisfying these two conditions. % 
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T h e o r e m 2. Let A be an operator on a complex Hilbert space X. A is sub-
normal and the minimal normal extension of A is a partial isometry if and only if 
Mil S i and A = A*A2. 
P r o o f . Assume first that B is a normal partial isometry on a Hilbert space Y, 
containing X, and that B=A on X. Since every partial isometry has norm s i , 
we have | | ,4 | |S | | .B | |Sl . Let P be the projection of Y onto X. Then for each x in X 
we have A*A2x—PB*B2x=PBB*Bx (since B is normal) = (since B is a partial 
i some t ry )—Bx=Ax and consequently, A=A*A2. 
Now assume that A=A*A2 and M | | S l . A simple inductive argument shows 
that A*kAk=-A*A for each integer / c £ 1. Therefore if x 0 , . . . , x„ are elements of X, 
2 (Ai+Jxj,Ai+Jx)= 2 {Axj,Axl) + \\x0\\2-\\Ax()\\2 = 
i,j= 0 i,j = 0 
2 Axi 
1 = 0 
+ ll*o II P*ol l s 0 since Ml! s i . 
By Theorem 1 we know that A is subnormal. Let B\Y-*Y be the minimal normal 
extension of A. It remains to show that B is a partial isometry. Let P be the projec-
tion of Y onto X. Then for x in X, \\PB*B2x\\ = \\A*A2x\\ =\\Ax\\ =\\A3x\\ (since 
A*3A*=A*A) = lBzx\\ = \\B*B2x\\. Therefore B*B2x£X for all x and consequently 
B*B2 = B on X. Since B is the minimal normal extension of A, the set of vectors 
| ^ is dense in Y and consequently B*B2=B on a dense subset 
of Y. This is sufficient to imply that B is a partial isometry. The proof is complete. 
The assertion in Theorem 2 parallels the assertion that an operator A is an 
isornetry if and only if A is subnormal and the minimal normal extension of A is 
unitary. 
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Über einseitige Approximation durch Polynome. III 
Von G. FREUD und G. P. NÉVAI in Budapest 
1. Einführung 
In dieser Arbeit, die die Fortsetzung der Arbeiten [1] bis [4] bildet, werden wir 
den folgenden Satz beweisen. 
H a u p t s a t z . Es sei wk(x)=e~x2k (k=1,2,...). Ferner sei F(x) die r-fache 
(r—0, 1, ...) Integralfunktion einer Funktion F ( r ) (x) , die auf jedem endlichen Intervall 




genügt, ferner sei 
(2) \F(x)\ Q O + x 2 * ) ( - o o ^ x ^ o o ) , 
wobei s eine festgehaltene, nichtnegative ganze Zahl bezeichnet*). Dann existieren für 
jede ganze Zahl «(>$) Polynome p„{x) und P„(x) höchstens (2n-2)-ten Grades, mit 
denen die folgenden Relationen bestehen: 
(3) Pn{x)^F(x)^Pn(x) ( - o o < X < c o ) , 
(4) / [ P n ( x ) - ^ ( x ) ] ^ ( x ) i / x = Ö { » - 1 - ( Ä ) ( r + 1 ) } . 
— oo 
Wir bemerken, daß dieser Satz für k= \ in [2] bewiesen wurde. 
Die Ergebnisse bezüglich der einseitigen Approximation auf [0, °o) der Arbeit 
[3] kann man ganz analog verallgemeinern. Die Resultate des 2. Teiles vorliegender 
Arbeit sind dabei in beiden Fällen wesentlich. 
In dieser Arbeit wollen wir die Bezeichnungen des Buches [5] von G . FREUD ge-
brauchen. Also bedeuten p„(w;x) ( « = 0 , 1 , . . . ) orthonormale Polynome mit der 
Gewichtsfunktion w(x): 
Xi „ (w) > x2„ (w) > • • • > xnn (w) 
* Cx und später C 2 , usw. bedeuten nichtnegative, von x und n unabhängige Konstanten. 
5 A 
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sind die Null stellen des Polynoms pn(w;x); 
x, ç) = p„- ! (w; Ç)pn(w\ x)-p„(w; £)/>„_, (w; x) 
ist das zu w(x) gehörende, in der Veränderlichen x quasi-orthogonale Polynom; n* 
bedeutet den Grad von \j/n(w;x, Q, 
'••".'.••••.:• C r ^ i w X w ; . . 
sind die Nullstellen von V/„(vv; x, ç) (wir bemerken, daß ç £ {<;,•}"!j und zwar im 
folgenden immer £ = £„); Â„(w; £) bezeichne die Christoffel sehe Funktion des zu M>(JC) 
gehörenden Gauß—Jacobischen Quadraturverfahrens. Mit P„ wollen wir die Menge 
der Polynome höchstens n-ten Grades bezeichnen. 
2. Die Abschätzung der Christoffeischen Funktionen 
und der Entfernungen zwischen den Nullstellen der quasiorthogonalen 
Polynome 
In diesem Paragraphen werden wii: vpn den folgenden bekannten Ergebnissen 
Gebrauch machen. 
H i l f s s a t z A (vgl. [5] Satz I. 4. 1). Bezeichnet w(x) eine beliebige Gewichts-
funktion, so gilt 1 
oo . 
(5) ¿„+i(w,ö= min Tt„~2(0 f nl(x)w(x)dx (« = 0 , 1 , . . . ) . 
H i l f s s a t z B (vgl. ,G. FREUD [6], Satz 2). Für jedes Polynom nn £ P , gilt 
i 
CO C 3 N 
(6) / ni (x) wk (x) dx S C2 1 / n l(x)wk(x)dx. 
~c3"2k 
H i l f s s a t z C (vgl. G. FREUD [6], Hilfssatz 1). Zu jeder natürlichen Zahl n gibt 
es ein Polynom on £ P„, für welches die Ungleichungen ! 
(7) • 0 < g n ( x ) < e 2 ( 0 = s x < ° ° ) 
und 
1 i ! « 
(8) ß n ( x ) > ^ e 2 (0 S x S c 4 n 2 « ) 
erfüllt sind. 
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H i l f s s a t z D (vgl. [5], Satz III. 3. 2). Esseiv(x)=x 2 für 0 - = x < l undv(x)=0 
sonst. Dann gilt , '., , : . 
(9) X ^ ^ Q ^ C s n - 1 
Auf Grund dieser Ergebnisse läßt sich der folgende Satz einfach beweisen. Es sei 
uk(x) = ~^wk(]fx) ( x > 0 ) . 
ix • 
S a t z 1: Für eine beliebige natürliche Zahl n gilt ' 1 
0 0 ) k „ + 1 ( u k ; 0 - < C 6 n ~ 1 + ^ w k ( (0 
B e w e i s . Infolge von (5) und (6) besteht die Ungleichung 
C,N» 
min n~2(0 f n2(x)uk(x)dx. ' "„€P„ J 
it„ (5)^0 
Nun sei n„ = | •4>r„-|, wobei «>,-„-, ein beliebiges, Polynom höchstens 
LlJ L2J LzJ 
Grades bezeichnet. Infolge, von (7) und (8). bestehen die folgenden Zusammen-
hänge: 
1 
+ 0<C10wk(fä) min (pri-xio f (prn-,(x)—= dx. = . 




W H _i 
Der letzte Ausdruck ist auf Grund der Formel (5) gleich 
C i , wk ( F e ) « » A g - j 1 £).' 
Satz 1 folgt unmittelbar aus (9). 
F o l g e r u n g 1. / w jedes n gilt die Ungleichung 
(Ii) 
5* 
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Tatsächlich ist laut Hilfssatz A 
K+ min nrn2-,^2) f r:2rn1(x2)wk(x)dx = lrn1^ (uk; £2) 
*[3€P[il L i J + 1 •tpjfrt^o 
(vgl. G. FREUD [6]; der Grundgedanke des Beweises von Satz 1 wurde ebenfalls aus 
dieser Arbeit entnommen). 
S a t z 2. Bezeichne die größte der von £ links liegenden Nullstellen des quasi-
orthogonalen Polynoms ^„(uk; x, £). Falls £'£0 gilt, so besteht die Ungleichung 
(12) H (0 
B e w e i s . Infolge der Posseschen Ungleichungen (vgl. [5], I. (5. 10)) ist die 
Relation 
fe^utix) dx s e^Xn(uk; O + e^kAn(uk; 0 
f 
erfüllt. Wendet man auf die rechte Seite Satz 1 an, so gelant man zur Ungleichung 
(13) ( 0 < £ < C 7 n * ) . 
Durch Multiplikation beider Seiten mit ( / £ + /<£') ergibt sich (12). 
Aus Satz 2 ergibt sich mit Hilfe der Theorie der Orthogonalpolynome (mit all-
gemeiner Gewichtsfunktion): 
F o l g e r u n g 2 . Bezeichne £,* jene Nullstelle des quasi-orthogonalen Polynoms 
ip„(wk; x, 0> die im Intervall ( — |£|) am nächsten zu £ liegt; diese Nullstelle genügt 
der Ungleichung 
(14) | (ISI <c16n^), 
wobei C 1 6 < C 1 3 gilt. 
3. Hilfssätze 
H i l f s s a t z 1. Für beliebige reelle Zahlen x > 0 , ocSO, ß^l und für j=0, 1, 2, ... 
gilt 
(15) Ij(x)= f ( , y - x y y ° e - » d y s (ßxß-\)j+1 
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B e w e i s . Wir führen eine Induktion bezüglich / durch. Offensichtlich bestehen 
die Zusammenhänge 
/<>(*)= / ßZ-'e-*» dy = 
und falls y'g 1 ist, dann gilt 
Ij(x) = j f ( y - x)J~1/„ (y) d y s j f (y-xy-1 ß^j y*e~yß dy s 
- ß ^ ' j - i W -
H i l f s s a t z 2. Falls die Bedingung 
f wk(x) \dF<r)(x)\-= + ~ 
erfüllt ist, so gilt die Ungleichung 
(16) •|F«>(*)|^(jc)|JC|(»-1)( '"-»-=C17 , ( . /=0, 
B e w e i s . Der Hilfssatz muß nur für große Absolutwerte von x bewiesen werden; 
für kleine Werte von x ist nämlich die Behauptung trivialerweise erfüllt. Falls j—r, 
so gelten die Beziehungen 
X CO 
\wk(x)[F<'\x)-F^m ^ 1/ wk(y)\dF(rHy)\\ == f wk(y)\dF"(y)\^ + 
o 
Weiß man, daß für x die Ungleichung 
besteht, so folgt hieraus die Ungleichung 
X \Fu-»(x)-F(J-V((o)\ ^ c l g f wkl(y)y(1-2k"'-J)dy = 
CO 
Z rwr 1 f v) v( 1 ~2ll) ( r"J '+1)11' 
Ist nun beispielweise co = (r + \)ll2k, so ist im letzteren Integral der Nenner nicht 
kleiner als 1, also gilt die Ungleichung 
X 
| ^ C 1 8 f \wk(y)y(l-2k)('-j+l)Ydy ( x > c o > 0 ) , 
tu 
woraus sich (16) für positive Werte von x bereits leicht ergibt. Für negative x-Werte 
verläuft der Beweis ganz analog. 
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t , , 4. Beweis des Hauptsatzes 
H i l f s s a t z 3 (vgl. [4], Satz 1). Es sei n»(x) eine beliebige, im Intervall (a,b) 
definierte Gewichtsfunktion. Ferner sei f ( x ) die r-fache (r = 0, 1, ...) Integralfunktion 
einer Funktion fr(x)mit beschränkter Schwankung in (a, b). Ist n £ r + 6 und/r(x) = 
=const . außerhalb des Intervalls ( a , , ¿ > 1 ) c ( x „ _ ^ ] _4 ,n(w), x[^]+ 4 ,n(vt ;)), so gibt es 
Polynome nn(x) undn*(x) höchstens (2n-2)-teh Grades, für welche die Ungleichungen 
• • 1 . '. 
7r„(x)S/(x)S7i*(x) '•. ( a < x < 6 ) 
erfüllt sind und die Relation . 
f [nUx)-nn(x)]w(x)dx = 0 { f l ^ y \ d f r ( 0 \ } " ( « = > + 6, r + 7 , . . . ) 
a at . . • 
besteht, wobei </>(£) eine beliebige solche Majorante der Funktion 
<P(0 = iZa r r i , + i max ¿n(w; t) 
bezeichnet, für welche das Integra! auf der rechten Seite existiert. 
Wir wenden uns nun dem Beweis des Hauptsatzes zu. Die folgenden Über-
legungen sind für « S / i 0 richtig, wobei n0 nicht von x abhängt. Besteht « < « 0 , so 
ist die Behauptung infolge von (2) t.rivialerweise wahr. Wie es in [2] bemerkt wurde, 
genügt es die Betrachtung von Funktionen, die für x --=-0 verschwinden. 
Es sei 
± 1 ' C „2k _ C n2k ^^16n » 2 
eine Stetigkeitsstelle der Funktion F ( r ) (x) , und es bestehe 
(17) F(x)= i (x — (o„)J -f F* (x) + F** (x), 
wobei F* und F** die Bedingungen des Hauptsatzes erfüllen, ferner F*(x) für xSo>„ 
und F**(x) für XSCÜ„ verschwinden, und in jedem endlichen Intervall die Schwan-
kung von F* ( r ) bzw. von F**(f> nicht größer ist, als die Schwankung von F(r>. 
Auf F*(x) läßt sich Hilfssatz 3 unmittelbar anwenden. Auf Grund dessen gibt 
es ein Paar p*, P*£P2n-2 derart, daß die Ungleichungen 
p*n(x)^F*(x)^.P*(x) , 
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bestehen; aus (11) und (14) erhält man ferner mit Hilfe einfacher Rechnungen den 
Zusammenhang 
7 KW -pt{x)]Wk{x) dx S c 1 9 / f ( l ~ " ) ( , + 1 ) /" MO \dF*^(0\ S 
o 
a / » , ( 0 1 ^ . ( 0 1 , O L ^ ^ ' V 
Da F**(x) für x<<u„ verschwindet, ergibt sich aus (2) und (17) das Bestehen von 
(18) .. |F**(x)| <C2 0a)n 2 sy0(x, co„) + C21 y2s(x, o>n) +. 
+ 2 | F ( v ) K ) | y v ( x , co„) = Tr(x, co„), 
v = 0 
wobei 
7j (x, co„) = 
0 für X < 0 ) „ 
jj(x-COn)J für XSCO„ 
(7= 0 , 1 , . . . ) - Da o»„) als Funktion von x. die /-fache Integralfunktion der 
Funktion y0 (x, (o„) ist, und die letztere auf der ganzen reellen Achse von beschränk-
ter Schwankung ist, läßt sich Hilfssatz 3 anwenden. Also gibt es e i n p n ( x , con,j) und 
ein P„(x, con,j), die in x Polynome höchstens (2n—2)-ten Grades sind und mit denen 
die Ungleichungen 
pn(x,COn,j)^yj(x,CÜ„)^P„(x,(D„,j) ( - o o < X - ~ < ~ ) 
und 
f [Pn (x, <y„, j ) - pn (x, ß)„, 7")] wk (x) dx s 
g C 2 2 « " ( l " ^ ) 0 + 1 ) / " wk(0 \dy0(Z, c„) | = C22n~{l~^)U+1)Wk(con) 
<u„-Ö 
bestehen. Hierbei wurden die Abschätzungen (11) und (14) angewendet. 
Nun sei 
P*n*(x) = C20(olsP„(x, con, 0) + C21Pn(x, co„, 2s)+ Z \Fm(ojJ\P„(x, co„, v). 
v = 0 
Es ist klar, daß 
-P*„*(x)^F**(x)^P**(x:) (-co<x<co) 
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u n d 
/ PT(*)^(x) dx = J [ P î * ( x ) - Tr(x, c o „ ) ] w k ( x ) dx+ f Tr(x, co„) wk(x) dx s 
, - 1 + — - ( l + w ) C 2 s + l ) 
S C22wk((o„)[C20o)2„sn 2k +C2ln v 2k> + 
+ i fTr(x,con)wk(x)dx. 
• v = 0 w J n 
r i c h t i g s i n d . D e r A u s d r u c k a u f d e r r e c h t e n Se i te d e r U n g l e i c h u n g is t i n f o l g e d e r 
H i l f s s ä t z e 1 u n d 2, d e r R e l a t i o n (18) u n d d e r D e f i n i t i o n v o n con v o n d e r G r ö ß e n -
o r d n u n g 0{n ^ 2 * ) ( r + 1 ) } . D e n H a u p t s a t z se lbs t e r h a l t e n w i r sch l i eß l i ch , i n d e m w i r 
Pn(x) = ¿ ^ M (x-a>ay+p?(x)-P*n*(x) 
v = 0 
u n d 
Pn(x) = i I ^ p l - (X-cony + PT(X) + PT(x) 
v = 0 V! 
s e t z e n . . 
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Über eine Klasse nichtlinearer Eigenwertprobleme 
Von HEINZ LANGER in Dresden (DDR) 
In der Arbei t [1] betrachtet R . E. L. TURNER die Schar 
M(n) = A-nl-n2B2-~^VnBn 
mit nichtnegativen Operatoren A, B2, • • •, BN £ 91J) in einem seperablen Hilbert-
raum §>. Für einen vollstetigen Operator A erweist sich das nichtnegative Spektrum 
der Schar M als diskret. Wählt man in jedem der zugehörigen Eigenräume eine 
Basis, so zeigt R. E. L. TURNER, daß das System aller dieser Eigenvektoren eine 
Rieszsche Basis von § bildet, wenn nur eine der folgenden Bedingungen erfüllt ist: 
a) A£<Zp für 
2 
b) A£(sp für und B2, ..., BN£<52.. 
Unlängs t wurden diese Bedingungen von A. S. MARKUS u n d G . I. R u s s u [2] ab-
geschwächt zu einer der folgenden: 
c) A£<5p für ein /><1; 
d) A£<Sp für p < m— 1 (2^m=N) und B2 = -- =Bm_i= 0. 
In der vorliegenden Note zeigen wir, daß für die Gültigkeit der obigen Aussage 
an Stelle von a), b), c) oder d) nur vorausgesetzt zu werden braucht, daß A voll-
stetig ist, und auch die Voraussetzungen über B2, ..., BN abgeschwächt werden kön-
nen.2) Darüber hinaus läßt sich im allgemeineren Falle A ^ M , aus unseren 
V 91 bezeichne den Ring aller beschränkten linearen, S „ die Menge der vollstetigen Operatoren 
in £>; <5r, p>0, sei die Menge aller A€<&„ mit TX''\A*A)< wobei sich die Summation über alle 
Eigenwerte von A*A erstreckt, jeder entsprechend seiner Vielfachheit oft gezählt. Der Operator 
/465R heißt nichtnegativ (streng positiv), wenn für alle gilt: (Ax, 4 s 0 ((Ax, .v)S}<||x||2 für 
ein geeignetes y=-0), wir schreiben dafür A SO (A » 0). 
2> Neulich bewiesen auch V . I . M A C A J E V und A. I. V I R O Z U B (erscheint in Funkcionál. Anal, i 
Prilozen.) die Gültigkeit der obigen Aussage unter solchen allgemeinen Bedingungen. Ihre Methode 
unterscheidet sich jedoch wesentlich von unserer, indem sie zum Beweis der Existenz einer Lösung 
YGSH mit den Eigenschaften 1 ) — 3 ) aus Satz 2 ein Ergebnis von I . C. G O H B E R G und J . LEITERER zur 
Faktorisierung von Operatorfunktionen benutzen. 
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Ergebnissen die Existenz einer „Spektralschar" fü r das nichtnegative Spektrum der 
Schar M herleiten, worauf wir an anderer Stelle eingehen werden. 
Zum Beweis der obigen Aussage führen wir die Schar M durch eine Parameter-
transformation auf eine Schar L: 
(1) L(X) = XNI+XN-1DN-l + -+XDl+D0, 
D0, . . . , f j y - i £91, zurück, für die ein Intervall A2] der reellen Achse mit 
¿(¿^«Oi z(;.2)»o, l'(X)»o^ für AetAj,^] 
existiert, und zeigen, daß es dann eine Lösung Z £ 9 t der Operatorengleichung 
(2) L(Z) = Z " + Z V 1 Z * - 1 + " +£> 1 Z+ J D 0 - 0 
gibt, die ähnlich zu einem selbstadjungierten Operator ist.3) Diese Methode der 
Betrachtung der zur Schar (1) gehörigen Operatorengleichung wurde von M. G. 
KREIN und dem Verfasser für gewisse quadratische Scharen in [3], [4] (siehe auch 
[5], [6]) entwickelt. Wesentliche Hilfsmittel für unsere Betrachtungen sind die von 
P. H. MÜLLER [7] angegebene Linearisierung der Schar L sowie einige einfache Aus-
sagen der Theorie linearer Operatoren in / -Räumen. 
Herrn Professor M. G. KREIN danke ich sehr dafür , daß er mich auf die Arbeit 
[1] aufmerksam und mir diese zugänglich gemacht hat, den Herren Dr. A. S. MARKUS 
und Dr. Ju. L. Smul'jan danke ich für wertvolle Hinweise. 
1. In diesem Abschnitt stellen wir einige einfache Begriffe aus der Theorie der 
linearen Operatoren in ./-Räumen zusammen, 
Es sei § ein Hilbertraum für das Skalarprodukt (x, y) (x, y f. §), G ein beschränk-
ter und beschränkt invertierbarer indefiniter (d.h., es gibt Elemente x, mit 
(Gx, x ) > 0 und (Gy, j>)-=0) selbstadjungierter Operator in Wir definieren in § 
ein indefinites, sog. G-Skalarprodukt [x, y] durch die Gleichung 
(3) [x,y]=(Gx,y) (x , j>€§) . 
Dann ist § ein / - R a u m für dieses indefinite Skalarprodukt und ein geeignetes po-
sitiv definites Skalarprodukt, dessen Norm der Ausgangsnorm äquivalent ist. Ein 
Element heißt G-positiv (<7-nichtnegativ usw.), wenn [x, x] > 0 ( [ x , x ] s 0 usw.) 
gilt. Die Menge aller G-nichtnegativen Elemente von § bezeichnen wir mit 
Ein Teilraum, der außer x = 0 nur aus G-positiven (G-nichtnegativen) Elementen 
besteht, heiße G-positiv (G-nichtnegativ). Gilt für die Elemente x eines G-positiven 
Teilraumes £ sogar 
[x, x ]Sy | | x | | 2 
mit einem y > 0 , so nennen wir ß streng G-positiv. 
3 ) D. h., es gibt einen Operator S»0, so daß SZ selbstadjungiert ist. 
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i Das G-orthogonale Komplement ffi111. eines Teilraumes (£,c § besteht defini-
tionsgemäß aus allen x c ö mit [x, (£] — {0}. 
Ein beschränkter linearer Operator A in § heißt bekanntlich (r-selbstadjungiert, 
wenn , 
[Ax, v] = [.v, Ay] (x, y e $>) 
gilt. 
Wir benötigen die folgenden einfachen Aussagen: 
1°. Liegt die Spektralmenge a des G-selbstadjungierten Operators A symmetrisch 
zur reellen Achse, so ist auch der zu o gehörige Rieszsche Projektor G-selbstadjun-
giert ([8]). 
2°. Ist der Wertebereich eines G-selbstadjungierten Projektors G-nichtnegativ, 
so ist er sogar streng G-positiv ([9]), bildet also einen Hilbertraum bezüglich des G-Ska-
larproduktes. 
Die Aussage 2° benutzen wir zum Beweis des 
L e m m a 1. Es sei Et, 1, eine Familie G-selbstadjungierter Projektoren, 
die bezüglich der gleichmäßigen Operatorentopologie stetig vom Parameter t abhängt. 
Dann folgt aus E09>c:'$+, daß E,§> für alle O^iSl streng G-positiv ist. 
B e w e i s . Die Menge 
ist offensichtlich abgeschlossen. Wäre r ^ [0, 1], so gäbe es einen Punkt t0 mit 
t0 = inf([0, l ] \ r ) . 
Dann gilt auf Grund von 2° für ein geeignetes y > 0 : 
[E,0x,Etax]^y\\E,0x\\2 
Für alle i aus einer hinreichend kleinen Umgebung von r0 gilt weiter E,E,0§>=Et9). 
Wählen wir <5>0 so, daß y—(2d+d2)\\G\\ > 0 ausfällt, dann folgt für a l l e x £ ö und t 
mit \\E-EJ =§ <5: 
[EtF,ox, E,Etox] [Etox, E,0x]-2\\E-EJ \\EtQx\\2 \[G\\ -
H I $ - i y № „ * l l 2 I I G | | s ( V - ( 2 5 + 52) | |G| |) | |£ f ox| |2 , 
im Widerspruch zu der Tatsache, daß in jeder Umgebung von i 0 ^in t mit2st§>cti^ß+ 
liegt. 
2. Wir betrachten zunächst allgemein die Schar L : 
L(X) = XNDN + XN~lDN_l + -+XD1+D0 
m,it Operatoren D0, .'.., DN£iH. Definitionsgemäß besteht das Spektrum a(L) der 
Schar L aus allen Punkten A der komplexen Ebene, für die der Nullpunkt z = 0 
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ein Punkt des Spektrums des Operators L(A) ist; sein Komplement bildet die Re-
solventenmenge q(L). 
Ist z=0 ein Eigenwert von L(X0), d.h., besteht die Gleichung £(A0);C(O)=0 mit 
einem Elenjent so heißt A0 ein Eigenwert der Schar L und das Ele-
ment x ( 0 ) ein Eigenelement zu diesem Eigenwert; der von allen solchen Eigenelemen-
ten gebildete Teilraum heißt der zu A0 gehörige Eigenraum. Die Menge dei Eigen-
werte der Schar L bezeichnen wir mit op(L). 
Ist A0£<T„(L) und genügen die Elemente x ( 1 ) , . . . , xm den Gleichungen 
1! dX0 "' x! bll 
so bilden sie definitionsgemäß eine Jordansche Kette zum Eigenwert A0. 
Wir setzen jetzt DN=I voraus. Dann ordnet man ([7], vergl. auch [4], [10]) der 
Schar L den Operator 
(4) " A v - i - A v - 2 " - ö l -Do 
/ 0 . 0 0 
L = 0 1 . 0 0 
0 0 . / 0 
im Produktraum § = S (1)©.§> (2)©••• © § ( N ) mit > = = .•. = §<"> = § zu. Be-
kanntlich gilt dabei 
(5) <t(L) = <7(L), ap(L) = op(L), 
und die zu einem Eigenwert A0 gehörenden Jordanschen Ketten von L und L ent-
sprechen einander eineindeutig; insbesondere besteht zwischen den Eigenelementen 




Die Resolvente (L - -AI ) - 1 gestattet für X£q(L) = q(L) die Matrixdarstellung 
(6) • (L — AI) _ 1 = (Rij (A)) ; M 
mit 
(7) ^y(A) = —XNiL~1(X) 2 DN_m+1ÄJ~m+ ..., i.j=l,2,...,N, 
wobei Dn=I gesetzt wurde und die nicht aufgeschriebenen Summanden Polynome 
in A sind. 
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Sind die Operatoren D0, Dt, . . . , DN_ t selbstadjungiert, so überzeugt man sich 
leicht davon, daß der Operator L für den selbstadjungierten und beschränkt invertier-
baren Operator 
0 0 . 0 I 
0 0 / 
G = 
0 0 . • Dn - 1 F>N-2 
0 I • 
• ; 
I DN_1Dn_2 • ö l 
G-selbstadjungiert ist. 






so ergibt sich für das G-Skalarprodukt (3) leicht 
(8) [x, x] = --{L\X)x, x). 
3. Neben der Schar L betrachten wir entsprechend wie in [4], [5], [6] die Operato-
rengleichung 
L(Z) DNZN+DN_iZN~1 + -+DlZ + Do=0. 
Ist z e « eine Lösung dieser Gleichung, so ist offensichtlich jedes Eigenelement von 
Z auch ein Eigenelement von L zu demselben Eigenwert. M a n kann zeigen, daß 
dies für Jordansche Ketten von Z ebenfals zutrifft. Außerdem sieht man leicht, 
daß auch jeder approximative Eigenwert von Z 4 ) zu a(L) gehört. 
Es sei von jetzt an stets D N = I vorausgesetzt. Wie in [4], [5] erhalten wir eine 
Lösung Z von (2) mit Hilfe des folgenden 
L e m m a 2. Ist <£ ein invarianter Teilraum von L der Gestalt 
j z « " - 1 ^ 
e = 'zWx : mit z ™ , . . . , * " - 1 ^ « , 
I * ) 
so gilt Z°' ) = (Z (1 )) J ' ,y = 1, 2, ...,N~ 1, und der Operator Z=Za) bildet eine Lösung 
4) Die komplexe Zahl X heißt ein approximativer Eigenwert von Z, wenn eine Folge (x„) mit 
||*„|| = 1 und Zx„ — Xx„-~0 existiert. 
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der Gleichung (2).' Ist umgekehrt Z eine Lösung von (2)', so läßt L den Teilraum 
® z = ' Zx : 
invariant; dabei gilt a{Z) = o(L\(£z). j 
Der einfache Beweis der ersten Aussagen dieses Lemmas kann dem Leser 
überlassen werden. Zum Beweis der Aussage über das Spektrum beachten wir'did 
Beziehung • • • - . . " 
ZNx 
L 
Zx = • Zix 
-x ,Zx . 
somit sind die Gleichungen 
(zx-'xX ' 
\x 
äquivalent, woraus leicht die Behauptung folgt. 
Wir ergänzen diese Betrachtungen über die Wurzeln von (2) durch ein Lemma, 
das jedoch im folgenden nicht benötigt wird. 
Jede Lösung Z von (2) erzeugt .eine Darstellung vón L in der Form L(X) 
= Lz(X)(XI-Z) mit der Schar '• ' ' '. 
LZ{X)="¿V-J-^i DN_kZJ~% Dn = I, 
j = O ft—o 
vom Grade ÍV— I. Weiter bezeichne L z die Schar LZ(X)=LZ(1). 
L e m m a 3. Ist Z £ í>í eine Lösung von (2), so ist der der Schar Lz zugeordnete 
Operator L z im Räume 1 der Einschränkung von L auf das G-orthogonale Kom-
plement von Gz isomorph.5) Insbesondere gilt also ' 
D. h., es gibt eine eineindeutige und in beiden Richtungen stetige Abbildung von £j'v 1 auf 
<£z» die Lz in L|®z überführt. 
Zy ' 
und . Zx=.y 
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' Beweise Der Teilraum ist offensichtlich invariant bezüglich Li 'Mari < über-
zeugt sich unmittelbar davon, daß er-aus. allen Elementen von der Form 
- V i Z ' j - t B x ^ l x ^ j . t 
j= i U=o 
XS-2 Xo, Xj , ... , 2 € 




äquivalent den folgenden N— 1 Gleichungen: 
- X f i Z'J-kD,_k\x^j.i =>Ä_2, 
i= i U=o ) 
xN-2 '• — yn-3> 
xi • • . — }'o • 
Daraus folgt leicht die Behauptung. . 
4. Hauptergebnis dieser Mitteilung ist der 
S a t z 1 • Die Schar L: £(A) = ' XNI + X"'* Dn^1 + ----tXD1+D0 genüge der fol-
genden Bedingung: Es existiert ein Intervall X2] der reellen Achse mit L(A])<scO, 
1 T (1 \ 
L(X2)»0 und — » 0 für alle ).£[/-j, X2]. Dann gibt es einen Operator Z £ 9 t 
oX 
mit den folgenden Eigenschaften: 
1) £ ( Z ) = 0; 
2) Z ist ähnlich zu einem selbstadjungierten Operator; 
3) <r(Z) = a(L) H , /.2], <tp(Z) ~ ap(L) D [/.,, X2], und die zu einem solchen 
Eigenwert gehörenden Eigenelemente von Z und L stimmen überein. 
Der Operator Z ist durch die Eigenschaft 1) und die erste Gleichung von 3) eindeutig 
bestimmt. 
F o l g e r u n g . Ist a(L) H [/., , X2] eine höchstens abzählbare Menge, so gibt es 
eine Rieszsche Basis von die aus Eigenelementen von L zu Eigenwerten in , X2] 
besteht; diese Eigenwerte bilden dann zusammen mit ihren Häufungspunkten die 
Menge o(L) Pi [Aj, X2], ihre Eigenräume werden von Elementen der Basis aufgespannt. 
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Ohne Beschränkung der Allgemeinheit setzen wir im Beweis des Satzes S 
S l 2 < < » voraus. Wir wählen einen Punkt a £ ( A t , / 2 ) u r , d betrachten neben der 
Schar L die Scharen L,: 
L,(X) = L ( A ) + ( i - l ) L ( a ) , 0säf=§l . 
Offensichtlich gilt = ^ ^ , und die Scharen L, genügen bezüglich , X2] oX oX 
denselben Voraussetzungen wie die Schar L. 
Im Verlauf des Beweises des Satzes formulieren wir einige Lemmata ; dabei 
seien stets die im Satz über die Schar L getroffenen Voraussetzungen erfüllt. 
L e m m a 4. Es gibt eine Umgebung ?t von [X1,X2] mit 
«XiAi.A,] c f?(L,) für 0S/S1. 
B e w e i s . Offensichtlich gibt es ein ¿ > 0 , so daß fü r alle i£[0 , 1] folgendes gilt: 
¿,(A)<<0 für A c R t - J , At], 
L , (A)»0 für Ae[A2 , A2+<5], 
L'(X)»0 für Xe[Xi-S,X2+ö\. 
F ü r X = t -He , T£[At—(5, A2 + <5], gilt dann 
L,(X) = L t(T) + ie£'(T) + e 2 0( l ) ( e - 0 ) , 
wobei das Glied 0 ( 1 ) für f£[0 , 1] gleichmäßig beschränkt ist. Deshalb hat für 
|e| hinreichend klein einer der Operatoren ± L , ( X ) einen streng positiven Imaginärteil, 
ist also beschränkt invertierbar. 
Wir wählen jetzt > ;>0 so, daß der durch die Eckpunkte Ax—h/...A2 —»7... 
...X2 + />/...XY + irj... Ai — ir\ definierte orientierte Streckenzug(£ganz in der Umgebung 
21 aus Lemma 4 verläuft. Weiter sei 
= fXJLt-1(X)dX, j=0, ± 1 
2711 € 
Auf Grund der Beziehung (5) und Lemma 4 ist a(L,)C\ [A1( A2] eine Spektralmenge 
f ü r den gemäß (4) gebildeten Operator L t und der zugehörige Rieszsche Projektor E t 
gestattet die Matrixdarstellung 
f A ? * " 1 ' . . / ! 
(9) E, = — J(L, — XT)~1dX = 
K}1* 
U / 0 ) 
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wir vermerken noch die später benötige Beziehung 
(16) L /E , = - — f AJ'(L, - AI)"'1 dl 
K<j> 
, ' 7 = 0, ± 1 , .... 
Gemäß der Aussage 1° von Abschnitt 1 ist der Operator E, G-selbstadjungiert. Der 
Wertebereich von E 0 besteht aus allen der Gestalt 
ocx 
x 
x € § . 
Um das zu sehen, beachten wir die für alle A aus einer hinreichend kleinen Umgebung 
von A = a bestehende Beziehung 
1 
£ ( A ) A - a 
L'-1 (a)+...; 
wobei die nicht aufgeschriebenen Summanden holomorph von A abhängen. Aus (6) 
und (7) folgt dann leicht die Behauptung. 
Auf Grund der Beziehung (8) ist der Teilraum E 0 § G-positiv. D a E, in der 
gleichmäßigen Operatorentopologie für O S i S l analytisch von t abhängt, ist ge-
mäß Lemma 1 auch E ( § , O S / S l , ein streng G-positiver Teilraum, also ein Hilbert-
raum für das G-Skalarprodukt. In diesem Hilbertraum ist L, G-selbstadjungiert, 
und es gilt <T(L, | E , § ) c [ A t , A2]. Für beliebiges gilt also 
[E,x, x] £ 0, A J L / ' - ^ x , x] : [L/E,x, x] s A ^ L / " 1 ^ , x]. 






, * e 
an, so ergibt sich bei Beachtung von (10) 
( I i ) K ^ ^ O ; A i K f J " 1 ' s KlJ> ^ A2 K,ij ~1}, y = 0, + 1 , ± 2 , . . . . 
L e m m a 5. Es gilt ^ O ) » 0 ( O S / S 1). . 
B e w e i s . Es genügt zu zeigen, daß der Nullpunkt nicht zu ff(/^0)) gehört. Zuerst . 
überlegen wir uns, daß der Nullpunkt kein Eigenwert von ist. Aus Ä^0 )x0 = 0, 
6 A 
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xo^0, folgt gemäß (11) ÄtU)xo=0 für j— 1, 2, ... , also ist dann auf Grund von (9) 
auch E , x 0 = 0 für x 0 = (xj) mit xA = x 0 , x2=x3 = ••• =xN=0. Somit läßt sich 
(L , - -AI ) _ 1 x 0 auf ganz 91 holomorph fortsetzen, insbesondere gestattet auch 
1 (A)x0eine solche Fortsetzung. Wir bezeichnen sie mit y(X). Für (p(X) = (y(k),x0) 
gilt dann (p(A,)<0, <p(k2)>0, andererseits ist aber für Punkte A ^ I , 
<p\l) = -(L-'(X)L't(Ä)Lr'(X)x0, x0) = -(L',(X)y(X), j(I)), 
also auch (p'(X)^0 für [k x ,k 2 ] . 
Um zu zeigen, daß sogar streng positiv ist, führen wir gemäß [11] einen 
Hilbertraum 9) in folgender Weise ein: Die lineare Menge £ aller beschränkten 
Folgen (x(n)) von Elementen aus § versehen wir mit dem Skalarprodukt 
((*<">), (/">)) = LIM (x("\ /">), 
n 
wobei LIM einen beliebigen, im folgenden festgehaltenen Banachlimes bezeichnet, 
n 
bilden den Faktorraum nach £ 0 = {(x('°) 6 £:((jt (n )), (x (n>))=0} und vervollständigen 
diesen. Für einen beschränkten linearen Operator A in 9) bezeichne Ä den durch 
die Festsetzung 
Ä(xin)) = (Ax{n)) 
in induzierten Operator. Dann gilt für A, A;£9t, 7 = 1 , 2, ...:oc1A1+a2A2 = 
= a , A, +oc2A2, A~~' =Ä~' falls 0£{>(A), a ( A ) = ap(A) falls A—A*, und für eine 
bezüglich der Operatorennorm gegen A konvergente Folge (Aß konvergiert auch 
(Äj) bezüglich der Operatorennorm in § gegen Ä. 
Die Schar L,:L,(k) = L(l) + (t — \)L(a) in § genügt denselben Voraussetzun-
gen wie L, in §>, und es ist gemäß den oben vermerkten Regeln für den Übergang 
A-Ä 
Nach dem ersten Teil des Beweises gilt folglich 0$(7p(/i:((O)), d.h. 0(tcr(A,(0)). Damit 
ist das Lemma bewiesen. 
Wir untersuchen den Teilraum E t § genauer. Zunächst gibt es für hinreichend 
kleine t Operatoren T, , die E 0 § eineindeutigund stetig a u f E , § abbilden und zusam-
men mit ihrer Inversen stetig (bezüglich der gleichmäßigen Operatorentopologie) 
von t abhängen. Wir setzen 
i x 
0 
l o j 
x € § 
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- 1 - 1 
und betrachten den Teilraum T j E , ^ . Für t=0. gilt T 0 E 0 § j = E 0 § . Dann bildet 
aber T,E, auch für hinreichend kleine t den Teilraum eineindeutig auf E 0 § ab, 
d.h., es gilt 
T ^ S ^ E o * oder E , § 1 = T , E 0 6 = E , § . 




schreiben. Auf Grund von Lemma 5 folgt daraus mit Z(O)=A,((/)(A'I<0)) 1 : 
E , * = - Z ^ x : xd$> 
Anwendung von Lemma 2 ergibt mit Zt = Z\l^:Z\i^ = Z)t und 
(12) £ , (Z , ) = 0 
für alle hinreichend kleinen t. Nun hängen sowohl der Operator Z, als auch die 
Koeffizienten der Schar L, für O s / s l analytisch von t ab. Deshalb besteht die 
Beziehung (12) auch für t= 1, d.h., der Operator 
z ^ / s r p W ) - 1 
genügt der Gleichung (2). Offensichtlich ist Z von links symmetrisierbar durch den 
streng positiven Operator • Damit sind die ersten beiden Aussagen des 
Satzes bewiesen. Die erste Beziehung der Aussage 3) ergibt sich aus den Gleichungen 
(beachte Lemma 2) 
<7(Z) = = < x ( L ) n [ A v A2] = . f f ( L ) n [ A „ A J ; ' 
die Beweise der übrigen Aussagen von 3) überlassen wir dem Leser. 
Genügt Z ' der Gleichung L(Z') = 0 und gilt ( T ( Z ' ) C [ A , , A 2 ] , so ist der Teil-
raum <SZ- invariant unter L und es gilt <7(L|6z.)c[Ax,A2]. Daraus folgt 6 y c 6 z , 
woraus sich leicht Z = Z ' ergibt. Damit ist Satz 1 bewiesen. 
5. Aus Satz 1 folgern wir jetzt ohne Schwierigkeit den 
S a t z 2. Gegeben sei die Schar . 
(13) M(fi) = Ä-fiI-n2B(n), B(n)= 2 HJ~2Bj . 
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mit einem Operator A £il?, A^O und einem Operatorpolynom B(p), das für p^O 
zusammen mit seiner Ableitung B'(p) nichtnegative Werte (in Dl) annimmt. Dann gibt es 
einen Operator Y SR mit den.folgenden Eigenschaften: 
1) M(Y)=0; 
2) Y.istähnlich zu einem selbstadjungierten Operator-, 
3) a(Y) = a{M) f l [0, ap{ Y) = ap(M) H [0, und die zu einem solchen 
Eigenwert gehörenden Eigenelemente von Y und M stimmen überein. 
F o l g e r u n g . Ist a(M) f l [0, oo) eine höchstens abzählbare Menge, so gibt es eine 
Rieszsche Basis von die aus Eigenelementen von M zu Eigenwerten in [0, °=) be-
steht; diese Eigenwerte bilden zusammen mit ihren Häufungspunkten die. Menge 
a(M) Fl [0,°°), ihre Eigenräume werden von Elementen dieser Basis aufgespannt. 
B e w e i s . Aus der Gestalt der Schar M ersieht man leicht, daß Zahlen p2 
und r\ mit < 0 ; IM|| so gewählt werden können, daß 
M f ß ^ O , M ( / t 2 ) « 0 
und 
(14) N-^-M(ß) + tiM'(p)«0 für / i ^ ^ / i j 
gilt. Wir betrachten die Schar 
l(X) = —(1 + X)NF~112M F~UZ mit E=-M(n). 
Dann gilt für A.- =———,. / = 1 , 2 , 
>1 ~ Ih 
L(Ät) = -(1 +Al)NF-1/2M(pl)F-ll2^0; 
Z/(A) = - ( 1 +X)N~2E-112 7V(I + X)M1 n X 1 + A 
+ t]M' 
+ A 
P - 1 / 2 
M 
Durchläuft A das Intervall [A,, A,], so ist 1+A = stets positiv, und für den 
Ausdruck in der eckigen k lammer auf der rechten Seite ergibt sich mit p = ' : 1 + / 
. N~^—M(p) + t1M'(p), 
1 -
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also .ist L'(X) auf A2] wegen (14).streng positiv. Schließlich ist der Koeffizient von 
die identische Abbildung. 
Die Schar L genügt also allen Voraussetzungen von Satz 1. Daraus folgt die 
Existenz eines Operators Z mit L(Z) = 0 und <r(Z)cz[Xl, X2]. Wegen — e x i -
stiert der Operator ( 7 + Z ) - 1 £ und man überzeugt sich leicht davon, daß . 
Y=>1F-1I2Z(I+Z)-1F112 
die im Satz genannten Eigenschaften hat. 
B e m e r k u n g . Hat A aus (13) die Gestalt A — al + A1 mit a S O und einem 
vollstetigen Operator Al, so ist das Spektrum von Y im Intervall (a, diskret; 
insbesondere zieht die Vollstetigkeit von A stets die Vollstetigkeit von Y nach sich. 
Zum Beweis dieser Aussage genügt es zu zeigen, daß für X > a und jede beschränkte 
Folge (x„) mit (V—Xl)x„ — 0 (stark), x„ — 0 (schwach) für n — °o auch ||xn|| —0 folgt. 
Aus den Voraussetzungen ergibt sich aber 
(a-X)\\xn\\2-X2{B(X)xn,x,) - 0 , 
woraus leicht die Behauptung folgt. 
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Strictly cyclic shifts on /„ 
By EDWARD KERLIN and ALAN LAMBERT in Lexington (Kentucky, U.S.A.) 
1. Introduction. Let X be a complex Banach space and let si be a closed abelian 
subalgebra of 33 (X), the algebra of all bounded linear transformations on X. si is 
said to be strictly cyclic if there is a vector x 0 in A'such that s/x0 = X. General pro-
perties and examples of strictly cyclic algebras may be found in [1] and [4]. A large 
class of examples is given by the algebras generated by certain weighted shifts. In 
this paper we will be concerned with characterizing strictly cyclic weighted shifts 
on lp . (An operator J is said to be strictly cyclic if the closed subalgebra it generates 
is strictly cyclic.) 
For let lp be the Banach space of all absolutely p-summable sequences 
of complex numbers. Let {e0, , . . . } be the standard basis for lp. For each bounded 
sequence a = {a1 ; a 2 , ...} of non-zero complex numbers the operator SA in 38 (LP) 
defined by s j ^ xne„\ = ^ anx„_len is called the weighted shift on lp with weight 
L=o ) n=l 
sequence a. It is well known that [ |SJ |=sup [a„|. We set j80 = l and / ? „ = a t a 2 . . . a n 
n 
f o r ' « S i . In [1] MARY EMBRY showed that SX is strictly cyclic on if and only if 
o 
Although this is not valid for /? > 1, we determine in this paper a sup 
Pnftn 
dual result for shifts on lp . 
In § 2 we establish the basic notation and concepts used throughout the paper. 
Section 3 is concerned with strictly cyclic shifts on lp for 1 We give a general 
sufficient condition for strict cyclicity. Then shifts on lp whose weights are monotone 
non-increasing in modulus are completely characterized. Several tests for strict 
cyclicity are given as corollaries to these results. 
In § 4 weighted shifts on /„ are examined. The commutants of such shifts are 
characterized, with special emphasis on those shifts SX such that inf |a„| > 0 . To each 
n 
weighted shift SA on /„ there is associated in a natural way a closed abelian subalgebra 
38 of the commutant of SX. We obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for strict 
cyclicity for 38, analogous to our results for the case In conclusion we list a 
number of open questions relating to this material. 
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2. Preliminaries. The following facts about strictly cyclic abelian algebras will 
be used throughout this paper. Details can be found in [1]. Let x 0 be a strictly cyclic 
vector for the closed abelian subalgebra,®/ of 38(X). Then for each x in X there is a 
unique opera tor AX in STF such that AXX0=X. The m a p x — AX is a linear homeomor-
phism of X onto Therefore there is a constant M such that for all X and Y in X, 
\\AXY\\^M\\X\\ | | j | | . We will concern ourselves with X=LP. 
For A IN J8(IP) we let S/.(A) be the weakly closed subalgebra of $(LP) generated 
by A and the identity opera tor 1. That is, SI (A) is the weak closure of the set of 
polynomials in A. We then let JTF'(A) = {B in 3S(<LP):AB = BA}, called the commutan t 
of A. It is well known that fo r every shift S„ on IP, ¿¿'(SJ is a maximal abelian 
subalgebra of ¿%(LP) and E0 is a cyclic vector for ^ ( S J . Thus, it follows f rom [3; 
Cor. 3. 3] that Sj, is strictly cyclic if and only if E0 is strictly cyclic for SX. It is easy 
•to see that any operator similar to a strictly cyclic operator is .itself strictly cyclic, 
and that an argument: completely analogous to . [2 ; Th. 1] shows that Sx is similaii, 
via an isometric isomorphism, to -SY where y„ = |a„|, «;=1, 2, ... . Therefore, when 
convenient, we will assume our shifts to have positive weights. •.. -.i:' 
L e r h m a 2. 1. Sa is strictly cyclic on 1 if and only if 
2 - r i r - ^ y n -(0 , , " . 2 . ~ n B n=0 m±0 PmPn-
for all x and y in lp : 
p 
< oo 
P r o o f . Suppose SX is strictly cyclic on LP. LET-Y be in LP and for each, positive ijfl, 
N 
y ~ 2 y n e n 
y„ 
teger N let AN = 2 ^ T h e n . ^ is i n a n d \\(AY-AN)EO 
n = 0 Pn 11=0 
Thus An converges in norm to AY, and so AY = 2 ~JR ^ s e r ' e s converging in 
n=0 I'n 
the operator norm. Now, for each x and y in /„, 1 i 
AYX — 2 ~7rS"X r^ 2 2 Xmyn n n en + m = 2 I 2 ~~o~o -^m-V/l-ml en-
/1=0 Pn n=0m=0. PnPm n=0 \m=0 PnPn-m ) 
Therefore, (1) holds. 
Conversely, suppose (1) holds for each x a n d y in lp . For each x in 1p let Tx be 
the linear t ransformat ion on lp given by 
~ ( » B 1 
T x y = 2 \ 2 n a Xm'y„-J 
n = 0 \m=0 PmPn-m ) 
Tx is easily seen to be a closed linear t ransformat ion and so by the closed graph 
theorem Tx is bounded. Moreover , for each x and y in lp, Txy=Tyx. Thus ||7^x11 S 
— II Tx\\ || j | | and by the uniform boundedness principle there exists a constant M such 
that HT'j.xll SyVf ||x|| HJII for all x and y. in lp . For each non-negative integer AUet 
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2 yne„- Then limit \\T - T( 0, But Tym = 2 ¥ S"x and so Ty is a ii — 0 Pn 
y 
n = 0 N 
member o fs>t (S x ) . Since Tye0=y, Sx is strictly cyclic. 
3. The case 1 < oo. The following lemma gives the most general sufficient 
condition for strict cyclicity known to the authors at this time. This condition has 
been discovered independently by Mary Embry. Throughout this section we assume 
, 1 1 
] < » < o o and — I — = 1. . ' 
p q 
L e m m a 3. 1. (NiKonSKiI [5]) Let Sx be a weighted shift on Ip and suppose 
M = sup 2 
n m = 0 
Pn Then Sx is strictly cyclic on lp. 
Pin Pn — n 









m = 0 
s M"'" 2 2 \xJ'\yn-„\' .= M"i"\\x\\"\\yr. 
n = 0 m = 0 
By Lemma 2. 1, Sx is strictly cyclic. 
We show now that under the assumption of monotonici ty of the weights the 
converse to. Lemma 3. 1 is valid. 
T h e o r e m 3. 2. If {|«„|} is monotonically non-increasing then Sx is strictly cyclic 
on lp if and only if sup 2 
n m = 0 
Pn 
PmPn-i 
P r o o f . Suppose ¿>i is strictly cyclic on lp and {|a„|} is monotonically non-in-
creasing. By the remarks in section 2 we assume without loss of generality that each 
Pn a „ > 0 . By Lemma 2. 1 3 M > 0 such that 2 
71=0 
2 0 PmPn-t yn — m 
for all x and y in lp. Let x and y be in lp with x„ = 0 and y„ = 0 for each n. Fo r each 





Since {a„} is monotonically decreasing, 
Therefore, replacing J* n by ^ 2 N 
Pn 
S MWxW'Wyr, 
- P> whenever O s i s m s « , 
Pn-,, PlN — m 
2JV 
2 
n = N 
2 N J P: 
n=0 P m P2 JV-
SM\\x\\n\y\\p. Let yk. 
Pn-k Pm-k 




for 0 ^ k ^ 2 N a n d . 
yk = 0 otherwise. Then the preceding inequality reduces to 
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N+ 1 
2N+1 i 
Hence for every x in lp 
0 PmPlN-n 
S(2M) 1 / " | | x | | . It follows that 
Now, . 
P 2N 2 
J Pl N x 
n= 0 PmP2N — m 
J í P21V V 
w=0 VPm 02 N — m/ 
R Y 2N ( P2N , ^ 
n=N V. 
^ ( 2 M ) q / " = C. 
/n=0 V Hm P 2N —m) m=0\Pm P2S — m/ 
On the other hand 
r = 2 2 
PmP2N 
P2N 




= i + 2 
1 2 N 
= i + 2 m = 0 
P 2N + 1 
*2(V+1 
.PmP2N+l-m) 
P2N 2N ' P: 
Thus we see that sup 2 
0 l a 2 i V + l - m J \PmP2N-m. 
Pn " 
1+ 2 2N ^ 1 + 2 C . 0 i PmP-2N-
1 + 2 c o m p l e t i n g the proof. 
n m=0 Pm Pn — n 
R e m a r k . The argument above is valid under the somewhat weaker assumption 
that {|a„|} is ultimately monotone non-increasing. 
Lemma 3. 1 and Theorem 3. 2 admit the following interesting corollaries. The 
first of these generalizes [4; Th. 4. 1]. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. 3. Suppose there exist u and v in lq such that for all n and m, 
Pn + m 
PnPr, 
| « „ j + | D , „ | . Then Sx is strictly cyclic on lp. 
P r o o f . For flSm^0, 
sup 2 




i2"(\um\" + \vn_m\") and hence 
PJn-
s2 ' ( | | « | | J + ||»|fp-
C o r o l l a r y 3.4. Suppose {|a„|} is monotonically non-increasing and 2 
J2m 
m = 0 Pm 
Then Sx is strictly cyclic on lp 
P r o o f . It is an' easy consequence of the monotonicity assumption that for 
i s y s O , Pu 
PiP., 
3. 3, Sx is strictly cyclic. 
P 2 J and so for any i and ./SO, Pi >2 i 
PÍ 
+ 2 j 
Pj 
. By Corollary 
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The next corollary shows that the collection of strictly cyclic shifts on tp is 
fairly large. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. 5. Suppose {|a„|} is monotonically non-increasing and for some 
r> 0, 2 Then Sx is strictly cyclic on lp for every 1. 
P r o o f . F i x p > 1 (the casep = 1 follows f rom EMBRY'S result mentioned above). 
We show that the hypothesis of Corollary 3. 3 is satisfied. Let M be a positive in-
teger such that Mq^r. Then if n and m are non-negative integers with niSM we have 
A H 1 
n + 1 ¿n + M I 
PnPm | \Pm 
It follows f rom the assumption of monotonicity that 
an + M+ 1' " ®n + m 










AI + M 
if Osk•<: M and uk = -r— r |a*+ otherwise. Then 
PnPn, 
\PM\ 
^ u „ + um for all n and m ^ O . 
Moreover since Mq>~r, Z |a n | M , <oo and consequently {un} is in lq. By Corollary 3. 3, 
Sx is strictly cyclic. 
Only slight modifications, of [3; Cor. 4. 81 show that if a . = - ,—r-—rr f o r 
' L ; • " l o g ( « + l ) 
each n £ 1 then Sx is strictly cyclic on lp for all p > 1. However {a„} decreases mono-
tonically to 0 and is not r summable for any r > 0 . 
We point out now a common theme in Embry's result concerning shifts on 
and our results for />>1. For « ^ o let e'n be the sequence (0, 0, . . . , 1, 0, 0, ...), the 
1 in the nth position (beginning the indexing at 0). For /? > 1 we consider {e'n} as the 
standard basis for lq. For p = 1 we may still write every element of /„ uniquely in 
PN the form 2 «»<• N o w f o r N = ® let f N = 2 a n 
n = 0 „ = 0 Pn Pn — n 
max 
Osnsw 
e' viewed as a continuous 
and so Mary Embry's 
PnPs-n 
linear functional on lp . Then for/? = 1, || /w | | 
result can be rephrased in the following manner. 
T h e o r e m . (EMBRY) Sx is strictly cyclic on I, if and only if { fN} is bounded. 
Our result above reduces to : 
I f / > > 1 and { f N } is bounded then SX is strictly cyclic on lp. The converse holds if 
{|a„|} is monotonically non-increasing. 
If l < / > < ° ° and { | a j } is monotonically non-increasing then essentially the same 
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proof as [6; Cor. 1] shows that the spectral radius r of Sx is limit |a„|. Now suppose 
{]«„[} is monotonically non-increasing and Sx is strictly cyclic on lp. Then is 






hence for each m, limit (/jv,e™) = — . It. follows that fN converges weakly to 
2 lTe'm in/,-
m~ 0 Pm 
We will see in the next section how some of these ideas may be extended to /„. 
4. The case p=Since is not separable there are no cyclic operators on /„•. 
However for a bounded sequence {a„} of complex numbers Sx still defines a bounded 
operator on /„ and we may ask when s#'(Sa) is strictly cyclic. First note that if T is a 
linear transformation f rom /„ to then there is a sequence {/0, tl,...} of continuous 
linear junctionals on such that for every x in Tx=(t0(x), ti(x),...). Moreover, 
T is bounded if and only if sup U f J ^ « - . If this holds then | | = sup ¡¡/J. An easy 
n n 
computation shows that if T is a bounded linear operator on with {/„} defined as 
above, then TSX=SXT if and only if 
(2) t0oSa = 0 and (l + 1 o S , - «„+,/„ ( « = 0 , 1 , . . , ) . 
We now examine a special class of operator^ in ¿ / ' ( S J . Let 
Pn 
PmP n — 11 
For each x in $ define the linear transformation Ax on /«> by 
Pn 
? = \ x in /«,: sup 2 ! 
n m — 0 
(Axy)n= 2 = 0 pmpn-, 
- X V 'v w n — m (n = 0, 1,'2,•'•••)• 
1 
With eo = ( l , 0 , 0 , ...), etc., it is easily seen that Axe0 = x, Ae> = — Sx, ACa = 1, Ax 
is bounded, and 
. M x l l - s u p 2 
n m = 0 
Pn 
PmPn-
Let 83 = {AX: x in $}. 
L e m m a 4. 1. Lei x and y be in S. Then z = Axy is in -S and A, = AxAy = AyAx. 
Pn P r o o f . We must show that sup 
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Fix an integer n ^ O . Then 
2 m = 0 
P- 9 P« x v •¿j a o xkym-k 
P J n — m k = v PkPn-k 
^ 2 m = 0 
Pn 
P J n -
n \ n 
= 2 2 
k = 0\m=k 
Pn Pm 











fin — mfim — k 
= 2 fc= 0 
Pn (n-k m=0\Pn-k-mPir Pn-
\ym-k\ \ \xk\ = 
W W ^ IMxIIM.II-
PkPn-k 
Techniques of rearrangement of series similar to those used above show that 
for each w in and each non-negative integer n, (A.w) n — (AxAyw)„ = AyAxw)„, 
i.e. A, = AxAy = AyAx. Since Axj-Ay = Ax+y we have proved part of the following 
result. 
T h e o r e m 4. 2. is a norm closed abelian subalgebra of si'(Sx) with Sa and 
I in 33. Moreover, if inf |a„| => 0, then s/'(Sx)=3$. 
n 
P r o o f . Let {*<">} be a sequence in § and let A be a bounded operator on 
such that limit \\Ax{N) — A\\ = 0. Then x(N) = Ax(rf)e0-~x = Ae0. Choose M > 0 such 
P" \x%>\*>M for all N and n g 0 . Letting that JMX(W)|| sSM for all N, i.e. 2 
m = 0 
JV—oo we see that sup 2 




x.„\^M hence x is in S and A=A. 
Now suppose <5 = inf |«„| > 0 . It is then immediate that the range of Sx is 
n 
'{x in L:x,=0 for O ^ i ^ k } . Let T be in ^'("S"«) w i t h {/„} as in (2). Set u=Te0. We 
show that u is in £ and Au = T. Let x be.in and write x—x0e0 + Saz for some z in 
. Then t0(x) = x0t0(e0)=x0u0. Now for n ^ 1 
t noS» = a H t n _ l o s ; - 1 = - = p n t 0 
so ?„os ; , + 1 = 0 for all n .Then t„(x) = tn 2 xmem\ = 2 xmt„(em). Now for m s 1, 
\m=0 J m=0 
1 1 a 
\ = tn(Saiem-l) = 'n - 1 (em - 1) = «,„ I a,„ a„, ^t(^m) ^ n 
' %n-m+ 1 
a m " " a l 
¿n - m ( f 0 ) 
Pn 
P J n -
Pn xmun-m• Thus u is in S and AU = T, completing the Therefore t n { x ) = 2 ,, R proof. ", = 0 PmPn-K 
Unlike the case the vector e0 need not be cyclic for jrf'(Sx)- F ° r example 
if a„= 1 for each n then by Theorem 4. 2, ^'(S^—38, and so si'(Sa)e0 = S. But in 
this ease 
' - \ x ir\L\ 2 kml<00[ = /l 
I m = 0 J 
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and hence is not dense in /„. However there are many shifts on /„ for which e0 is 
in fact strictly cyclic for J1 , and these can be classified precisely, in a manner analogous 
to Lemma 3. 1. 
sup 2 
n m = 0 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. 3. The vector e0 is strictly cyclic for 
Pn 
if and only if 
ßm ßn -
P r o o f . Suppose A / = s u p 2 . 
n m=0 
sup 2 




ß,nß n — n 
: « . Let x be in Then 
\xm\^M llxll 
and hence x is in S, so that S = lm. Conversely, suppose S = lm. Then in particular 
n a 
for x = ( l , 1, 1, •••) in S, we have sup 2 ^—¡f— 
n m=0 PmPn-n 
Some open questions: 
1. Is the converse to Lemma 3. 1 valid? 
2. If lim a „ = 0 need Sx be strictly cyclic on lp, 
3. If S a is a weighted shift on /„ i s ^ ' ( ^ ) abelian? 
Added in Proof. A negative answer to question 1 has recently been obtained 
by G. Fricke. Using Theorem 3. 2, R. Gellar and E. Azoff independently pro-
vided negative answers to question 2. 
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On /»-pure subgroups of torsion-free cotorsion groups 
By L. C. A. V A N LEEUWEN in Delft (Netherlands) 
1. Introduction. In this paper we give an explicit form for the structure of 
torsion-free cotorsion groups (Theorem 1). "We apply this to a special class of groups, 
the torsion-free abelian groups without elements of infinite /»-height. A torsion-
free abelian group G has an element a of infinite /»-height if the equation p"x=a 
is solvable in G for any integer 1 (p a prime). BOYER and MADER [5] have deter-
mined the structure of a torsion-free abelian group G without elements of infinite 
/»-height in terms of /»-pure and /»-basic subgroups. With the aid of the torsion-free 
cotorsion groups we state the torsion-free part of their result more precisely (Theo-
rem 2). Then we investigate the /»-pure subgroups of groups G without elements 
of infinite /»-height which have the additional property that G is complete with 
respect to the p-adic topology, the so-called /»-closed groups. The similarity with 
the closed /»-groups defined by FUCHS for the torsion case is obvious ([6], p. 114) 
and one can easily prove the analogues of theorems of /»-groups for the torsion-
free case (Lemma 3 and 4). Our main object is, however, to derive results on the 
extensions of homomorphisms for /»-pure subgroups of torsion-free cotorsion groups. 
Our theorems 3 and 4 are generalizations of corresponding results of ARMSTRONG 
[1] for /»-pure subgroups of the group of /»-adic integers. Let S be a /»-pure sub-
group of a /»-closed group G and let B be a /»-basic subgroup of S. Then 
Horn ( S / B , G/S) = 0 (or equivalently Ext (S/B, S) = 0) is a sufficient condition that 
every a £ Horn (B, S) has an extension to an endomorphism of S. Therefore we 
investigate the groups S with Horn (S/B, G/S)=0. In Theorems 5 and 6 we give 
some equivalent statements for the condition Horn (S/B, Gj'S)=0. It turns out that, 
if the rank of S ^ x 0 , S" is completely decomposable into a direct sum of copies 
of some torsion-free quotient-divisible group of rank 1. Finally we investigate the 
groups S as above but without the restriction Horn (S/B, G/S)=0. In theorem 7 
the structure of these groups is reduced to the case where S is a subgroup of Z(p) 
containing 1 and with the property that S, as a ring, is a subring of Z(/>). 
Our notation and terminology is, for the main part, in accordance with that 
of FUCHS [6]; for unexplained notions we refer to his book [6]. 
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2. The structure of torsion-free cotorsion groups. Torsion-free cotorsion groups 
were defined by HARRISON [9]. For convenience let us summarize some results of 
[9]. The word group will always mean abelian group. The additive group of rationals 
is denoted by Q, the additive group of integers by Z. A group G is reduced if it 
has no non-trivial divisible subgroup. A reduced group G is called cotorsion if G 
a subgroup of a group M with M/G torsion-free imply that G is a direct summand 
of M, i.e. Ext (H, G)—0 for all torsion-free groups H. 
(i) There is a one-to-one correspondence between all divisible torsion groups and 
all torsion-free cotorsion groups. If D is a divisible torsion group, the corres-
pondence is D—Horn ( Q / Z , D ) . If G is torsion-free cotorsion, the inverse of 
this correspondence is G-~(Q/Z)<giG. 
A result of FUCHS [7, p. 123] states: 
(ii) A torsion-free group is a cotorsion group if and only if it is a reduced algebraically 
compact group. 
In [9, Prop. 2. 1., p. 371] it is proved: 
(iii) A group is torsion-free cotorsion if and only if it is isomorphic to a direct sum-
mand of a complete (unrestricted) direct sum of p-adic integers. 
D e f i n i t i o n . The height of the p-adic integer n is the integer / c (^0) such that 
7i dpkZ(p), but n $pk + iZ(p), where Z(p) is the group of/»-adic integers'. In order 
to find the structure of torsion-free cotorsion groups it is enough to determine the 
groups Horn ( Q / Z , D) for arbitrary divisible torsion groups D (by (i)). The following 
theorem holds: 
Theorem 1. Let D be a divisible torsion group and suppose L> = 2 2 C{pf), 
Pi aPI 
where C(p~) is the quasi-cyclic group of type p; (Pi a prime). Then 
(1) Horn (Q/Z, D) = 2j* 2'Z(pj) 
PJ "PJ 
where the first (complete) sum X* is taken over all prime numbers pj and, for each prime 
number pj, the number of components with height = k in (..., n, , ...) £2^(Pj) >s 
finite (k = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) . *"J 
A proof of Theorem 1 is given in [11]. All torsion-free cotorsion groups have 
the structure (1) of an interdirect sum of groups of /»-adic integers for different primes 
p and by the result of FUCHS [7, p. 123, (j)] the torsion-free reduced algebraically com-
pact groups have this form. The following remarks are due to Prof. L. FUCHS. 
We have ZZ(p)cZ'Z(p)czl* Z(p), where Z'/Z is the maximal divisible sub-
group of Z*/Z, the latter group being again algebraically compact. Actually, Z' is 
the completion of Z is the /7-adic topology (cf. [9], p. 379), so Z is dense is Z' which 
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means Z'/I is divisible ([9], p. 380). Thus I* will be the direct sum of I' and a reduced 
algebraically compact group Now we are going to use the concept of 
/»-basic subgroup (p a prime), introduced in [7] by Fuchs. Let G be an arbitrary 
torsion-free abelian group. Then B0 is called a p-basic subgroup of G, if the fol-
lowing conditions are satisfied: 
(1) B0 is a direct sum of infinite cyclic groups. 
(ii) B0 is a p-pure subgroup of G, i.e. prB0 = BQ C\prG for r = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
(iii) The factor group G/B0 is p-divisible: i.e. p"x = a is solvable in G/B0 for any 
asG/B0 and any integer «SO. 
In [7] it is shown that every torsion-free group G contains /»-basic subgroups 
for every prime p. Moreover, the p-basic subgroups of G (for the same prime) are 
all isomorphic. 
For each А g A (the index set A is arbitrary) let Z (p ) ; be the group of p-adic 
integers and Zx the infinite cyclic group of finite p-adic integers. Let P = Z(p)k 
Л6/1 
be the complete direct sum and R = ^ the discrete direct sum of the groups 
дел 
Z{p);i-.If we introduce the «-adic (p-adic) topology for abelian groups (see [9]), 
then P is complete in the /г-adic topology and the n-adic topology coincides with 
the /»-adic topology. R is a pure subgroup of P, hence it possesses a completion 
in P for the coinciding n-adic and /?-adic topologies. Let Z(p)x)* be the A 
completion of R in P, then, by the remarks of Fuchs, Z(p)) and С is a torsion-
free cotorsion group. Moreover С is a direct summand of P. 
Let G be an arbitrary torsion-free abelian group. One can define a homomqr-
phism o:G-~P (into) such that the subgroup of elements of infinite j?-height in 
G is the kernel of a [5]. Assume now that G has no element's of infinite /»-height. 
Then P contains an isomorphic copy a(G) of G. It is known that o(G) is a p-pure 
subgroup of P and hence <r(G) possesses a p-adic completion 
in P. Let В be a p-basic 
subgroup of G, then a(B) is a /»-basic subgroup of a(G). And a(B)^a(G) implies 
(2) /»-adic completion of <r(.6)^/»-adic completion of a(G). 
a{B) is dense in o(G) in the p-adic topology, hence c ( G ) S p - a d i c completion of a(B), 
which implies (3) /»-adic completion of a(G)ёр-adic completion of a(B). 
(2) and (3) imply that a (B) and cr(G) have identical completions in the /»-adic topology. 
We have proved: 
L e m m a 1. Let G be a torsion-free group without elements of infinite p-height. 
If В is a p-basic subgroup of G, then В and G have identical completions is the p-adic 
topology. 
7 A 
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If В is a /»-basic subgroup of G, then its isomorphic copy c(B) (in a(G)) has the 
form ^ Zj. (И)- As a direct consequence of Lemma 1 we get.: 
Ag/l 
L e m m a 2. R = Jj? Z(p)kand o(B) = ^ Z^have the same p-adic completion in P. 
я я 
As we have seen the /»-adic completion of R has the form С = Z(p)x, so 
• л 
o(B) and <r(G) have the same /»-adic completion С by the lemma's 1 and 2. Also 
a(G) is /»-pure in P implies a(G) is a /»-pure subgroup of C. The torsion-free part of 
Corollary 2. 7 in [5] may be slightly sharpened in the following fo rm: 
T h e o r e m 2. Every torsion-free abelian group G without elements of infinite 
p-height may be considered to be a p-pure subgroup of some torsion-free cotorsion group 
С = Z(P)>. and containing В = Zx as a p-basic subgroup. С is the p-adic 
. я 'я 
completion of G and B. 
According to a definition in [6], § 34, p. 114 for /»-groups we define, a torsion-
free group G without elements of infinite /»-height to be a p-closed group if every 
Cauchy sequence in G has a limit in G, i.e. if G is complete with respect to the p-adic 
topology. It is easy now to give results for /»-closed groups which are analogous 
to the corresponding.properties of /»-groups. Here are 2 examples: 
L e m m a 3. The torsion-free group G is p-closed if and only if G is the p-adic 
completion of a p-basic subgroup В of G (cf. Theorem 34.1 in [6]J. 
L e m m a 4. Two p-closed groups are isomorphic if and only if their p-basic sub-
groups are isomorphic (cf. Corollary 34. 2, [6], p. 115). 
3. Extending homomorphisms. Now we apply the structure theorem 2 to the 
investigation of torsion-free abelian groups without elements of infinite /»-height. 
We are able to generalize results of ARMSTRONG [1] who obtained extension theo-
rems for homomorphisms of /»-pure subgroups of the group of /»-adic integers. 
Let S be a /»-pure subgroup of G = Z(p)x and let S contain В = У} Zx as a 
я€ л я 
/7-basic subgroup. Both G and В are fixed. 
Now Horn (G/S, G) = 0, since the homomorphic image of a /»-divisible group 
is again /»-divisible. But G does not contain /»-divisible subgroups ^ 0 . Then 
0 = H o m (G/S, G) —Horn (G, G) 4 H o r n (S, G) — Ext (G/S, G) - E x t (G, G ) = 0 
is exact, where Ext (G, G) = 0 since G is a cotorsion group. The action of j is to 
restrict 7 r£Hom(G, G) to S. Consequently, every a £ Horn (S, G) has an extension 
to an endomorphism of G if and only if Ext (G/S, G) = 0. 
In case there exists an extension a 6 Horn (G, G) of a € Horn (5, G), then a is 
uniquely determined, i.e. if a, /5 are endomorphisms of G which agree on S, then 
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a. —p. For S is contained in the kernel of the difference y = a— f t . Thus y(G) is 
a homomorphic image of the /»-divisible group G/S, and, for this reason, is /»-divisible. 
Since G is /»-reduced and since y(G)SG, it follows that y(G) = ( a — f i ) ( G ) = 0. 
Thus a— 
L e m m a 5. Let L be a subgroup of a torsion-free group H and G an arbitrary 
torsion-free cotorsion group. Let L^ be the smallest pure subgroup of H, containing 
L and p a rational prime. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) Lis a p-pure subgroup of H. 
(2) The p-primary component of the torsion-group LJL is 0. 
(3) Ext (H/L, G ) = 0 . 
(4) Ext (LJL, G) = 0 (cf. Lemma [1], p. 317). 
. P r o o f . (1)—(2) ([1], p. 317). Since L+ is pure in H and H is torsion-free, H/L^ 
is torsion-free. Hence Ext (H/L^, G)=0, since G is cotorsion. Now 0 = E x t (H/L^, G) — 
- Ext (H/L, G) - Ext (LJL, G) - 0 is exact, hence Ext (H/L, G)=0—Ext (LJL, G) = 0 
or (3)*-(4). Finally LJL is a torsion-group and G is torsion-free, so Ext (LJL, G) = 
= Hom (LJL, D/G), where D is the divisible hull of G. The maximal torsion sub-
group T of D/G is a /»-group and so Horn (LJL, Z>/G)=Hom (LJL, T ) = H o m (/»-pri-
mary component of LJL, T), which is zero if and only if the p-primary component 
of LJL is 0, since T is divisible. Hence Ext (LJL, G)=0 /»-primary component 
of LJL is 0 or (4)-»(2). This completes the proof. 
Assume again that G is a torsion-free cotorsion group without elements of 
infinite /»-height and let S be a subgroup of G. Then lemma 5 implies, taking S=L 
and H=G, that 5 is a /»-pure subgroup of G if and only if Ext (G/S, G)= 0. Using 
our result above about the extension of homomorphisms we get a slight extension 
of a theorem of Armstrong: 
T h e o r e m 3. Let G be a torsion-free cotorsion group without elements of infinite 
p-height (p-closed group). Let S be a subgroup of G, then the following are equiv-
alent: 
(i) S is a p-pure subgroup of G. 
(ii) Ext (G/S, G) = 0. 
(in) Every homomorphism of S into G may be extended to an endomorphism of G. 
(cf. Theorem, [1], p. 318). 
Every torsion-free abelian group S without elements of infinite /»-height may 
be considered to be a /?-pure subgroup of a /»-closed group by theorem 2, hence such 
a group satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii). 
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Now the structure of Horn (G, G) for a /»-closed group G can easily be derived. 
Let G = ^ j ' Z(p). We know that В = Z i s a /»-basic subgroup of G. Hence 
m m 
В is a /»-pure subgroup of G, but then Horn (В, G) s Horn (G, G) by theorem 3. And 
Horn (B, G) = Horn Z, G) ^ H o m ( Z ' G ) = 2* G• Hence Hom (G>G) = 2* G 
m m m in 
Now we are interested is the endomorphism groups of /»-pure subgroups of G. 
First we prove: Let S and T be /»-pure subgroups of G = 2 ' Z(p)x- Then each 
кё~л 
element of Hom (S, T) may be extended uniquely to an endomorphism of G. Indeed, 
we know that Hom (S, G)SrHom (G, G). Hence Hom (S, T) is a subgroup of 
Hom (G, G). Every a 6 Hom (S, T) is a homomorphism of S into G, hence 
a £ H o m ( S , G). But then a has a unique extension a to an endomorphism of G. 
Next we show: When the elements of Hom (S, T) are identified with their 
extensions, then Hom (S, T) is a /»-pure subgroup of Horn (G, G). 
Let a 6 Hom (S, T) and identify a with its extension in Horn (G, G). Suppose 
a=pkfi, / i £ H o m ( G , G). Then pk/.t(a)(iT for each a£S. By /»-purity of T in G, 
ц(а) 6 T for each and therefore / ¿¿Hom (5, T). 
We have proved the well known 
T h e o r e m 4. Let S and T be p-pure subgroups of ар-closed group G. Then each 
element of Hom (S, T) may be extended uniquely to an endomorphism of G and when 
the elements of Horn (S, T) are identified with their extensions, then Hom (S, T) is 
a p-pure subgroup of Hom (G, G) (cf. [1], Lemma, p. 139). 
R e m a r k . In particular, if S is a /»-pure subgroup of G = Z(p)k, then each 
яе л 
<x£ Hom (S, 5 ) may be extended to an endomorphism a of G and when we identify 
a and a, then Horn (S, S) is a /»-pure subgroup of Hom (G, G) 2* G> with | A \=m. 
ill 
The question now arises to characterize those /»-pure subgroups S of/»-closed groups 
G which have the additional property that Horn (S, S)=2^* 
m 
Let S be a /»-pure subgroup of G = 2'Z(p)x containing В = 2 a s a 
Я € Л я 
/»-basic subgroup. Both G and В are fixed and to avoid trivialities we suppose that 
S^B, S^G. In order that Hom (S, S) ^ 2 * S ' w e m u s t h a v e H o m ( S , 
^ Hom (S, S), since Н о т (B, S) = Hom ( 2 Zk, S)^ 2* Hom 5 ) - 2* S-
Я • я . я 
. Therefore the groups S must have the property that every homomorphism of В into 
S can be extended to an endomorphism of S. 
Now Hom (S/B, S) —0, since S/B is /»-divisible, but S is /»-reduced. Since В is 
/»-pure in S, we also have Ext (S/B, G )=0 , for G is torsion-free cotorsion (lemma 5). 
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As S/B is /»-divisible and G is /»-reduced, we get Horn (5 /B, G)=0. Then 
0 - H o r n (5 /5 , S ) - 0 - H o r n (S/B, G ) = 0 - H o m (S/B, G / S ) - E x t ( S / Д S ) -
- E x t ( S / £ , G ) = 0 
is exact. Hence Ext (S/B, S) s H o m (S/B, G/S). Likewise O ^ H o m (S/B, S) -
- H o r n (5, S) ^ -Hom (B, 5 ) - Ext (S/B, S) - Ext (S, S) - Ext (B, S) = 0 (B is free) 
is exact. If cp is onto, then we have Ext (S/B, S) = Ex t (S , S). In other words, if 
. every a £ Н о т (B, S) has an extension to an endomorphism of S, then Ext (S/B, S) s; 
s Ext (S, S). On the other hand, if Ext (S/B, 5 ) s s H o m (S/B, G/S)=0, then every 
a 6 Н о т (B, S) has an extension to an endomorphism of S. It can easily be shown 
that, if a £ Н о т (B, S) has an extension a £ Horn (5, S), a is uniquely determined. 
We remark also that Ext (S/B, S) = 0 always implies that Ext (S, S)=0. G — Z(p)k 
is ^-divisible for all primes q^p, hence G/B, as a homomorphic image of G, is g-divis-
isble for all primes q^p. But В is a /»-basic subgroup of G, so G/B is /»-divisible too. 
Hence G/B is a divisible group.- Likewise G/S = G/B/S/B, as a homomorphic image 
of G/B, is a divisible group. Assume that G/S is not torsion-free, then the torsion-
part 7 V 0 of G/S is a direct summand of G/S, hence Ext (G/S, G) = 0 implies 
Ext (Г, G) = 0. It follows that the /»-primary component of Г is 0 by Lemma 5. 
So G/S cannot contain elements whose orders arc powers of the prime p. In the 
same way we find that if S/B is a torsion-group, then Ext (S/B, G) = 0 implies that 
the /»-primary component of S/B is 0. In particular S/B cannot be a /»-group. 
Af.er these preliminary remarks we now investigate the groups S with 
Horn (S/B, G/S)=0. 
We shall need the following 
L e m m a 6. Let T be any group and suppose T^D, where D is a divisible group. 
Then Нот (T, D/T) = 0 implies that T is a divisible group. 
P r o o f . First we reduce the general case for arbitrary T to the case that T is 
torsion. If D=T, the lemma is trivial. So assume D/T^ 0, and let T, be the torsion sub-
group of T. F rom 0 - T, - Г - T/Tt - 0 is exact it follows that 0 - H o r n (T/T„ D/T) -
- Н о т (T, D/T) is exact. But Horn (T, D/T) = 0, hence Horn (T/T„ D/T) = 0. Sup-
pose that T/Tt^0. T/T, is torsion-free, hence Z<g T/Tt. Now Horn (T/T,, D/T) = 0 -
- H o r n (Z, D/T) - Ext (T/TJZ, D/T) = 0 is exact so Horn (Z, D/T) = D/T=0, which 
is a contradiction. Hence T/T, = 0 or T=Tt. From now on T is supposed to be a 
torsion group. If Г = 0 , the lemma is trivial. Let 7 V 0 , then T is the direct sum of 
its /»-primary components and since 7 V 0 , Г contains an element of order pt for some 
p r imep^ Then T contains a direct summand of type C(pj) (1ш 1 or . /=oo) ([6], p. 80). 
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Suppose C(pf) with finite / S i is a direct summand of T, then Horn (C(p\), D/T)=Q. 
Since C(p\) is a direct summand of T, C(p°°)/C(p'i) is a direct summand of D/T, 
hence Horn (C(/?{), C(pj°))=0. This gives a contradiction, since 
Hom(C(/>;.),C(^)) = C(/>,0, 
as is well known. So, if T contains an element of order ph J must contain a direct 
summand of type C(pJ"). Hence T — E®T', where E is the divisible part ( ^ 0 ) 
of T and T' is the reduced part of T. Suppose T' is not 0. As T' is torsion it contains 
an element of order p} for some prime pj. Then 7" contains a direct summand of 
type C(p™), where , m S l (finite) or m = But T' is reduced, so it cannot contain a 
direct summand of type C(pJ). Hence C(p'") is a direct summand of T' for m S 1 and 
finite. But then C(pJ) is a direct summand of T which is impossible as we have seen. 
Hence 7 " = 0 and T=E is divisible. 
Next we prove: 
L e m m a 7. Horn (S/B, G/S)=0 implies that G/S is not a torsion-group. 
P r o o f . G/SSG/B/S/B, so Horn (S/B, G/S) Horn (S/B, G/B/S/B) =0 implies 
that S/B is a divisible group by Lemma 6. Now Horn (S/B, G/B/ S/B)=0 implies 
Hom(S/B/(S/B),,G/BfS/B)=0 (see the proof of Lemma 6) implies S/B/(S/B), = 0 
or S/B=(S/B)t. It follows that S/B is a divisible torsion-group. Assume now that 
G/S is a torsion-group. Then S/B torsion and G/BjS/B^f.G/S torsion imply G/B tor-
sion which is a contradiction, since G/B contains 2Z(p)JZZksiIZ(p)JZ> as a 
x 
direct summand and this is a mixed group. Consequently, G/S is not a torsion-group. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 7. 
For the sake of reference we state the next lemma whose proof is contained in 
the proof of Lemma 7. 
L e m m a 8. Horn (S/B, G/S)=0 implies that S and B have the same (torsion-
free ) rank and that S/B is divisible. 
R e m a r k . By definitions 1. 5 and 1. 6 in [4], p.62 or the remark on p. 45 in [3], 
the torsion-free groups S with Horn (S/B, G/S)= 0 are quotient-divisible groups, as S 
contains a free group B and S/B is a divisible torsion-group. 
Now we prove: 
T h e o r e m 5. Let S be a torsion-free group without elements of infinite p-height 
and with rank Consider Sas a p-pure subgroup of G — Z(p)x, while S con-
X£A 
tains B = 2 ^x as a p-basic subgroup. Then the following are equivalent: 
xza • • 
(i) Ext (S/B, S)=0 (or Horn (S/B, G/S)=0). 
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(ii) S and В have the same torsion-free rank and Ext (5, S ) = 0 . 
(iii) There exists a torsion-free quotient-divisible group S' of rank 1 with 
S'QQp, such that S = ^ (QP SrouP of all rationals with denominators 
Я€ Л 
prime to p). 
P r o o f , (i) — (ii) is clear f rom lemma 8 and the preliminary remarks of lemma 6. 
(ii) —(iii). Since rank S s Xq we can apply lemma 4. 2 of J. HAUSEN in ([10], 
p. 170) which assures us of the existence of a group S' of rank 1, torsion-free and 
quotient-divisible, such that (direct sum). Since S ' has rank 1 and S and 
В have the same rank (by (ii)) we must have S si ^ ^ ( | Л | = г а п к 5 = r a n k B). 
яел 
Now S has no elements of infinite /»-height, so S' (as a direct summand) has the 
same property. Then S'QQP. 
(iii)—(i). F rom S ss ^ S ' , . 8 = ^ Z w e i n f e r t h a t S /Б =s ] ? S ' I Z ^ 
Я Я Я Я t€P 
where Р is a set of primes and p^P, since S'QQp. Now Ext(S/2?, S) з= 
Horn (S/B, D/S), where D is the divisible hull of S ([6], p. 244). Since rank S = 
= r a n k B= \A\, we get D Q• H e n c e D I B ~Z Q!z - Z Z where 
Я Я A s 
the summation ^ is taken over all primes s. Then D/S = D/B/S/B = 
- Z ( Z c(s°°)lZ c ( 0 ) = Z( Z СОП) , where C(P) is the complement of Я s t£P Я ll£C(P) 
P in the set of all primes. Then 
Horn (S/B, D/S) - Horn Z c«")> Z Z = 
Я tiP Я u€C(P) 
This completes the proof of theorem 5. 
It may be remarked that each of the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) is sufficient 
in order that every a £ Н о т (B, S) may be extended uniquely to an endomorphism 
of S. Now we specialize to the case of finite rank. We recall that a non-nil group of 
rank 1 is a torsion-free group of rank 1 with characteristic (klt k2, . . . , ki; ...) with 
either kt=0 or ¿¡=«> for all i. The quotient-divisible groups of rank 1 are exactly 
the non-nil groups of rank 1. 
T h e o r e m 6. Let n be a natural number ^ 1 . Let S be a torsion-free group and a 
и n 
proper p-pure subgroup of G = Z(p) while S contains В = ^ Z as a p-basic sub-
i i 
group. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Н о т (ЗУД, G / S ) = 0 (or Ext (S/B, S)=0). 
(ii) S has rank n and Ext (S, S) = 0. 
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(iii) S has rank n and every a £ Horn (B, S) may be extended to an endomorph-
ism of S. 
(iv) S is isomorphic to the direct sum of n isomorphic non-nil groups S' 
of rank 1 with S'QQp, where Qp is the group of all rationals with denominators 
prime to p. 
Clearly (i)-—(ii)--(iv) by Theorem 5. That (iii)—(iv) is a special case of the 
n 
next result. We now investigate the /?-pure subgroups S of G = ^ Z(p) containing 
i 
n 
B = J? Z as a /»-basic subgroup and with the property that every a £ Horn (B, S) may 
i 
be extended to an endomorphism of 5". We do not assume that Horn ( S / B , G/S)=0. 
n M 
T h e o r e m 7. Let S be ap-pure subgroup of G — J? Z(p) containing B = J? Z 
i I 
as a p-basic subgroup. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Every a £ Horn (B, S) may be extended to an endomorphism of S. 
(ii) S is isomorphic to the direct sum of n isomorphic groups I, such that I is a sub-
group of Z(p) which contains 1 and with the property nlQI for any 7t £ / . 
n 
P r o o f , (i)—(ii). Since 5 is />-pure in G = ^ Z(p), every <56End S has a 
I 
unique extension 5 £ End G. So each element 5 £ End 5 is a (left) multiplication endo-
morphism by an nX«-matrix with entries in Z(p). Since (1, 0, . . . , 0), (0, 1, . . . , 0), ... 
. . . , (0, 0, . . . , 1) £ S the columns in the «X/J-matrix are elements of Now 
n n 
Horn (S, S) = Horn (B, S) so any {n^ n2, . . . , n„)£ ^ may be 
i i 
used as a multiplicator on the left, inducing an endomorphism of S, in other words, 
S ^ S , whenever the columns are elements of S. Then 
€ 5 . 
T i n . . . 7 t , „ 
•• Xnn. 
1 0 . . 0 
/ N Ttj t \ 7tl r nl 
0 0 . . 0 
= 
0 
€ 5 if 
n2 
, 0 0 . .0 . , 0 , Fn. 
Similar for other components. Hence in S we have the direct-sum decompositon: 
( \ 




1t2 +... + 
J-n. , 0 , Fn. 
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The elements of the form € S form the subgroup I} in S. Then S = © • > • © /„. 
If we identify 
j 
10J 
-iij, then each I j is a subgroup of Z(p). As a direct summand, 
I j is a pure, hence /»-pure, subgroup of S. S is/»-pure in G = 2 Z(p), so I- is /»-pure 
i 
in Z(p). Hence every map of I j into Ik is the restriction of an endomorphism of Z(p) 
(theorem 4), i.e. every map of I j into Ik is a (left) multiplication by an element n£Z(p). 
Since ie/,- ,7r. l=jtelk. Then Horn (S, S) = Horn ( / t © ••• ©/„ , Ix © ••• ©/„) s 
п и 
= 2 Horn ( I j , Ik) and Horn (B, S) = 2 S = 2 (A ©•••©/„) and every map in 
j, к 1 1 
Н о т (B, S) is the restriction of a map in Horn (S, S) imply Horn (Ij,Ik)^.Ik 
( j , k=\, . . . , n). Then IkIjQIk, but я. l=n£lk for any n£lk implies IkIj — Ik. Since 
IkIj = IjIk it follows that I j = I k ( j , k=l, . . . , n). So, if we p u t / , = / , we get S = I® I® 
© • • • © / ( « summands). Moreover I is a .subgroup of Z(p)'with 11=1 or nlQI for 
any n£l. 
n 
(ii)—(i). S = 2 I, where / is a subgroup of Z(p) with я / Q / for any n£l. 
i 
n n 
L is /»-pure in S1, S is /»-pure in 2 Z(p)> so I is /»-pure in ^ Z ( / > ) , hence I is /»-pure 
i i 
in Z(p). So each oc£End / has a unique extension to an endomorphism of Z(p). 
Then each element of End / is a left multiplication endomorphism by an element 
nC-Z(p). Since 1 £1, п. 1 =7r is in I. So End IQL^ where Lj denotes the set of all 
left multiplication endomorphism by the elements of I. Then End IQLj and I, as 
a ring, is a subring of Z(p) imply End I=Lj (Lemma, [1], p. 319), in other words 
пг 
Horn (I, I ) ^ I. From Horn (S, S) ^ Н о т (I, I ) and 
Horn (B, S) s 2 Horn (Z, / ) 
we infer that every map of Horn (B, S) may be extended to an endomorphism of 
S. This completes the proof of Theorem 7. 
R e m a r k . If S has rank n, then (i) resp. (ii) of Theorem 7 pass into (iii) resp. 
(iv) of Theorem 6. 
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Remarks on inequalities of series of positive terms 
By L. LEINDLER in Szeged . 
We proved the following inequalities for non-negative a„ and bn: 
oo f co y /7 ( oo ( oo *> 
(1) 2 2 albl_k 
n = - ~ vt= 
1 2 «i \ 2 « 
where 1 S r , i , y g » and — + — = 1 + — (see Theorem in [1]); and 
r s y 
f „ Y '"( ~ 
(2) (supa,)(sup6, . )+ 2 s u p a A - ^ ^ V 4 2 of ' 2 ^ , 
i i n= -~ * u = - ~ ; u = . - ~ / 
where — + — = 1 (see Theorem 1 in [2]). 
P <{ 
We also formulated in [2], without proof, the following inequality. If (a^'} 
(/ = 1, 2, . . . , m; n=0, ± 1 , ± 2 , ...) are m sequences of non-negative numbers, then 
m ' oo 
(3) (m—\)]J (sup¿4' ') + 2 sup 
1 = 1 Jt n= —~ fc,+ft2 +...+ fcm = « 
1/p, • . m m i oo \ 
^ U(pdUp' 17 \ 2 1=1 ,= !(,«[=-« J 
m J 
where 1 ^ °° and 2 — = 1. 
t=i Pi 
1 i m i . 
In the present note we show that the constant factors 1, pp qt, and JJ (Pi)Pi in 
/=1 
(1), (2), and (3), respectively, are best possible. 
Since inequality (2) is a special case of (3), it would be sufficient to prove that 
the constant factor in (3) is best possible. In spite of this we prove both cases, because 
the idea of proof can be seen much better in the simple case, furthermore the proof 
of the general case is not a trivial straightforward generalization. 
*> If y = ~ and Ck=£0, then { >' CZ\ means sup C„ 
OO 1 1/y 
. J . « } 
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Moreover, with respect to the obvious inequality 
y'y 
2 albl_k\ S s u p a k b n _ k , 
U = - ~ ) k 
which holds for any positive y and n, we remark that (2) implies the following 
C o r o l l a r y . Suppose that y > 0, 1 q S « and — + — = 1. Then we have 
P <1 
\U 7 
(4) (sup a„) (sup b„) + 2 \ 2 4 
/1 n n=— <x> \k=— oo 




The factor p p ^n in (4) seems not to be best possible generally. But if p—q=2 
then it is best possible for any y > 0 . Namely, if a0=b0 = l and a„=b„ = 0 if n ^ O , 
then both sides of (4) equal 2. 
Setting the above given sequences {an} and {Z>„} into (1) we obtain an equality. 
Thisverif ies that the factor 1 in (1) is best possible. 
The proof of the fact that the factor p p q i in (2) is best possible is a little bit 
longer. 
It is easy to see tha t i f a 0 = a 1 = - - - = a v _ 1 = l , b0=bl — --- = 6 ) J _ 1 = 1 and a„=b„=0 
otherwise, then inequality (2) reduces to 
(5) v + i i s / ^ ' S V ' " . 
If we can show that for any positive e there exist integers v and ¡i such that 
(6) v + n<(pllpq1!q + e)vilp ¡.i1,q, 
then our statement will be proved. 
Inequality (6) is equivalent to 
\f p = \ and <7 = °= then (7) means 
1 + —.< 1 + e , 
v 
and this obviously follows if / / = 1 and v is large enough. 
The case q— 1 and p = >̂ can be verified similarly. 
If 1 </>, oo then we have 
( 8 ) 
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Since the functions (a > 0) are continuous at any point x 0 > 0, by (8) we have that 
V o 
Consequently if x = —approximates the value - - " in a suitable way", then (7) and 
fx p 
(6) hold. This proves that the factor pp gt in (2) is best possible. 
m 1 
To 
prove that the factor JJ (/?,)P> in (3) is best possible, we start with the case 
/= 1 
pv = \and p 2 .= •••=/?,„ = °o. 
Set c $ = d p = . . . = c t » _ 1 = 1 and ct®=0 otherwise, for / = 1 , 2 , . . . , m . Then 
inequality (3) reduces to 
m 
1 = 1 ( m Hence, if v2 = v3 = • • • = v,„ = 1 and is large enough, it can be seen that 11 = J [ (A ) p ' I 
is best possible indeed. 
If l<pi,p2, • • • , / V < 0 0 a n < i Pn+i=z'"—Pm — °°-> then inequality (3) reduces to 
m p p 
(9) (m - 1) + 1 + 2 (v, - 1) S II (Pi)Up' II (v.-)1/p<-
i=i i=i f=i 
"' 1 " 1 
Since 2—= 2—=1 we have 
/ = i Pi i = i Pi 
llp< n f i 
= II(Pi)UPi 2 — — = n(pi)1"'-
i = i J= i 27 iIPi i = i 
Plr 
By (10) it can be seen that for any e > 0 there exist rat ional numbers ri(i= 1, ..., ¡j) 
such that 
GO 2 n \ y \ ^ n(Pi)llp' + s. 
Choose the positive integers l u •••,/ , , such that 
H = ll H ^ l l LL=1jl 
'2 W / x s rM. / t ' 
that is, 
(10) ¿ A W ;= i ,= i \Pl 
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Define v1 = l1N, v2 = l2N, ...., v^ — l^Nand v / l + 1 = " - = vm = l, where N is a natural 
number to be defined later. Then inequality (9) has the form 
m+ i № - i ) s n(Pt)llp' Aim11"'-
1= 1 1=1 i = 1 
We show that if N is large enough then 
(13) m+ Z ( M ; - 1 )< f / 7 (PdUp' + z) ft ( M ) i ! \ 
/=1 U=i )i=i 
m 1 
which verifies that , the factor I J (PdPi ' s b e s t possible. By (12), 
/=i 
m-u + N 2 h i ( , \ u P ; 
J= 1 IT/lM/p. ^ i= l ,= i I N nwp> J rmllp> 
Hence, if N is large enough we obtain by (11) that 
m -H + N 2h 
ri(pi)1"'' + e. 
N [I (/;Y'"< 
1=1 
i= 1 . 
So we have proved (13), and this completes our proof. 
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Function algebras and flows 
By PAUL S. MUHLY in Iowa City (Iowa, U.S.A.)* 
§ 1 . Throughout this article X will denote a fixed compact Hausdorff space 
upon which the real line R (with the usual topology) acts as a locally compact trans-
formation group. The pair (X, R) will be called a flow and the translate of an x 
in X by a t in R will be written x+i. The space of all continuous complex-valued 
functions on X will be denoted by C(X). If <p is a function in C(X), then <p will be 
called analytic in case for each x in X the function <p(x + t) of / is the boundary 
function of a function which is bounded and analytic in the upper half-plane. The 
space of all analytic functions in C(X) will be denoted by 91. It is clear that 21 is 
a uniformly closed subalgebra of C(X) which contains the constant functions. 
This notion of analyticity was first defined by FORELLI and has been studied 
extensively by him in a number of articles (see [1], [2], [3], [4] and [5]). Our principal 
objective in this article is to show that under suitable conditions the algebra 3Í 
belongs to well known classes of abstract function algebras. 
Recall that i f © is an algebra of continuous functions on,a compact Hausdorff 
space Y then a probability measure m on y is called a representing measure for © 
in case f (p\¡jdm=^ f(pdmj{f\¡/dmj for all (p and \js in 93. If m is a representing 
Y Y Y 
measure for © and i f © contains the constant functions, then© is called a weak-*Di-
richlet algebra in LT(m) in case © + © i s weak-* dense in LT(m). (The bar denotes 
conjugation, here and always.) We refer the reader to [16] for an account of weak-* 
Dirichlet algebras. If © contains the constant functions and if © + S is uniformly 
dense in the space of continuous functions on Y, then © is called a Dirichlet algebra. 
Our first basic structure theorem is 
T h e o r e m I . If ¡x is an invariant, ergodic, probability measure on X, then /x 
is a representing, measure for 91 and 1'f is a weak-* Dirichlet algebra in L~(ji). 
With an additional hypothesis on the flow (X, R) er are able to prove a much 
stronger theorem. The hypothesis is that (X, R) is strictly (or uniquely) ergodic 
* This research was supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation. 
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in the sense that there is exactly one probability measure on X which is invariant 
under the action of R. It is well known that since X is compact there is at least one 
invariant probability measure on X. However, the requirement that there is exactly 
one is very special (see [6], [11], and [14]). Note that if (X , R) is strictly ergodic, 
then the unique invariant probability measure must be ergodic and this explains the 
terminology. 
Our second basic structure theorem is 
T h e o r e m I I . If the flow (X, R) is strictly ergodic, then 91 .is a Dirichlet al-
gebra on X. 
Theorems I and II enable us to exhibit new and striking ways in which algebras 
of analytic functions associated with flows generalize certain spaces of generalized 
analytic functions in the sense of Arens and Singer. To see this recall how these 
spaces are defined. Let F be a non-zero subgroup of R, give F the discrete topology, 
and let G be its compact character group. The space 21,* of generalized analytic 
functions determined by r is defined to be the space of all continuous complex-
valued functions on G whose Fourier transforms vanish on the negative half of F. 
It is easy to see that 9 i r is a Dirichlet algebra on G. Tf F is (isomorphic to) the integers, 
then $r r is simply the classic disc algebra. In general M r may be regarded as the 
algebra of analytic almost periodic functions on the line whose frequencies lie in F. 
The real line can be imbedded in G as the space of all characters on F which are 
continuous with respect to the usual topology of R restricted to r . The imbedding 
defines a natural action of R on G so that (G, R) is a flow. It is not hard to see that 
the space of analytic functions associated with this flow is precisely 9 I r . The flow 
(C, R) is strictly ergodic — normalized Haar measure on G is the unique probability 
measure on G which is invariant under the action of R. Thus Theorem II gives a 
new, albeit roundabout, proof that 2I r is a Dirichlet algebra. There are many flows, 
even strictly ergodic ones, which are not of the form (G, R) and consequently, the 
results which we obtain for spaces of analytic functions associated with general 
flows represent bona fide extensions of results known to hold for spaces of generalized 
analytic functions. 
Section 2 is devoted to the proofs of Theorems I and II. In section 3 we investigate 
the nature of general representing measures for 2t. Our investigation is incomplete 
in some respects; however, it is sufficiently complete to yield results which are 
complementary to FORELLI'S generalization of the F. and M. Riesz Theorem [1]. 
Specifically, we present conditions on a representing'measure m under which the 
abstract Hardy spaces Hp(m), 1 have the property that no non-zero func-
tion in Hp(m) can vanish on a set of positive measure. These conditions are satisfied 
in the following two situations: 
. (i) (X, R) is an arbitrary flow and m is invariant and ergodic. 
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(ii) (X, R) is strictly ergodic, and in is an arbitrary representing measure for s2(. 
This feature of the Hardy spaces is well known when 21 is the disc algebra. In [9] 
HELSON and LOWDENSLAGER showed that if 2IR is the algebra of generalized analytic 
functions associated with the subgroup F of R, and if m is Haar measure on G 
then the Hardy spaces Hp(m), 1 also have this feature. In the situations 
(i) and (ii), we also show that H°°(m) is a maximal weak-* closed subalgebra of 
L°°(m). This result is complementary to FORELLI'S generalization [5] of WERMER'S 
maximality theorem. 
§ 2. The dual space of C(X) is the space of all bounded, complex, Baire measures 
on X; we will denote it by M(X). If (p is in C(X) and if A is in M(X), the integral 
J (pdX will often be written as (cp, A)". 
x 
The definition of analyticity given in section 1, while intuitively appealing, is not 
the one which we shall use in.our proofs. We digress momentarily in order to give an 
equivalent definition. 
The action of R on X induces a strongly continuous, one-parameter group 
{T(} ieR of automorphisms of C(X). These are defined by the formula 
( 7 » ( x ) = (p(x-t), cpeC( X), R. 
Using {F(}(€R one may convolve a function in C(X) or a measure in M(X) with a 
function in L1 (R) in the following way. For cp in C(X) a n d / i n / ^ ( R ) , cp * / i s defined 
by setting 
oo 
q>*f= f CT t cp ) f { t )d t . 
If X is in M(X) and if / i s in / ^ ( R ) , A * / is defined to be the measure such that 
A •*/> = < ? * / , A> 
for all cp in C(X) w h e r e / i s the function whose value at t in R i s / ( — /). Under these 
operations of convolution C(X) and M(X) become L1(R)-modules such that 
\\<P*f\\ ^ Mill/11 and | |A* / | | =i IIAll II/11 
for all <p in C(X), A in M(X), a n d / i n L1 (R). For each <p in C(X) (resp., A in M(X)) 
let J(<p) (resp., /(A)) be { / e L 1 ( R ) | ? ) * / = 0} (resp., { f ^ L 1 ( R ) | A * / =•-0}). Then 
J(<p) (resp., J(X)) is an ideal in L x(®) which is closed by the above inequalities. 
The hull of J(<p) (resp., J(X)) is defined to be the spectrum of <p (resp., A) in the sense 
of spectral synthesis and will be denoted by sp (cp) (resp., sp (A)). (Recall that the 
hull of an ideal in Ll (R) is by definition the intersection of the zero sets of the Fourier 
transforms of the functions in the ideal.) We refer the reader to [1] for an account of 
spectra. 
8 A 
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The equivalent formulat ion of analyticity is given in Proposit ion 2. 1 below. 
It was used by FORELLI in [5] al though he never formally stated or proved it. The 
proof is an easy calculation based on the well known fact that a bounded measur-
able function F on R is the boundary function of a function which is analytic and 
bounded in the upper half-plane if and only if the spectrum of F in the usual sense 
of spectral synthesis is non-negative. Because of this, the proof will not be given. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. 1. A function <p in C(X) is analytic if and only if sp(cp)Q 
Following FORELLI [1] we shall call a measure in M(X) analytic in case its 
spectrum is non-negative. 
The proofs of Theorems I and II rest on 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. 2. A measure X in M(X) is invariant under the action of R if 
and only if sp (A) is contained in the singleton {0}. 
P r o o f . Suppose X is invariant. If q> is in C(X) and if / i s in ¿ ' ( R ) , then by 
Fubini 's Theorem we obtain the equation 
oo oo 
(<P, X * / ) = (cp */, X) = / < 7 > , X)f(t)dt = (<p,X) f f(t)dt = {<p,X)fX0) 
where / i s the Fourier t ransform o f / . It follows easily that s p ( i ) £ { 0 } . 
Suppose, conversely, that s p ( 2 ) ^ { 0 } . Choose <p in C(X) and for i in R let 
F(t) = (T,(p, X). On page 50 of [1] FORELLI showed that the spectrum of F as a 
bounded continuous function is contained in —sp ( ^ P l s p (A) Q {0}. By [15, 7. 8. 3 
(e)], F i s constant. Thus for all cp in C(X) and all t in R, <Tt<p, X) — {ap, A), and con-
sequently, X is invariant. 
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m I : 
(i) Let 9l(1={<p£9l|(r/>, n)—0}. To show that ¡x is a representing measure for 
91 it clearly suffices to show that 91,, is an ideal in 91. To this end, let 9l0 be the inter-
section of 91 with the w e a k - * closure in L°°(ji) of the space of all functions <p in 
91 such that sp (q>)Q(0, <*>). Then by Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 of [1] it is easy to 
see that 9t0 is a closed ideal in 91. We show that 91^ = 9 t 0 . Since fi is invariant, sp (n) £ 
^ {0} by Proposit ion 2. 2, and so n is analytic. Hence, by Proposit ion 2 of [1], 
9l0 Q 91^. Suppose cp is a function in 91^ which is not in 9I 0 . Then by the H a h n — 
Banach Theorem there is a f u n c t i o n / i n L 1 ^ ) such that {q>,fdfi) — \ while {\p,fd[i)—0 
for all i¡/ in 9 t 0 . Observe that since fdn annihilates 910, /d\x is an analytic measure 
by Proposit ion 2 of [1]. For t in R, let F(t) — (T,(p,fdfi). Then as in the proof of Pro-
position 2. 2, we find that sp (F ) i - s p (cp) D sp ( fd f i ) i 0 )D[0 , = {0}, 
and so F is constant. The constant is (<p,fdn) = 1. For positive , T, let 
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1 r (pT — — J (T,q>)dt. Then by the individual ergodic theorem [8, p. 18] and the fact 
- x 
that p is ergodic, the <pr converge a.e. (¡i) to (<p, /i) = 0 . The convergence of the (pz is 
also bounded and so we find that 
lim (<p t,/i//i) = 0. 
On the other hand, by Fubini's Theorem, 
( ^ J d f i ) ^ - /(Ttcp,fdix) = ~ J F(t)dt=\ 
— T —t 
for all positive T. Thus 
Iim<<p t , / i/ju>=l. 
z—co 
This contradiction shows that 21̂  = 210 as we promised and the proof of the first half 
of Theorem I is complete. 
(ii) To show that 21+21 is weak-* dense in Z.~(/i) suppose / is a function in 
L l ( p ) which annihilates 21 + 21. By Proposition 2' of [1] and the fact that 
2 i = { < p . € C W | s p ( ( p ) i ( - c o , 0 ] } 
[1, p. 48], we find that sp r{0}. By Proposition 2. 2 , f d \ i is an invariant mea-
sure; and since ¡i is ergodic by hypothesis , / is constant. Since, however, the measure 
fd\i annihilates the cons tan t s , /=0 . Whence 21 + 21 is w e a k - ^ dense in L°°(n) and 
the proof of Theorem I is complete. 
If A is in M(X) and if t is in R, we also write Ttk for the measure whose value 
at a Baire set E is k(E+t). The total variation measure of a measure X in M(X) 
will be denoted by |A|. Recall that an arbitrary measure k in M(X) is called quasi-
invariant in case T,\X\ and have the same null sets for each t in R. 
The proof of the following lemma is a straightforward application of the defini-
tion of the term total variation measure and so will not be given. 
Le 
m m a. 2. 3. Let k be ci measure in A/(A') which is iTWQTiant under the action 
ofH on X. Then also is an invariant measure and the Radon—Nikodym derivative 
dX is (after modification on a \X\-null set) an invariant function on X. d\A\ 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m I I : 
The unique probability measure on X which is invariant under the action of R 
will be denoted by /.i. Recall that p is necessarily ergodic. 
8* 
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We must show that 91+91 is uniformly dense in C(X). Suppose the contrary 
and let X be a measure in M(X) of unit norm which annihilates 91+9L Then by 
Proposition 2' of [1] and the fact that W = {<p e C M I s p 0 ) i ( - ° ° , 0J> [1, p. 48], 
we see.that sp {0}. By Proposition 2. 2, X is invariant and so, by Lemma 2. 3, 
|A| is invariant. Since X has norm one, |A| is a probability measure, and by the strict 
ergodicity of (X, R), |A|=p. Since by Lemma 2. 3, dX/d\X\ is invariant and since 
\X\=/x is ergodic, dX/d\X\ is constant. Thus X is a constant multiple of /¡. But the 
multiple must be zero because X annihilates the constant functions, and thus we have 
arrived at a contradiction. Whence 91+91 is uniformly dense in C(X) and the proof 
of Theorem II is complete. 
§ 3. In this section we investigate the properties of representing measures for 
91 on X. We note in advance that we will use the following fact several times in 
our arguments. If m is an arbitrary representing measure for 91 on X, then each real-
valued function in H2(m) is constant (see [7, p. 98]). 
For each / in R we let C, denote the closure in C(X) of the space of functions 
<p in C(X) such that sp(<p)Q(f, By Lemma 3 of [1], C, is a linear subspace of 
C(X); and if t^O, C, is an ideal in 91 by Theorem 1 of [1]. 
if is a family of closed subspaces of a Hilbert space then V will 
a£ A 
denote their span and /\ Ma will denote their intersection. Similarly, if {Pa}xiA 
is a family of or.hogonal projections on a Hilbert space, then V will denote 
their least upper bound and A P* will, denote their greatest lower bound. 
If \i is a positive Baire measure on X, then we will often regard functions in 
Z/°(/t) as multiplication operators on L2(pt). Note that when L°°(n) is regarded as 
an algebra of operators on L2(ji), it is the closure of C(X) in the weak operator 
topology; and observe that the subspaces of L2{p) which reduce C(X) are of the 
fo rm /£L2(/Z) where Xe denotes the characteristic function of the Baire set E. 
T h e o r e m I I I . If m is a representing measure for 91 on X which is not a point 
mass, then m is quasi-invariant under the action of R. 
P r o o f . The proof rests on Theorem 2 of [1]. For each / in R, let Mt be the 
closure of C, in L2(m). The family {M,} l €R is a decreasing family of subspaces 
of L2(m). Since the space of continuous functions on X with compact spectrum 
is dense in C(X) [1, Lemma 3] and is contained in V Mt, it follows that V Mt = 
( 6 R t £ R 
= L2(m). If <p is in C(X) with sp(<p)Q(s, then <pCt<gCt+s for all t by [1, Theo-
rem 1] and so q>M,QMt+, for all t. F rom this it follows that /\ M, is reduced by 
each continuous function with compact spectrum. Thus /\ M, is reduced by C(X), 
R€R 
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and, by the above remarks must be of the form X . E L 2 (m) for some Baire set E. Since 
X E L 2 ( m ) = /\ M, Q H2(m), the facts that H2(m) contains no non-constant real-
f £ R 
valued functions and that m is not a point mass allow, us to conclude that y\ M, 
. i€R 
is the zero space. Thus we have shown that {Af,} teR satisfies the hypotheses of 
part 3 in Theorem 2 of [1]. Whence, by that theorem, m is quasi-invariant, and the 
proof of Theorem III is complete. 
T h e o r e m I V . If m is a representing measure for 91 on X such that H2(m) con-
tains functions other than constants, then m is ergodic if and only if no non-zero function 
in H2 (m) vanishes on a set of positive measure. 
P r o o f . The hypothesis implies that m is not a point mass so that by Theorem 111 
m is quasi-invariant. 
Suppose m is ergodic and let / b e a function in H2(m) which vanishes on a set 
of positive measure. If E is the support of f then / n ( £ ) < 1 and we must show tha t 
m(E) = 0. Observe that the smallest subspace of L2(m) which c o n t a i n s / a n d reduces 
C ( X ) is xEL2{m). Let dp = %Edm, identify L2(p) with XeL2(m), and for each t in 
R let CtT, be the closed linear span in L2(p) of the space {<pf\<p £ C,}. It follows easily 
f rom the proof of Theorem III that V ar>d that tft=xFL2(p) for 
r £ R t € R 
some Baire set F. Since f\ M\ c H2(m), m(F)=0 as before; so /\ J f , is the zero 
subspace of L2(p). Finally, since the family { ^ } I € R is decreasing and since ( p J f , ^ 
Q for all <p in C(X) with sp (tp) Q ( j , <*>) we may apply Theorem 2 of [1] again 
to conclude that p is quasi-invariant. However, m is quasi-invariant and is also 
ergodic by hypothesis. Therefore, since p is absolutely continuous with respect 
to m, p must be the zero measure by Lemma 9 of [1]. Thus m(E) = 0 as was to be 
shown. 
To prove the converse, assume m is not ergodic and let E be an invariant Baire 
set such that 0 < m ( £ ' ) < l . We will produce a non-zero function in H2(m) which is 
supported either on E or on X—E. 
For each t in R, let Mt be the closure of C, in L2(m) and let P, be the projec-
tion of L2(m) onto Mt. It was shown in the proof of Theorem III that since m is 
not a point mass on X, {Af(}t g R is a decreasing family of subspaces of L2(m) whose 
span is L2(m) and whose intersection is the zero subspace. It is also easy to see that 
for each t in R, M, = \J Ms. Thus, except for orientation, the family {-P(},€R is 
a .resolution of the identity which is continuous f rom the right, i.e., {Pt},tr has 
the following four properties: (i) V Pt is the identity operator on L2(m); (ii) /\ P, 
l i R r € R 
is the zero opera tor ; (iii) if t<s, then PS^P,; and (iv) for each t in R, Pt = V s^l 
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Let { f ^ g R be the strongly continuous unitary representation of R on Lz(m) defined 
by the formula 
oo 
Vt= f e~i,sdPs, R. 
Then, as Forelli showed in the proof of Theorem 2 in [1], 
(3.1) Vt<pVt* = Tt<p 
for all (p in C(X) and all / in R. Since L"(m) is the closure of C(X) in the weak 
operator topology, equation (3. 1) is valid for all functions in LT(m) provided, 
of course, that the right hand side of the equation is interpreted in the obvious way. 
Since E is invariant by assumption, equation (3. 1) implies that %E commutes with 
{^iKeR- Whence XE commutes with {PT}T€R and so leaves each M, invariant. Because 
H2(iri) is assumed to contain non-constant functions, it is not difficult to see that 
for some / > 0 , M, contains non-zero functions. Let / b e such a function and note 
that not both XEf XX-E f c a n t>e z e r o - Since both these functions are in M, 
and since M,QH2(m) for f ^ O , we see that H2(m) contains non-zero functions 
supported either on E or on X—E. Thus the proof of Theorem IV is complete. 
A word of explanation concerning the hypothesis of Theorem IV is in order. 
If 91 separates the points of X, then the hypothesis of Theorem IV follows from 
the hypothesis of Theorem III (see [7, p. 33]). However, examples show that 21 need 
not always separate points; moreover, it is easy to see that on the occasions when 
this occurs there are representing measures m for 9f such that m is not a point mass, 
m is not ergodic, and such that H2(m) contains only constant functions. We note 
that in numerous cases of particular interest 91 separates points. For example, this 
happens when the flow is strictly ergodic and when it is minimal. 
Observe that if m is a representing measure for 91 on A'such that 21 is a weak-* 
Dirichlet algebra in L°°(m), then H2(m) consists solely of constants if and only if m 
is a point mass. Observe also that if 9t is a weak-* Dirichlet algebra in LT(m) 
then the space H2(m) has the property that no non-zero function in it vanishes 
in a set of positive measure if and only if each Hp(m) has this property, l ^ p ^ o o 
(see [12]). Thus we find that the following corollary is a consequence of Theorem IV 
and [12]. . 
C o r o l l a r y 3 .1 . Let m be a representing measure for 91 on X which is not a point 
mass and such that 91 is a weak-* Dirichlet algebra in L°°(m). Then the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(i) m is ergodic ; 
(ii) for 1 s^soo, no non-zero function in Hp(m) can vanish on a set of positive 
measure; 
(iii) H°°(m) is a maximal weak-* closed subalgebra of L°°(m). 
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Our final goal is to show that when the flow is strictly ergodic each representing 
measure for 21 which is not a point mass on X is ergodic. To achieve this goal we 
prove the following result which is interesting in its own right. 
T h e o r e m V. Suppose that the flow (X, R) is strictly ergodic, and let ¡x be the 
unique invariant probability measure on X. Then C0 is a maximal ideal in 21 and ¡.i is 
its (necessarily unique) representing measure. 
P r o o f . The proof is very similar to part (i) in the proof of Theorem I. Let 
21,,= {(p £2l|(<p, n) =0}. Since /x is invariant the arguments in the proof of Theorem I 
show that C 0 Q 2 T h e r e f o r e , to complete the proof, it clearly suffices to show 
2 I „ g C 0 . To this end, suppose <p is in 2l„ but not in C 0 and choose a measure X 
in M(X) which annihilates C0 while satisfying the equation (<p, X) = 1. By Proposi-
tion 2 of [1], -X is analytic. Consequently, if F(t) = (T,<p, X) then as before F is the 
I f 
constant one. For positive Z we set <pT=^- J (TTq>)dt. Then for each such T, 
^ — r 
1 r (<px,X) = — j F(t)dt = 1 and so 
lim (cpz, X)= 1. 
T — oo 
In the proof of Theorem I we invoked the individual ergodic theorem to obtain a 
contradiction. However, that result has no bearing here. Instead we appeal to Théo-
rème XV on page 107 of [11] and the strict ergodicity of the flow (X, R) to conclude 
that the (pz converge pointwise (everywhere) to {(p, /x)=0. Since the cpz are uniformly 
bounded we see that . 
lim {cpz, /l> = 0. 
This contradiction completes the proof. 
T h e o r e m V I . If the flow (X, R) is strictly ergodic and if m is an arbitrary 
representing measure for 2t on X which is not a point mass, then m is ergodic. 
P r o o f . Let fi be the unique invariant probability measure on X, recall that 
by Theorem V n represents the maximal ideal C0 in 2t, and consider the following 
two mutually exclusive and exhaustive cases. 
Case 1. \\fi—m\\ < 2. In this case, fx and m represent points in the same Glea-
son part of the maximal ideal space of 21 and hence are mutually absolutely con-
tinuous [7, p. 143]. Thus since n is ergodic, so is m. 
Case 2. [|/i— m\\—2. In this case, ¡x and m represent points in distinct Gleason 
parts of the maximal ideal space of 2t and so /( and m are mutually singular [7, p. 
144]. Since C 0 is the maximal ideal in 21 represented by fx (Theorem V), the ab-
stract Kolmogoroff—Krein Theorem [7, p. 135] implies that C 0 is dense in H2(m). 
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For each t in R, let Mt be the closure of C, in L2(m) and let Pt be the projec-
tion of L2(m) onto Mt. In the proof of Theorem IV it was shown that (P,} (6R is a 
resolution of the identity whose Fourier—Stieltjes transform {F (} l6R is a strongly 
continuous unitary representation of R on L2(m) which satisfies equation (3. 1). 
By equation (3. 1) we know that if E is any invariant Baire set, then Xe leaves each 
M, invariant. This is true in particular for M0. However, the conclusion of the 
preceding paragraph is that M0=H2(m). It follows f rom this and the fact that H2(m) 
contains no non-constant real-valued functions that if E is an invariant Baire set, 
then m(E) is zero or one. Whence, in case 2 also, m is ergodic and the proof is 
complete. 
§ 4. One problem which arises at this point is to determine the structure of the 
maximal ideal space of 91. We have been able to show that in the strictly ergodic 
case a point in the maximal ideal space of 21, which is not in XU {C0}, lies in a 
non-trivial Gleason part. Moreover, C 0 lies in a non-trivial Gleason part if and 
only if the unique invariant probability measure is supported on a non-trivial orbit. 
On the basis of these facts and what is known for spaces of generalized analytic 
functions [7, p. 171], we conjecture that in the strictly ergodic case, at least, the 
maximal ideal space of 21 is homeomorphic to XXfO, 1] with the slice XX {0} identified 
to a point. 
It appears that virtually all of the Helson—Lowdenslager invariant subspace 
theory [10] is valid in our setting and that an analysis similar to that in [13] may be 
developed to determine the Hilbert space representations of the algebra of analytic 
functions associated with a flow. We hope to pursue these matters in a future article. 
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The Denjoy—Luzin theorem on trigonometric series 
By JAMES R. MCLAUGHLIN ill University Park (Pennsylvania, USA) 
Let {gn} be a sequence of transformations from the real line to the real line. 
Throughout this paper assume that / is periodic with period p = b—a ( > 0 ) , 
b], and sztfn(x)=f(gn(x)). The sequence {g„} will be called an A-sequence 
with respect to / i f the absolute convergence of Ic„f„(x) in a set of positive measure 
implies that S\cn\ converges. The classical Denjoy—Luzin Theorem on trigonometric 
series states that gn(x) = nx + B„ is an y4-sequence with respect to / ( x ) = cos x, 
where {Bn} is any sequence of numbers. The present author generalizes this result 
by considering the infimum of the averages of a function over sets of constant measure. 
The following result is a simple corollary. The sequence g„(x) = Anx+B„ is an 
yl-sequence for every periodic / that is essentially nonzero (i.e., nonzero almost 
everywhere) if and only if lim inf \A„\>0. 
T h e o r e m A (ORLICZ [1], p. 327). Thesequence {g„} is an A-sequence with respect 
to a periodic f if and only if 
lim inf f \f„(x)\dx>0 
n—~ E 
for every set E of positive measure. 
T h e o r e m B (FEJÉR [3], p: 48; [6], p. 49). If gn(x) = Anx+B„, where Bnare 
arbitrary real numbers and lim = then 
lim (n(E))-> f \fh{pc)\ dx = (b-a)'1 / | / (x) | dx 
E a 
for every set E of positive measure. 
T h e o r e m 1. The sequence g„(x) = A„x+B„ is an A-sequence for. every periodic 
f that is not essentially zero if and only if lim \An\ = 
P r o o f . Sufficiency (cf. [4], p. 84). Apply Theorems A and B. 
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Necessity. Let f(x)=0 on ( - 1 , 1 ) , 1 on (1,3), and f(x+4) = f(x). If 
lim inf |/4„|<°°, then lim inf \A„5\< 1 for some <5>0. Hence 
s 
lim inf f f(A„x)dx = 0. 
0 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. If h£Ll[a,b], A is a measurable set, and 0<5Sii(A), then 
we define 
m(h, «5, /i) = inf{( i i (B)) - i J\h(t)\dt} 
B B 
for measurable subsets B of A with M(fi)s<5, and we define 
M(h, 5, A) = supremum of the above set of averages. 
Also if A —[a, 6], we simply write m(h, S) or M(h, <5) for any function /7 under con-
sideration. 
R e m a r k 1. From Definition 1, we obtain 
M(h, S) t ||/i|U = esssup-|/j| as ¿ 1 0 , 
m(h, S) | \\h\\0 = e s s inf |/;| as 5 J 0. 
L e m m a 1. Let h f L' [a, b]. Then h is essentially nonzero if and only if for every 
measurable set A m(f 5, A)>0 whenever 
P r o o f . Assume h is essentially nonzero and Then for BcA 
and ¿i(5)S<5 we set 
Hn={xiB:\h(x)\>n->} 
and choose yVsuch that /¿( /7N)>^(B)/2. Then, we obtain 
/ \h{t)\dt^p(HN)IN^p{B)l2N. 
B 
L e m m a 2 ([5], p. 315; [2], p. 1245). If g is a strictly monotonic absolutely con-
tinuous function on [a,b] with range [c, d) {{g(x)\x^[a, b]} = [c, d^}, then for every 
measurable set Ea[a,b\ 
a) ff(g(x))\g'(x)\dx= f f ( y ) dy 
E g(E) 
and 
b) 5m(g\ < 5 ) s / \g'(x)\ dx = 11 (gE) ^ 5M(g\ 3) if fi (E) = 5. 
E 
From Definition 1 we also obtain 
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L e m m a 3. If n is a positive integer and 0<<5Snp, then 
m(f 8, [0, np]) = m(f din). 
D e f i n i t i o n 2. If e is a real number we let e* and e+ denote respectively the 
least integer greater than or equal to e and the greatest integer less than or equal 
to e. 
T h e o r e m 2. Letg be a Strictly monotonic absolutely continuous function with 
domain [a, b] and range [c,d]. If e = Wg'WJp = (d—c)/p and fog is the function 
f(g(x)), then 
where for the left inequality we assume | |g ' | |„ ls finite and 0<<5 ̂ p, and for the right 
inequality we assume [ | g ' | [ o and e^ are nonzero and 0 < 8 M ( g ' , 8)/e>i.:Sp. 
P r o o f . By Lemmas 2 and 3 
mifog, 8)\\g'\\„ ^ m((fog)g', 5) S m(g\ 8)m(f 8m(g', «5), [c, d}) S 
S m(g', 5)m(f, bm(g', 8), [c, c + e*p\) = m(g', d)m(f, 8m{g', 8)je*). 
The proof of the right half is similar. 
C o r o l l a r y 1 . I f {g„} is a sequence of strictly monotonic absolutely continuous 
functions with domain [a, b\, and also for each g„ and each 8 such that 0<<5 ̂ p, we have 
where K{8) is a positive constant dependent only on 5, then {g„} is an A-sequence for 
every periodic f that is essentially nonzero. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. If A^O, g(x) = Ax + B, and we set e=\A\, then 
(1) m(f8e/e*)Sm(fog,8)^m(f,8e/eJ 
where for the left inequality we assume 0 <8^p, and for the right inequality we assume 
1 andb<-8e/e^p. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. The sequence g„ (x) = A„x + Bn is an A-sequence for every periodic 
f that is essentially nonzero if and only if lim inf\An\ > 0. 
P r o o f . Sufficiency. If lim inf ^ „ > 0 , then lim inf AJA*>0. Now, our result 
follows from Theorem A, Lemma 1, and Corollary 2. 
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Necessity. If f(x)=x on [0, 1], then 
A 
l iminf f \f(A„x)\ dx — (ô2l2) lim inf \An\ 
n - + oo Q 
and so our result follows by Theorem A. 
R e m a r k 2 . The use of e* and e* is necessary in Theorem 2 and its corollaries. 
In fact, Corollary 2 is best possible in a certain sense. Fo r example, i f f ( x ) = x on 
[0, 1 ] = [a,b] and g(x) = ex for a noninteger e>0, then equality is attained in the 
left side of (1) for <5 < e*( l —eje). Similarly, if f ( x ) = 1— x on [0, l] = [a, b] and 
g(x)=ex fo r a noninteger e> 1, then equality is attained in the right side of (1) for 
<5 < 
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Generalizations of the Hardy—Littlewood inequality. II 
By JÓZSEF NÉMETH in Szeged 
1 . G . H . H A R D Y and J. E . L I T T L E W O O D [2] proved the following 
T h e o r e m A. Suppose that a „ S 0 (« = 1, 2, ...) and that c is a real number. Set 
n 
Am,n~ 2 av-
v = m 
Ifp>lwehave • - * 
(1) Zn-cAln^KZn'c(ri-any with c > 1, 
N = L n=1 
* ) 
(2) 2n-cAl^K2n-c{ri-any with c^l; 
tt = 1 11= 1 
and if 0 < p -c 1 we have 
(-3) Z n~cAl„sK 2 n~c(n-a„y with c > 1, 
» = 1 . . . n = l 
(4) 2 "~CAS.^K 2 n~c(n-any with c < 1. 
n = l ' 11= 1 
The inequalities (1) and (2) were generalized by H. P. M U L H O L L A N D [4] , more-
over ( 3 ) and ( 4 ) by C H E N Y U N G M I N G [1], replacing the function xp in ( 1 ) — ( 4 ) by 
more general functions, notably they proved inequalities of the following type 
( 5 ) 2 N - C N A I . N ) ^ K 2 N - * < P ( T I A N ) , 
N = 1 N = 1 
( 6 ) ¿ » - ' Y ^ ^ S ^ I / I - ^ W 
/ 1 = 1 N = 1 
under certain conditions on the functions ¥(x) and C. 
*' K denotes a positive absolute constant, not necessarily the same at each occurrence. 
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Theorem A was generalized in another direction by L . LEINDLER [3], who 
replaced in (1)—(4) the sequence {n - c } by an arbitrary sequence {A„}; for instance 
he proved the following inequality: 
(7) 2 KAI^p" 2 2UaS 
/ 1 = 1 / 1 = 1 ( M = N J 
w i t h p S i and A„>0. 
In the present paper we prove a theorem which contains all of these results. 
2. We use the following notations: 
a) <f>(x) denotes a non-negative function such that (p(x) = <P(x)/x is increas-
ing and, for some l o 1 , f ( x ) = <P(x)/xk is decreasing. 
b) V(x) (xSO) denotes a non-negative function increasing to infinity such that 
Q(X) = ¥(X)/X is decreasing to zero, when x is increasing f rom zero to infinity. 
n 
C ) Am,»=2*i ( I S W ^ N G C O ) . 
i~m 
3. We prove the following 
T h e o r e m . If a„^0 and A„>0 (/7 = 1 ,2 , . . . ) , then 
( 8 ) 
/ 1 = 1 / 1 = 1 \ A N ) 
and 
(9) 2 2 xA—a.X 
/ 1 = 1 / 1 = 1 V^L. ) 
where K, and K2 are constants depending on <P; furthermore 
(10) 2 ^ „ J s c , 2 
/ 1 = 1 (,^-N ) / 1 = 1 
and 
(11) i ^ i y ^ i , " ) ^ 2 
/ 1 = 1 \ /I ) " = 1 
where Ct and C2 are positive absolute constants. 
4. We remark that this theorem implies LEINDLER'S theorem [3] and several 
results of C H E N Y U N G M I N G [1] and H. P. M U L H O L L A N D [4]; the method of proof 
of (10) and (11) is similar to that of LEINDLER'S theorem. 
5. We require the following lemmas: 
L e m m a 1. If 4>(x) and <p{x) are the functions defined above and a v = 0 , then 
V = 1 
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L e m m a 2. If <P(x) and <p(x) are the functions defined above, and orvsO, then 
for every natural number N 
• <P(A„iN)sK2 avcp(AVtN). 
v = n 
Lerr ima 3. If 6 „ > 0, c „S 0, fl„sO ( « = 1 , 2 , ...) and if for every natural num-
ber N 
2 K H A n , N ) ^ K 2 c n , 
n=l N = 1 
then 
2 2 cn. n= 1 N — 1 
6. P r o o f of L e m m a 1. Let f ( x ) be the function defined above, in point 2, 
and write A„ instead of Aln. Then 
4>(A„) = + + 
as 
<P(Am)-<P(Am„1)=f(AJAkm-f(Am_l)A^1^ 
= ¥(Am)Ak-1(Am-Am^1) = k(p(Am)am for m £ 2 , 
and 0 ( A 1 ) ^ k ( p ( A l ) a l , we obtain the assertion. 
P r o o f of L e m m a 2. Let us write B„ for An N (N^n). Then 
4>(K) = <I>(B„) -4>(Bnfi) + - + <P(BN_l)-<l>(BN) + 4> (BN); 
using the estimations 
&(BJ-$(Bm+1) = f(Bm)Bkm-f(Bm+1)Bkm+1 = k<p(Bm)(Bm — Bm+ ¡) = k(p(Bm)a,„, 
and 
<P{BN)^k(p{BN)aN, 
we obtain the assertion. 
P r o o f of L e m m a 3. This can be done by an easy computation. 
7. P r o o f of t h e T h e o r e m . Inequality (8). Applying Lemma 1 we obtain that 
2 KHA^J^k 2 K 2 = 
n = l n= 1 V = 1 
holds for every natural number N.' 
9 A 
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Interchanging the order of the summations we have 
N N F Q ] 
2 i = k 2 av<p(AujA„iN = lc 2 t 1 
v = l v = l I • J 
Since 
(12) xq>(y) ^ x<p(x)+ycp(y) = <P(x) + <P(y) for x S O , y^O 
and 
(13) (P(tx) = f(tx)tkxk s tkj\x)xk = tk<P{x) for tml, x^O, 
we obtain 
(14) £ * - ' { < ! > [ ( + 
Hence, choosing t such that \-kt~1 be positive, we obtain 
N k-tk~i N (n \ 
which proves (8). 
Inequality (9). Applying Lemma 2 we have, for an arbitrary natural number N, 
N N N 
„ 2 k„^>(A„tN)^k 2 K 2 av(p{A^N) = 2 i -
n= 1 H = 1 V=rt 
Interchanging the order of the summations we obtain 
JV N f A 1 
2i = k 2 av(p(Av,N)Atn = k 2 1 ' \t-rAl<n<p(AvN)XJ. 
» = 1 V — 1 1 V J 
Using (12) and (13), similarly to (14), we have 
Z2 ^k J 1 <*> ( ^ Altvj Av + / - 1 4>(AvN)AvJ . 
Hence, if 1— kt~l > 0 we get 
N. ktk_i N (a 
2 2 W ^ A i . n , 
11=1 1 — n = l l^B 
and using Lemma 3, we obtain (9). 
Inequality (10). We may suppose that the series on the right-hand side is 
convergent, and thus we can define a sequence { m j in the following way: 
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Let m0=0 and for n S 1 let wn be the smallest natural number&( ^m^^) such tha t 
+ T h e n ^m„ + i , m „ + 1 S / l m „ + , + 1>«„ and 
( ] 5 ) Am„4-i,m„+1s2A„n+limn+2, 
and 
(16) ' . /lmn + 1 > « ,s2 / l m i i + l i m > i + ) . 
We first show that 
m"+1 ( a 1 
(17) 2 ^ \ A m n + i ~ - - y \ s 2 < P ( A m i t + U m n + i ) A m n + 1 „ . 
v = m„+l t 
We use the following notat ions: 
(n) Amn + 1, I 
Using the properties of the funct ions ¥(x), Q(X) we get: 
<"„+! I .. } ">-.+ < 
( 1 8 ) 2 A V ! P / L M B + L I 0 . . - I S / L M , I + 1 , » 2 A V Q ( T P A V ) . 
v = m „ + l V » = m „ + l 
Let v ;, vy denote the subscripts such that mn + I s Vj, ^ mn+1, and 
Then 
T(n)/7 4 T(n)/7 /( ' v , " v , = 1, m „ + , ; " » j ^ « „ t 1 , m„ + i • 
" v * « „ M " ) ^ - " v ' a y T v " ' g a „ ) ^ ^ A m r i + U m n + , e ( A m r i + U m n + 1) , 
Z , " » " V ' V " V J — Z , . („) — Z Z („) 
v = m „ + l v = m „ + 1 ' v ' T v , 
(2 ) ( 1 ) 1 
j « T V ( 
(2) ' 
+ E (AM„+!, M „ + , ) 2 ^ 2 V (AMN+LT MN+,). 
J 
thus, by (18), we get (17). Using (15), (16) and (17) we have: 
m „ , i , „ + 1 , A 
\ ~ M N + 1 
2 K V \ A ^ F \ ^ 2 A M N + 1 „ ¥ ( A M N + I .M N + I) , 
^2A m n + l t ^ ( A l i m n + 1 ) s 4 A m n + U m n + ̂ ( A K m n + l ) s S 2 A ^ f ¿ J . 
K = MN + j U = 1 /1 
9* 
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Hence 
2 2 m"2 k A 2 2 K A 2 a \ , 
v = l I, ¿ v j n = 0 v = ra,1+| U = 1 J V = 1 U = 1 J 
which gives (10). 
Inequality (11). We distinguish two cases. First we suppose 
We define a sequence of integers f i 0 , H i , ... . We set / ( 0 = 0 , = 1 and if has 
already been defined we choose n'n+l=k, where A'(>/<„) denotes the smallest integer 
satisfying • • • . • • 
(19) (i„., +1 ,*i„ 
provided such a k exists. If n'n+t > ju„+ 1 then let p „ + 1 = ¡i'n+1 and if n'n+i' = 
— jti„ -f-1 then let fin+ l = fi„ + 1 . If there exists no natural number k with (19) then 
let /<n+1=:=o. It is clear that this inductive definition always stops at some n = N0, 
that is holds. For in opposite case, by the definition of /(„, the inequality 
(20 ) 3 / „ _ 2 SS / „ _ , + / „ 
holds for all 2 ^ n < N 0 , where / „ = / t „ + 1,„„ + 1 and inequality (20) for infinitely 
many n would imply IXk = °°contrary to the assumption. By (20) we have for 1 S n < 
< Y V 0 - I 
( 2 1 ) A I . ^ F N - I + I« 
and 
(22) ' + 
Next we remark that 
(23) "'2 
y=fn+l V . A v ) 
By the properties of the functions V(x), g(x) we have 
1 " a A V , ,J „ A . 
2 2 = 
v=fl„+l I. K ) " = u„+l V 
1 i A 1 "N+L ( A ' 
= A i . i > „ + , 2 2 M \ + I , ( 1 „ t l f 
V=|X„+1 I "-VJ >• = " „ + 1 V '"»'J 
Hence, applying the idea of proof of (17), we obtain (23) immediately. 
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Using (23) we get 
' V 0 - 1 ,,N + I ( \ . J V 0 - 1 . 
( 2 4 ) 2 2 KV / I v y S 2 2 
/1 = 0 v = ( i „ + . l Ay) n = 0 
By the definition of the sequence {/<„} and by (21) we have 
1 N O - 2 
(25) 2 s S 2 2 + + + 2 2 ^ , „ „ ^ ( ^ „ + 1 , ^ ) + 
/ 1 = 0 n = 2 
• +2AltflNJ(AflNg_i + u„) = 24 +2s + Re-
using (19) and (21) we get 
W O - 2 
( 2 6 ) 2 5 ^ 2 2 + + 
» = 2 
n = 2 • 
No — 2 
» = 2 ' 
An easy computation gives by (19) and (21) that 
(27) Z ^ 2[5A,f(Ai^) + A2W(A2„)]. 
By (22) we obtain 
(28) A - 2 + l . f l V o - 1 
Using (26), (27), (28) we get 
2 4 + 2 s + 2 e S 18 ZJ-nV\ Z a X 
N = I U = N J 
which by (24) and (25) gives (11) in case 
If IA„ = °° then we define another index-sequence {m„}. Let /M0= 0 and m i = 1. 
If W2Q<WJJ<•• • < m n (/z§?l) have been defined, then let W „ + 1 be the smallest natural 
number k with 
( 2 9 ) A M N + U K ^ 2 A M N I + U m n . 
By the definition of m„ we have 
(30) A. „ , S Am _ , +2Am m , 
( 3 1 ) • ' A ^ , ^ , 
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Firs t we r e m a r k tha t similarly t o the p r o o f of (17) a n d (23) we o b t a i n the fo l -
lowing inequali t ies 
mn + I — 1 
k=m„ 
(33) 2 ^k* ^ | / lm„_ , , in„ + 1 - l " ^ " j — 2 / l m , , . - 1 ^ (^m„,m„ + 1 - l )> 
(34) . £ A J t V ^ l i m 2 _ 1 ^ j ^ 2 / l 1 , m j _ 1 ¥ ' ( / l 1 , m 2 _ 1 ) . 
By the defini t ion of sequence {mn} a n d by (30) we have 
V Ak) n=l k=mn I. ** 
m j— 1 
k= 1 V N= 2 FC=M„ 
- 1 
^ ( ^ M „ + 1, M,L+ 1 + 2 / 1 M J | _ , , M „ ) = 2 7 -
Since 'F(2x)^2W(x), 
> « 2 - 1 ( „ ) CO " • „ + . - 1 ( 
2 7 S 2 A . Í P U , ^ ^ + 2 2 2 
*=1 V n = 2 k=mn t. 
By (33) a n d (34), 
N= 2 
Using (31), (32) we get 
2 9 ^ 6 A 1 i ' ( ^ l f < „ ) + 12 2 ^ « „ . „ „ „ F ^ . , , , - ) S 24 2 2 « V | , 
N = 2 N = 1 V V = N ,/ 
which is the requi red inequal i ty (11). T h e p r o o f is comple te . 
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The centroid of a semigroup 
By MARIO PETRICH in University Park (Pennsylvania, U.S.A.) 
1. Introduction and summary. The centroid of a ring R is defined as the centralizer 
in the ring of all endomorphisms of the additive group of R of the ring generated 
by all left and right multiplications [10]. It reduces essentially to the center of R 
if R has an identity element. We borrow the multiplicative par t of the definition 
of a centroid and apply this not ion to the theory of semigroups. Hence the centroid 
Z(S) of a semigroup S is the semigroup under composit ion of all t ransformat ions 
on S which are simultaneously left and right translations of S (written, say, as left 
operators) . We exploit this concept for two principal purposes. The first one is 
connected with a generalization of inner automorphisms and the second one is a 
consideration of the congruence on the semigroup whose classes are the orbits of 
the group of units of the centroid. We study this congruence in detail for several 
classes of semigroups, but the most frui tful classes turn out to be cancellative and 
commutative cancellative semigroups. Based on this congruence, certain semigroups 
are isomorphic to a Schreier extension of an abelian group and another semigroup 
and can be embedded into a wreath product of these. 
Section 2 is a preliminary one and contains most of the background needed 
throughout the paper . In Section 3 we introduce a generalization of inner auto-
morphisms, and for a wide class of semigroups prove a theorem which in the case 
of groups reduces to the familiar relationship between inner automorphisms and 
the center. In Section 4 we study the congruence AS on a semigroup S whose classes 
are the orbits of the group of units of the centroid GZ(S) of S. We prove tha t a 
semigroups in which GZ(S) acts simply transitively on each <rs-class is isomorphic 
to a Schreier extension of GZ(S) by S/AS. We also establish an isomorphism theorem 
for this representation of S. Fo r such a Schreier extension, we prove in Section 5 
that for a wide class of semigroups, the extension can be embedded (or densely 
embedded) in the wreath product of some related semigroups. For cancellative 
semigroups S, in Section 6 we find an expression fo r <rs in terms of elements of S, 
and for every element of S, find a copy of Z(S) defined on a subset of 5 with a new 
multiplication. We also consider an example exhibiting interesting features in this 
context. Finally, in Section 7 we deal with commutat ive cancellative semigroups. 
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Every such semigroup is isomorphic to a Schreier extension of an abelian g roup 
and a commutat ive cancellative semigroup Q in which aQ=bQ always implies 
a—b, and conversely. We fur ther extablish several properties of this decomposi-
tion of 5 and of .the congruence a s . Fo r the case of the additive semigroups of all 
nonnegative or of all positive integers, we compute all functions figuring in the 
Schreier extension. It should be noted already that what we call a Schreier extension 
is close but not identical with the concept of the Schreier product used in [12]. Fur ther-
more, since we often write funct ions on the left, we apply the "left version" of the 
wreath product and use the notation "H>/" instead of "wr" . 
2. Preliminaries. We begin by recalling the concepts needed throughout the 
paper ; for undefined terms and notat ion the reader is referred to [2]. Let 5 be a 
semigroup and let x, y be arbitrary elements of 5. A function X on 5 written on 
the left is a left translation of 5 if X(xy) = (Xx)y; a funct ion g on S written on the 
right is a right translation if (xy)g = x(yg); X and O are linked and we say that (X, Q) 
is a bitrans/ation of 5" if x(Xy) = (xg)y; X and n are permutable if (Xx)g — X(xg). The 
set /1 (5 ) of all left translations of 5 under the composition (XX')x = X(X' x) is a 
semigroup; the set P(S) of all right translat ions is a semigroup under the composi-
tion x(gg') = (xg)g'. The set ¿2(5) of all bitranslations of 5 with the multiplication 
induced by the direct product A(S)XP(S) is a semigroup called the translational 
hull of 5. For 5, the funct ions Xa and ga defined by X„x = ax xga = xa, are, respec-
tively, the inner left translation and the inner right translation of S induced by a; 
ita — i^a, Qo) is the inner bitranslation of 5 induced by a\ T1(S)= {na\a£ 5 } is the 
inner part of Q(S). 
It is easy to verify that 
(1) (X, Q)NA = N;M, NA(X, G) — NAE (A£S,(X, G)EQ(S)), 
which implies that J 7 ( 5 ) is an ideal of S2(S); one verifies similarly that r(S) — 
= S } is a left ideal of / 1 ( 5 ) and tha t A(S) = {ga\a£ 5 } is a right ideal of P(S). 
The projections 
NA:(X, Q)-~X, TIP:(X, g)-*g ((X,g)£Q(S)) 
are homomorphisms, let 
A(S) = tiaQ(S), P(S) = kpQ(S). 
By C(S) we denote the center of S, and if S has an identity, G(S) denotes 
the group ¿f units (invertible elements of S). As a generalization of the center of a 
semigroup, we borrow the following concept f rom the theory of rings: the centroid 
of 5, denoted by Z(S), is the set of all funct ions ( on S satisfying C(^J;) = (Cx)3' = 
=x((y) (x,y£S). It follows immediately that Z(S) is a subsemigroup of / 1 (5 ) 
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and is the centralizer of the set of all inner left and inner right translations of S 
if both of these are written as left operators (definition in [10], V, § 4). 
If several operators are applied to S, we will retain the parentheses only around 
S, e.g., we write CQ(S) instead of C( i2(S)) , etc. If S has an identity e, then for 
any 1 6 / 1 ( 5 ) and ¡ ?£P(S) , we have X = XXE and Q = Qe t, so F ( S ) = A (5 ) , A (S) = P(S), 
Q(S) = N(S), and Z ( 5 ) can be identified with C ( S ) . 
The t ransformat ion IS written on the left is the identity both of Z ( S ) and A ( 5 ) ; 
the pair (IS, zs), where the second IS is written on the right, is the identity of Q(S). 
The groups C Z ( 5 ) and GQ(S) will play a central role in our investigations. 
3. Generalized inner automorphisms. We will now introduce a class of au tomorph-
isms of an arbitrary semigroup 5 which in the case of groups reduces exactly to the 
set of all inner automorphisms. Another generalization of an inner automorphism 
was introduced by D U B R E I L [4] and was intensively studied by CROISOT [3] for can-
cellative semigroups and by T H I E R R E N [14 ] for reductive semigroups. We will see in 
Section 6 by an example that these two generalizations of inner automorphisms of 
a group are very different. 
3. 1 P r o p o s i t i o n . Let S be any semigroup, (X, q)£GQ(S), and assume that 
X and Q are permutable. Then.X~i £ /1(5) , A - 1 is permutable with E, and the function 
defined by: 
is an automorphism of S. 
P r o o f . Since both X and Q are permutat ions on the set 5, so is <5(y(iC). For any 
x, y £ S, we obtain X[(X~1 x)y] = (XX~1 x)y = xy = (XX~1)(xy) = X[X~1 (xy)] which im-
plies (X~l x)y=X~l(xy). Using this, we compute 
(xy)da¡<!) = [X-1 (xv)] Q = l(X -,x)y]Q = (X-1 x) (yQ) = a -1 x) [(XX ~1 y) Q] = 
= (X-1X) {X [(X -1 y) e]} = [ ( ; . - ' X)e] [ ( A - 1 x) e] = (xóu¡ e)) (y5(Ái a)) 
as required. Further , x)g] = (AX~1x)g=XQ = X[A~x(xQ)] and thus ( X ~ 1 x ) g = 
= X~1(xg). 
In view of 3. 1, we may write X<5(; = without ambiguity. If 5 has an 
identity element, we may define the inner automorphism ea induced by an element 
a £ C ( 5 ) by the usual fo rmula : 
In such a case, <5(A;e) = eec where e is the identity of 5. Conversely, for a£G(S), 
we have dK = e a . It is then natural to introduce the following notion. 
(2) s.su,e) = a-1s)e (ses) 
(3) sea — a 1sa (s £ 5 ) . 
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3. 2 D e f i n i t i o n . With the notation of 3. 1, e ) is the generalized inner auto-
morphism of S induced by (A, Q). 
The group of all automorphisms of a semigroup S will be denoted by si(5), 
the set of all generalized inner automorphisms by . / ( S ) . As we have seen above, in 
the case that 5 has an i den t i t y , . / ( 5 ) coincides with the group of inner automorphisms 
of S. The introduced terminology is further justified by a theorem valid for a large 
class of semigroups, which reduces to the familjar connection between J ( S ) and 
C(S) when 5 is a group. For this we need some preliminaries. Recall that S is weakly 
reductive if the mapping n:a^-na S) is one-to-one (and thus an isomorphism of 
S onto 77(S)); S is globally idempotent if S2 = S. 
3. 3 L e m m a . The following statements concerning a semigroup S which is either 
weakly reductive or globally idempotent are true: 
a) Jf (A, Q), (A', Q') d i3(5), then A and g' are permutable. 
b) CQ(S) = {(A, g ) € / l ( 5 ) X P ( S ) | A i = sg for all s<ES}. 
c) nA\ " on isomorphism of CQ(S) onto Z(S). 
We omit the proof. In a different form, a) is mentioned in CLIFFORD [1]. 
Under the hypotheses of the lemma, the centroid of S can be identified with 
the center of Q(S), and this case is the most interesting one. In particular Z ( S ) 
is then commutative. This represents a slight improvement over ([10], V, § 4, Proposi-
tion 1) where 3 r ( s 2 I ) = 0 o r 3 / W = 0 c a n t>e replaced by vanishing of the double 
annihilator {¿z£ 1 l \ a x = x a = 6 for all ^€21}. Furthermore, part a) shows that S(A e) is 
defined for every element (A, g)£Gi2(S) . 
The proof of the following lemma is a straightforward verification and is 
omitted. 
3. 4. L e m m a . Let 6 be an isomorphism of a semigroup S onto a semigroup T. 
Then the function B defined by: 
(4) B:(A,g)^(I,g) ((A, g) € Q(S)) 
where 
(5) Xt=[A(t0~1)]6, te=[(te-l)e]B (teT) 
is an isomorphism of Q(S) onto Q(T). 
The following is the principal result of this section. Recall the notation (2), (3), 
(4), ( 5 ) , s / { S ) , S ( S ) . 
3. 5 T h e o r e m . Let S be a semigroup which is either weakly reductive or globally 
idempotent. Then the mapping 
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is a homomorphism of GQ(S) onto J'(S) with kernel GCQ(S) so that 
GQ(S)/GCQ(S)=iJt(S). 
Moreover, nAGCQ(S) = GZ(S) and = for all (A, e)^GQ(S). 
P r o o f . Using part a) of 3. 3, for any (A, Q), (<P, I j / ) £ G Q ( S ) and S, we have 
Ax, e)s («>,*) = <P " 1 ~1 *e) = '1J (Q<P) = sSU9> = sda> e) („, ^ 
and hence X IS a homomorphism. Let (A, q)^GQ(S). Then (A, e ) £ k e r y if and only 
if <5(/.,<,)~('fl(S), 'n(S))> equivalently —s for all s£S, which can be written 
as sg = Xs for all s£S. By part b) of 3. 3, the latter is equivalent to (A, q)£CQ(S). 
Consequently (A, Q) £ ker % if and only if (A, Q) £GS2(S) PI CQ(S) = GCi2(S) as 
required. The equality NA GCQ(S) = CZ(S) follows f rom part c) of 3. 3. For (A, £>)£ 
£GQ(S) and £ i2(S), we have 
where for any s £ S , 
(ps = [(p(sd{x]e))]du^=-?rl[(p(Xse~i)]Q = U-l(pX)s 
and analogously s i p i ipg), which implies 
(<P, IT>)=(*~ L <PIQ~ L IL 'E) = ( * , E Y I ( ( P , </0 (A, E )=(«> , E )• 
Consequently 5 (A>e>=e (A e ) proving the last assertion of the theorem. 
It is clear that for the case when S is a group, the foregoing result reduces to 
the familiar theorem in group theory. If S is weakly reductive, we may identify 
fl(S) and S; the last assertion of the above theorem then states that the generalized 
inner automorphisms are the restrictions of inner automorphisms of S2(S) to S. 
In particular, for the case of 91) and i2(S') = fi(9Jl, 91), with the obvious 
identifications, where 93?, is a pair of dual vector spaces over a (not necessarily 
commutative) field 0 , the set of all "quasi-inner au tomorphisms" of MALCEV forms a 
proper subgroup of J{S) as shown by ROSENBERG ([13], p. 125). 
It should be noted that in general GCQ(S)^CGQ(S). Fo r example, if 
S=J/°(G; I, I; A) is a Brandt semigroup, it can be shown that the equality fails 
to occur only in the case when G is trivial and / has exactly 2 elements (stated by 
HOEHNKE [9], Satz 1), in which case GQ(S) is of order. 2 and GCQ(S) is trivial. 
In section 6 we will discuss a similar example when S is cancellative. Further prop-
erties of the concepts discussed above, as well as the proofs omitted here, can be 
found in [11]. 
4. The congruence <rs. We have seen in the preceding section that for. a semi-
group S with identity, Z(S) can be identified with C(S). If S is also a group, GZ(S) = 
= Z{S) and we may consider 5 as a Schreier extension of Z ( S ) by S/Z(S). The fol-
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lowing will show how this can be generalized to the situation in which S is a semi-
group satisfying relatively weak conditions. 
4. 1 D e f i n i t i o n . For any semigroup S, let as be the equivalence relation on S 
whose classes are the orbits of GZ(S). Hence for any a, b£S, aosb if and only if 
there exists X£GZ(S) such that a—lb. 
It is immediate that as is a congruence relation on S. We will often write a 
instead of as if there is no danger of confusion. If S has an identity element, then 
the classes of as coincide with the orbits of GC(S). In particular, for any semigroup 
S and a, b£S, naaa(S)nb if and only if na — (X, g)nb for some (X, g)£GCQ(S), which 
is in turn equivalent to na = n ; b in view of (1). Consequently, for a weakly reductive 
semigroup S, we have naon^S)nb if and only if aasb. In such a case, if we identify 
77(S) with S, we may write < ^ , ^ = <7,;. 
It follows from the definition of a that GZ(S) acts as a transitive group of 
permutations on each a-class. If GZ(S) acts simply transitively on each cr-class, we 
will show that S can be expressed as a Schreier extension of GZ(S) by S/o in the 
sense of the following (cf. [12]) 
4. 2 D e f i n i t i o n . Let g be a semigroup, <P be an (additively written) abelian 
group, and let [ , ].QXQ be a function satisfying 
(6) [a, b] + [ab, c] = [a, be] + [b, c] (a, b,ciQ). 
Let S = QX<P together with the multiplication 
(a, a) (6, P) = (ab, [a, b] + <x + p). 
(It is easy to verify that (6) is equivalent to associativity.) We call S a Schreier exten-
sion of <P by Q and denote it by (Q, $,,[ , ] ) . ' - ' 
We are now in a position to prove the desired result. It should now be noted 
that a sufficient condition on a semigroup 5 in order that GZ(S) act simply transitively 
on each <r-class is weak cancellation, viz., the conjunction of xa—ya and ax=ay 
implies x=y. For if X^GZ(S) and a = Xb = X'b, then for any x£S, (Xx)a = x(Xa) = 
= x(X'a) = (X'x)a and analogously a(Xx) = a(X'x), which by weak cancellation yields 
X=X'. 
4. 3 T h e o r e m . A semigroup S for which GZ(S) acts simply transitively on each 
a-class is isomorphic to a Schreier extension of GZ(S) by S/cr. 
P r o o f . Let Q — SIa and arbitrarily choose a system {za}agQ of representatives 
of (7-classes. Letting $ = GZ(S), define a function [ , ]:QXQ by the require-
ment: [a, b]f<P for which [a, b]zc = zazb where zcozazb. Next define a function / on 
G X ' ^ B Y : 
Xix— (a, X) if xGf-class a and Xza = x. 
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The hypothesis on $ implies that x is a .bijection of S onto QX<P. For xx = (a, A), 
yx. = (f>,n), {xy)x=(c, v), we obtain 
(A/i [a, b])zc = In {[a, b]zc}=A/i (za zb)=(Az„) (fizh)=xy 
which by simple transitivity implies A/t[a, 6] = v. Writing <P additively, we obtain 
OX)(y/ . ) = (a, A)(b, n) = (ab, [a, b]+l+n) = (xy)y_ 
which shows that x ¡ s a homomorphism. Condition (6) on [ , ] is equivalent to as-
sociativity and hence follows here f rom the associativity in S. Therefore x ¡ s a n 
isomorphism of S onto (Q, <P, [ , ]) as required. 
If S has an identity element 1, then 1 can be chosen as the representative of 
its cr-class e, which then yields [a, e] = [e, a ] = 0 where 0 in additive notation stands 
for the identity function. This is the usual "initial condition" imposed on "Schreier 
extensions" in group, ring, or semigroup theory (see REDEI [12]) . Conversely, if 
S-(Q, [ , ]), e is the identity of Q, and [a, e] = [e, a] = 0 for all a£Q, then (e, 0) 
is the identity of S. In such a case, the mapping a -*(e, a) (a 6 $ ) embeds $ into S in 
a natural way. For the Schreier extensions of semigroups S and S' constructed above, 
we have the following isomorphism criterion. 
4 . 4 T h e o r e m . Let S and S' satisfy the condition in 4 .3 , and let 
T=(Q, <P, [ , ]), T' = (Q', </>', [ , ]') be the isomorphic copies of S and S', respectively, 
as in 4. 3. Then S = S' if and only if there exists an isomorphism 8 of Q onto Q' and for 
each afQ there is a bijection r\a of $ onto <P' such that 
(7) w + ^p+Wbe]'= r,ah([a,b]+u+P) (a,b£Q, «,/*€*). 
P r o o f . Suppose first that S = S". Then there exists an isomorphism i// of T 
onto T'. It is easy to see that (a, a)aT(b, fi) if and only if a—b. It follows f rom 3. 4 
that an isomorphism preserves a-classes. Consequently there exists an isomorphism 0 






commutative, where cp and <p' are canonical homomorphisms, and (a,a)£ = a, 
(a', u')tI' = a' for cr-classes (a, a) and (a', a') of T a n d T', respectively. Hence for any 
(a, a ) e r and (a, a)t// = (b, P), we obtain (a, u)(p£0 = (a, a)£0=a9 and (a, a)\j/(p't;' = 
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=(b, P)(pfQ'= (b, P)i' = b, and thus ad = b. N o w writing p in the form we see that 
(8) (a,oi)il/ = (aO,riaa) (a£Q, <*€*)' 
where is a mapping of into <i>' for every a£Q. Thus for any (a, a), (b, P)dT, 
we have 
(a, c#(6, W = (aO, riJ) = ((a0)(M), [«0, + 
[(a, a)(6, / W = [a, = ((aft)0, » U f o 6]+<*+/D) 
which implies (7). For any a^Q and a'£<J>' there exists a£<i> such that (a,a)ip = 
—(a0, a ' ) since both ip and 0 are onto. By (8), we must have rj„a = a proving that rj 
maps $ onto <P'. If rjaix = t]aP, then by (8), we have (a, a)tj/ = (a, ft)*]/ so that a—P 
since \j/ is one-to-one. Thus r]a is a bijection. 
Conversely, if the funct ions 0 and t]a are given as in the theorem, then \j/ given 
by (8) is.easily seen to be an isomorphism of T on to F ' , which in turn implies the 
existence of an isomorphism of S onto S'. 
We have seen in the proof that the converse is valid without Q — S/(Ts, Q' = S'jos,. 
Hence for arbitrary Schreier extensions T=(Q, <£, [ , ]) and T' = (Q', <P',[ , ]'), 
4. 4 furnishes sufficient conditions for their isomorphism. However, they are in 
general not necessary, for it could happen that but Q ^ Q ' . Furthermore, 
in the case of 4. 4, <P and 0 ' are isomorphic which is not explicit in these condi-
tions. 
5. A dense embedding. We will now establish that for a left or. right reductive 
globally idempotent semigroup Q, a Schreier extension of an abelian group 0 by 
Q can be embedded (and in some special way) into several semigroups which are 
wreath products of a semigroup of t ransformat ions on Q and First we recall the 
pertinent definitions. 
If B is an ideal of a semigroup A, then A is an ideal extension of B; if in addi-
tion the equality congruence on A is the only congruence on A whose restriction 
to B is the equality congruence on B, then A is a dense extension of 5 ; if also A is, 
under inclusion, a maximal dense extension of A, then B is a densely embedded ideal 
of A. A subsemigroup C of A is a densely embedded subsemigroup if C is a densely 
embedded ideal of its idealizer iA{C) in A. An isomorphism cp of a semigroup D 
into A is a dense embedding if Dq> is a densely embedded subsemigroup of A, and 
we say that D can be densely embedded in A. Using the concepts of a left ideal, left 
idealizer, etc., one defines analogously an l-densely embedded ideal, subsemigroup, 
embedding etc. For an extensive discussion concerning these concepts, see G L U S K I N 
15], [6]. 
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Let X be a nonempty set, P a semigroup of t ransformat ions on X, written 
on the left, and let G be a group. On S = PXG define a multiplication by 
\ci,(p)(a',(p') = (a.a',(p"-(p') 
where (<pa • cp')x = (<pax)((p'x) (x £ X). Then S is a semigroup called the (left) 
wreath product of P and G and will be denoted by PwlG. 
The following discussion is motivated by ([6], Section 1). 
Let g be a right reductive semigroup, i.e., ax=bx for all x£Q implies a=b, 
let $ be an abelian group, and let S=(Q, <?>,[, ]) be a Schreier extension of 4> 
by Q. 
Let A£A(S); then for any (a, a)^S we have 
(9) A(a, «) = (£(«, a), 6>(a, a)). 
for some functions £ and 0. Hence 
[A(a, a )](è, fi) = [ç{a, a), 0(a, a))(b, /?) = a)b, It (a, a), b] + 0(a, «) + /?), 
X[(a, a ) (b , P)] = l(ab, [a, b]+a+p) = '(Z(ab, [a, b] + a + j S ) , 6(ab, [a, b] + a+P)), 
and thus 
(10) S(a,cc)6 = ^(ab,[a,b) + a + P), 
(11) [ç(a,a),bH6(a,a)+P = 9(ab,[a,b]+a+P). 
We substitute P in (10) by p~[a, b]—a and obtain a)b = Ç(ab, p). Since this is 
t rue for all a ,Pi<P, we also have ç (a, fi)b = ç(ab, P), and thus £ (a, ct)b—£ (a, P)b 
for a l l 0 . By right reductivity of Q, we conclude that £(a, «) — £ (a , P), i.e., £(a, a) 
is independent of a and we may write ça instead of c(a, a). But then (10) yields 
(ça)b = ç(ab) so tha t Ç ç A ( Q ) . 
Now (11) implies 
(12) 0(a,oc) = 0(ab,[a,b]+x+p)-tfa,b]-p 
which for P = — [a, b] — a becomes 
(13) 0 ( a , a ) = e(ab,Q>)-[i;a;b] + [a,b] + a. 
For a = 0 , (11) takes on the fo rm 
(14) 0(a,Q) = 0(ab, 0)-[ça, b] + [a, b\. 
Now let r\a — 6(a, 0) fo r all a £ 0 . Substituting d(ab, 0) f rom (14) into (13) in the new 
notation we have 
(15) 9(a, ot) = qa+a ((a,a)eS). • 
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Further, (15) substituted into (12) yields tia+a. - rj(ab)+[a, b]+a+P~[£a, b]--fi and 
thus rj satisfies the condition 
(16) na-ri(ab) = [a,b]-[Za,b] (a,b£Q), 
Hence (9) becomes 
(17) ,X(a, a). = (la, / / a + a ) ((a, cc) £ 5) . 
5. 1 T h e o r e m . With the notation introduced, define a function t¡/ by: 
(18) ij/:X rj) (X^A(S)) 
where and i] £ GQ satisfy (16), and X satisfies (17). Then ip embeds / 1 (5 ) 
into A.(Q)w/(J>. In addition, if Q is globally idempotent, then A(S)ij/ is the largest 
subsemigroup of A(Q)wl<P containing r(S)ij/ as a left ideal. 
P r o o f . If k\l/=(£,rj) and A'I! /=(£' ,r i ' ) , then for any (a,oc)£S, XX'(a,a) = 
= X(£'a, ri'a+oi) = (^'a,rj^a+r]'a+a) which in the multiplicative notation can 
be .written as XX'(a, a) = a, ( f • rj')a + ct). Hence (XX')\p = (&', if • 17') = 
= (£, t ] ) ( r \ ' ) = (Xij/)(X'il/). Thus ij/ is a homomorphism, aiid is clearly one-to-one. 
If (£, ii)£A(Q)w/4> satisfies (16), then X defined by (17) has the property: 
[X(a, a)](b, p) = (¿a, na+a){b, P) == {^a)b, [ f a ^ + tja+a+p) 
= {^(ab), rj(ab) + [a, b]+a+P) = X(ab, [a, b]+a+p) 
= X[(fl,OL)(b,P)]. 
Thus AG/1(5) and fur thermore AT/> = (£, Consequently 
(19) A(S№ = {(.S,n)\Z and t] satisfy (16)}. 
Next let (a, a) £ S and A(aiC()i/f = (£, t]). Then for any (b,P)dS, 
(20) X(a^b,p) = (a,a)(b,p) = (ab,[a,b] + a + p) 
and on the other hand, 
(21) X(a^(b,p)=\i;b,nb+p). 
Comparing (20) and (21), we obtain £ = Xa, r\b = [a, ¿>] + a for all b£Q. Conversely, 
for the pair (A„, tj) with t]b = [a, b]+a. for all b we obtain 
t]b — rj(bc) == [a, b]+oc-[a, bc\—a = [b, c]—[ab;c) = [b, c]—[Xab, c] 
using (6). Consequently 
F(5)iA = {(Xa, t])\r]b = [a, b]+a for some a€tf>}. 
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Suppose now that Q is globally idempotent. Since r(S) is a left ideal of / l (S ) , 
we have that r(S)I// is a left ideal of A(S)\js. Now suppose that (a, T) £/l(5)W/<F 
has the property 
for all 
It follows that (a, x) induces a left translation on r(S)\p, and thus by the isomorphism 
i¡j, there exists X£A(S) such t ha t Xip and (a, T) have the same effect upon r(S)ij/. 
Writing X\j/ = (^,rj), we then have 
(£, N)(K, 8) = (A, R)(XA, 0) ((AFL) 0 ) £ R ( S № ) . 
Hence = oXa, t]x"-0 = Ta« • 0 so that £,Xax=oXax, rjXax+6x = rXax + 9x and thus 
(¿d)x={<rd)x, rj(ax)=x(ax) (a, x £ 0 . Right reductivity of Q implies £ = <T, and 
Q2 = Q implies t] = r. Thus (£, r\) = (a, r) which proves that (<r, T) £ A{S)\p. There-
fore / 1 ( 5 ) ^ is the largest subsemigroup of A(Q)wl<P containing r(S){// as a left 
ideal. 
5. 2 L e m m a . For a right reductive semigroup S, iA(S)(F(S)) = A(S) and r(S) 
is a densely embedded ideal of /4(5). 
P r o o f . Right reductivity of 5 implies that nA is an isomorphism of i2(S) onto 
A(S) mapping / 7 ( 5 ) onto T ( 5 ) . Since / 7 ( 5 ) is a densely embedded ideal of Q(S) 
by ([6],- 1. 3. 5), T ( S ) must be a densely embedded ideal of ^4(5). In particular,-
If A.£i A ( S ) ( r (S)) , then for every o £ 5 , there exists a ' £ 5 such 
that XaX = Xa., where a ' is unique by right reductivity of 5. Define Q on 5 by the 
requirement XaX = Xae ( a£ 5) . Then 
^lab) Q~Kb^ — K i h = K Kq = K (be)' 
(̂OE) b ~ i^-as) ^b = (K A) Xb = Xa (XXb) = Xa Xxb = Xa 
so that (X, Q)eii(S). Consequently XeA(S) proving that iA{S)(F(S)) g J ( S ) . 
5. 3 C o r o l l a r y . For a right reductive semigroup Q, isomorphism (18) induces an 
embedding of 5 into F(Q)wl<P, and if Q2 = Q, it also induces an l-dense and dense 
embedding of 5 into A(Q)wl<P. 
P r o o f . It suffices to compose the isomorphism tf — Xa with ip and apply 5. 1, 
5. 2 and ([6], 1. 3. 5 and 1. 10. 2). 
5. 4 C o r o l l a r y . Every right reductive semigroup 5 for which GZ(S) acts 
simply transitively on each a-class can be embedded into r(Sjcj)wlGZ(S). If 5 is 
also globally idempotent, then 5 can also be l-densely and densely embedded into 
A(Sja)wlGZ(S). 
P r o o f . Apply 4. 3 and 5. 3. 
10 A 
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6. Cancellative semigroups. Fo r the class of cancellative semigroups, we are able 
to prove much stronger statements concerning <rs than in the general case. Throughout 
this section S denotes an arbitrary cancellative semigroup. 
6. 1 P r o p o s i t i o n . For any a,b^S, we have aab if and only if 
(22) aS—bS, Sa=Sb, axb=bxa for all x£S. 
P r o o f . First let a—lb where Xf,GZ(S). For any we obtain ax=(Xb)x= 
=b(Xx)£bS, xa=x(Xb) = (Xx)b£Sb proving aSQbS and Sa^Sb. By symmetry, 
we also have bSQaS and Sb^Sa. Further , axb=ax(Xa)=(Xa)xa=bxa, and thus the 
pair a, b satisfies (22). 
Conversely, let a,b£S satisfy (22). For every x£S there exists a unique S 
such that ax=by. We then define a function X on S by the requirement ax—b(Xx) 
(x£S). Similarly define X' by bx=a(X'x) ( x £ S ) . Then ax=b(Xx)=a(X'Xx) so that 
x=X'Xx and similarly x=XX'x for all x(i S, which shows that X is invertible. Further-
more, X is obviously a left translation of S. Analogously define g on 5 by xa— 
= (xg)b\ a dual proof shows that g is an invertible right translation on S. For any 
x£S, we also have b{Xx)b=axb=bxa=b{xg)b so tha t XX=XQ. But then par t b) of 
3 . 3 implies that (X, g) 6 CQ(S), and hence X£GZ(S). Finally ax=b(Xx) implies 
ax=(Xb)x so that a=Xb. 
6 . 2 C o r o l l a r y . Let S be a cancellative semigroup without idempotents. 
Then there exists a nontrivial group G and a cancellative semigroup V which is an 
ideal extension of S by G° such that GQC( V) if and only if there exist distinct ele-
ments a and b of S for which aS=bS, Sa= Sb, axb=bxa for all x£S. 
P r o o f . The last condition is equivalent to the statement that c r s i s n o t t h e equality 
relation on S, which is in turn equivalent to the assertion that GZ(S) is nontrivial. 
N o w if V — S U G is an extension of S described above, then V is a dense extension 
of S and the canonical homomorph i sm G-~Q(S) provides an isomorphism of G 
into GCQ(S) (see [7] for a general discussion). Hence if G is nontrivial, so is GCQ(S) 
and thus also GZ(S). Conversely, if GZ(S) is nontrivial, then V = SUGCQ(S) 
with the identification of S and n(S), provides an extension of S of the desired 
form. 
For the case of a commutat ive cancellative 5, this corollary reduces to ([8], 
Theorem 4. 4). The next lemma is also of independent interest. 
6. 3 L e m m a . A dense extension of a left cancellative right reductive semigroup 
is left cancellative and right reductive. 
P r o o f . Let V be a dense extension of a left cancellative right reductive semi-
group S1. Let a,b£V and suppose that as=bs for all s£S. In part icular ( t a ) s= 
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= (tb)s for all t, s£S where ta, tb£ S, so by right reductivity of S we obtain ta=tb. 
Consequently as=bs, sa=sb for all s£ S, which by ([7], Theorem 3. 7) implies a = b 
since V is a dense extension of S. In particular, V is right reductive. Suppose next 
that ca—cb for some a,b,c£V. Then (sc)(at)—(sc)(bt) for all s,t£S, where 
sc, at, bt£S. Hence the left cancellation in S yields at=bt for all S. But then a = b 
as we have seen above. Thus V is left cancellative. 
6 . 4 C o r o l l a r y . If S is cancellative, so is Q(S). 
P r o o f . This follows from 6. 3, its dual, and the fact that Q(S ) is a (maximal) 
dense extension of FI(S)==S by ([6], 1. 3. 5). 
Let S be a cancellative semigroup, and for every a(iS denote by a* the cr-class 
containing a. Let aob and (X, g)£Q(S). Then a = <pb for some <p£GZ(S) which 
implies Xa=Xq>b = q>{Xb) and ag = ((pb)g = cp(bg), so that XaoXb and agabg. This makes 
it possible to define the function d below. 
6. 5 T h e o r e m . For a cancellative semigroup S, define a function 0 by: 
(23) 0: (X, Q)-.(I, Q) ((X,e)£Q(S)) 
where 
(24) la* = ( X d f , a*o = {aQf (a €5) . 
Then 6 is a homomorphism of Q(S) into Q(Sjas) and ker 0 — on(S). Moreover Q(S/os) 
is cancellative. 
P r o o f . The discussion before the theorem shows that both 1 and g are single-. 
valued. For any a,b£S, we obtain 
{la*) b* = (Xaf b* = [(Xa) bf = [X (ab)]* = 1 {abf = 1 (a* b*) 
so I £ A (S/o), and dually g£P(S/o); that I and g are linked is verified in a similar 
manner. Thus 0 maps i2(S) into i2(S/<r). For (X, g), (<p, i¡/) 6 Q(S) and a£S, we have 
(J.{p)a* — I((pa*) = X{(pa)* = {X(pa)* = X(pa* 
so that Xcp=X(p and dually gij/ = gip, showing that 0 is a homomorphism. 
Next let (X, g), (<p, i / /)£ Q(S). Then (X, g)0 = (<p, ip)6 is successively equivalent to 
X—ip, g = and to 
(Xa)* = (cpay, (ao)* = (atjj)* (a£S), 
and to 
(25) ' Xaatpa, agaatjj (a£S). 
Suppose that Xaocpa for all a£S. By 6. 1, we have 
(X a)S=((pa)S, S(Xa)=S(<pa), (Xa)x(<pa) = (<pa)x(Xa) (x£S). 
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For a fixed a6 S, as in the proof of 6. 1, we may define y and 3 by: 
(Xa)x = (<pa)(yx), x(Xa) = (x5)(q>a) (x 6 S). 
It follows as in the proof of 6. 1 that (y, 3)^CGQ(S) and Xa—ytpa. Further (ag)a— 
=a(Xa)=a(y(pa)=(a5ip)a so ag=a5tp. For any b f. S we then have a(Xb) — (ag)b= 
—(a5\p)b—a{y(pb) and thus Xb = ytpb. As in the preceding step, this also implies 
bg—b3ip. Consequently (X, g)—(y, 3)(tp, ip) with (y, 3) £GCQ(S) and hence 
0*. Q)<Ti}(S)(<P, <P)-
Note that we have used only the first half of (25) and for a single a. Hence ker OQ 
Conversely, suppose that (X, e)o-n(S)(<p, ip). Then for some (y, 5)6 GCQ(S), we 
have (X, g) — (y, $)(<p, ip), and thus X—ycp, g=5ip. Thus for every a£S, we obtain 
Xa=y((pa) and aQ = (a3)ip = (ya)ip = y(aip), and hence (25) holds since y^GZ(S). 
We have seen above that this is equivalent to (X, g)0 = (cp, \p)0. Consequently 
QkerO, and the equality prevails. 
Suppose that a*c*—b*c*. Then acabc and thus ac = X(bc) for some XcGZ(S). 
But then ac = (Xb)c so that a=Xb and thus a* = b*. It follows that right cancellation 
in S implies right cancellation in S/'a. By symmetry, we conclude ihat Sja is.car. -
cellative, which by 6. 4 implies that Q(S/cr) is cancellative. 
The next result shows that for every element b of a cancellative semigroup S 
we can define a new multiplication on a subset of S in such a way as to make it a 
semigroup isomorphic with Z(S) and for which b acts as the identity element. 
The group of units of this semigroup, as a set, coincides with the <rs-class of b. 
6. 6 T h e o r e m . Let S be a cancellative semigroup. For any b £ S, let 
Zb={a£S\aS<gbS, Sa£ Sh, axb = bxa for all x€ S}, 
and on Ib define multiplications * and o by the formulae: 
aa' — b(a%-a') = (aoa')b. 
Then Ib is dosed under %, the two multiplications coincide, and the mapping ip defined 
by Ip:X—Xb (X£Z(S)) is an isomorphism of Z(S) onto (Ib, In (Ib, b is the 
identity element and (b*, %) = G(Eb, ^)~GZ(S). 
P r o o f . For X^Z(S) and any x£S, we obtain (Xb)x=b(Xx)£bS, x(Xb) = 
= (Xx)b£Sb, (Xb)xb—bx{Xb) which shows that Xb£Zh. If a£Zb, then similarly as 
in the second part of the proof of 6. 1, we may show that X defined by ax = b{Xx) 
(x£S) has the properties X£Z(S) and a=Xb. Thus ip maps Z(S) onto Ib. Tf X, X'Z 
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€Z(S) and Xb=X'b, then for any x£S, (Xx)b=x(Xb)=x(A'b)=(X'x)b so that X = X' 
and \¡t is one-to-one. For X, X' £Z(S), we further have 
b [(Xb) * (X' b)] = (Xb) (X' 6) = ¿> (XX' b) 
so that ( A t / / ) * ( A ' [¡/) = (XX')\¡/ showing that i// is a homomorphism. Therefore \p is 
an isomorphism of Z(S") onto 2"fc, which in particular implies that I b is closed under 
For any a,a'^Ib, we also have 
b(a^a)b = aa'b = ba'a = b(a'oa)b 
and hence a * a ' = a'oa. But the isomorphism Z(S)^(Ib, shows that a%a' = 
= a' * a, and we conclude that and o coincide. It is immediate that b is the identity 
of ( I h , and a comparison with the definition of a s quickly shows that the last 
assertion of the theorem is correct. 
E x a m p l e . Consider the set S= {(a, 6 ) | 0 < a < l , 6 real} under the multiplication 
(a,b)(c,d) = (ac, bc + d). The mapping 
\a 01 
{a, by 
is easily seen to be an isomorphism of S into the multiplicative group of 2 X 2 non-
singular matrices over reals. Thus S is a cancellative semigroup. A straightfor-
ward calculation shows that the translational hull of S can be identified with the 
semigroup 
T={(a, Z>)|0<a;él, b real} 
with elements of T acting on elements of S and multiplying among themselves by 
the same rule as in S. One further verifies easily that 
(i) G(T) = CG(T)={(\,b)\b real} 
(i i) GZ(S) — Z(S) = GC(T) — C(T)={(\, 0)} . 
In particular, GCQ(S) is trivial while CGQ(S) = GQ(S) = CQ(S) is isomorphic 
to the group of additive real numbers. 
In [4] (Chapitre II, § 4 ) DUBREIL defines an "inner automorphism" of a can-
cellative semigroup S as follows. For a £ S such that aS=Sa, define a„ and by 
the formulae: ax = (y.ax)a, xa~a((lax) (s£S). Then a„ and are called inner auto-
morphisms of the first and second category, respectively. It is easy to see that for any 
cancellative semigroup S and (A, Q)^GQ(S), a£S, we have aS=Sa and <xa = 6(Á e) 
if and only if Xa^C(S). In the above example, 
(iii) (a, b)S— S(a, b) for all (a, b) 6 S, 
(iv) C (S ) = 0. 
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Hence S has inner automorphisms of the first (and thus also of the second) 
category but none is a generalized inner au tomorphism in our sense. In the case of 
groups, however, both of these notions reduce to inner automorphisms. For fur ther 
properties of this type of example, see ([1], § 2. 1, exerc. 9). 
7. Commutative cancellative semigroups. Fo r a semigroup S of this class, we can 
give much more precise and complete information concerning the representation 
of S as a Schreier extension of GZ(S) by S/as. We start with some auxiliary results. 
7. 1 L e m m a . A dense extension V of a commutative reductive semigroup S is 
commutative. 
P r o o f . Let a, bZ V; then for any s, t£S, we have s(ab)t=(sa)(bt)=(bt)(sa) = 
=b(sa)t=bs(at)=(bat)s=s(ba)t which by reductivity in S yields sab=sba. Since 
this holds for all s£ S, ([7], Theorem 3. 7) implies ab—ba by density of the extension. 
In fact, the above V is also reductive, which we will not need here. 
7. 2 C o r o l l a r y . If S is commutative and cancellative, so is Q(S). 
P r o o f . This follows f r o m 7. 1 and ([6], 1. 3. 5). 
7. 3. L e m m a . For any commutative semigroup S we have Z(S) — A(S) — A(S). 
P r o o f . If X£A(S), then letting sg = Xs (s£S), we obtain (X, Q)£Q(S), which 
shows that A ( S ) g /T(S). The inclusion A (S) Q Z(S) follows immediately f r o m com-
mutativity. 
We infer that for a commutat ive reductive semigroup, the projection nA furnishes 
an isomorphism of Q(S) on to A (5 ) , and both of these are commutat ive. In order to 
simplify our statements, we introduce the following concept. 
7 . 4 . D e f i n i t i o n . A semigroup S is basic if S is commutative, cancellative, 
and aS=bS implies a=b. 
In view of commutativity and 6. 1, the last condition is equivalent to crs being 
the equality relation. Note that in general as/<T need not be the equality, relation, it 
suffices to take a group G fo r which G/C(G) has a nontrivial center. For the semi-
groups under consideration, we have 
7. 5. P r o p o s i t i o n . Let S be a commutative cancellative semigroup. Then as 
is the smallest congruence x on S for which Sjx is basic. 
P r o o f . At the end. of the proof of 6. 5, we have seen tha t cancellation in S 
implies cancellation in Sjas. Next suppose that a*as,b* where a-~a* is the canonical 
homomorphism of S onto S/a=S*. By 6. 1, we have a* S*=b* S*. Thus for every 
x£S there exists y£S such that a*x* = b*y*. But then (ax)* = (by)* which' implies 
axS=byS. In particular, there exists for which axy = byz, and thus ax—bz. 
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This shows that aSQbS; by symmetry we conclude that aS=bS, i.e., aosb. We 
have proved that a*as,b* implies a*=b*, and S/<jS is basic. 
Next let x be any congruence on S for which S/x is basic, and let a — <5 be the 
canonical homomorphism of S onto S/x = S. If aasb, then aS=bS so 
and since S is basic, it follows that a = b. Hence axb proving that osQx. 
We come now to the principal theorem of this section. It is the culmination 
of the effort to construct commutative cancellative semigroups out of commuta-
tive cancellative semigroups having some special properties and using GZ(S) and S/o. 
7 . 6 T h e o r e m . Let Q be a basic semigroup, 0 be an abelian group, 
S—(Q, 0, [ , ]) be a Schreier extension of 0 by Q, and suppose that 
(26) [a,b] = [b,a] (a,biQ). 
Then S is a commutative cancellative semigroup for which SJos = Q, and GZ(S) = 0. 
Conversely, every commutative cancellative semigroup S is isomorphic to (Q, 0,[ , ]) 
for some basic semigroup Q, abelian group 0, and a function [ , ] satisfying (6) 
and (26). 
P r o o f . Let S be as in the first part of the theorem. A simple calculation shows 
that 5 is both commutative and cancellative. The mapping i l / : (a ,a )—a for all 
(a, a) £ S, is obviously a homomorphism of 5 onto Q. Let (a, a)as(b, (i). Then 
(a, a)S=(b, P)S and hence for any c£Q there exists (d, y)£S such that (a, a)(c, a) — 
= (b, P)(d, y). But then ac=bd which implies aQQbQ. By symmetry, we also have 
bQQaQ so that aQ — bQ. Since Q is basic, we infer that a=b, which in turn im-
plies that (a, a) i j /=(b, P)ij/. Consequently <r s gker [p. To prove the converse, by sym-
metry, it suffices to show that (a, ot)SQ(a, P)S for any a6Q, a, PZ0. Indeed, for 
any (c, y) £ S, we obtain 
(a, a)(c, y) = (ac, [a, c ] + a + y) = (a, p)(c, a + y-p)e(a, P)S. . 
Thus <rs=keri¡/ and S / a s ^ Q . 
We prove next the second isomorphism. Fix b£_Q and let 0 be the identity 
element of 0. For any A<EGZ(S), X(b, 0) is of the form (b, P) for some for 
as we have proved above, (a, oi)as(b, p) if and only if a=b, i.e., X must preserve 
the first entry. Hence we may define a function x f rom GZ(S) into 0 as follows: 
X(b,0) = (b,XX) (A£GZ(S)) . 
For X, X'£GZ(S), we have 
(b, 0) [XX'(b, 0)] = x (b, 0)X'(b, 0) = (b, ; . / ) (b, x' x) = (b2, [b, b)+xx+x' x), 
(b, 0)[Ar(£, 0)] = (b, 0 ) {b , (XX')x) = (b2, [b, b} + (X?.')x), 
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which implies Xx + X'x = W)x, i-e., x is a homomorphism. If Xx—X'x, then X(b, 0) = 
=X'(b,0), and hence for any (a, a ) £ S , 
[X(a, a)] (6, 0) = [X(b, 0)](a, *) = [X'(b, 0)](a, a ) = [k{a, a)](b, 0) 
which shows that X=X', so x is one-to-one. Next let /?€'<£. From what we have seen 
above, it follows that (b, fi)S={b, 0)S. It then follows easily that the function X 
defined by the formula: 
(b, P) (a, a) = (b, 0) (X(a, a)) ((a, a) e S) 
has the properties X^GZ(S) and X(b, 0) = (b, /?). Hence Xx=P proving that x maps 
GZ(S) onto <Z>. Therefore GZ(S) s <Z>. 
The converse follows immediately f rom 4. 3 and 7. 5, formula (26) follows from 
commutativity of S. 
7. 7 C o r o l l a r y . Let S={Q, <P, [ , ]) and S ' = (f i ' , <*>', [ , ] ') where [ , ] and 
[ , ]' satisfy (26), Q and Q' are basic. Then the conditions in 4. 4 are necessary and 
sufficient for isomorphism of S and S'. 
P r o o f . This follows from 7. 6 and the proof of 4 .4 . 
, 7. 8 C o r o l l a r y . Every commutative cancellative semigroup S can be embedded 
into T(Q)wl 0 and l-densely and densely embedded into A (Q)wl0 for some basic semi-
group Q and an abelian group 0. 
P r o o f . This follows f rom 7. 6 and 5. 4. 
As an example, we compute all functions [ , ] for two very simple basic semi-
groups. 
7. 9 P r o p o s i t i o n . Let N be the additive semigroup of positive integers and <P 
be an abelian group. For a sequence {a„}"=, of elements of define a function [ , ] by: 
n—l 
(27) [m, 1] = <x,„, [m,n] = am+ Z Ow-a.) ( m 1 , «&2). 
'=1 
Then [ , ] satisfies both (6) and (26). Conversely, every function [ , ] from N into 0 
satisfying (6) can be so obtained. 
P r o o f . For a function [ , ] defined by (27), it is routine to verify that it satisfies 
(6) and (26). Conversely, let [ , ] be a function f rom N into <i> satisfying (6). We 
let otm = [m, i] ( m £ N ) , then the second part of (27) can be written as 
[m,n] = [m, \]+"2\[m + i, l ] - [ i , 1]) 
;=i 
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The proof of this relation is by induction on n for a fixed m. The case of n= 1 is trivial. 
Suppos ; the formula correct for n. By (6), we have 
[m, n\ + [m + n, 1] = [m, n +l] + [", 1] 
which implies 
[m, n+ 1] = [m, n] + [m + n, 1]-[n, 1] = 
= [m,\] + "z ([m + i,\]-[i,\]) + [m+n,\]-[n,\] = 
= [m, \]+ 2 ([m + i, 1 ] — [/, 1]) 
/= l 
as required. 
7. 10 P r o p o s i t i o n . Let № be the additive semigroup of nonnegative integers 
and <t> be an abelian group. For any sequence {<x„}™=0 of elements of <t> define a func-
tion [ , ] by: [m, 0] = [0, m] = a() for m S 0 and (27) for the remaining values. Then [ , ]. 
satisfies both (6) and (26). Conversely, every function [ , \from № into <P satisfying 
(6) can be so obtained. 
P r o o f . A proof using 7 . 9 and considering the extra elements of the fo ;m 
[m, 0], [0, m] is straightforward and is omitted. 
7. 11 C o r o l l a r y . If S is a cancel/ative semigroup such that S/as is isomorphic 
to either N or №, then S is commutative. 
P r o o f ' By 4. 3, S is isomorphic to a Schreier extension of the abelian group 
GZ(S) and N or № . N o w 7. 9 and 7. 10 imply that the corresponding funct ion [ , ] 
automatically satisfies (26) which implies the commutativity of the Schreier extension 
and thus also of S. 
Since 7. 9 and 7. 10 yield all funct ions [ , ], we are able to construct all Schreier 
extensions of <P by A' or № . Even though 7. 7 gives necessary and sufficient conditions 
for isomorphism of such extensions, we are unable to tell which sequences will yield 
isomorphic semigroups. 
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Isomorphism types of objects in categories 
determined by numbers of morphisms 
By A. PULTR in Prague (Czechoslovakia) 
Consider a category and, for an object a of 21 the family ( |2l(x, a ) ! ) ^ . 31 
of numbers of morphisms f rom all objects of 2t into a. In [3], L . LOVASZ showed 
that the category of finite sets with systems of k-nary relations and the category of 
finite ^-part i te structures have the property tha t this family of numbers determines 
the isomorphism type of a, and used this fact to prove his product cancellation laws. 
Later on, in [2], he developed another method enabling him to prove the cancellation 
laws for general categories. 
In the. present paper a sufficient condition is given (Theorem 2. 2) on a category 
21 to have the property described above (cf. Definition 1. 7 below). Moreover , we 
prove tha t for every category such that there is only a finite number of morphisms 
between any two objects there is a full product preserving embedding into a category 
with that property (Theorems 2. 5 and 3. 3), which gives an information on the 
structure of product semigroups of isomorphism types (Corollary 3. 4). Also, a 
proof is given of one of LOVASZ' cancellation laws which is not an immediate con-
sequence of the property above, for general categories, but based on the original 
idea f rom [3]. In fact, the proof of Theorem 2. 2 also exploits the idea f rom [3] in 
general categorial language. 
§ 1. Preliminaries 
1. 1. D e f i n i t i o n s a n d n o t a t i o n . The category of sets (finite sets) and their 
mappings will be denoted by Set ( S e t / ) . If 21 is a category, the symbol 2( is also 
used for the natural func tor 2 F P X 2 [ — Set (i.e., 21 (a, b) is the set of morphisms f r o m 
a into b in. 21, 2l(<p, \jj)(a)=^ja(p). 
A morphism e:a-*-b in 2t is said to be a quotient in 21, if lb is its image. The set 
of quotients f rom a into b is denoted by Quo (a, b). The set of monomorph i sms 
and.isomorphisms f rom a into b is denoted by M o n o (a, b) and Iso (a, b), respectively. 
If M is a set, |A/1 is its cardinality. 
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If A is a small category and S a category, S74 designates the category of all 
functors A —SB and their transformations. 
1.2. R e m a r k . Obviously, the quotients which are epimorphisms are exactly 
the well known extremal epimorphisms. 
1.3. D e f i n i t i o n . A category 21 is said to be quasifinite if every 2l(a, b) is 
finite. On the other hand, the expression locally finite will be preserved for categories 
with only a finite number of non-equivalent monomorphisms into each object 
(in accordance with the common use of "locally small" and "colocally small"). 
1.4. The following well known statements will be used without mentioning 
(they are either explicitely in textbooks or quite trivial to prove): 
1) If <p = ¡1-e and /i is an image of <p, then £ is a quotient. 
2) If <p = p-s with a monomorphism ¡.i and a quotient e, then p. is an image 
of <p. 
3) If 21 has equalizers and 8 is a quotient in 21 then e is an epimorphism. 
4) A locally finite category with intersections has images. 
5) If 93 is complete (cocomplete, finitely complete, finitely cocomplete) then 
every 23/1 is. The evaluation functors —© preserve limits and colimits, conse-
quently, monomorphisms and epimorphisms. 
6) If A is finite and © locally finite then ©^ is locally finite. 
1. 5. L e m m a (coincides with Lemma 1 in [2]). Let 2I(a, a), 21 (b, b) be finite, let 
H'.a -*b, v:b->-a be monomorphisms (epimorphisms, resp.). Then ¡j. and v are iso-
morphisms. 
P r o o f . Theçe are integers « S 0 , / c > 0 with (v/i)"+k = (v//)". Since v/j, is a mono-
morphism,. hence, v((nv)k~i ¡.i)= 1. Thus, v is a retraction and a monomorphism, 
hence an isomorphism. 
1. 6. L e m m a . Let 21 be locally finite quasifinite, let x, a, b be its objects, T a 
system of objects of 21 containing exactly one représentant of each isomorphism class. 
Then there are only finitely many (p\x-*d such that d£T and |Mono (d, a)\ ^ 
^ |Mono (d, 6)|. 
P r o o f . If |Mono (d, a ) | ^ | M o n o (d, 6)|, at least one of them is not zero. Since 
no two d, t£T are isomorphic and 21 is locally finite, there are only finitely many such 
d. Since 21 is quasifinite, the statement follows. 
1.7. D e f i n i t i o n . A semifinite category 2t is said to be combinatorial if 
(Vx |2 i (x , a) | = |2f(jc, è)|) implies that a is isomorphic to b. 
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§ 2. A sufficient condition for a category to be 
combinatorial. Consequences 
2. 1. T h e o r e m . Let a, b be objects of 11 such that every <p \ a-*b has an image. 
Let T be a system of objects of 21 containing exactly one représentant of each 
isomorphism class. Then 
ma,b)\=2 |Iso(i , O r M Q u o O , t)\-\Mono{t,b)\. 
tiT 
P r o o f . Define an equivalence relation e. on Rt = Quo (a, ( ) X M o n o (t, b) by 
(e, p)et(e', p ) iff ps = p'e'. Thus, |2t(a, b)\ = 2 \RJet\- O'1 the other hand (see 
T 
1. 4. 2)) obviously 
\R,/e,\ = |Tso (t, 0 I _ 1 • IQuo (a, t)\• |Mono (/, b)\. 
2. 2. T h e o r e m . Let 21 be a locally finite quasifinite category with images such 
that every quotient is an epimorphism. Then it is combinatorial. 
P r o o f . Let |2t(i, a)\ = |2t(i, i>)] for every t£T (T f rom 2. 1). We shall prove 
that then |Mono (t, a) | = |Mono (t, b) | for every t^T which shall prove the statement 
by 1.5. Thus, let |Mono (t, a)\ ^ |Mono (t, b)\. By 2 . 1 , 
0 = 2 - ( |Mono (d, a)| - |Mono (d, è)|) + ( |Mono (i, a)| - | M o n o (t, b)|). 
(î s, |Iso (a, d)\ 
(Quo (t, i ) = Iso (/, t) by 1 .5 and the assumption on quotients). Thus, there is a 
non-isomorphic quotient e(t):t -~-t such that |Mono (i, |Mono (I, b)\. Put t0 = t, 
tn+i = h> e« = E ( 0 - By there are natural k and n>k with Ek-ek-1 = 
= £„_ ^ £q . By the assumption on quotients, thus, en £ f c+1 = 1. Hence 
£ t + 1 is a coretraction and an epimorphism, so that it is an isomorphism, which is a 
contradict ion. 
2 . 3 . C o r o l l a r y . Every locally finite quasifinite finitely complete category is 
combinatorial. 
P r o o f . Since it is locally finite and has finite intersections, it has images (see 
e.g. [4]). Since it has equalizers, the quotients are epimorphisms. 
2. 4. R e m a r k . Theorem 2. 2 holds also under dual conditions. It suffices to use 
an analogon of 2. 1 with coimage decomposit ion of the morphisms, epimorphisms 
instead of quotients and subobjects (i.e. morphisms with the identity for a coimage) 
instead of monomorphisms. 
2. 5. T h e o r e m . For every finite category A there is a full product preserving 
embedding <I>: A C with C combinatorial. 
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P r o o f . The Yoneda embedding y : ^ - S e t f ^ o p (given by Y{a)(b)=A{b, a), 
Y((p)b=A((p, lfr)) is a full product preserving embedding. By 2. 3 and 1.4. 5) 6), 
Setf / t°" is combinator ia l . . 
2. 6. As an immediate consequence of 2. 5 and of the trivial fact that 
|2l(x, aXb)| = | 2 l ( x - a ) | • |2l(x, 6)| we obtain (exactly like the analogous statements 
for special categories in [3]) the general LOVASZ' cancellation laws f rom [2] (we re-
formulate them slightly): 
1) Let /j = l and a" be isomorphic to b" in a category 91. If there is only a finite 
number of morphisms between a, b, a" then a is isomorphic to b. 
2) Let aXc be isomorphic to bXc in 91, let 21 (d, c) be non-void. If there is 
only a finite number of morphisms between a, b, c, aXc, aXd, bXd then aXd is 
isomorphic to bXd. 
By duality, analogous statements hold for copowers and sums. 
2: 7. Now, we shall show that also the one cancellation law which is not an im-
mediate consequence of combinatorial i ty (Theorem 4 in [2]) can be proved in a way 
analogous to that of Theorem 5 in [3]. 
T h e o r e m . Let a, b, c, d be objects o / 2 i such that there is only a finite number of 
morphisms between them, let 
a b 
«/ t / . ' 
> 
c c 
be products. Then there is an isomorphism 5:d-*d such that y' • 5 ~ y. 
P r o o f . Let A be the full subcategory of 21 generated by a,b,c,d, Y:A — SetF1"" 
the Yoneda embedding (see 2. 5), denote by 
k\Y(d) — Y(a)X Y(c), k':Y(d) - Y(b)XY(c) 
the natural equivalences defined by kx(/.i) — (ap, yn), k'x(^i} — ((ifX, y f i ) . Let B be the 
category the objects of which are couples (x , f ) with x an object of A, t!;:x—c, the 
morphisms f rom (x, <!;) into ( j , r\) being the triples (£, cp, i f ) with cp\y^x such that 
c,(p = tj. U:B-Aop is defined by U(x, £) = x , . £/(£, tp, r\) = q>, U *: Setf4"" - S e t f " by 
U * ( f ) = foU, U*(T) = TU. U* obviously preserves products (see 1 .4 .5) ) . 
Finally, define a functor L: Setf® — Seif'4"" by 
L ( f ) ( x ) = U{/(x, i )X{£} l£ = * - c}, £ ( / ) (<?)(« , £) = ( / « , cp, £<p)(u), 
. and 
L ( T ) " ( « , S ) = (T (»-«(M), i ) f o r i : f ~ g . 
Let e:B — S e t / be the constant func tor defined by e(a) = l { 0 ) . It is a singleton of 
S e t / B a n d we have a t ransformation r:e — V* Y(c), namely that defined by T(* ,?)(0) = £. 
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Thus, since S e t / B is combinatorial and since U* preserves products , we have by 
2. 6. 2) an isomorphism 9: U* Y{a) U* Y(b). Now, consider k'-1'-L(9)-k: Y(d)~ 
— Y(d). Since Y is full, it is equal to some 7(5) with 5\d-*d. We have 
y'd=p2k'\d)=p2{L^Y{a, y)) = p ( a ) , y) = y 
(p2 is the natural projection A(d, b)XA(d, c) — A(d, c)). 
§ 3. Embedding of infinite categories into 
combinatorial ones 
3 . 1 . In this paragraph we shall use the following known statements: 
1) Let A, B, C be categories, A small and C cocomplete (or A finite, B quasi-
finite and Cfinitely cocomplete) .Let F:A -*Bbe a functor , let F*:CB -*CA be defined 
by F * ( f ) =foF, F*(x) = xF. Then F* has a left adjoint . 
2) If F is a full embedding and L a left adjoint to F*, then F*oL s= 1. 
3) Let C be Set or Setf, Y1:Aop^CA, Y2\Bop-^CB the Yoneda embeddings, 
F:A — 5 arbitrary, F':Aop-~Bop given by the same formula as F, L a left adjoint to 
F*. Then Lo Yl = Y2oF'. 
The first one is, in substance, due to K a n and a proof can be found in [5], p. 74, 
the second to Freyd. The third is due to Isbell ([1]). 
3. 2. R e m a r k . The functor L f rom 2. 7 is the left adjoint to V* granted by 
3. 1. 1). 
3. 3. T h e o r e m . For every quasifinite category 21 there is a full product preserving 
embedding into a combinatorial category ©. 7/~2t is finite, © can be found countable, if 
21 is small infinite, 23 can be jound with ¡2l| = |23|. 
P r o o f . For a full finite subcategory A of 21 denote by JA the embedding A cr2f, 
by LA a left adjoint to JA: Setf3 '"" — Setf4"". 
Denote by ffi the full subcategory of Setf®"' generated by the functors iso-
morphic to those of the form L A { f ) . By 3. 1. 3), the Yoneda embedding 7 :21 - S e t f 3 , o p 
maps 21 into Thus , a full product preserving embedding is obtained. Now, it 
suffices to show that © is combinatorial . We have g) S e t f x ( / , JAg) always 
finite. Let g, = LAi(ht), / = 1 , 2 , be such that , for every g, |®te,g,)| = | ® ( g , £ 2 ) | . 
Denote by A the full subcategory of 21 generated by At and A2, by J, the embedding 
A ¡a A, by Li a left adjoint to J*. Obviously LA s LAoLi and hence gt^LA(h'i) 
where /¡; = Z.,. (/;,.). For any f:A - Setf, by 3. 1. 2)' 
|Se tP°" ( / , h[)\ = |Setf-4""( f JZLJh;))] = \V(LAf 
Thus, since Setf'4"" is combinatorial , we have h\ ^ h ' 2 and hence g , =g2. 
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3 . 4 . C o r o l l a r y . Let 21 be a quasifinite category, let S be the partial binary 
algebra the elements of which are isomorphism types of objects of 21, with product 
(sum, resp.) as the partial operation. Denote by N the multiplicative semigroup of 
natural numbers. Then, for M suitably large, S is isomorphic to a subalgebra of NM. 
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A note on small categories with zero 
By STEFAN SCHWARZ in Bratislava (CSSR) 
Let S be a semigroup with zero 0. We say that an idempotent e is a categorical 
left unit if ex is either x or 0 for any x £ S. An idempotent e is a categorical right unit 
if xe is either x or 0 for any x £ S. 
A semigroup with zero is called categorical at zero if abc = 0 implies either 
ab=0 or bc=0. 
In accordance with [1] we define: . 
D e f i n i t i o n . A semigroup with 0 is called a small category with zero if it satisfies 
the following two conditions: 
C , . To any non-zero element a there is a categorical left unit e,(a) and a 
categorical right unit er(a) such that et(a)-a = a• er(a) = a. 
C2. S is categorical at zero. 
For brevity we shall denote in the following a small category with zero as a 
C-semigroup. 
The connection between category theory and C-semigroups is well known. 
C-semigroups have been studied by several authors, in particular by H O E H N K E (see 
e.g. [2]). 
The purpose of this note is to prove a theorem concerning the relation between 
C-semigroups and a class of semigroups called dual semigroups introduced by the 
author ([3], [4]). 
1 
The following is partly presented in [1] in form of Exercises: 
L e m m a 1 . In a semigroup satisfying Condition C , we have: 
a) er(a), et(a) are uniquely determined. 
b) a£Sa, a£aS, in particular S2 = S. 
c) Any categorical left unit of S is a categorical right unit of S. 
With respect to c) we may speak (in a semigroup satisfying Q ) about the set 
of all non-zero categorical idempotents £ S. This set will be denoted by E. £ is a 
11 A 
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subset of the set of all non-zero idempotents E0 and simple examples show that E 
can be a proper subset of E0. 
Note that if card E— 1, i.e. E={e}, then e is the two-sided unit element of S. 
Let e , , e2 £E and et ¿¿e2. Then f l Se2 •= 0. For if there were 0 ^ Set f t 
f l Se2 we would have a — beJ=ce2 (b,c£S), hence a = ael =ae2, a contradiction 
to a). Since any a£S can be written in the form a=ae, e^E, we have 
L e m m a 2. Any semigroup satisfying Condition C j can be written in the form 
S= U Sea= (J exS, 
e.iE e„ZE 
where SeaC1 Sefi = caSCle^S — 0 for 
L e m m a 3. If ex,e2^E and exjie2, then e , e 2 = 0 . 
P r o o f . Suppose that e t e 2 t ^O . Then since both e, and e2 are categorical.units 
we have e]e2 = el and ele2 = e2, hence el=e2, contrary to the assumption. 
We now use Condition C 2 . 
L e m m a 4 . If S is a C-semigroup, e£E and 0 ¿ ¿ a d S e , 0 r ^ b ^ e S , then ab0. 
P r o o f . ab=aeb=0 implies either ae=0 or eb=0, i.e. either a=0 or 6 = 0 . 
R e m a r k . There are' large classes of semigroups satisfying Condition C 2 . E.g., 
a 0-simple semigroup containing a 0-minimal left ideal (in particular a completely 
0-simple semigroup) is categorical at zero. (For a proof see [1], Lemma 8, 23, p. 86.) 
2 
In [3] (see also [1], pp. 29—30) we have introduced the notion of a dual semi-
group. If S is a semigroup with zero and A a subset of S, the left and right anniliila-
tors r(A) and 1(A) are defined by r(A)= S | / i x = 0 } , 1(A)-{x€ S\xA =0} . 
A semigroup with zero is called dual if for any left ideal L of S we have 
l[r(L)] = L and for any right ideal R of S we have /•[/(/?)] = JR. 
Ciearly 1(A) a n d r(A) are left and right ideals, respectively. 
It has been proved in [4] that in a dual semigroup S any left ideal of S contains 
a 0-minimal left ideal of 5. If L0 is a 0-minimal left ideal of S, then r(L0) is a maximal 
right ideal of S. Analogously for right ideals. Also if for two left ideals we have 
then r(Lx)^r(LJ. 
Recall for fur ther purposes: A semigroup S is called a 0-direct union of its two-
sided ideals Ma, ot£A, if 
S= (J and MaMp = Mxf}MD = 0 for oc^p. 
aiA 
We now prove the following 
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T h e o r e m . A small category with zero is a dual semigroup if and only if it is a 
0-direct union of completely 0-simple dual semigroups. 
P r o o f . 1. Let S be a C-semigroup. Consider the left ideal Se, eZE. Since 
Se-fS = 0 for every f^e(e,fZ E), we have r(Se) 3 {\JfS\fZE,f^e}. By Lemma 4 
f . 
for any aZeS we have Se-a 0. Hence r(Se) = {\JfS\fZE,f?±e}. 
f 
We next prove: If S is moreover dual, then Se is a 0-minimal left ideal of S. 
Let L^0 be a left ideal of S, Se. By duality we have r(Se)£r(L). Hence r(L) g 
^ { ' J f S \ f Z E, /V e\ and r(L) f l eS -/- 0. There exists therefore an element aZ.eS 
such that La — 0. This constitutes a contradiction since for any bZL, b?±0 and 
aZeS, a^O we have (by Lemma 4) ba?±0. Hence Se is a 0-minimal left ideal of S1. 
Call two ideals Al^A2 of S quasidisjoint if Alf)A2 = 0. 
Lemma 2 implies that S is a union of pairwise quasidisjoint 0-minimal left 
ideals of 5. Analogously, S is a union of pairwise quasidisjoint 0-minimal right 
ideals of S. It is known (see e.g. [1], Theorem 6, 39) that such a semigroup is a 
0-direct union of completely 0-simple semigroups. Hence we may write 
. S = \ j M x , MxMa = Mxf] Mp = 0 for a^p, 
xiA 
where Mx (a £ A) runs through all 0-minimal two-sided ideals of S. 
Now it is easy to see that a semigroup which is a 0-direct union of its ideals is 
dual iff each of the ideal components is dual. (For an explicit proof see [4].) Hence 
each Mx (a Z A) is dual. 
2. Suppose conversely that S is a 0-direct union of completely 0-simple dual 
semigroups: S = U Mx, = MXC\ Mfi = 0 for a^P-
Recall (see [4]) that a completely 0-simple dual semigroup Ma can be written 
in the form Mx = (J Mxe = U eMx with Mxey C\Mxe2 = 0 and e1MaC\ 
C\e2Mx = 0 for e, ^ e 2 , and any non-zero idempotent ZMX is a categorical unit ' 
of Ma. This immediately implies that the 0-direct union S = U Ma satisfies Condi-
AIA 
tion Cx. Since (by the Remark after Lemma 4 above) each Mx is categorical at zero, 
S is clearly also categorical at zero. Hence S satisfies Condition C 2 . This proves 
our Theorem. 
R e m a r k 1. In [4] we have proved that any dual semigroup satisfies Condition 
and, moreover, in any dual semigroup every non-zero idempotent is a categorical 
unit. This implies: 
C o r o l l a r y 1. A dual semigroup which is. not a 0-direct union of completely 
0-simple dual semigroups is not categorical at zero. 
it* 
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R e m a r k 2 . Recall the following notions. An element a ^ O of a C-semigroup 
S is called invertible, if there is an element such that aa' = e,(a), a'a=er(a). 
Further , a regular semigroup is said to be primitive if each of its non-zero idempotents 
is primitive. Using the known results mentioned in [1] (p. 79) and the fact proved 
in [5] (see also [4]) that any 0-simple dual semigroup is completely 0-simple, we have 
the following 
C o r o l l a r y 2 . For a semigroup with zero the following statements are equi-
valent: 
1. S is a small category with zero which is a dual semigroup. 
2. S is a 0-direct union of O-Simple dual semigroups. 
3. S is a small category with zero every non-zero element of which is invertible. 
4. S is a primitive inverse semigroup. 
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Hausdorff operators 
By N. K. SHARMA in Bloomington (Indiana, U.S.A.) 
If x={x, ,x2,x3, ...} is any complex sequence and if C 0 is the Cesaro matrix 
1 " 
then (C 0 x)„ , the «th term of the transformed sequence, is given by — 2 xk. The 
n *=i 
Cesaro matrix belongs to a class of triangular matrices which are known as Haus-
dorff matrices In [1] A . B R O W N , P . R . HALMOS, and A . L . SHIELDS have shown that 
the Cesaro matrix defines a bounded operator on I2, whose spectrum is {z: |z — 11 s ]} 
and that it is hyponormal. Whether or not this operator is subnormal is left by 
them as an open question. T. L. KRIETE, III, and DAVID T R U T T in [3] show that 
the Cesaro operator on / 2 is subnormal. We show that certain more general Ha-
usdorff matrices as operators on I2 are also subnormal. 
In [1] the continuous analogues of the Cesaro matrix are also studied. In par-
ticular, it is shown that if C and denote the continuous analogues of C 0 on L 2 (0 , 1) 
and on L2(0, respectively, then /—C* is a simple unilateral shift and I— C* is 
a simple bilateral shift. We show that I—T^/N, in the notation of [4], as an operator 
on L2(0, 1) (or L2(0, is a simple unilateral shift (or a simple bilateral shift) 
for a > 1/2. I wish to thank Professors B. E. RHOADES and J . P . WILLIAMS for many 
fruitful conversations. I am grateful to the referee for his comments which resulted 
in simplifying the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4. 
Theorem 1. Let A = (ank) be a real triangular matrix which is a bounded operator 
on I2. Then cr(A), the spectrum of A, is symmetric about, the real axis. 
P r o o f . Let A = a+ib be any complex number such that b?£0. Then 
A-AI ={A-aI)-ibI = b ^ ( A - a I ) - i ^ . 
Since A is real, -i- ( A — a l ) is real. Therefore, it suffices to show that i is not in cr(A) 
if and only —iis not. Since A — il and A + il are clearly one-one, it suffices to show 
that both are simultaneously onto. But if x, y, u, v are real sequences in / 2 then 
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(A + iJ)(x + iy) = u+iv implies (A —il)(x—iy) = u—iv and vice versa! Hence the 
theorem follows. 
C o r o l l a r y . Let H be a Hausdorff matrix with real entries which is a bounded 
operator on I2. Then a(H) is symmetric about the real axis. 
T h e o r e m 2. Every Hausdorff matrix H that is a bounded operator on I2 is sub-
normal. 
P r o o f . We know from [3] that /— C 0 is subnormal with a cyclic vector. It 
follows f rom [2] that / / c o m m u t e s with I— C0. The theorem now follows from [5]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. For each 1/2 let Ba be the operator defined on L2(0, by 
Baf(x) = f(x)-(2a~ l)*-1 Jf(s)s-°ds. 
X 
Note that By = I—C* is the operator studied in [1]. It follows from [4] that Ba 
is a bounded operator. 
T h e o r e m 3. Ba is a simple bilateral shift on L2(0, °=>). 
P r o o f . Consider the map Ta:L2(0, - L 2 ( 0 , such that for a n y / i n L2{0,~) 
T a f ( x ) = \2a-\ x"-1 f{x2a~l). 
A change of variable argument shows that Ta is norm preserving. It is easy to check 
that T~1 = Tb where b = ^ ^ . Hence Ta is unitary. Observe also that for any / 
inL2(0'TO) TaBJ=BaTaf 
Hence Ba is unitarily equivalent to /?, . Since Bi is a simple bila'eral shift [1, Theo-
rem 5], it follows that Ba is also a simple bilateral shift. 
Since the spectrum of a simple bilateral shift is the unit circle, Theorem 3 yields 
the following result of RHOADES [4, Theorem 1 6 ] : 
C o r o l l a r y . <7(FJ*) = {z: \z-N\ = N}, where N = ^~\and Bu = I - Txa*jN. 
R e m a r k . { F 0 : a > 1/2} forms a unitary group under the composition TaTh = 
— Ta@b where a®b = 2ab — a — b+ 1 for a, ¿ > 1 / 2 . Observe that the set of real 
numbers greater than 1/2 forms a group under the composition © and that this 
group is isomorphic to the group of positive real numbers under the map a — 2a— 1. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2. For each 1/2 let Va be the operator defined on L2(0, 1) by 
i 
VJ{x)=f{x)-(2a- l)*"-1 / f(s)s-"ds. 
X 
Note that. V t — I—C* is the operator studied in [1]. 
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T h e o r e m 4 . Va is a simple unilateral shift. 
P r o o f . Since L2(0, 1) is invariant under Ta, T~l, Ba, and 2?1; and since, as 
we have seen in the proof of Theorem 3, TaBi=BaTa we get Ta |t2(0 1)Vl = VaTa |L2(0, u 
because By | i 2 ( 0 i i ) = V l and Ba |L2(0 i}= Va. Observe that Ta , | l 2 ( 0 j is also unitary to 
conclude tha t Va is unitarily equivalent to V l . Since Vt is a simple unilateral shift 
[1, Theorem 4], the theorem follows. 
Since the spectrum of a simple unilateral shift is the unit disk, Theorem 4 
yields the following result of R H O A D E S [4 , Theorem 1 0 ] : 
C o r o l l a r y . o(rl*) = {z: \z-N\^N}, where N= ^ T J and V" = I~rt*lN.-
R e m a r k . The orthogonal complement of the range of Vi is the one-dimen-
sional subspace spanned by the constant funct ion e(x) = l. Since. V1 is a simple 
unilateral shift it follows that {e, V±e, V2e, . . .} is an or thonormal basis for L2(0, 1). 
Since 
V?e(x) = l + | " j l o g x + | 2 ] ^ ( l o g x ) 2 + . . . + ^ ( l o g x ) " for « g l , 
it follows that polynomials in log x are dense in L2(0, 1). Observe tha t the map 
5 : L2(0, 1 ) - L 2 ( 1 , oo) given by S f ( x ) = - / f 1 
x 
is unitary. Since S(log x)" = 
( - 1 ) " 
x 
' 2 t 
{1 los x Hoc x) 2 1 - , • ^ , , .. . > is dense in 
L2{ I , « ) . ' 
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Eine Abschätzung des Maximums 
der Partialsummen von Orthogonalreihen 
Von KÄROLY TANDORI in Szeged 
1. Es sei A(x) eine monoton wachsende Funkt ion mit A ( l ) S l , Um A(x) = °o 
OO 
und A(x) = 0(log2 x). Wir bezeichnen mit A* die Klasse der im Intervall (0 ,1) 
or thonormier ten Systeme <p = {<pn(x)}™, fü r die 
11 « 
dt^A(n) ( 0 = g x = S l ; n = l , 2 , . . . ) L„(<p;x)= f \Z <pk(x)(pk(t) 
о l'[=1 
erfüllt ist. Für eine Folge a—{a„}^ setzen wir 
l 
| | a ; A | | * = s u p f sup \ai<pi{x)+ - +aj(pj{x)\ dx. 
<рел* $ i s i s j 
In dieser Note werden wir die folgenden Behauptungen beweisen. ( C x , C 2 , ... 
bezeichnen im Folgenden positive Konstanten.) 
S a t z I . Es sei /.(x) konkav von unten. Ist |a„| =jfl„+,| (n = 1 ,2 , ...), dann gilt 
( О С , { Д 0 2 А ( п ) } s | | e ; A | | * . 
S a t z I I . Es sei A(x) konkav von unten mit А (и 2 ) ёС 2 А(л) ( и = 1 , 2, ...). Dann gilt 
1 1 / 2 
(2) C3 { Д « Ц Д a*2/a2]} S | | a 
* i) s || ; A||*. 
Ähnliche Abschätzungen wurden fü r die Klasse A* aller in (0, 1) or thonor-
mierten Systeme, bzw. f ü r die Klasse der in (0, 1) or thonormierten Systeme tp mit 
der Eigenschaft \(pn(x)\^K (K> 1; O S x i l l ; n=\, 2, ....) bewiesen ([2], [3], [4], [5]). 
" Im Falle ak = 0 soll man unter a\X У аЦа11 0 verstehen. 
. U=i / 
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Es sei A die Klasse der im Intervall (0, 1) örthoriormierten Systeme cp, für die 
erfüllt ist. Für eine Folge a setzen wir 
i 
IIa; = sup f sup \aiq>i(x)+...+ctj(Pj(x)\dx. <p€AQ I S I S ; 
Offensichtlich gilt für jede Folge a 
(3) ||fl;A|rs||a;A||.- .' 
Also ist Satz I die Verschärfung eines vorigen Resultates vom Verfasser ([4], Satz I V \ 
In [4] haben wir gezeigt, daß für jede Folge a 
||a; A||=sC4 j j ? a2A(«)} 
besteht. Daraus und aus (3) folgt, auf Grund des Satzes I, daß im Falle, wenn A(x) 
konkav ist und | a „ [ s | a „ + 1 | (n = l, 2, ...) besteht, man \\a; A|| und ||a;A||* genau ab-
schätzen kann: 
c t { i a„2 A(n)J ^ IIa; A||, . ||a; A | | * ^ C 4 { j a„2A(«)J . 
Ist A(x) konkav mit A( / j 2 )^C 2 A(n)(« = l , 2, . . . ) ,und gilt \an\s|an+, | (n = 1, 2, ...), 
dann sind die Abschätzungen (1) und (2) gleichwertig. Das folgt aus den Ungleichun-
gen 
(4) c 5 2 a l l 2 ai/a2 S 2" a 2 A(n) s a„2 A 2 "Hai 
\k= 1 
Zum Beweis von (4) kann man 2 ^ i voraussetzen. Dann ist aber na2 S } 
n= 1 • 
( n = l , 2 , ...), und so gilt 
2 a2 nX(n)^ J a„2A(l/a„2) . 
n=l n=l 
offensichtlich. Es seien <s.y und <r2 die Mengen derjenigen Indizes n, für die a 2 ^ l / / 7 2 , 
bzw. fl2<l/n2 erfüllt ist. Durch einfache Rechnung erhalten wir 
2 a 2 A(l / a 2 ) = 2 a2X(l/a2) + 2 ¡a2)^ 
n = l n£o, 
^ 2 a2X(n2) + C6 2 "n12 'OS2 0/an)S nia| n£o2 H 
n=1 n= 1 n 
Damit haben wir (4) bewiesen. 
c 7 2 2̂/-(«) + c8 2 2 a2„X{n). 
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In [6] haben wir gezeigt, daß im Falle ||a\ = °° ein System <p 6 A derart existiert, 
daß die Reihe 
( 5 ) 2°n<Pn(x) 
in (0, 1) fast überall divergiert. 
Auf G r u n d von (3) bekommen wir aus Satz I, bzw. aus Satz I I : 
F o l g e r u n g I . Es sei konkav von unten. Gelten \a„\^\a„+, | («= 1,2. ...)und 
2 a 2 n m = <~, 
dann gibt es (pZA derart, daß die Reihe (2) in (0, 1) fast überall divergiert. 
F o l g e r u n g I I . Es sei X(x) konkav von unten, mit ).(n2)^C2).(n) (n = l , 2, ...). 
Gilt 
ZalX 2 alläl\ = <*>, 
U=i ) 
so gibt es ein System cp^A derart, daß die Reihe (5) in (0, 1) fast überall divergiert. 
B e m e r k u n g . Durch Anwendung der Methode in [4] kann m a n zeigen, daß 
Folgerungen I—II mit einem solchen System tp richtig sind, fü r welches 
Ln((p;x) = 0(l(n)) (O^xSl) 
besteht. 
2. Z u m Beweis der Sätze werden wir einige Hilfssätze benützen. 
H i l f s s a t z I . ([1], S. 46—50.) Für das Haarsche System y = {/„(x)} gilt 
L n ( x ; x ) ^ 1 ( 0 S * S l ; « = 1 ,2 , ...). 
H i l f s s a t z I I . ([5], Hilfssatz XIV.) Es seien p( = 2), q natürliche Zahlen. Dann 
gibt es ein in (0, 1) orthonormiertes System. von Treppenfunktionen gt(p, q \ x) 
(/= 1, ...,2pq) mit den folgenden Eigenschaften. Es gilt 
f 2 gi(p,q\x)gl(p,q-,t) (= 1 
dt^Cl0\og2p (0sx^l;n=l,...,2pq; C 1 0 S 1), 
und es gibt eine einfache Menge E(Q(0, 1)) mit m(E) = -i- derart, daß für jedes x£E 
ein Index m(x)(<2pq) existiert, mit g,(p, q; x)^0 (/=1, ..., m(x)) und 
m(x) 
2 gi(p,q;x)^Ctl i2pq log p. 
i=i 
(Eine Funktion f ( x ) in einem Intervall / wird eine Treppenfunkt ion genannt , 
wenn sie stückweise konstant ist. Eine Menge wird einfach genannt, wenn sie die 
Vereinigung endlichvieler Intervalle ist. In dieser Note bezeichnet l o g a den 
Logari thmus mit der Basis 2.) 
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Es sei A(x) eine monoton wachsende, von unten konkave Funktion mit 
lim ¿ 0 ) = °° und 
(6) A(JC) = C]2 log2 x ( C 1 2 S l ; x^2). 
Wir werden eine Indexfolge {mk} definieren. Es sei mi = \, und mk+l sei die kleinste 
. natürliche Zahl mit l{mk+x) > 2X(mk +1) {k—\, 2, ...). Wegen der Konkavität gilt 
l{2mk)-A(mk+\) X(mk+ 1)- X(m{) 
mk - 1 mk — ml + i 
woraus 
A{2mk)-X{mk+\)^mk >.(mk+ \)^).(mk+ I) mk 
folgt. Nach der Definition von m k + i gilt also m k + i > 2 m k (Ars2). Daraus erhal-
ten wir 
Ci2 log2 (mk+l-mk) > C 1 2 log2 mk £ X(mk) (k = 2 , 3 , . . . ) . 
Ist A'genügend groß (A:>Ar0), dann gelten 
X{mk)^l(mk-1)+1, 1 W / C 1 0 C 1 2 S 8, 
und es gibt eine natürliche Zahl qk mit m k + i — m k > und 
m k J r X - m k 4 C 1 0 C 1 2 = — l o g 2 
2<?t 
([a] bezeichnet den ganzen Teil von a ; die Konstanten sind in Hilfssatz II, bzw. 
in (6) definiert.) Es seien n0 = \, nk = mk+k , qk = qk+k (k= 1 , 2 , . . . ) . D a n n gelten 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 4 C 1 0 C 1 2 = — ^ ^ = C | 0 C 1 2 log2 
{k = 1 , 2 , . . . ) , 
A(« t + 1 ) =§ 7 1 K - 1 ) (A:= 1, 2, ...), 
n k + l - n k 
2 qk 
Hnk) (k= 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
B e w e i s d e s S a t z e s I . Für eine Folge a={a„}~ und für eine natürliche Zahl 
N setzen wir a(\, N)= {flj, . . . , aN, 0, ...}. Offensichtlich gilt 
H l , TV); All* ^ | | a ( l , 7V+I ) ;A | |* - | |a; A||* 
So ist es genügend die Ungleichung 
| l / 2 l f 
(10) 
f""o-1 , 1 1 / 2 
2 *2A(«)J « * „ - ! ) ; All* (k0 = 2, 3 , . . . ) 
zu . beweisen. Weiterhin gilt | |{±a„}; A||* = ||{a„}; A||* offensichtlich für jede Vor-
zeichensverteilung von an; also kann man a „ S 0 ( « = 1 , 2 , ...) annehmen. 
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Es sei also Ar0(=3) eine natürliche Zahl. Wir setzen 
<P«(l',x) = Xn(.x) (n = l, ...,n2-\). 
Dann gelten 
OD / 2 <p*0 ;*)<p*0 ; 0 
r h - 1 , V' (12) / sup | a s < p s ( l ; x ) + . . . + a t ( p , ( l ; x ) | i / x S a 1 Ä C 1 3 { 2" rf*•(»)] . 
0 lSsSKn, ln=l J 
Weiterhin werden wir fü r jedes k ( 2 e i n in (0, 1) or thonormiertes 
System cpi(k; x) (/ = nk, . . . , nk+1 — 1) derart definieren, daß für jedes k gilt: 




f sup \ascps(k; x)+...+a,(p,(k; x)\dx^Cl4Ak, 
0 " tSsSI<n t t l 
{.2 (»*-»*-i)<+«.l[--k.1)A(fi*)} , c(k) = 
r>k-"k-1 
Wir wenden zu diesem Zwecke den Hilfssatz II im Falle 
n k - n k _ i 
•» q = Qk-i 
an. Die entsprechenden Funkt ionen bezeichnen wir mit g s(x) ( $ = 1 , . . . , 2pq) . Dann 
gelten auf Grund des Hilfssatzes II und der Ungleichung (9) 
(15) I 2 gs(.x)gs(t) 
(16) 
J sup |a„t + (/_i)(„k_„ t_1)+s._ i gs (x) + ... + i)(„k_„k_ l)+ t-1 
£C15 ink — nk_ la„k + n„k_„k_ X{nk_xj (i=l,...,c(k)). 
i , c№) 
Es seien s 0 = 0, st = 2 < + j K - n f c - , ) / 2 2 a 2 n k + j ( n k - « k . l ) ('= 1 ,-.,c(k)), 
i c + 1 = 1 und /, = (Si_!, Si) ( / = 1 , . . . , c + 1). Wir setzen 
(p„(k; x) = 
1 (X — S)_ , 
ty,a\ I, xÇ,Ii, 
0, sonst 
(nk + {i-\){nk-nk_l)^n<nk + {i-X)(nk-nk_l) + 2pq\ i = 1,..., c (k)), 
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weiterhin seien die Funkt ionen q>n(k,x) (nk + (i—\)(rtk — iik_i) + 2pq<n^nk + 
+ i(nk—nk_i); / = ] , . . . , c(£)) der Reihe nach gleich den Funktionen 
x„(2(x— 1/2)), 
0, sonst 
( / i = l , 2 , . . . ) 
Offensichtlich bilden die Funktionen cpk(k;x) (/ = nk, ..., nk+1 — \) ein ortho-
normiertes System in (0, 1). Aus dem Hilfssatz I und aus (15), auf Grund der Defini-
tion der Funkt ionen ergibt sich: 
/ 2 <Pi(k; x)cp,(k; t) l=nk dt-
• C(k) 
¿("k)> X€UA, , 
/=1 ( « n i K l i + i ) , 
1) x€.Jc(k)+1 
also ist (13) erfüllt. Weiterhin aus (8), (16) und aus der Definition der Funktionen 
erhalten wir durch eine einfache Rechnung: 
0 nkSsSt<nk(i 
C(k) 
J sup \as<ps(k;x)+ ... +a,(p,(k; x)\dx^ 
|asq>s(k; x)+ ... +a,(p,(k; x)\dxl = 2 f sup . | 
1 7, »* + (/-1) 
c(k) ci5 2 i'h-nk_,a2nkU(nk_nk_JX{nk_,)im(J,)s 
1=1 
im V'2 
also ist (14) auch erfüllt . 
Endlich definieren wir ein or thonormiertes System <p= {(pn(x)}" in (0, 1). Es 
seien 
1 1 
¿0 = 0, 4 = — , si = — + 2 A k ß 2 A k 0 '= 2 , . . . , k0 — 1), 4 0 = 1 , 
4 4 k = 2 k = 2 
und Ä = ( 4 - 1 ) 4 ) (k = 1,..., k0). Wir setzen 
. <Pn(x) = 





(für « 0 S/7< /7 2 im Falle £ = 1 , und fü r nk-sn<nk+i im Falle k = 2, ...,k0 — \, und 
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Offensichtlich bilden: die Funktionen <pn(x) (« = 1,2, ...) ein orthonormiertes 
System in (0,1). Aus Hilfssatz I, und aus (11), (13) bekommen wir durch ein-
fache Rechnung, daß </>6/1* gilt. Aus (12) und (14) folgt weiterhin: 
I 
(17) | | f l ( l , » * 0 - l ) ' ; A i r s / sup \as(ps(x)+...+at(pt(x)\dx^ 
— / sup \asips(x)+ ... ±alq>,(x)\dx + 
+ f SUP \as(ps(x)+...+at<p,(x)\dx^ 
k = 2 T "KÄSSI - = N T + 1 .*k 
, /"2-1 » 0 - 1 / — i"*-1 *0- ' 1 1 / 2 
s c ] 6 l / 2 a n 2 ; . ( « ) + c 1 4 2 Km(/k) A s c 1 7 2 2 A2 . 
r n=l k= 2 ln='l k = 2 J 
Wegen der Monotonität der Folge a und wegen (7), (8)'ergibt sich 
n2- 1 "2_1 »2+(»2 —»l) 2 2 a 2 A ( « ) s c 1 8 2 alX{n), /1=1 n = «, n =  n2 
. " k + f ' a2nl(n)^Cl9Ai (k = 2 ,3 , . . . ) , 
"=nk+(nfc-"k-i) 
" k + < " 1 t " H « i l W ^ - i ) < A K ) S C 2 0 A - i (Ar = 2, 3,. . .) . 
. z 
Daraus und aus (17) bekommen wir die Abschätzung (10). 
Beweis de s S a t z e s I I . Ohne Beschränkung der Allgemeinheit können wir 
0 (« = 1, 2, ...) annehmen. Es sei a={a„}~ eine Folge, und bezeichnen wir mit 
aVk ( v t < vk+,; k = 1, 2, ...) die von 0 verschiedenen Glieder der Folge a. Für die Folge 
« = K J r g j l t 
(18) •' \\ä;A\\*S\\a;l\\*. 
Zum Beweis von (18) können wir ||ä; A||* = l voraussetzen. Es sei e > 0 beliebig. Dann 
gibt es ein System <p £ A* mit 
i 
(19) \ \ ä ; A s u p |aV|q> t(*)+.'..+ aVjq,j(*)| dx. L o i s i s j 
Es sei >/>0 derart gewählt, daß 
i 
(20) ( l - / ! - > ? ) / sap \aV:(pi(x)+...+aVjq>j(x)\dx<-~. 
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Die Indizes n mit a„=0 bezeichnen wir der Reihe nach mit ¿t, < ••• 
setzen 








0 «= x < 1 — rj, 
sonst 
1 — 1, 
sonst 
( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) , 
0 = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
Offensichtlich ist ij/ = {^„(x)}" ein or thonormiertes System in (0, 1), weiterhin gilt 
ip € A*. Aus (19) und (20) folgt 
i 
0 ^'^J 
D a e > 0 beliebig ist, erhalten wir (18). Auf Grund von (18) können wir auch 0 
(n= 1,2,- . . . ) voraussetzen. D a offensichtlich 
gilt, ist es genügend die Abschätzung 
(21) C3""z a2nA 2 ßfc/««) = "fco — 1); 
71=1 J 
für ein beliebige natürliche Zahl A:0(S3) zu beweisen. Ohne Beschränkung der All-
gemeinheit können wir annehmen, daß 
(22) 
" f c o - 1 
2 «n2 = 1 • 
n= 1 
Es sei also k0(^3) eine natürliche Zahl. Es sei weiterhin {a v J (/ = 1, . . . , nk — 1) 
die monoton abnehmende Anordnung der Folge an (n = 1, — 1) (diejenigen 
Glieder, die miteinander gleich sind, bleiben in der originellen Reihenfolge). Für 
ein k (2^k<k0) und fü r ein i (/ = 1 , . . . , c(k)) bezeichnen wir mit Zj(k) die Menge der 
natürlichen Zahlen v, mit 
"* + ( ' - 1 ) ( " * - H * - i ) = l < + "fc-l>-
Die Anzahl der Elemente von Z,(A:) ist n k — n k _ l . Auf Grund von (7) gibt es 
[(«& — « f c-i)/2]-(-l Elemente v, von Zt(k) derart , daß v l ^ n k _ l . Die Menge dieser 
Elemente bezeichnen wir mit Z^k); die Elemente von Zt(k) bezeichnen wir mit 
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m,(i, k) (m , ( / , k)<mi + 1(i, k); 1=1, . . . , [(«fc —«fc_i)/2]-f-1)- Also gilt 
(23) nt-^mß, k) (/ = 1, ...,[(nk-nk_!)/2] + l ; ' = 1 , .... c(*)). 
k 0 - l c(k) _ 
Es sei Z j die Menge der Indizes n mit l=n und U U ^¡{k}', die Elemente 
k= 2 /= 1 
von Z t , bezeichnen wir mit — W i r setzen 
Y2xi(2x), 0 < i < 1/2 
. 0, sonst 
Diese Funkt ionen bilden ein orthonormiertes System in (0, 1), weiterhin gelten 
<P »>(*) = ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
(24) 
(25) 
} | . i l , 0 s * < 1 / 2 , -
1 / 2 < x < 1 ( « = 1 , 2 , , . ) , 
/ sup [a,«,<?>„,00+ ... +a,1,<PflJ(x)| dx = 
o i^'Sy 
i r i h - 1 1 1 / 2 
= îÂf J sup K*i(*)+ - dx^-=aVl^C21 j 2 «?,*(/)[ . y 2 o « ' s ; y2 u=i J 
c(k) 
Für eine natürliche Zahl k ( 2 ^ k < k 0 ) bezeichnen wir die Elemente von U zi(l) 
mit mt(k) (k=l, ..., ([(nk-nk_1)/2] + l)c(k)), weiterhin sei 
i= i 
c(k) 
Ak = 2 (nk-nk_,) min a) • X(nk). i ss 1 J € ¿i\k) 
Für jede natürliche Zahl k (2^k<k0) werden wir ein in (0, 1) or thonormier tes 




/ 2 <Pm,(k)(k; x)(pmi(k)(k; t) 
(A= 1 , . . . , ([(«fc — « t _ i ) / 2 ] + l)c(&)), 
/ sup l«B.,w<PB.,(k)(fc;x)+ ...+amcW(pmtik)(k;x)\dx^C22At. 
o issst^ac^-^.o/^+iMft) 
Es sei k eine natürliche Zahl ( 2 ^ k < k 0 ) . Das System 
9mmik-, x) (/ = 1, ..., ([(«*-»*_0/2].+ l)c(*)) 
definieren wir folgenderweise. Wir wenden den Hilfssatz I I im Falle 
+ 1 2 ? , , q=<ik-
12 A 
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an. Die entsprechenden Funkt ionen bezeichnen wir m i t g ^ x ) ( s = l , . . . , 2 p q ) . D a n n 




/ 2sÄx)gs(t) s= 1 
1 
dtsX(nk_1) ( 0 < x < 1; a= 1 , . . . , 2pq), 
f sup | a m s 0 > k ) f s ( x ) + . . . + aff l t(i,k)f t(je)| 
0 lSs^tälpq 
^C23ink-nk_ i min üj • y/.(nk) (i = 1, ...,c(k)). 
Es seien, s0 — 0, s{ = 2 m'n a t ß 2 m'n at (' = h •••, c(k)), scik) + l = 1, und j= 1 '€ZJ(T) j = I t £Zj(k) Ii = ( s ; _ i , ¡¡) (/= 1 , . . . , c(k)). Wir setzen 
F X — S J _ ] 
\lm{i:)8l{mQi) 
0, sonst 
(/= 1, ..., 2pq; i= 1, ..., c(kj), weiterhin seien die Funkt ionen 
. Vm.v.uik'iX) ( / = 2 M + U • [K-Wjt - i ) /2 ] + l ; / = 1 , . . . , c(kj) 
der Reihe nach gleich den Funkt ionen 
U x ) _ | Z „ ( 2 ( * - 1/2)), 1 / 2 < x < 1, _ IV2 
10, sonst 
( « = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
Offensichtlich bilden die Funkt ionen <pmi(k){k\ x) in (0 ,1 ) ein or thonormier tes 
System. Aus dem Hilfssatz I und aus (28), auf G r u n d der Definition der Funk-
tionen ergibt sich für.A = i , . . . , ([(«* — nk_1)/2]+ l)c(&) 
/ 
A 
2 <Pm,(k)(k;x)<pm{k)(kl t) 
1 = 1 
dt^A(nk_i) ( O s j s l ) , 
also ist (26) erfüllt. Weiterhin aus (8), (29) und aus der Definition dieser Funkt ionen 
erhalten wir durch eine einfache Rechnung 
I 
f sup K,(fc)<pm M(k- , x)+ ... + amtW<pmtW(k\x)\dx^ 5 lässtm(.nk-nk_0l2]+l)c(k) 
- 2 sup \amAitk->(pmsiitk)(k;x)+ ... +amt(i<k)(pmtii<k)(k; x)\dxs= 1=1 läsStS2pq 
• S C 2 3 2 min y i f y Q ^ C 2 2 A * , 
also ist auch (27) erfüllt . 
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Es sei sg = I äf = i + 2 ATßk°Z A f , 1? = (s?_,, s f ) ( i = 1 , . . . , fc0- 1). Wir Z Z. y-= 1 j= 1 
setzen für / = l J : . . , ( [ ( / i t - n t _ 1 ) / 2 ] + l)c(Ä;); £ = 2 , . . . /c0 - 1 , 
</>m, <*)(*) = 
<Pm'(k){ m(/*) y X a * > M i D 
0 sonst 
Offensichtlich bilden die Funkt ionen (pn(x) (n = 1, . . . , —1) ein or thonormier-
tes System in (0, 1). Aus (25), (27) ergibt sich 
(30) / sup \ a i ( p i ( x ) + . . . + a j c p j ( x ) \ d x ^ C 2 X ^ 1 < m + k ° 2 A t 2 } -
o lä'Sj«''fcj ln=l k=2 ) 
Weiterhin aus (24) und (26) bekommen wir 
(31> (isA., ^ ( O . l K T j ' / f , n= 1 , 2 , . . . , 
I „ | ' = I 
/ 2 > i ( * M ( 0 A O * ^ ) , * € / * V H S min «,(! ,*:) , k = 2,... , k 0 - \ , 1 /.i i* 10, x £ /**, « < min w, (/, k), k = 2 , . . . , k0 — 1 . 
Wegen (8) und (23) gilt 
(32) A ^ . , ) ^ ^ « ) (n a min m,(i, i ) ; k= 2, ... ., k0 — \). 
Aus (32) erhalten wir cp £ A. 
So bekommen wir aus (30) 
(33) | | a ( l , nk0- 1); A | | *SC 2 4 2 < * ( « ) + 2 2 m i r { a ) • A(n,) . 
ln=l k=2 i= 1 J(.ztm J 
Wegen der Monotoni tä t der Folge a und wegen (7), (8) ergibt sich 
2 2 < A ( « ) ^ c 2 5 2 < * ( « ) , 
N= 1 N = M| « = ̂ 2 
"fc2_1 <A'(«)sC26/ir (k = 2,..., k0 — 1), 
ti — rtfe + Olfc — i) 
nk + (nk~ nk- l)— ^ 2 < M « ) = C 2 7 ( « t - " k - i ) . f 7 m i n •a2J-Xink)sC28Atil n=nk . JiZcW(k- 1) 
Daraus und aus (33) bekommen wir die Abschätzung 
(34) I H i , « * 0 - i ) ; A i r s c 2 9 { * 2 ' <A(«)J 
/2 
12« 
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W e g e n 2 = 1 u n d wegen av S a t (n = 1, ...,nk —2) gilt 1 ja2 E s 1 " n n + n 
seien < — = ( c d i e j e n i g e n Indizes , f ü r die 1/a* S / 2 g i l t ; die a n d e r e n Ind izes 
zwischen 1 u n d nko~ 1 beze ichnen wir mi t />!<•••</>, . ; für. diese Ind izes gilt 
a lso l/a2 >p2. A u f G r u n d de r Vorausse tzungen ü b e r die F u n k t i o n / .(x) fo lg t d u r c h 
eine e in fache R e c h n u n g 
" 2 ' < ¿ 0 / 0 = 2 « V ( 1 K ) + 2 
n= 1 s= 1 s t— 1 
S Z < M + C12 Z-^AL'2LOGHUA2VP)^C2 J < M + C ^ Z ' 
s= 1 * t=l i V ' ' 5=1 * (=1 i 
f V 1 < U c 3 2 " 2 < a ( » ) -
\ 11— 1 n=l 7 n=l 
Z u s a m m e n mi t (34) f ü h r t dies zu r A b s c h ä t z u n g (21). 
D a m i t h a b e n wir a u c h Satz I I bewiesen. 
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Operators satisfying a sequential growth condition 
By BHUSHAN L. WADHWA in Cleveland (Ohio, U.S.A.) *> 
§ 1. Introduction 
An operator T o n a Hilbert space § is called hyponormal if T*T-TT* & 0. 
One of the very useful properties of a hyponormal operator T is that it satisfies the 
G1 growth condition, that is ) [ ( ; . - 7 ) " J | | - 1 ¡d(X) for all A£Q(T) where A(T) and 
Q(T) denote the spectrum and the resolvent set of T respectively, and d{X) = 
= dist [A, «7(7")]. For most applications we need this growth condition to be satisfied 
in a neighborhood of o(T). On the other hand, the Volterra operator V does not 
satisfy the growth condition in any neighborhood of o(V), but there does exist 
a sequence A„£Q(V) (take A„ to be negative real numbers) such that A„—0 and 
I K K — A „ ) _ 1 | | = 1/|A„|. This motivates us to introduce the concept of a sequential 
Gi growth condition. A bounded operator T o n a Hilbert space § satisfies sequential 
(?! growth condition if for every X£D(A(T)) (the boundary of <R(T)), there exists 
a sequence A„£Q(T) such that A „ - A and | | ( A „ - R ) _ 1 | | = 1 ¡d{X„) for all n. Such 
an operator T is also referred to as a sequentially G, operator. Some other generali-
zations of G1 growth conditions have been considered by LUCRE [5, 6] and RIGGS [8]. 
We prove tha t a sequentially G j algebraic operator is normal . This result has 
an interesting application to the theory of g-dilations in the sense that it generalizes 
and at the same time simplifies the proof of a recent theorem of FURUTA [ 2 ] con-
cerning C e -operators . We also prove that if T is a sequentially operator then 
T+X" c where J f is the ideal of compact operators and 0LX denotes the norm 
closure of operators with one dimensional reducing subspace. Our result generalizes 
a theorem of BERBERIAN [1] and ISTRATESCU [4] which asserts that T + X a 
whenever T is a GX operator (this in turn is a generalization of a result of STAMPFLI 
[12] about hyponormal operators). denotes the algebra of bounded linear 
operator on 
*' The results presented here are part of the author's doctoral dissertation written under the 
guidance of Professor J. G. Stampfli at Indiana University. This research was supported in part by 
National Science Foundation Grant GP11734. 
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The following proposition shows the existence of a class of sequentially Gx 
operators which are not G t operators. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. 1. If T£39(§) is a quasi-nilpotent operator such that Q£dw(T), 
where w(T)= {(Tx, x):x£H and ||x|| = l } is the numerical range of T, then T is a 
sequentially Gt operator. 
P r o o f . Since w{T) is convex there is a line of support for w(T) passing through 
0 (since 0£dw(T)) and hence without loss of generality we can assume that w(T)cz 
c {A: Real A SO}. It is quite easy to show that , fo r any r e ^ ( S ) and X$w(T), 
||(A — r ) _ 1 | | ^ 1 . Since 0 e d w ( T ) and <T(:T) = {0}, for any real negative 
dist[A, w ( r ) ] 
number X, dist [X, w ( J ) ] = \X\=d{X). Hence we can take Xn= — 1 /« and then 
I K A . - r ) " 1 « for all n. 
In view of a theorem of STAMPFLI [9], if T is a G X operator and if a{T) is a 
finite set, then T i s a normal operator . Thus no non-zero quasi-nilpotent operator is 
a G l operator . Out next result shows that no non-zero nilpotent opera tor is a se-
quentially G t operator . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. 2. Let TV J '(Sj) be such that Tm=0 for some m > 1 and suppose 
that T is a sequentially G{ operator. Then T— 0. 
P r o o f . Since T is a sequentially G t opera tor and cr ( r ) = {0}, there exists a se-
quence A„— 0 such that 
1 m—l y i 
l l ^ - T ) - 1 ! ! = r r r f or all n. Suppose m j > 1 , then ( ¿ „ - F T 1 = 2 - 77^ this implies 
| / t „ | / = 0 K 
^ ^ - " ¿ ' S l ^ ^ f o r all « .Hence lir"1-1!! ^ | | r ' | | l A J » " ' - 1 , 
\ A n \ ¡ = o \ K \ ' = 0 
m - 2 
for all n. Since \An\m~l + 2 ll^'H l ^ r - ' ' - 1 - 0 as we conclude tha t 
1 = 0 
Tm~l = 0. Hence by a simple induction argument T= 0. We thank the Referee for 
pointing out that, this result holds even if | | ( A n - r ) - 1 | | M S l . 
C o r o l l a r y 1.3. Let 7 V 0 be a nilpotent operator, then 0 £ Interior w(T). 
§ 2. Sequentially G1 operators and the class Ce 
An operator T is called algebraic if there exists a polynomial p(z) such that 
p(T)=0. We assume that this p(z) is minimal among all the polynomials q(z) such 
tha t q(T)=0. We shall show that if T is a sequentially G j algebraic operator then T 
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is normal. To prove this result we need the following lemma, which appears implicitly 
i n STAMPFLI [10] a n d e x p l i c i t l y i n PUTNAM [7] a n d STAMPFLI [12]. 
L e m m a 2. 1. (Putnam—Stampfli) Let T£.>%(§) and let X0£cr(T) such that 
Tx = X0x, ||x|[ = 1. Suppose there exists a sequence {A„}€ Q(T) such that X„-~ X0 and 
lim K - A o l l K ^ - A J - 1 ! ! = 1; then T*x=X0x. 
n-»oo 
T h e o r e m 2. 2. Let be a sequentially algebraic operator. Then T 
is normal. 
P r o o f : Since T is algebraic, there exists a.polynomial p(z) such that p(T)=0. 
Let Z; ( / = 0 , . . . , m) be the distinct roots of p(z) of multiplicity (i=0, ..., m) 
m 
respectively. Then 2 >h where //,- = {x £io:(T—zi)"'x = 0}. Thus each ^ is 
¡=1 
invariant under J1 and o(T\t]^= {z,}. Since T is sequentially G l s it follows that 
T\r]i is sequentially Gt. Moreover T — i s a nilpotent operator. Hence by Proposi-
tion 1. 2, T—Zifrji = 0. Thus tjj = r](T—Zi) = null space of T—zt. Moreover, by 
Lemma 2 .1 , r\(T-z^ = rj(T*-z^ and t ; ( r - z , . ) _ L t ] ( T - Z j ) for iV j . Hence 
m 
T — 2 ®ziPi where F; denotes the projection of § onto r\(T— z,) and T is normal. 
1 = 0 
The next theorem, shows that the above hypothesis can be slightly changed 
without affecting the conclusion. The hypothesis in the following theorem means 
roughly that T is sequentially G1 except at one point. 
T h e o r e m 2. 3. Let T€#(§)such thatp(T)=0, wherep(z) = ( z - z 0 ) ( z - z 1 ) " 1 . . . 
... (z—z „,)""<. Suppose for each zx (i = 1, 2 , . . . , m) there exists a sequence 0 £ £?(F) 
1 m 
such that Xy-zt and Wi^-TY^ = Tns f for all n. Then § = 2 ®>l(T-z>) 
\X„'— z,\ . /=0 
and T is normal. 
P r o o f . From the proof of Theorem 2. 2, it follows, that 
m 
$ . = i / ( r - z 0 ) + 2 ®l(T-z,) and t1\T-zi) = t1(T*-zi) for ¿ = l , 2 , . . , , m . 
i=i 
Thus t]{T—z0) is also orthogonal to fj(F—z ;) for ¿=1, 2, . . . , m. Hence T is normal. 
Now we shall apply the above result to get a generalization of a result of FURUTA 
[2] about the operators in Ce class. The class Ce of operators was introduced by 
SZ.-NAGY and FOIA§ [13] as the set of all operators T o n a Hilbert space '§ for which 
there exists a unitary operator U on some Hilbert space JT ( X 3 § ) such that 
Tn=QPUn\9> (n = 1 ,2 , . . . ) , 
where P is the projection of dC onto U is called unitary Q-dilation of T. 
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One of the characterizations of the class Ce, is the following: 
T h e o r e m 2 .4 . (SZ.-NAGY and FOIA§ [14]) An operator belongs to 
the class Ce ( p S 2) if and only if T satisfies the following condition 
for l<|ji|<°o if q = 2 
^ - ^ " ' ^ l i F T for if Q>2. 
6 
T h e o r e m 2. 5. Let T(iCe 0). Suppose p(T) = 0 where p(z) is a polynomial 
and all roots of p(z) are on the unit circle except for, perhaps a simple root (say z0J. 
Then T — U®z0P where P is a projection of § onto the null space of T—z0, and U 
is a unitary operator. 
P r o o f . Since CecCB' for 0 ( [ 1 4 , page 50]), T£Ce ( e > 0 ) implies that 
T(iCe+2 and hence by Theorem 2 .4 , 
W Q i - T y ^ j — j for 
Let p(z) = (z —z0)(z — z^"1 ...(z-zm)""> where |z;| = l for i= 1, 2, . . . , m. Now 
for any n, 1 < | ^ | < 1 + — , fi collinear with z ; (i— 1,2, ..., m); 
Q 
Hence ||(/i — r ) _ 1 | | = ,—i—, = -j-—. Thus T satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 
\fi — Zi\ d(fx) 
m 
2. 3, and hence T = 2 ®ziPi where Pt is the projection of § onto the null space 
/=o 
m 
of T— zi} i=0, 1, . . . , m. Since |z , |= 1 for i— 1, 2, . . . , m; 2 ®zipi's a unitary opera-
i = l 
tor, and thus T — U@z0P0. 
C o r o l l a r y 2 .6 . (FURUTA [2]) If Tk=T for some positive integer 2 and 
T£ Ce (Q > 0) then T is the direct sum of a zero operator and a unitary operator. 
P r o o f . Obvious f rom Theorem 2. 5. 
§ 3. The class dty 
The class Sk^ of operators was introduced by HALMOS [3]. An operator T is 
in 91 ̂  if and only if T h a s one dimensional reducing subspace. 9tx denotes the norm 
closure of 9t!. HALMOS [3] showed that every normal operator and every isometry 
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is in 01 STAMPFLI [11] showed that T+Jt c ' 9tx whenever T is either hyponormal 
or a Toeplitz operator, where J f denotes the ideal of compact operators. He also 
showed that if the spectral radius of T is equal to the norm of T then T is in . 
We shall prove that T+Jf c f , whenever T is a sequentially G, operator. 
The following four results are well known and are stated here for easy ref-
erence. 
L e m m a 3 .1 . T£0!1 if and only if there exists a sequence of unit vectors X„ 6 § 
such that | | ( : r - ; . ) x j j - 0 and \\(T*-I)xn\\ - 0 for some X£a(T). 
L e m m a 3.2 . Let X0£o(T) where [ = [j|[. Then there exists a sequence of 
unit vectors xne$ such that ||(T-X0)xn\\ — 0 and || ( T * - I 0 ) x J —0. Thus . 
L e m m a 3. 3. If there exists a sequence of unit vectors xn£%> such that x„ con-
verges weakly to. 0 and \\{T-X)x„\\ - 0 and \\(T*~l)x„\\ - 0, then T + J f c 
L e m m a 3. 4. If there exists a sequence of unit vectors such that xn con-
verges weakly to x0 and ||7x„|| —0 then Txo=0. 
For any operator T on a Hilbert space let {X£a(T)\ there exists 
x^O such that ( T - X ) x = 0 and ( T * - l ) x = 0}. If yT is not empty then 
Also if yT is an infinite set then it can be easily shown that T+ № c 01 v. In order to 
prove our result, we need the following lemmas. 
L e m m a 3. 5. Suppose there exists a sequence of unit vectors x„ € § and X0 (Jy r 
such that | | ( r - A 0 ) x J - 0 and || {T*-l0)xn\\ - 0 then T+tf c 
P r o o f . Since {x„} is a bounded sequence, we assume, without loss of generality, 
that xn converges weakly to x0. Then by Lemma 3 .4 , (T— XQ)x0 = 0 and 
= 0. Since X0$yT therefore x o = 0. Thus by Lemma 3. 3 T+Jf c ^ . 
L e m m a 3. 6. Let T be sequentially G{ and suppose that yT is a finite set such 
that yT = a{T). Then T+$T c . 
P r o o f . Let a(T) — {Xt, X2,..., Since yT = a(T), each Xt is an eigenvalue 
of T. Also T is sequentially therefore, by Lemma 2. 1, each is a reducing 
eigenvalue. If for some i, rj(T—Xi) which is equal to n(T*— I,) is infinite dimen-
sional, then obviously F + ^ f c Otherwise we have § = § ! © § ) 2 where = 
tl 
= 2 ®l(T— Aj) and § 2 = § © § ! is infinite dimensional. Since reduces T and 
a(T) is a finite set it is not hard to verify that T\§>2 = T2 is a sequentially Gx operator 
and yT is empty. Note that T2 + X cz implies T+Jf a 01 x and thus this case will 
be considered in the proof of the next theorem. 
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T h e o r e m 3. 7.. If T is a sequentially Gt operator, then c . 
P r o o f . In view of Lemma 3. 6 we only need to consider the case when yT is a 
finite set and yT?±a(T). 
Since T is sequentially Gi, fo r any A 0 £ d ( < r ( T ) \ y T ) , there exists a sequence 
fin£g(T) such that || ( T - J O - 1 ! ! a n d o- Since ft^oOr. therefore 
for any nm o such that K , o - A 0 [ < min {[AQ—a|:agy r}, d ( n m ) = \nmo~Xmo\ where 
K0i<T)\yT. 
Thus = - J — ^ - ^ ) -
Hence by Lemma 3. 2, there exists a sequence of unit vectors x„ such tha t 
\ \ [ (T- - O . 0 - / < * , „ ) " ' R l l - O and ||[(T* - / 7 m j ) - 1 - ( I m o - ¿ J - ' K I I - 0 . 
Hence by the first resolvent equat ion we get || (R—A )*„|| — 0 and || (T*—2 )AJ — 0. 
Also A m o O r - Thus by Lemma 3. 5, T+tf 
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Weighted shifts of class C6Q 
By G. ECKSTEIN and A. RACZ in Timi$oara (Romania) 
§ 1. Introduction 
In this paper we study weighted shifts of class Q and apply the results to obtain 
some "metr ic propert ies" of operators of class (€ t t. We shall include some known 
facts for these classes and resiime parts of the papers [2] and [3]. 
We shall consider complex Hilbert spaces only. Operators will be supposed 
linear and bounded . Fo r the Hilbert space § we denote by J t h e algebra of all 
operators on 
D e f i n i t i o n . The operator Td£?(§>) is said to be of class (€Q if there 
exist a Hilbert space ft ID § and a unitary operator t / £ i f (ft) such that 
(1) -T" = eP6U" (/1 = 1 , 2 , . . : ) , 
P$,=P denoting or thogonal projection f r o m ft onto The opera tor U is called 
the unitary ^-dilation of T. 
The c l a s s e s ^ were introduced by B. SZ.-NAGY and C. FOIA§ cf. [1]. Recal l . the 
following facts : 
a) is an increasing funct ion of Q, i.e. for £>>er. 
b) is the class of contractions (B. SZ.-NAGY). 
c) ^ is the class of numerical radius contractions (C. A. BHRGER). 
d) If then and v ( F ) S m i n {1, £> ( v ( F ) means spectral radius). 
e) ' T€<&e if and only if 
(2) (g — 2)| |z77i| |2—2(0 — 1) Re (zTh, h) + q\{h\\2 ^ 0 for and |z|=§l. 
We will also use the following obvious corollaries of e) : 
f ) If and § 0 c § is a closed invariant subspace for T, then T|§0 
g) The class (6Q is closed in the strong operator topology. 
1 .1 . P r o p o s i t i o n . If belongs to the class c6t ( j = \ , 2), then 
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P r o o f . Indeed, if Uj is a unitary ^ -d i l a t i on of 7} in it is easy to verify 
that U1 ® U2 is a unitary gi Q2-dilation of Tt <g> T2 in Ях ® Я 2 . 
1 .2 . P r o p o s i t i o n . Т£Я>В if and only if 
(i) v ( r ) = á a = m i n {1, <?}, 
(ii) ( Q - 2 ) \ \ T h \ \ 2 - 2 \ Q - \ \ \{Th,h)\ + Q\\h\\2 s o for all heb-
(i) is redundant / / 0 < о = 2. 
P r o o f . The case £> = 1 is obvious. The necessity par t follows f rom d) and e) 
taking |z| = l . Let g .^1 and suppose that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Remark that (ii) 
may be written in the f o r m : 
(é> —2)||z77;||2 —2(g—1) Re (zTh, h) + Q\\h\\z S 0 for | z | = l and / « € § 
or, equivalently, 
(3) \\[QL-(Q-\)zT]h\\^\\zTh\\ for A € S , и = 1. 
F rom (i) it follows that £>|i? — 1 | _ 1 > a ; hence 
C(z) = z n e i - i Q - ^ z T r ^ s c i b ) , 
for | z | < 6 , where b = Q\Q — l | - 1 a - 1 . Since ¿ > 1 , inequality (3) may be written in 
the fo rm 
| |C (z ) | | S l for |z| = l . 
C(z) being analytic on the closed unit disk, it follows by the maximum modulus 
theorem that 
' | |C(z)|!iSl for |z| ^ 1, 
that is, 
\\[gI-(g-l)zT]h\\ S !|z77i|l for Л е § , 
which is equivalent to (2). The proof is complete. 
1 .3 . Recall now a construction f rom [2]. Let T a power-bounded operator in 
~ . • №) 
Put H = ® §ik, where each <ök is a copy of and denote by { h k } k ( Z the ele-
(ic-l) (k) (k +1) 
ments of H . We shall denote an element of the form {.. . , 0 , . . . , 0, h, 0, . . . , 0 , ...} 
simply by h. Let {pk}kéZ a n arbitrary sequence of positive integers. Define T£ У(Н) 
(к) <í+i> 
as the operator h-»Tp*h. In [2] it is proved that if then T£V0. 
We shall use also the following 
1 .4 . T h e o r e m . If the sequence {||ГЛА||} converges for all h£9). 
For the proof, see [2] or [7]. 
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§ 2. Weighted bilateral shifts 
In this paragraph we shall consider a Hilbert space with an orthonormal basis 
iek)kiZ a r>d corresponding weighted (bilateral) shifts, i.e. operators which transform 
ek into wKek+i, where {wk}kez is a bounded sequence of complex numbers. Such a 
weighted shift is unitarily equivalent to the one with weights so we can suppose 
that the weights are nonnegative (see [5] or [6]). 
We shall denote by {..., w_„, ..., w0, ivt, ..., wn, . . .} or briefly by { w j 
the weights as well as the operator itself. 
2. 1. P r o p o s i t i o n . If {wk}£<ge and {sk}e^a then {wksk}£<ge„. 
P r o o f . Aplying 1. 1 we have that {wk}<S> Notice that the subspace 
§o c Ô ® § generated by {ek®ek}kfZ is invariant for { w j ® { s j and the restriction 
to § 0 this operator is also of class cê e a . But this restriction is a weighted shift with 
weights 
2 .2 . C o r o l l a r y . If {wk}e^e and 0?=sk^wk, then {sk}f_<&e. 
P r o o f . One can find numbers 0 S a f c S l such that sk = akwk. Since {at} is a con-
traction, the conclusion follows. 
2 .3 P r o p o s i t i o n . T= if and only if 
(j) v ( r ) S a = min {1, Q), 
Oi) 2 [fe-2)w2k+g]xl- 2 2(e-l)wkxkxk+i^0 
for every sequence of real numbers xk with 2 xk<0°-
P r o o f . Take h = 2zkek a r | d apply (1.2). If we put xk=\zk\ we obtain (jj). 
2 .4 . L e m m a . The real infinite quadratic form 
2 akxk ~ 2 bkxkxk+l 2 ak, bk bounded I CO CO ^ — oo J 
is positive semidefinite if and only if it can be written in the form 
2 (<XkXk-PkXk+i)2 
P r o o f . See [3]. 
2 .5 . T h e o r e m . {wk)Çicê2 if and only if the weights are of the form = 
= (l-ck)(H-ck+1), cke[-l, 1], k£Z. 
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P r o o f . As known, r62 consists of the operators T with \(Th, h)\^\\h\\2, that is, 
of numerical radius contradictions. Using 2. 3, a necessary and sufficient condition 
for {vffc} to be of the class is that 
2 x l - 2 wkxkxk + 1^0 if 2 * * < 0 0 > — oo —CO — CO 
that is (using 2. 4) 
< x k + P i t - i - l . 2akpk = wk, where k ^ Z . 
We have wI = 4a2¡i2k = 2 a 2 ( 2 - 2 a * + 1 ) . Put ck = I -2ct2, and the conclusion fol-
lows. 
2 . 6 . P r o p o s i t i o n . T={wk)£(£e (Q>2) if and only if 
(k) v ( r ) S l , (kk) K } € ^ 2 ) where 
2(g— 1 )wk uk = -j— = • 
2) wl + e Vie - 2) w2k+ ! + e 
P r o o f . Take y\ = [(Q-2)w2k + e]x2 in (jj) of (2. 3). CO 
2.7 P r o p o s i t i o n . If T — {vvfc}£r4e then JJ wk converges (possibly to 0). 
Observe that JJ wk = lim | | r n e 0 | | • lim | | r*"e 0 | | ; the limits i on the right hand 
side exist by 1. 4. 
Observe that JJ wk^0 implies wk — 1 as & — + <». 
oo 
2 .8 . P r o p o s i t i o n . If {wk}Ç.<g2 then JJ wk= 1. 
Indeed, f r o m 2. 5 we have 
n ^ k ^ n Y( 1 -ck) V+ck+1) = n Y T ^ s 1 . 
2. 9. D e f i n i t i o n . Let {w*} be a weighted shift. A compression of {wk} is any 
weighted shift obtained by substituting a finite sequence of consecutive weights by their 
product . 
For example, {. . . , w _ 2 , w_ 1w0, wls... } and {... , w_ 2 , .w_ j vv0W\, w 2 , ...} are 
compressions of the shift {vi'k}. 
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2. 10. P r o p o s i t i o n . Every compression of a weighted shift {wk} of class (6e is 
also of class ^e. 
P r o o f . Choose m^n and let {vk} be the weighted shift with 
vk = wk for k<m, vm = wm...w„, vk = wk+„-m for k>m. 
To prove tha t {vk}Ç.^e we shall repeat the construction of 1. 3 by choosing 
(4) 
pk = 1 for k^m and pm —n—m + l. Let $ 0 be the subspace of H with base {ek} for 
k ^ m , and for / o m . § 0 will be invariant for T and T|§>0 will be just the 
weighted shift with weights {vk}. • . 
2. 11 P r o p o s i t i o n . If {wk}i^e then a=Ilwk^\. 
. P r o o f . For Q=2, (and then also 'for Q<2) this is contained in 2. 8. Denote by 
Tn the weighted shift obtained f rom T= {vvfc} by compression of weights f rom 
w_„ to wn. By 2. 10, r „ Ç <iie. If a > 0 , then 7 „ 1 , . . . , l,a, 1, . . . , 1, . . .} (strongly). 
It follows tha t {. . . , 1 , a, 1, If a > l , by Corollary 2 . 2 we may suppose 
1 < a < — . Using 2. 6 we deduce that 
q — 2 
„ , „ 2(o — l)a « . 
But 1 s ] J uk = ^ ^ 2 < > 1 I since a which is impossible. (O-2)a2+Q { Q- 2, 
2. 12. T h e o r e m . If and JJ w t = l , then wk=\ for every k£Z. 
P r o o f . W e m a y suppose 2. Suppose some wk differ f rom 1. Then we find an m 
m such that JJ wk = a^\. Compressing weights f rom wm_„ to wm and taking n » 
it follows that {. . . , 1, a, wm+i, ...}f/de. Compressing weights f rom w,„+1 to wn:+n 
and passing to limit, we deduce {... , 1, a, a - 1 , 1, Considering, if necessary, 
the adjoint shift we may assume that 1. Now using 2. 6 we obtain: 
M = i i t T 
* 1 ' ' ' f (Q-2)a2+e' Y(Q-2)a2+Qy(Q-2) + Qa2' 
2 ( g - l ) , 1 
(e-2) + a2i 
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Using 2. 5 we deduce 
a2 — I 
a2 + 1 - e 
4a2 
(a2 + l)2 —e2 
2 
a2+ 1 +e 
for \k\>\, 
for k = — 1, 
for k = 0, 
for k=l, 
where we have put e = p . By the fact that e€Q is an increasing function of g 
we may suppose | e | < l . We have 
- 2 
l = = hence c _ l S 0 . 
By the same method, from JJ uk — l it follows that c 2 = 0 . Then, 
and 
2 4a2 
( l - c . O O + C o ^ j j ^ , ( l - ^ o ) ( l + c 1 ) = ( 1 + a 2 ) 2 _ e r 
( 1 - C » ) ( 1 + C 2 ) = 1 +a2 + s' 
From the first equality and from c . ^ 0 we deduce 
2a2 — 2e 
l + a z — 8 
while f rom the last one and f rom c2?= 0 we have 
2a2 + 2s 
l + c t 1 + a 2 + e ' 
Hence, 
2a2 - 2e 2a2 + 2s 
and it follows that s = 
1 + a 2 — £ l + a 2 + £ 
a2-I 
( 1 - C 0 ) ( l + C l ) = 
4a2 
e - l 
(1 + a 2 ) 2 —£2 
0, a = l , a contradiction. The proof is complete. 
2. 13. C o r o l l a r y . IfT= { w j is invertible and T~1 € , then Tis unitary. 
P r o o f . It suffices to remark that T~1 is also a weighted shift with weights 
{w"1}. Using 2. 11 we deduce f]wk ^ I and / / (vv" 1)^ 1 hence JJwk = 1, that is 
(from 2. 12) w k = 1 for every k £ Z . 
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§ 3. Invertible operators of class (€Q 
Let § be a Hilbert space and T an invertible operator of class (6e. 
\\Tk + 1h\\ 
3. 1. T h e o r e m . and wk = p { w k } ' s a weighted 
shift of class (i>Q. P r o o f . We construct, as in 1.3, the space H and the operator T with all 1. 
^ W • • • ' 
Put hk=Tkh ( fcgZ). Let §>0 be the subspace V h*.Then §>0hasthe orthonormal 
k= -co 
b a s i s eK = TiTI • IIM 
Tt is easy to see that T leaves §>0 invariant, a n d . J | S o is just the desired weighted 
shift. Using 1. 7 and 1. 2 the proof is complete. 
3 .2 . C o r o l l a r y . If and T is invertible, then 
l i m | i r ' / ; ! | ^ U m | | r - " / i | | for 
P r o o f . Using 2. 11 and 3. 1 we have 
1 a /7 \\Tk+ih\\ • 1 1 7 ^ / H I ~ 1 = II U 
U || n|| im «11 i i m | | r - / i | | ' 
3 .3 . C o r o l l a r y . If T is invertible, and lim [j7"V?[j = l i m | |T~nh\\, then 
\\T"h\\ = \\h\\ for n= 1 , 2 , . . . . 
P r o o f . Obvious from 2. 12 and 3. 1. 
3 .4 . C o r o l l a r y . If and lim \\T"h\\ = l im \\T-"h\\ for all /?£§, then T is 
unitary. 
3. 5. C o r o l l a r y . (STAMPFLI [4].) If T, T~1 are both of class (6Q, then T is 
unitary. 
P r o o f . Obvious from 3. 2 and 3. 4. 
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Erweiterung von Halbgruppen durch 
wiederholte Quotientenbildung. II 
Von H. SEIBT in Potsdam (DDR) 
Einleitung 
Im Teil I dieser Arbeit [4] untersuchten wir Halbgruppenerweiterungen, die 
sich durch wiederholte Bildung von Rechtsquotientenhalbgruppen und Links-
quotientenhalbgruppen einer Halbgruppe 91 ergeben. Dabei verstehen wir unter 
einer Rechtsquotientenhalbgruppe S = Q r ( 9 i , n) einer Halbgruppe 91 nach einer 
Unterhalbgruppe 11 regulärer Elemente1) von 91 eine solche Oberhalbgruppe von 
91 mit Einselement, in der jedes Element a £ n ein Inverses besitzt und deren Elemente 
sich als Rechtsquotienten aa.~ l mit ß £ 9 I und a € n darstellen lassen. Eine solche 
Rechtsquotientenhalbgruppe <5 =QR(91, n) existiert bekanntlich (vgl. [1] und [2]) 
genau dann, wenn die folgende Bedingung Qr(9t, n) erfüllt ist: Zu je zwei Elementen 
• a£9 t und a £ n gibt es Elemente /£9? und mit ak = al. Im Falle ihrer Existenz 
ist dann die Rechtsquotientenhalbgruppe S = Q f ( 9 l , n) durch die Halbgruppe 91 
und die rechtsseitige Nennermenge n bis auf Isomorphie eindeutig bestimmt (vgl. 
[1], [2]). Dagegen können verschiedene Unterhalbgruppen nf (i £ / ) von 91 zur gleichen 
Rechtsquotientenhalbgruppe S = Q r ( 9 1 , n,) führen. Unter diesen ist dann genau eine 
relativ maximale Nennermenge n (sie besteht aus allen in <3 invertierbaren Elementen 
von 9t) dadurch ausgezeichnet, daß aus a-b£ n fü r beliebige reguläre Elemente a 
und b von 91 stets a £ n und b£ n folgt (vgl. [2]). 
Ist es nun möglich, eine Halbgruppe 91 zuerst zu einer Rechtsquotientenhalb-
gruppe 9 l 1 = Q r ( 9 l , u , ) nach einer Unterhalbgruppe n , = 9 t zu erweitern, diese Halb-
gruppe 9 i j wieder zu einer Linksquotientenhalbgruppe 91 2 =Qz(9 t 1 , n 2 ) nach einer 
Unterhalbgruppe n ^ ^ u.s.f., so nennen wir eine auf diese Weise nach k Schritten 
entstehende Oberstruktur 9l t von 91 eine k-te r-Quotientenhalbgruppe 9ifc = 
=Qj (9 l ' ; n , , . . . , n t) , wobei nx(x = l,2, . . . , k) die jeweils im x-ten Schritt verwendete 
Nennermenge bezeichnet (vgl. [4], Def. 1). Entsprechend definieren wir eine k-te 
x) Reguläre Elemente erfüllen die Kürzungsregeln. 
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/ -Quotientenhalbgruppe (91; n , , . . . , n*) einer Halbgruppe 91, wobei aber der erste 
Erweiterungsschritt eine Linksquotientenerweiterung ist. Wir wollen auch in dem 
vorliegenden Teil II unsere Verabredung beibehalten, daß mit jeder Begriffsbildung 
bzw. Aussage auch die durch formale „Vertauschung von rechts und l inks" her-
vorgehende duale Begriffsbildung bzw. Aussage als gegeben angesehen wird. 
Wir zeigten dann, daß wir fü r die bei der schrittweisen Quotientenerweiterung 
von 91 verwendeten Nennermengen ohne Beschränkung der Allgemeinheit stets 
nJC_i und n~J , (x = 2, 3, ...,k) voraussetzen dürfen und betrachteten ihre 
Durchschnitte xx = n x D 9 i mit der Halbgruppe 9t. Eine so entstehende Unterhalb-
gruppenkette nannten wir eine Qr-Kette von 91 der Länge k und 
wiesen nach, daß schon diese Unterhalbgruppen xx von 91 die k-te r-Quotienten-
halbgruppe n , , . . . , n t ) bis auf Isomorphie eindeutig festlegen, wor-
aufhin wir die Bezeichnung 91 k=Q k r(dl;, x{, ..., xk) e inführten. Vor allen Dingen 
ist es nun möglich, notwendige und hinreichende Bedingungen für die Existenz 
der A>ten /--Quotientenhalbgruppe 9t J t=Q*(9l ; i , , . . . , xk) auszusprechen (vgl. [4], 
Satz 3): Eine Kette Q x2 ü ••• xk von Unterhalbgruppen regulärer Elemente einer 
Halbgruppe 91 ist genau dann g r - K e t t e der Länge k, wenn die folgenden Forderun-
gen erfüllt sind. 1) Für jedes x—2, 3, ...,k und beliebige Elemente a und b von 
91 folgt aus a-b£xx und (bzw. a^xx_l) stets a£xx (bzw. b£xx). 2) Für jedes 
x = 1, 2, . . . , k gilt die mit ß ? ( 9 l ; s l 5 . . . , xx) bezeichnete Bedingung: Zu beliebigen 
Elementen a l £ 9 t und x l x £x x gibt es geeignete Elemente2) 
a^91, xJxexx {.i—2, 3 , . . . , x), 
b>£% yi£xx (j= 1 , 2 , . . . , * ) , 
Uj und Vj aus Xj (j= 1, 2 , . . . , x), 
so daß die folgenden Gleichungen erfüllt sind 
aku? = vkbx, xiu x = vxy* ( A = l , 2 , ...,x), 
u* = y*x, vx = x"x, 
a2i = a2' + l , x2J = x2i+1, b2'-1'= b2i, y2!~' = y2i, 
x — 1 
wobei der index i fü r ungerades x die Werte 1, 2, . . . , — — und für gerades x die 
Werte I, 2, durchläuft . 
Für die duale Bedingung ß*(9 l ; . . . , x„) sind natürlich die Faktoren in allen 
auftretenden Produkten zu vertauschen. 
2) Die hochgestellten Indizes dienen zur Unterscheidung der Elemente. 
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§ 4 
Freilich ist mit diesem allgemeinen Kriterium noch nichts darüber ausgesagt, 
ob es für eine natürliche Zahl k überhaupt eine Halbgruppe gibt, welche eine 
A>te r-Quotientenhalbgruppe 9 l t = Q * ( 9 l ; a^., . . . , xk) zu bilden gestattet, ohne daß 
man dabei mit weniger als k Erweiterungsschritten auskommen kann. Wir ergänzen 
daher unsere Untersuchungen aus Teil I durch folgenden 
SATZ 6 (Hauptsatz). Für jede natürliche Zahl k gibt es eine Halbgruppe 91, 
zu der eine k-te r-Quotientenha/bgruppe 9IT=€2*(9T; I , , . . . , xk) existiert, die auf keine 
Weise in weniger als k Schritten durch Quotientenerweiterung gewonnen werden kann. 
Wir werden diesen Satz zusammen mit seiner dualen Aussage beweisen, indem 
wir für jede natürliche Zahl k ^ l zwei (zueinander duale) Halbgruppen 5 t u n d 
Sjk angeben, die folgende Eigenschaften besitzen: 
I) In 5t gibt es eine Qr-Kette der Länge k und eine QrKette der Länge k+1, die 
beide mit 5t selbst enden. 
In 9)k gibt es eine Qt-Kette der Länge k und eine Qr-Kette der Länge k+1, die 
beide mit 9)k selbst enden. 
II) Jede mit 5 t endende Qr-Kette bzw. QrKette von 5 t hat mindestens die Länge k 
bzw. k+ 1. 
Jede mit 9)k endende QrKette bzw. Qr-Kette von $>k hat mindestens die Länge k 
bzw. k+1. 
Das heißt: Die Halbgruppen 5 t und $jk sind in Gruppen einbettbar, die durch 
Quotientenbildung nicht in weniger als k Schritten gewonnen werden können. 
Wir konstruieren zunächst gewisse Halbgruppen 5 t und von denen wir 
dann in den beiden folgenden Paragraphen zeigen werden, daß sie die in I) und II) 
genannten Eigenschaften besitzen. Wir zeigen für jede natürliche Zahl k die Existenz 
zweier Halbgruppen <ftk und 9)k mit den Eigenschaften: 
a) 5 t und %>k sind zueinander antiisomorphe reguläre Halbgruppen mit dem gleichen 
Einselement. 
b) Es gibt einen Homomorphismus ik von 5 t und einen Homomorphismus jk von 
§>k in (für 1 sogar auf) die additive Halbgruppe der nichtnegativen ganzen 
Zahlen. 
c) Der Antüsomorphismus <j/k von 5 t auf erfüllt bezüglich der in b) genannten 
Homomorphismen ik und jk 
ik(f)=jk{^k(f)) für alle / 6 5*. 
womit auch jk(h) = ik(\l)kl (h)) für alle h£§>k gilt. 
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Die Halbgruppen 5 t und konstruieren wir induktiv, wobei wir fü r k=0 
die aus nur einem Element e bestehende Halbgruppe 5 o = Ö o m ' t ' o ( e ) — 7 o ( e ) = 0 
und der identischen Abbi ldung ij/0 verwenden. Es seien nun 5 t und §>k Halbgruppen 
mit den Eigenschaften a), b) und c). D a n n definieren wir zunächst 5 t + i als diejenige 
Halbgruppe, die von den Elementen von und zwei weiteren Elementen C = Q + 1 
und D=Dk+1 erzeugt wird3), wobei neben den Relat ionen von noch folgende 
Relationen gefordert werden: 
(1) Dk+1Ck+1 = Ck + 1Dk+i, 
(2) hCk+1 = Ck+1h, Dk+lh = hD2kJ+T f ü r alle h€$k, 
(3) eCk+1 = Ck+i, eDk+1 = Dk+1 f ü r das Einselement e von §>k. 
Ersichtlich ist das Einselement e .von §>k wegen jk (e)—0 auch Einselement von 5 t + x . 
Die Elemente von 5 t + i sind dann jedenfalls von der F o r m hCcDd mit h£5)k und 
nichtnegativen ganzen Zahlen c und d, und je zwei Elemente von 5 t + i werden 
gemäß 
(*) hlCc>DiL-h2CciDi2 = liili2Cc^ciDdi+2Jk''h2)*':2',i 
multipliziert. Darüber hinaus besitzt jedes Element von 5 t + 
! sogar genau eine 
solche Darstellung h C D a z u betrachte man die Produktmenge Fk+1 = 
XN0XN0, worin N0 die Menge der nichtnegativen ganzen Zahlen bezeichnet, und 
definiere in Fk+1: 
a) Es sei ( A 1 , c 1 , d 1 ) = ( Ä 2 , c 2 , i / 2 ) genau dann, wenn hx=h2, c± = c2 und dl=d2 
gilt; ß) Qi^c^dJ-Qi^dJ = {hih2,c1+c2,d2+2W+<idi). 
Wegen a) wird durch ß) ersichtlich eine assoziative Multiplikation in F k + i definiert, 
so daß in Fk+1 auch die Relationen (1), (2) und (3) erfüllt sind. Wir zeigen noch, 
d a ß 5 t + i eine reguläre Halbgruppe ist. Dazu sei 
hC°Dd • hi CciDd< — hCcDd • h2 CciDdi, 
also 
hh1Cc+ciDdi + 2Jk ih ,> + '1'1 = hh2C<+c>DdS2ikihi);c2d, 
woraus sich zunächst 
hhi_ = hh2, c + c t ^ c + c2, dl +24(N) + C. d = d2 + 2i*{"*) + cid 
ergibt. Wegen der Regularität von §>k gilt hx=h2, außerdem folgt ci=c2 und aus 
beidem di=d2, womit 
hlCc>Ddi = h2Cc2Ddi 
3) Sind keine Verwechslungen zu befürchten, werden wir zur Vereinfachung im Folgenden auf 
die Indizes verzichten und einfach C und D schreiben. 
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gezeigt ist. In gleicher Weise zeigt m a n die Gültigkeit der rechtsseitigen Kürzungs-
regel. Es ist also gfc+i eine reguläre Oberhalbgruppe von mit demselben Einsele-
ment. Wir betrachten nun die zur Halbgruppe duale Halbgruppe 3 i + 1 = 
= §>k+1» die also dadurch entsteht, daß m a n in g k + i die Mult ipl ikation ab durch 
die duale Operat ion aob — ba ersetzt. D a wir '¡yk und als duale Halbgruppen 
vorausgesetzt hat ten, wobei, es einen Anti isomorphismus tpk von ?yt auf gibt, 
der c) erfüllt , ist die Unterhalbgruppe $r>°k von isomorph zu wes-
ha lb wir §>k+1 als Oberhalbgruppe von Jŷ  annehmen dürfen. Setzen wir nun noch 
Ck+1 =Bk+1 und D°k+l=Ak+1, so wird durch 
. (ACftV = >Pk 1 (h) 
für alle Elemente hC c k k^D ä k \* 1 l£'5 k + l ein Anti isomorphismus i p k + l von auf 
§>k+1 erklärt, der Fortsetzung von ip k x ist. Mit anderen Wor ten : Wir betrachten 
§(c+1 als die von der Halbgruppe = 1 (§>k) und zwei weiteren Elementen Ak+l = 
—i'k+i(Dk+ I) und Bk+1=\j/k+l(Ck+1) erzeugte Halbgruppe, wobei zu den Rela-
tionen von $ k noch die folgenden zu (1), (2) und (3) dualen Relationen hinzugenom-
men werden: 
( 1 ) Bk+iAk+i = ipk+i(Dk+1Ck+l)=:il/k+i(Ck+1Dl+1)=Al+1Bk+l, 
(2'i) Bk+1f=ij/k+1 (hCk+1) = 1 (CFC+J h) =fBk+i 
sowie 
(20 fAk + l = >pk + 1(Dk+,h) = iPk + 1(hD2k+1 ) - A2k+l f = Azk+i f 
fü r alle Elemente / = >pk 1 (h) aus %kJ 
(3') Bk+1e = il/k+i(eCk+1) = Bk+1 
Ak+1e = il/k+i(eDk+i) = Ak+1 
fü r das Einselement e — \\ikl (e) von 0r t. 
Dami t ist §>k+1 eine reguläre Oberhalbgruppe von mit demselben Eins-
element, deren Elemente eindeutig in der F o r m Aakk^Bbk+^f mit f und nicht-
negativen ganzen Zahlen ak+l und bk+1 dargestellt werden können. Je zwei Elemente 
von werden nach der Regel 
(**) AaiBbif1-A'*Bbif2= Aa, + 2 "2BbL + b2 / i / 2 
multipliziert, wenn wir auch hier zur Vereinfachung auf die Indizes k+1 verzichten 
und einfach A bzw. B schreiben. U m noch die Gültigkeit von b) und c) fü r die Halb-
gruppen und £>k+ j zu zeigen, definieren wir 
ik+1(hCcDd) = jk(h) + c für alle Elemente hCcDd£^k+i, . 
jk + M a B b f ) = ik(J) + b f ü r alle Elemente AaBbf£§>k+1. 
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Ersichtlich handelt es sich wegen (*) und (**) um Homomorphismen von g/t+i 
bzw. von auf die additive Halbgruppe der nichtnegativen ganzen Zahlen. 
Es sei noch bemerkt, daß sich die Multiplikation in bzw. in dann auch 
gemäß 
,, ,,<•„+ d W l D<>2) 
hiCc'Dä<-h2CciDd2 = hlh2Cc^cW1+2 
bzw. 
Att>Bb>f1-Aa2Bb>f2 = Aa> + 2 "2Bb' + b 2 f l f 2 
kennzeichnen läßt. Schließlich erfüllt \ j /k + l auch die Forderung von c). 
Es ist also etwa 5 , e ' n e reguläre Halbgruppe mit Einselement, deren Elemente 
sich eindeutig in der Form 
eCfiDfi ^ C f i D j i ( c , , dt nichtnegative ganze Zahlen) 
schreiben lassen, wobei Dd') = Cy für jedes Element von 5 t gilt und die Mul-
tiplikation in 5 i nach der Regel 
Ci'Di' •Ci'lZ?i'1 = Ci'+c'1 Df' + *C'di 
erfolgt. Wir bemerken noch, daß diese Halbgruppen 5 i und entsprechend gerade 
die bereits in § 1 von Teil I verwendeten Halbgruppen 5 und § sind. 
Allgemein ist 5 t e ' n e reguläre Oberhalbgruppe von mit demselben Eins1 
element, deren Elemente sich eindeutig in der Form 
Al-j; Bhk 1-,' Al'L-iBbkl-33... AtBl- d1 Ddy CVDi*... Cck"D't 
für ungerades k. bzw. 
A^Bhk^Al^Bhk-si... AVBfccZD'fCl'Di*... Cck*Ddkk 
für gerades k mit nichtnegativen ganzen Zahlen als Exponenten darstellen lassen. 
Dabei gilt für alle Elemente/,, : 
'k(fk) = ci+b2 + c3+b4. + ---+bk.1+ck, k ungerade 
bzw. 
ik(fk) = b1+c2 + b3+cA + ---+bk-i+ck, k gerade. 
Entsprechende Darstellungen gelten für die Halbgruppe 9)k. 
§ 5 
Wir wenden uns jetzt der Untersuchung von Qr-Ketten und (2,-Ketten der 
im vorigen Paragraphen konstruierten Halbgruppen 5 t bzw. $jk für / cS l zu. Auf 
Grund der Dualität von 5 t und $ k bilden Unterhalbgruppen 
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von genau dann eine ß , -Ket te der Länge / von wenn die Unterhalbgruppen 
von eine g,-Kette von der gleichen Länge darstellen. Für den Nachweis der 
Behauptung I) im Anschluß an Satz 6 stellen wir zunächst zwei Hilfssätze bereit, 
die übrigens auch unter etwas allgemeineren Voraussetzungen erfüllt sind. 
H i l f s s a t z 5. Ist sDi eine reguläre Halbgruppe mit Einselement, die sich als 
Komplexprodukt 9Jt=9t© =©9t einer Unterhalbgruppe 9t Q 9Ji und einer Untergruppe 
©Q9Jt darstellen läßt, wobei a© =©a für alle Elemente a£9l gilt, dann existiert 
mit jeder Rechtsquotientenhalbgruppe S = ö , ( 9 t , n) von 91 nach einer Unterhalb-
gruppe n von 91 auch die Rechtsquotientenhalbgruppe 2 = 0 , ( 9 1 © , n(5) von 9Jt=9t© 
nach der rechtsseitigen Nennermenge n©^9J t . Überdies gewinnt man 2 = Q , ( 9 1 © , n©) 
als Komplexprodukt 2 = 2 © von <5=Q,(9t, n) mit ©, und für alle Elemente s £ S gilt 
i © = © 5 . . 
Da gemäß [2] jede Quotientenhalbgruppe einer regulären Halbgruppe eben-
falls regulär ist, folgt durch vollständige Induktion über k aus Hilfssatz 5 und seiner 
dualen Aussage der 
H i l f s s a t z 6. Ist 9Ji eine reguläre Halbgruppe mit Einselement, die sich als 
Komplexprodukt 9J t=9t©=©91 einer Unterhalbgruppe 91*^9)1 und einer Untergruppe 
©OJt darstellen läßt, wobei ö© = ©ö für alle Elemente a£91 gilt, dann existiert mit 
jeder k-ten r-Quotientenhalbgruppe 9i t=Oji(91; n , , . . . , nk) von 91 auch die k-te 
r-Quotientenhalbgruppe Q'(91©; u, ©, . . . , nk&) von 9Ji=9l©, die man als Komplex-
produkt 9tk© von 9l f c=Q'(91; n , , . . . , nk) mit © gewinnen kann. 
Den ersten Teil der Behauptung I), daß es in der Halbgruppe 1) eine 
Ö,-Kette i i = = " = = gibt, verschärfen wir dahingehend, daß dabei stets 
das Einselement e von in 3Et enthalten ist, und beweisen dies zusammen mit der 
dualen Aussage über durch vollständige Induktion über k. Dabei können wir 
uns immer auf die Durchführung jeweils eines der zueinander dualen Schlüsse be-
schränken. Für k= 1 zeigen wir, daß g j eine rechtsseitige Nennermenge von sich 
selbst ist, was wir zwar aus unseren Überlegungen in § 1 übernehmen könnten, 
hier aber der Vollständigkeit halber noch einmal ausführen wollen. Für beliebig 
vorgegebene Elemente a = C[D\\\n& a = C\D\ aus erfüllen die Elemente l=ClD2^d 
und l = C l D \ c i aus g , gerade die Gleichung 
aX = C\D\ C]D2°Ö = xc+yD\cd+lyp = C\D\ Cc1D21vd = al, 
womit nachgewiesen ist. Für den Induktionsschritt sei nun 
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eine Qr-Kette der Länge k von wobei das Einselement e von enthält, 
also 
= mit v)x = $k(x)K), x = l , 2 ,...,k 
eine ß,-Kette der Länge k von wobei t) t das Einselement von 9>k enthält. Nun 
ist die von C = C f c + 1 £ 0 i t + 1 und D=Dk+l£'$k+i erzeugte Unterhalbgruppe mit 
Einselement 30 der Elemente CcDd von auch rechtsseitige Nennermenge von 
Sr*+i> denn mit beliebigen Elementen a=hCcDd£^k+1 und a = CyDs£i0 erfüllen 
die Elemente / = h C c D ™ u n d A = CrD2JkW*c'€30 die Gleichung 
aA = hCcDd-CyD2JkW*cs = hCc+yD2JkW+cs+2rd = CyDs-hCcD2yd a/, 
also gilt die Bedingung QrCftk+l, 30). Die Elemente der Rechtsquotientenhalbgruppe 
&r(5fc+i>3o) gestatten die Darstellung 
hCcDdC~y (c, d, y, ö nichtnegative ganze Zahlen), 
und alle Elemente der Form CcDdD~öC-y bilden auf Grund der Relationen (1), 
(2) und (3) eine Untergruppe © von Q P ( 5 f c + 1 , 3 0 ) = § * © . Es zeigt sich, daß sogar 
/ ;©=©// für alle Elemente h£§>k erfüllt ist. D a nach Induktionsvoraussetzung 
eine ß r K e t t e von §>k ist, erfüllt die Halbgruppe Ö*©=ö,(0r f c+i> 3o) alle Voraus-
setzungen der dualen Aussage von Hilfssatz 6. Es existiert also mit der Ar-ten /-Quo-
tientenhalbgruppe 
n 1 ; . . . , nk) 
von §>k, wobei 9 x = n x n ö t gilt, eine A:-te /-Quotientenhalbgruppe 2 = <3© = 
©> •••, "*©) von i3ic©=Q r(5/i+1 > So)- Diese ist zugleich eine (A:+l)-te 
r-Quotientenhalbgruppe 3o> n i®> •••»"*©) von weshalb 3 0 £ 
= 3i = - " = 3 k mit 3x = für x = l , 2, ...,k eine Qr-Kette von der 
Länge k +1 ist, die mit der das Einselement von enthaltenden Unterhalbgruppe 
3o = (5t+i beginnt und mit = endet. Aus 3 t = n t © f l 5 t + i folgt .nämlich 
S* = = ü n * © n & + 1 = 3 t ) was mit 3oÜ3* auf 5 * + i = S t 3 p E 3 * führt . 
Damit ist die angegebene Verschärfung der ersten Teilaussage von I) bewiesen. 
Aus ihr erhält man sofort auch die zweite Teilaussage, indem man bei der schritt-
weisen Erweiterung von zu Sj , •••,xk) vor die erste Rechtsquotienten-
erweiterung eine triviale Linksquotientenerweiterung mit der Nennermenge i 0 = 
= {e}^3£1 davorsetzt. Damit sind die Aussagen von I) fü r alle Halbgruppen gfc und 
( & S l ) nachgewiesen. 
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§ 6 
Unsere Untersuchungen über die minimale Länge der mit endenden Ö r -Ket-
ten und Q r Ketten der Halbgruppen beginnen wir mit einer Modifizierung 
des Begriffes Qr-Kette für reguläre Halbgruppen: Eine Qr-Kette xl^ax2Q--- Qxk 
einer regulären Halbgruppe 91 heißt Q'r-Kette von 9t, wenn sie an Stelle der Forderung 
1) aus Satz 3 der schärferen Bedingung genügt: 
V) Für alle Elemente a und b aus 91 folgt aus a-bf_xx stets a£xx und b£xx 
( x = l , 2, . . . , k). 
H i l f s s a t z 7. Zu jeder Qr-Kette xiQx2Q---Qxk einer regulären Halbgruppe 
91 gibt es eine Q'r-Kette i), <=x)2 ij ••• von 91 der gleichen Länge k, so daß 
^(91;^, gilt: 
B e w e i s . Wir wählen in jedem Erweiterungsschritt der Quotientenerweiterung 
von 9t zu der A>ten r-Quotientenhalbgruppe s 1 ; . . . , xk)=Q.kr(9l; i t , , ..., n t ) 
von 91 an Stelle der jeweiligen Nennermengen itx die zugehörigen relativ maximalen 
Nennermengen m x , für die dann ebenfalls m x _ 1 und x mit x—2, 3 , . . . ,k 
erfüllt ist. Dann bilden die Unterhalbgruppen x)x = ir txr i9l eine Qr-Kette von 91 
der Länge k, und es gilt 
0*(9t ; n ! , . . . , nk) = O l (91; m „ . . . , in,) = Q* (91; i) t , . . . , r)k). 
Für je zwei Elemente a und b aus 9t folgt aus a-b£t)x zunächst a-b£mx, also wegen 
der relativen Maximalität von mx gerade a£mx und b£mx, woraus sich sofort a £ t)x 
und b£i)x ergibt. 
Auf Grund dieses Hilfssatzes und seiner dualen Aussage dürfen wir uns im 
Folgenden auf die Untersuchung von Q'r -Ketten und g^-Ketten von %k bzw. §>k 
beschränken. Dabei wird es sich als nützlich erweisen, daß es einen Homomorphismus 
von auf die Unterhalbgruppe t Q gibt, der jede Q'r -Kette und jede Q\ -Kette 
von 5/t in eine ebensolche von , gleicher Länge überführt . Die durch 
<p(hCcDi) = h£5)k_l für alle Elemente hCcDd£^k . 
definierte eindeutige Abbildung cp von auf §>k_ t ist nämlich gemäß 
(p(hCcDd • h'C0' Dd) = (p(hh'Cc+c'Dd' + 2Jk-ll"')+c'd) 
= hh' = (p(hCcDd)-q>(h'Cc' Dd ') 
ein Homomorphismus von auf - 1 , bei dem sich auch die Forderung 1') von 
einer Q'r-Kette Qx2 Qx„ von a u f ihr homomorphes Bild cp(xj) Q! ••• ^cp(x„) 
überträgt. Denn gilt h-h'£(p(i)v) für beliebige Elemente h und h' aus mit 
v = 1, 2, . ' . .,«„ so folgt zunächst, daß sv ein Element hh'CcDd mit gewissen Exponen-
ten c und d enthält. Dann sind gemäß 1') auch h und h' Elemente von i v und damit 
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auch Elemente von <p(xv). Weiterhin zieht auch die Gültigkeit der Bedingungen 
Q v r (dk\*i , •••,*„) d i e Gültigkeit der Bedingungen <p(*i), . . . , (*„)) nach 
sich; denn sind und x1 £(p(sv) beliebig vorgegebene Elemente, so gibt es 
wegen a l €t ! f k u n £ l - K 1 ^ geeignete Elemente aus den entsprechenden Unterhalb-
gruppen von die alle Gleichungen der Bedingung QlC$k; xl, . . . , sv) erfüllen, 
und damit nach Übergang zu den jeweiligen Bildern bei der homomorphe Abbildung 
(p von a u f Ök-i auch, geeignete Elemente aus den entsprechenden Unterhalb-
gruppen von die alle Gleichungen der Bedingung Qvr(£>k-i; (p(x,), ...., <p(xvj) 
erfüllen. Die Überlegungen für Q[ -Ketten verlaufen analog. 
Insbesondere folgt aus der Existenz eines solchen Homomorphismus, von 
auf und der dualen Aussage über §>k, daß es für alle j ^ k möglich ist, die 
Halbgruppe auf ihre Unterhalbgruppe bzw. 9)j homomorph abzubilden, je 
nachdem ob k—j gerade oder ungerade ist, so daß dabei jede ß^-Kette (ß ( ' -Kette) 
von 5/c in eine ß^-Kette (ß, '-Kette) von ^ bzw. §>j derselben Länge übergeführt 
wird. 
Ersichtlich hat nun jede ß p -Ket te von mindestens die Länge 1, und für 
k^2 läßt sich die Frage nach der minimalen Länge einer mit endenden ß^-Kette 
von ($k jetzt auf die Frage nach der minimalen Länge einer mit endenden Q\-
Kette von , zurückführen, denn jede ß , -Ket te von 
xl £I2C ... ^x„=%k 
der Länge p<k führt zu einer ß , -Ke t te von , 
<p ( s , )£ (p ( i 2 )£ ... £<p(xp) = 
der Länge p < k , also zu einer Q't -Kette von g k - i 
•A(T-1 (<P (X.)) = 1{<P(X2))Z...£ I^J. (<P (*,)) = -1 
der Länge p < k = (k — 1) + 1. 
Damit haben wir jetzt nur noch zu zeigen: Für alle hat jede -Kette 
von 5k> die mit %k selbst endet, mindestens die Länge k + \. Dazu zeigen wir: 
Für jede Q\-Kette x, Q ••• Qxp von der Länge p gilt für alle s=\, 2, ..., p: 
xs enthält kein Element Bj und kein Element Cj mit j s k— j + 1 . 
In der Tat folgt hieraus, daß C, bzw. Bt nicht in xs mit s^k liegt und damit 
für die Länge p jeder mit xp = $ k endenden Q[-Kette von gerade p ^ k+1 gilt. 
Es sei nun x, Q ••• Qxp eine ß ( ' -Kette von für welche die genannte Aussage 
nicht zutrifft; dabei sei xs diejenige Unterhalbgruppe aus dieser ß, '-Kette mit dem 
kleinsten Index s, die wenigstens ein Element Cj oder Bj mit j S k—5+1 enthält. 
Wir skizzieren den weiteren Beweis für den Fall, daß k — (k—s+l) = 5—1 eine 
gerade, also s eine ungerade Zahl ist. Wir bilden dann die Halbgruppe in der 
vorn angegebenen Weise homomorph auf ihre Unterhalbgruppe g/t-s+i ab, wobei 
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die Q[-Kette 3et Qx2 E = v o n 5 t in eine Q[-Kette x\ Qx2 Q ••• Qx'p von % k - s + { 
übergeht und die Unterhalbgruppe x's ein Element Cj oder Bj mit j S k—s +1 ent-
hält. Wir wählen ein solches Element als x ^ C ^ sowie al = Ck-s+1Dk_s+l 63f*- s+i 
und zeigen, daß die Bedingung ö f i S / t - s + i ! s i> •••>30 nicht erfüllt sein kann. Es 
gäbe nämlich sonst zu den Elementen xxs£x's und geeignete Elemente 
aj£^k_s+xJsex's (y'=2, 3, ...,s), 
( . / = 1 , 2 , . . . , s ) , 
Uj und Vj aus x'j (j—\,2,..., s), 
so daß die folgenden Gleichungen erfüllt wären 
(4) uxak = bxvx, uxxxs=y?svk (A= 1 , 2 , . . . , j ) , 
(5) Ws = Js> l>s = *s, 
(6) a2i = a 2 i + 1 , ' xV = x 2 i + b 2 ' - 1 = b2i, y f - 1 - j 2 i , 
5—1 
wobei in (6) der Index / die Werte 1, 2, ... ,—^—durchläuft. Für alle Unterhalb-
gruppen x'a ( c < i ) gilt nach Wahl von s, daß sie kein Element Cyund kein Element 
Bj mit j S k—^+1 S k — a+1 enthalten und damit wegen 1') auch kein Element, 
in dessen Darstellung irgendeine Potenz mit von 0 verschiedenem Exponenten dieser 
Elemente vorkommt. Das bedeutet gerade 
(7) = 4 - s + i O ^ ) = 0 ( A = l , 2 , . . . , s - 1 ) . 
Hiermit erhalten wir aus den Gleichungen von (4) für X = 1,2, . . . , s— 1 
ik- s+1 (" ' ) = 4->+1 (bX) und ik_s+1 (xj) = ik_s+! (vi)-
Berücksichtigen wir noch die Gleichungen (6), so erhalten wir 
• 4 - s + i ( O = 4 - s + i ( f l s - ' ) = i(Ä s"1) = ••• = 1 
(8) 
4-S+l(* j ) = 4-S+l(*S ) — 4-5+1(^5 ) = . . . = 1. 
Für jedes Element f—hCckksss£\Ddkksss£{ 6 5 t - s + i (mit / ? € § t - s ) setzen wir nun 
d ( f ) = dk_s+l, und auf Grund der Multiplikationsvorschrift für die Elemente von 
3r*_s+1 gilt die Regel d ( f f ' ) = d ( f ' ) + 2 i k - ^ ^ n d ( f ) . Mit dieser Schreibweise er-
halten wir für X= 1,2, . . . , s— 1 aus (4) zusammen mit (7) und (8) 
d(a') = d(vÄ) + d(bx) modulo 2, 
i/(Xj) = d i v ^ + diy*) modulo 2, 
also 
d(ax)-d(bl) = d(x$)-d(yi) modulo 2. 
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Mit Hilfe von (6) erhält man schließlich 
(9) d(al)-d(as-1) = d(xls)-d(xss~l) modulo 2. 
Wir ziehen nun noch die erste der beiden noch nicht betrachteten Gleichungen 
für aus (4) heran, die wegen (5) die F o r m y l a s = b s x l annimmt und 
i / (a s )+2 'k-»+i u,i>d(yl) = d(xl) + 
also wegen (8) 
(10) d(as) = d(xJ) modulo 2 
liefert. Aus (9) und (10) erhalten wir schließlich wegen cf=as~1 und 
(gemäß (6)) 
d(al) = d(xl) modulo 2, 
während doch einerseits d(ai)=d(Ck^s+lDk_s+1) = 1 und andererseits i / (x s 1)=0 
wegen xl = Cj oder xl=Bj gilt. In ähnlicher Weise füh r t man auch den Fall zum 
Widerspruch, daß k — (k —j+1) = 5—1 ein ungerade Zahl, also s eine gerade Zahl 
ist, nur bildet man jetzt die Halbgruppe $k der vorn angegebenen Weise homo-
m o r p h auf ihre Unterhalbgruppe § / i - s + i ab. M a n wählt dann a1 =Ak-s+iBk-s+l € 
und zeigt, daß die Bedingung QJ(i)k-s+1; , . . . , x'J nicht erfüllt sein 
kann. 
Die in II) ausgesprochenen Behauptungen über die Halbgruppen sind damit 
bewiesen, womit wegen der Dual i tä t der Halbgruppen $ k und auch die Aussagen 
von II) über die Halbgruppen $jk richtig sind. 
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On i-ordered inverse semigroups 
By S. SRI BALA in Madras (India) 
In this paper we define Z-ordered inverse semigroups (Definition 1) which are 
partially ordered inverse semigroups whose partial orders are completely determined 
by families of normal sub-semigroups (Theorem 2). The set of normal sub-semi-
groups determining the partial order is analogous to the positive cone in a partially 
ordered group ([2]). We next consider the set O (A") of all partial o-isomorphism 
between o-subsets (Definition 6) of a partially ordered set (X, S ) . This set is an 
inverse sub-semigroup of the symmetric inverse semigroup S(A') on X. A partial 
order is defined on £)(JQ in a natural way which makes £>(X) a Z-ordered inverse 
semigroup (Theorem 11). We call O ( Z ) the symmetric Z-ordered inverse semigroup 
on (X, = ) . Finally, we prove the Preston—Vagner theorem for Z-ordered inverse 
semigroups claiming that any Z-ordered inverse semigroup can be embedded o-iso-
morphically into a symmetric ¿-ordered inverse semigroup of partial o-isomorphisms 
(Theorem 12). Questions of order theoretic interest will be studied separately and 
are not dealt with in this paper. 
Fo r terminology and informat ion on semigroups we refer to [1]. 
Let S be an inverse semigroup and E the set of idempotents of S: Let I be the 
lattice of all idempotent separating congruence on 5 with greatest element ¡i. If Mc 
(e 6 E) is the jU-class containing e, it is known that Me is a normal subgroup of He. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. A partially ordered inverse semigroup (5 , is called a I-order-
ed inverse semigroup (and s a I - o r d e r on S) if the following conditions hold in S: 
(1) a^b => a/xb. 
(2) If Qe={x£S\eSx}, then a'1 QeaQQa-iea for all e£E and a£S. 
Note that in a X-ordered semigroup no two idempotents are comparable. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let S be an inverse semigroup and {Qe:e(¿E} a collection of 
subsets which satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) Qe is a sub-semigroup of Me containing e and Qe • Qf <= Qef. 
(ii) a*1 QeaQQa-ieafor all e£E and a£S. 
(iii) Qc Pi Qe 1 = {e}, where Q¿1 is the set of inverses of elements of Qe in He. 
Then there exists a partial order ^ on S such that QL,= = and (S, —) a 
I-ordered inverse semigroup. 
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P r o o f . If a partial order S exists on S such that (S , S ) is a partially 
ordered inverse semigroup, then it is clear that (S, S ) is a Z-ordered inverse semi-
groups. Hence it is enough to establish the existence of such a partial order on S. 
Let a, b£S. Say a S i apb, ba'^Qaa->> b£Qa-ia. Clearly a^a. Let a,b£S, 
a^b and b^a. Then a^b => apb, ba~l £Qaa-i, a~ib£Qa-ia; b^a => bpa, ab~ 1 £ 
€Qbb->' b~x a£Qb-ib. Now, apb => aa~ 1 =bb~1 =e and a~1a = b~ib=f. ba~l and 
ab~x are inverses of each other in Qc and a~ib and b~1a are inverses of each other 
in g y and so a = b. Thus S is asymmetric. To show transitivity, let a^b, bSc, 
ai&b=>apb, ba~l£Qaa-i, a~lbeQa-'a-
b^c^bpc, cb~l^Qbb.1, b~lceQb-ib 
Thus apbpc and aa~l=bb~1 =cc~l =e and a~1a = b~ib = c~i c=f so, ca~l = 
= cb-^a-1 eQe-Qe i Qe and a~l c = a~l bb'1 c£Qf-Qf a Qf and so a S c . 
Thus S is a partial order on S. 
If x£S and e^x, then xpe and x = xe = ex£Qe and so {x£ S\e^x}QQe. 
On the otherhand if x£QL,, then xpe and xe = ex = x£Qc and so e S x and QeQ 
g {x6 Thus we have Q e = {xg S ' leSx}. 
Let a^b, c£ S. Then a^b => apb, ba~l £ Qaa-i, a~l b £ Qa-ia; also apb => acpbc: 
(bc)(ac)~1 = bcc~la~l = ba~'acc~l a~1 £Qaa-i • Q(acHac)-i g Q(acHac)-i; 
( i a c ) ~ ' ( b c ) — : c ~ 1 a ~ 1 b c ^ c ~ 1 Q a - i „ ' C Q 6(oc) - > (m) • Thus ac^bc. Similarly we can 
show that ca^Scb. Hence (5, S ) is a partially ordered inverse semigroup. It now fol-
lows that (S1, S ) is a ^-ordered inverse semigroup. 
Let (S , S ) be a Z-ordered inverse semigroup. Then, 
L e m m a 3. a ^ b => b ~ i ^ a ~ l . 
P r o o f , a^b => anb => a'1 ¡.i\b~{\. Hence b~i =b~* aa~x ^b'1 ba~[ = a~v. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. If T is an inverse sub-semigroup of (S, = ), then (T, S ) is a 
I-ordered inverse semigroup. 
P r o o f . Let p0 be the maximum idempotent separating congruence on T and 
Hr the restriction of p to T. Then pT<gp0. Let Qj = QeDT. Now Qj^ 0<=> e£T. 
The nonempty sets QJ ( e £ £ f l 7") satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2 and so there 
exists a partial order S ' on T such that (T, s ' ) is a Z-ordered inverse semigroup. 
We now show that S coincides with S ' on T. It is immediate that a S i ) (a, bdT) => 
=> a^'b. Conversely if a, b£T then 
a^'b=>{ap0b, ba-'tQl-,, a~lb£Qj-ta} => 
=> {aa~1 = bb~i = e, a~xa = b~xb=f, ba-^Qe(zMe, a~ib^Qf^MI} 
^{apb, a~lb£Qf,: ba-l£Qe}^asb. 
The following lemma follows immediately. 
L e m m a 5. (He, S ) , where HL, is the maximal subgroup containing e in (S, S ) , 
is a partially ordered group. Further, if e2)f, then He and Hf are o-isomorphic. 
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We shall now describe the symmetric Z-ordered inverse semigroup on a partially 
ordered set. Let (X, be a partially ordered set. Let 3 0 0 denote the symmetric 
inverse semigroup of all partial (1 — 1) transformations on J . If a £ 3 0 0 denote 
by 4 (a ) and V(a) the domain and the range of a, respectively. 
D e f i n i t i o n 6. A subset AQ(X, is called an o-subset of X if a£A, aSb 
(or b^a) implies b£A. 
It is clear that the set of all o-subsets of (A1, S ) is closed for the operations 
of set-intersection and set union and contains the null set cp and X. 
Let © 0 0 denote the subset of 3 0 0 consisting of all o-isomorphisms between 
o-subsets of X. © (X) contains the map 0 and the identity map of X. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 7. ©(X) is an inverse sub-semigroup of 3(X). 
P r o o f . If a £ © 0 0 , then a - 1 is also an o-isomorphism between o-subsets and 
so belongs to ©GO. Thus it is enough to show that © 0 0 is a subsemigroup of 
3 0 0 - Let a, p£S(X) and A=V(a)P\A(P). If A=0, then a/? = 0 £ © 0 0 . If 
let Ai=Aa~l,A2=Ap. A is an o-subset of X. A1: and A2 are also o-subsets. For, 
let x £ A j , y ^ x . Since A1 c 4 ( a ) , y £ A ( a ) and so y a S x a £ A . Since A is an o-subset, 
yadA and so y£Aa~1 = Al. Now At —A(aP), A2=V(aP) and aP:At -+A2 is clearly 
an o-isomorphism with P~1a~i as its inverse. Thus © 0 0 is an inverse sub-semigroup 
of 3 0 0 -
D e f i n i t i o n s . F o r a , i ?€©(Z) put as=/? <=• a J f P, xaSx j? for all 4(a) and 
y p - ^ y o c - 1 for a l ly6V(a) . 
Note that atfpoA(a) = A(p) and.V(a) = V(j0). . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 9. asp => anP, where n is the maximum idempotent separating 
congruence on ©00. 
P r o o f . We will show that a%P implies a~1ea = P~ieP for all idempotents e 
in © 0 0 which proves that anP ([1] Lemma 7. 57). aS /? => a X P , x a ^ x P for all 
x£A(a) and yP'^ya'1 for all ^€V(a) . Let A :4(e) Pi 4 (a) = A(e) f)A(P) and 
B — AsC]A(a) ='A f )4(a) , since e is identity on A. Then e is also identity on B and 
so ot~1ea is the identity map of Ba and P~lsP is the identity map of Bp. Since a, /?, e 
are o-isomorphism and a^P we have A and B are.o-subsets and so Ba = Bp. Hence 
ot~leoi = p-1Ep. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 10. Let 0 e = { a 6 © O O | e ^ a } , where s is an idempotent of © 0 0 . 
Then Qt • QCi § Qee,, v~ { Qe v Q Qv-tev for all elements v and idempotents e,sl£ 
€ © 0 0 -
P r o o f . Let ot£Qe-, P£QEi. Then s/xa and eiyu/? and so eElfi<xp. Now 4(e) f l 
0 4 ( 6 ! ) = 4(eei) = 4(aj3) = V(a/J). x i4 ( e6 ! ) => x S r a and x ^ x P => x ^ x p ^ x a p . 
y^AieSi) => y a ~ 1 ^ y and y P ~ 1 S y => y P ~ 1 a ~ 1 ^ y . Thus ssli.ioiP, XEE^XCLP and 
xP~la~i^xee1 for all x£A(e8j) and hence 
14 A 
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L e t a c QB and v£0(X). Then v~1evpv~1av. So ,z l (v _ 1 ev) = J ( v ~ 1 a v ) = V(v~1av). 
x £ ¿ l ( v _ 1 £ v ) and e S a => x v _ 1 £ j ( £ ) f M ( v ) = A(a)f]A(v) => x v _ 1 £ S x v - 1 a in 
A{v) => x v - 1 £ v S x v _ 1 a v . y£_A(v~leV) => yv~l0L~1S.yv~xz => yv~la.~l v S y v - 1 £ v . 
Thus v - 1 £ v ^ v _ 1 a v . 
T h e o r e m 11. (©(A -), is a I-ordered inverse semigroup. It is called the sym-
metric I-ordered inverse semigroup on (X, S ) . 
P r o o f . F rom propositions 9 and 10 it follows that the sets £2c = { a £ CHA^ES a} 
satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2. To show condition (iii) consider 
a> a~1€Qe- x£á(e), £ S a => X = X E S X O C => x £ a _ 1 S x a a - 1 = x £ ; and E S « " 1 => x = 
= x s S x a - 1 => x e a S x a - 1 a = x£. Thus we have X E S X C C S X B and x e S x a _ 1 S x £ for 
all x £ J ( e ) and so a=e=a~l. I t then follows that S is a X-order on €>(X) defined 
by the sets { 2 J - Hence (D(X), s ) is a Z-ordered inverse semigroup. 
We now consider representation of Z-ordered inverse semigroups by partial 
t ransformation. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 12. If (S, S ) is a I-ordered inverse semigroup, then the mapping 
oa:x —• xa of Sa~1 onto Sa, belongs to D (S) for every a¿ S. 
P r o o f . The sets Sa («€ S) are o-subsets of (S, S ) . For , x£ Sa, y^x (or xS.y) => 
=> xpy => Sy= SxQ Sa =>y£Sa. Fur ther Qa and Qa-i are order preserving maps 
which are inverse of each other. Hence ga£!D(S): 
T h e o r e m 12. A I-ordered inverse semigroup {S, S ) is o-isomorphic to a I-ordered 
inverse sub-semigroup of the symmetric I-ordered inverse semigroup ( O ( S ) , s ) . 
P r o o f . The mapping g: a-+ga of 'S into O ( 5 ) is clearly an isomorphism of 
the inverse semigroups. We now show that for a, b£S, aSb o QaSgb-a^b=> 
=> apb => Sa~Sb, Sa'^Sb'1 => Qa3^gb. Further , if x £ S a _ 1 , then xga=xa^ 
^xb=xgb and if y£Sa, ygii=ygb-i=yb-1^ya-1=>yga-i=yg~1. Hence ga^gb. 
Next, if Qa^Qb, then S a " 1 = A(el,) = A(c>b)=Sb'1 and Sa = V(ga) = V(gb) = Sb, and 
for all xc.Sa, xaSxb. Hence aa~1=bb~1=e and a~1a=b~1b=f and so eaS. 
^eb-i-eaSb. Hence g is an o-isomorphism of (S, S ) into ( O ( S ) , s ) . 
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Thin operators in a yon Neumann algebra 
By CATHERINE L. OLSEN in Toronto (Canada) 
1. Introduction. Let si be a von Neumann algebra, J a uniformly closed two-
sided ideal in si and & the lattice of projections in J. Let the center, of si be 
identified with C(Q), the algebra of all continuous complex-valued functions on 
some Hyperstonian space [3]. We say that A£si is thin relative to J if A = Z + K, 
K £ J . It is shown that the thin operators relative to J form a C*-subalgebra 
of si. The lattice 8? is a directed set under the usual ordering (if si the 
algebra of all bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space 34?, then P ^ Q means 
(Px, x)^(Qx, X) all x £ J f ) . It was conjectured by P. R. HALMOS, and proved by 
R. G. DOUGLAS and C. PEARCY [5] for si=SS(Jf), separable, and J the ideal 
of compact operators, ' that A is thin relative to J if and only if . 
(H) lim \\PAP — AP\\ = 0 . 
pgs» 
Douglas and Pearcy asked whether ( H ) characterizes the thin operators relative 
to an arbitrary uniformly closed ideal in any von Neumann algebra. It is the purpose 
of this note to show that this characterization holds for any such ideal in a von 
Neumann factor. Also, it is proved for maximal ideals in certain more general von 
Neumann algebras, and for certain ideals in type I algebras. 
2. Let J be a uniformly closed ideal in a von Neumann algebra si. The set 
of thin operators J+2C fo rms a C*-subalgebra of si [4, 1. 8. 4]. There is a two-
sided (not necessarily closed) ideal S£ of si- with the property that if and only 
if the range projection of T is also in J5f; fur thermore, J is the uni form closure of 
This fact, due to W. WILS [10, p. 56, Theorem 1. 4] will be used in the proof of 
the following proposit ion. 
. P r o p o s i t i o n 2. 1. Let si be any von Neumann algebra, J any. uniformly 
closed ideal in si. If A is thin relative to J , then A satisfies (H). 
P r o o f . Let A = Z+K, Z£2£, K<£j. Note that \\PAP-AP\\ = \\{I-P)AP\\ = 
= \\(I-P)KP\\, so it is enough to show lim \\(I-P)KP\\ = 0. Let e > 0 be given. 
Pi» 
It suffices to find a Po£0> such that Q£0> and Q>P0 implies. | | (7 -Q)KQ\\ < e. 
Then for any P<£0>, P0yP£9>, P0VP > P, and if Q£0> with Q > P 0 V P , then 
\\(I-Q)KQ\\ < e. 
13* 
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By the theorem of Wils, choose T6 f with P0 = r p ( 7 ) £ J f , and || T-K|| e. Then 
H( / -P 0 )* l l = W-Po){T-K)\\ < £. 
Now, if and Q>P0, then I-Q S I-P0, so 
W-Q)KQ\\ S \\{I-Q)K\\ s \\{I-P0)K\\ < £. 
Hence the proposition follows. 
It is easy to see that the converse of Proposition 2. 1 is usually false if J is 
not weakly dense in si. In this case, each with AJr—{0}=J A satisfies ( / / ) . 
The techniques in the proof of the next proposition are adapted f rom those 
in [1], [5], and [6]. As in [1], we define for any any projection 
tlB(P3tf)= sup \\Bx-(Bx,x)x ||. 
xiPJtT, | | x | | = l 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 .2 . Let si be a von Neumann algebra, J a uniformly closed 
idea! in si, and (p an irreducible representation ofsi on a Hilbert space X with (p (*/) ^ 0. 
Then for any A £si, 
mfrlq,(A)((p(l-P)je)sl\m sup \\PA(I-P)\\. 
Pi» Pi» 
P r o o f . Let £ > 0 and P 0 £ 8 ? be given. It suffices to show that for each unit 
vector x in <p(l — Po)^, there is a projection Q>P0, with 
\\(p(A)x-(cp(A)x, x)x\\ S \\QA(I-Q)\\+s. 
For, we then have that 
^ u M t - P o ) ^ sup \\QA{I-011 + e , 
Q=~P0 
and in particular, there is some Q0 >• P0 in SP with 
1viAMr~poW) ^ \\QoA{.I-Qo)\\ +2e. 
From this it follows that 
inf lim sup \\PA(I-P)\\. 
Pi» Pi& 
Fix P£0> and £ > 0 . Let x be an arbitrary fixed unit vector in (p(I-P)X. (if 
<p(I—P)X — 0, we are done.) Set y = (p(A)x — ((p(A)x,x)x. By a theorem of KA-
DISON [9, p. 274, Theorem 1] there is a self-adjoint operator C£J such that <p(C) 
is equal to the one-dimensional projection with range spanned by y at the two points 
x and y; that is, q>(C)y=y and <p(C)x=0. By considering C 2 , we may assume C is a 
positive operator. 
Following the argument in [6, p. 61, Proposition 3. 1], we may assume 1. 
For, let / b e the continuous real-valued function defined on the interval [0, ||C|| + 1] 
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by / = 0 on » • 1 ,f=\ on IICII + 1 
1 3 
and / linear between — and —. T h e n / i s a uni-
form limit of polynomials {/>„} with real coefficients and with no constant terms. 
Thus if pn(t) = Iamtm, then 
<p(Pn(Q)y = Zamcp(C)my=pn(I)y and <p(pn(C)x) = 0. 
Since pn(I)= 1, we have t 
<p{f(C))y = \imcp(pn(C))y=y and <p(f(C))x=0. 
Let E(X) be the spectral resolution of C, and set £'=£'(((5,1]). Then E £ J 
[2, p. 855, Lemma 4. 1], and i f s i s E+Ô. Thus 
M2 = \W(C)y\\2 = {<p(C)y,y) S {(cp(E)+ô)y,y) = \\<p(E)y\\2 + ô\\y\\2. 
Thus for sufficiently small <5>0, we have \\q>(E)y\\ S ||j>|| — e. Furthermore, 
ô2 \\cp(E)x\\ = (cp(ÔE)x, x)^(ô(C)x, x) = 0. 
Now set Q = EM P. Then Q £ / , 
\\<p(Q)y\\ S \\cp(E)y\\ \\y\\-e\ a n d ' <p(Q)x=0. 
Thus, 
\\QA(I-Q)\\ ^ \W(QA{I-Q))x^\ = \\<p(QA)x\\ 
= \\(p(Q){(p(A)x-(cp(A)x,x)x) + (p(Q){<p(A)x,x)x\\ = \\<p(Q)y\\ = M - e . 
So, \\QA(I— Q)\\ + e ^ \\(p(A)x-{(p(A)x, x)x\\, and the proof is complete. 
Note that the following theorem does not conflict with Proposition 2. 1, when 
si has non-trivial center 2£ = C(Q). The hypothesis that J contain a primitive 
ideal insures that J is some maximal ideal p £ Q. Hence for any we have 
Z(p)£C, and Z—Z(p)£j. 
T h e o r e m 2. 3. Let si be a von Neumann algebra and J a uniformly closed ideal in 
si which properly contains a primitive ideal of si. If A £si satisfies ( I f ) , then A = X + K. 
K£ J , X a scalar operator. 
P r o o f . Note that \\PA*(I-P)\\ = \\PAP-AP\\ and that A* = X + K implies 
A = X + K*. Hence it is equivalent to assume that lim \\PA{I—P)\\ = 0, and show 
that A = X + K, X a scalar, K£J. 
Let (p be the irreducible representation of si on «?f whose kernel is the primitive 
ideal properly contained in J>. T h u s > ( , / ) # { 0 } , and by Proposition 2. 2, 
m t ^ A ) ( c p ( I - P ) œ ) = 0. 
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In a particular, there is a sequence of projections {P^czSP with 
tin = %W(<P(I-Pn)^) < 1 In, n=l, 2, ...; 
and we may assume the sequence {P„} is increasing. 
Following the proof of [1, p. 115 Theorem 1] we have that 
KiAfV-Pn)^) = {((p(A)x,x):x£(p(I-P„)^, ||X|[ = 1} 
is a nested sequence of convex sets. Furthermore, by [1, p. 114, Lemma 2. 2], 
' diameter W 9 ^ { q > { I ~ - P ^ ) d % \ \ q > { A ) \ \ ^ n : • 
Hence there is a unique complex number X which is adherent to every 
Set K= A-X, (p(K) = (p(A)—X. Applying [1, p. 115, Lemma 
2. 3], we have 
• I I < P ( * ) ( / - < P ( P „ ) ) I I 2 ^ 65\w(A)\\nn: 
Thus {<p(AT)(/-(p(JP,I))} converges to zero. Since <p (KPn) 6 (p ( J) for each n, where 
<?(./) is uniformly closed, we see that (p{K)£ip{J). But ker (cp) c J then implies that 
Since A = K+X, the proof is complete. 
T h e o r e m 2.4 . Let si be a von Neumann factor and J any uniformly dosed 
ideal in si. Then A (¿.si satisfies (H) if and only if A = X + K, K£J-,Xa scalar operator. 
P r o o f . Let IP be a non-zero irreducible representation of the C*-algebra J-
on some Hilbert space X . Let <p be an extension of to an irreducible representa-
tion of si on X [4, 2. 10. 2 and 2. 11. 3]. The uniformly .closed ideals in the factor 
si are totally ordered [12]. Since the kernel of cp is such an ideal, cp implies 
ker <p<zJ. Thus the theorem follows by Theorem 2. 3 and Proposition 2. 1. 
T h e o r e m 2. 5. Let si be a semifinite, properly infinite von Neumann algebra, 
or a type III algebra with no a-finite central projection. If Jl is a maximal ideal in si, 
then A£si is thin relative to Jl if and only if A = X + M, X a scalar and M£Jl. 
P r o o f . We may assume A is not a factor, by the preceding theorem. Let # 
denote the strong radical of si\ then , / ^ { 0 } . In fact, if si is semi-finite, f contains 
all the finite projections of si [6, p. 55—56 and p. 58, Proposition 2. 3]. Thus every 
projection in si dominates a projection in f . This is also the case in the type III 
algebra of the assumed sort [6, pp. 56—57]. The ideal Jlf\2£ = £ is maximal in 
2£ [10]. Let [C] denote the ideal in si generated by Then Jl = / + [£], [6, p. 58, 
Proposition 2. 3], and [£] is primitive [7, p. 213, Theorem 4. 7]. Furthermore, «/$[£], 
so Jl properly contains [£] [6, p. 62]. Thus the result follows by Theorem 2. 3 and 
. Proposition 2. 1. 
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3. A different approach yields partial results in the type I case. 
T h e o r e m 3. 1. Let si be a type I von Neumann algebra such that si = 
© C(Q). Let J be a uniformly closed weakly dense ideal in si of the form J = © 
© for some ideal f in C(Q). Then A £si is thin relative to •? if and only if A sa-
tisfies (H). 
P r o o f . The ideal / is / = { / € C ( i 2 ) : / ! r = 0}, for some closed set f c i 3 . 
Since J is weakly dense, the interior of T is empty. Let ( x j be some orthonormal 
basis for Then A^si may be written A={ai}), j €C(i2). 
Suppose A £si is not thin. We wish to show lim \\PAP—AP\\ ^ 0. We claim 
it suffices to consider A—{atJ) with some arsi#, for r^s. For, suppose a^df, . 
all i ^ j . Then A ^ Z+K any Z££f, K<iJ implies that for some v£F , and some 
indices r^s, arr(v)^a^(y). Let U={ui}) be the unitary in si given by urr = urs = uss = 
= l / | / 2 , usr = —1/ /2 , and uu= 1 if iVr , s; wiy = 0 otherwise (all these being constant 
functions on Q). It is easy to compute that if B=U*AU^ib^), then- 6 r s(v)7 i0. . 
Thus b r s i f . Observe that lim \\PAP-AP\\ = lim | |PBP-BP\\ , so it suffices to 
Pi0> P<L0> 
show that this latter limit is non-zero. Thus the claim is established. 
Assume a r s i f , so fix ¿ idF with \ars(p)\>0. Let <5>0 be a number such that 
|a„(v)|><5, all v g F some open neighborhood of p. Choose any P=(pi]). 
We construct a projection Q<i0>, Q>P with \\QAQ-AQ\\ > ¿/2. This will suffice to 
show lim \\PAP-AP\\ ^ 0. 
There is an open neighborhood X of F in Q with prr(v)<s, /?jS(v)<e, all v ^ X . 
Since the interior of F is empty, VC](X\r) is a non-empty open set. Let W be a 
non-empty open and closed subset of F f l ( Z \ F ) . Define projections in 3P:E=(e¡J), 
F = ( / y ) with ess = Xw=frr» and eu = 0=flJ otherwise. Set Q = P\J E, so Q^SP also. 
If T=(tij) ^si, denote T{v) = {tij(v)}i@(y?) for each v^Q. 
Then 
[|F£||2 = sup sup (P(v)x, x) = sup (P(v)x s , xs) = sup pss(v) < e. 
v(S} i f E W * vilV v£W 
11*11=1 . 
Similarly, | |PF | | 2 <e , and EF=0. 
Observe that || QF\\ is also small. For, let v 6 fi, and consider / f F(v)Jif, q£Q , 
p£P(v)3V and e^E(v)3^ . Then 
| |6(v)F(v) | | 2= sup | | 6 ( v ) / | | 2 = sup sup \(q,f)\2. 
ll/ll = i ll/ll = i ll«ll = i 
For an arbitrary fixed pair of such vectors q and f we can write q = y^ p + yie 
where p and e are unit vectors. Then we can find some unit vector g with (e, g) = 0, 
such that p = vie + v2g. Using the fact that | | P£ | | 2 <e , | |PF | [ 2 <e and EF= 0, a 
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routine calculation shows that \{g,f)\2 < e/l - e 2 . Thus | | g F 2 | | = sup [ |g(v)F(v) | |2 < 
v e n 
e/l — a2. Therefore, . 
I l ( / - Q)AQ\\ s \\F{l~Q)AQE\\ £ I IF^ I I - \\FQAE\\> sup | |F(v)>l(v)£(v)| | -v ë f t 
- (e/l - e2) \\A || = sup |a„(v)| - (e/l - e 2 ) 1 ' 2 \\A\\ > «5 - (e/l - e 2 ) 1 / 2 \\A\\. 
ÏÉW 
For a sufficiently small choice of e, \\(I—Q)AQ\\ > <5/2. 
The converse follows by Proposit ion 2. 1, and the proof is complete. 
Note that if si is a type I infinite algebra, and Ji a maximal ideal, then Theo-
rem 2. 5 characterizes the thin operators relative to Jl. If J is a finite intersection 
of maximal ideals in si, it is not hard to show that an opera tor satisfying ( H ) is 
thin relative to J . For example, if X is separable and s i = 9 > ( X ) ® C ( Q ) , then 
there is a finite set TczQ with J" = {A £s/:A(v) is compact , all v Ç f } . 
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On the invariant subspace lattice l +co* 
By DOMINGO A. HERRERO in Albany (New York, U.S.A.)* 
Abstract: This paper has two parts. In the first one it is shown that a Banach 
algebra with identity whose lattice of closed left ideals is order isomorphic to 1 +a>* 
with "dimension gaps" equal to one, f r o m one ideal to the next one, is always a 
(commutative) Banach algebra of power series with one-point Gelfand spectrum. 
In the second one, the fact that the algebra £(3£) of all bounded linear operators on a 
complex separable Banach space 3; contains a subalgebra with the above mentioned 
characteristics, is used to show that £ ( £ ) can be generated by two elements. 
1. Throughout this paper X will denote a complex separable infinite dimensional 
Banach space. Let £ ( £ ) be the set of all operators in 3£. Here and in what follows, 
operator will mean bounded linear map ( from 31 into X); similarly, algebra and sub-
space will mean weakly closed subalgebra of £(£) containing the identity I of 36 and 
closed linear manifold, respectively. For a given algebra 2i, Lat 2t denotes the lattice 
of invariant (under every operator in 91) subspaces of 21. 91 is called a strictly cyclic 
algebra (s. c. a.) if there exists a vector x0 <E X such tha t 
is separated by x 0 £ di if A £ 21 and Ax0 — 0 imply A —0. If 21x0 = X and x 0 separates 
points of 21, then we shall say that 21 is a separated s. c. a. and that x0 is a separat-
ing s. c. vector for 21. It is known that if 21 has a separating s. c. vector x0, then 
the m a p A -~Ax0 f r o m 21 onto X is an isomorphism of Banach spaces. By means 
of this map, X can be identified with a Banach algebia 93 with identity e; then 21 
is identified with 23^, the algebra of all left multiplications in 23 by elements of 23 
(i.e., the regular left representation of 23) and 21', the commutan t of 21 in £ ( £ ) , is 
identified with 23^ the algebra of all right multiplications (or, the regular right represen-
tation of 23) (see [2; 5; 6; 10]). 
Let 23 be a Banach algebra with identity and let 23 t be its regular left representa-
t ion; the invariant subspaces of S L are, precisely, the closed left ideals of 23. This 
justifies the following nota t ion : 
* Research supported by National Science Foundation Grant GU 3171. 
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Lat 23 = Lat 23^= (closed left ideals of 23}. 
The first part of this papèr is devoted to proving that a class of Banach algebras 
with linearly ordered lattice are singly generated. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let 21 be a separated s. c. a. on X and assume, that 
(1) Lat 21 = {(0)}U{a>U:=o, 
where 
(2) X ^ o ^ W ^ m ^ - - : a n d 
(3) dim №„/ïï>l„ + t = 1. for all n = 0, 1,2, ... . 
Then there exists a quasi-nilpotent operator TÇ_ 21 such that 
i) closure Tn(X), n^0, 1, 2, ... ,' 
ii) 2t = 2 l r =5i rong closure of the polynomials in T, and 
iii) 21 is a Banach algebra of power series in the sense of Lorch and Shilow (see 
[8; 10, p. 317; 12]). In particular, 21 is abeliatr, the Gelf.ind spectrum of 9f 
consists of a single point. 
oo 
R e m a r k s , (a) Lat 21 is always complete; hence (1) and (2) imply [~| ®i„ = (0). 
n = 0 " 
(b) (2) says that Lat 21 is order isomorphic to 1 +co* (where where œ is the 
first non-finite ordinal number). (3) says that the "dimensional gaps" are all equal to 
one. An invariant subspace (or closed left ideal) lattice satisfying (1), (2) and (3) will 
be denoted by: Lat 21 1 +a>*(dg = 1). 
(c) It was shown in [6] that, if 21 is a separated s. c. a., then the uniform and 
the strong operator topologies coincide on 21. Hence, in Theorem 1, ii), "strong 
closure" is actually equivalent to "uniform closure". 
Because of the previous identification of X with a Banach algebra with identity, 
Theorem 1 can be rephrased as 
T h e o r e m 1'. Let SB be a Banach algebra with identity e and assume that 
Lat 25 s 1 -\-(£>*{dg = 1). Then 23 is a Banach algebra of power séries with a quasi-
nilpotent generator t. The Gelfand spectrum of 23 consists of a single point and the 
only non-zero dosed left ideals o / © are those of the form 9JÎ„ = cl (/"23), (n—0, 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
2. In what follows, 23 will always denote a Banach algebra with identity e. 
The proof of Theorem 1. follows f rom a combination of Banach algebra methods 
and invariant subspace theory. 
L e m m a 1. If Lat 23 is linearly ordered, then every closed left ideal is a bilate-
ral ideal. 
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L e m m a 2. / / L a t 23 = 1 'r<jj*(dg = 1), then © has no zero divisors. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. Assume that Lat 23 1 f f f l * ^ = 1) and let /£23, t^0. Then 
the map 
N N 
Z c k z k - Z c k t k 
k= 0 k = 0 
from the polynomials in one indeterminate into 23 is one-to-one. 
Lemma 1 follows f rom a general fact about operator algebras: consider Lat © = 
=La t23 L under the topology for invariant subspaces given in [7] (see also [1, 11]); 
since Lat 23 L is linearly ordered, every point of Lat 23 L is isolated. Therefore, ([7]) 
Lat 23 L c Lat (23L)' = Lat 93 R . Finally, observe that Lat 23R = {closed right ideals of 23}, 
f rom which the result follows. 
Now assume that Lat23 ^ 1 + co*(dg = 1) and let a,b£23, a^0 and ab=0. 
Then 9Ji = {c£23 :c£=0}=ker Rb (/?,, = right multiplication by b£23R) is a non-zero 
closed left ideal and therefore 9^ = 90^ for some /ci?0, hence dim 23/9Jlft=/c<o°. It 
follows that rank 
On the other hand, closure range Rb=cl ( ^ 2 3 ) £ Lat 23 t . Thus, either cl (i?ft23) = 
= (0) (and therefore 6 = 0 ) or cl (/?ft23) --= S0i;,, for some /J&0. Since d imc l (i?623) = 
= rank Rb^=lc~^<=° and dim9Jl;, is not finite, the second case must be ruled out. We 
conclude that b=0, and the proof of Lemma 2 is complete. 
Finally, Corollary 3 is an easy consequence of Lemma 2. 
L e m m a 4. Assume that Lat 23 = 1 +m*(dg = 1) and let a£23. Then 
i) a (a) ( = t h e spectrum of a in 23) consists of a single point; moreover, a (a) = 
= o(La) = o(Ra), where cr(La) (a (Ra), respectively) denotes the speqtrum of the left 
(right, respectively) multiplication by a as an operator on 23. 
ii) a is invert ible in 23 if and only if for some n^0 and some b £ 9Ji„\9)i„ + [, 
abrcm„\mn+l. 
P r o o f , i) Observe that 23 has a unique maximal bilateral ideal, , and that 
dim 23/9)1! = 1; hence, given a £93, there exists a unique complex number / = / ( a ) 
such that a—Xe £ 9Jii. Therefore, X £ a {a). 
If n ^ X , then cl(a—^e)93 is a closed left ideal of 23, not contained in . It 
follows that cl (a—¿¿e)93 = 23; then (a—/ze)23 is a dense left ideal of 93 and therefore 
(see [10, Chapter 1]) (a—fie) has a right inverse b in 23. Since, by Lemma 2, 23 has no 
zero divisors, a—tie -A 0 and (a—fie)[e —b(a—¿te)] = 0, we conclude that b = 
= (a—//e)-1, i.e. fi$(r(d). Therefore a(a)~ {?.(a)}. 
The remaining statements follow f rom [6; 10] (in particular, a is invertible 
in S if and only if La is invertible in £(23) if and only if Ra is invertible in £(23)). 
ii) If a is invertible, then Jt„c9Jl„ and c T ^ , , c9K n , for all nS0. It follows 
that a S T C ^ a - ^ l ^ a J ? , , for all n. Therefore, a(3[R)I\®in+ i )=aW,\®i«+1 - for all n. 
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Conversely, if ab£9Ji„\i)Ji„ + , for some 6€®i„\9.1f„+ , (and some //SO), then 
we can write 9Jl„ = 9Ji„+1 ©{A6:A£C} and ab = Xb+b', for some A^O and some 
¿ /£9J t„ + , . Hence, (a — Xe)b b' £9Jt„+ j . If (a — Xe) were invertible, then 
b = (a —Ae)-1Z>' would belong to 9ii„+1 (because 9JJ„., , is invariant under 23!), con-
tradicting our assumption. This proves that a— Xe is not invertible in 23. Now, i) 
implies that u(a)={A}; since A^O, we conclude that a is invertible. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1'. L e t / be any element of 9J{,\9Ji2 . 
C l a i m . 23 coincides with the uniform closure of the polynomials in /. 
Assume that, for each n ^ O , / "69) i „ \9J i n + , . Then, since dim S)l„/S)la+1 = 1, for 
all n, it is not difficult to see that the finite linear combinations of the ?"'s, « —0, 1,2, ... 
(i.e. the polynomials in /) are uniformly dense in 23. 
Thus, in order to prove our claim, we only have to show that /" f s.l)f„\9.1|,l+,, 
for n — 0, 1,2, ... . We proceed by induction. Our choice of / implies that the above 
result is true for « = 0, 1; let m > 1 be the first index such that /"' (f 9Ji,„\9-'t l ,H.Since 
/m_1<E9Jim_,, / m _ 1 is not invertible and Lemma 4 implies that i m ^ t m ~ i l €9Jlm; 
thus, our hypothesis on tm is equivalent to : tm 69>lm + , . It follows that 931 = {Xtm~l) © 
©9)tm + 1 t L a t L ( \ L a t © ; therefore, there exists a~23 such that aSlicf90i. 
Let b t9J i ,„ \9J i m + , ; it is not hard to see that a can be written (in a unique 
form) as 
a = A0c -i-Aj H HA,„_ t /m_1 +Xmb +a', 
where Au, . . . . Am'£ C and a' £ 1. 
Now, the invariance of SOi under L, implies that /"9Ji c9Ji , for all 0. On 
the other hand, since a'£9Ji„H , and 9Jim+, is a bilateral ideal (use Lemma 1), it is 
not hard to see that . 
Thus, ^ J i 0:9)1 if and only if A m ^ 0 and MR Moreover, ¿9Jtra+ , c 9 ) i m + 1 ; 
therefore, «9)1$9Jt is equivalent to : btm~l $9Jt. But this last statement cannot be 
true. In fact, since b is no t invertible and / m _ 1 £9Ji,„_ j\9J?,„, it follows from Lemma 4 
that 6/m- 1e9Ji ,„ , i.e., ¿ r - 1 ' = Xb + b', for some X€Cand some 6'£9H„1 + 1 . Now if 
A=0 , then btm~x €®{„H t c9Ji , contradicting our assumption. If A ^ 0 , then 
b(tm~1-Xe) - 6 '£93tm + 1 and (by Lemma 2) ( i 0 1 - 1 - Xe) is invertible in 23; hence 
b ¿>'(/m_1 — Xe)"1 £9Jlm + , (here we are using the fact that 93i,„+, is a bilateral ideal, 
i.e.. Lemma 1), again we obtain a contradiction. 
We conclude that /"69Ji„\9Ji„+, , for all 0 and 23 is the uniform closure of 
the polynomials in /. . 
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By Lemma 4, / is quasi-nilpotent. To complete the proof we only have to show 
that 53 is a Banach algebra of power series in /. This is also clear: observe that , for 
each fixed 0, -93 can be written (in a unique fashion) as the direct sum 
® = { V } © { ; . , ' }©•• • © { ¿ „ ' " J e s R . + i 
with complex X0, ..., Xn.\ 
Define yk by yk(t")=l, yk(tk) = 0 for n = 0, 1, . . . , A r - l and y / t № + 1 ) = 0. It is 
clear that yk is a cont inuous linear functional on © and that every element a of © 
can be written as a (unique!) formal power series in t: a = yk(a)tk. S ince . / 
k = 0 
generates © and / is quasi-nilpotent, it is not hard to infer that the only non-zero 
continuous multiplicative functional on © is y 0 ; i.e. Gel fand 's spectrum of © is a 
single point. 
It is completely apparent that SHi„ = cl ( /"©); /7 = 0, 1, 2, ... . The proof is com-
plete now. 
3. Generators of fi(3£). Recently, S. GRABINER ([3; 4]) showed that , for any X 
satisfying our requirements it is possible to construct a chain 3 .S ; 1 -f-o)*(dg = 1) of 
subspaces and a nuclear operator T such that 
(4) T is a quasi-nilpotent; is a separated s. c. a., and Lat 
We are indebted to Professor GRABINER for sending us his unpublished paper 
[4] and to M. IMINA for several helpful discussions. We shall use Grabiner 's result 
to prove that £ ( £ ) is always generated by two elements. In fact, we have the fol-
lowing. 
T h e o r e m 2 . Let L££(X), L ^ XI (for all X£C). Then there exists Tf £'(£) 
such that £(3E) = 9l (T, L), the strong closure of the polynomials in T and L. 
The construction of a chain 3 = 1 -\-(o*(dg=\) of subspaces of 3£ is s tandard. This 
is equivalent to finding a sequence { ] 8 , } " = 0 c i P (the topological dual of X) such that 
n— 1 
the /?„' s are linearly independent, 9Jl„ = f) ker (ik (/?= 1, 2, 3, ...) and f) ker pk = (0) 
k= 0 k= 0 
(i.e., {Pn} is total on X). Then, if 9 J i 0 = £ , the lattice 3 = {(0)} U {9)i„} satisfies our 
requirements; fur thermore , Poi^O) can be arbitrarily chosen in X*. We shall need 
two auxiliary lemmas; the first one says that a "small per turba t ion" of {/?„) provides 
a new lattice, 3 ' with similar characteristics. 
L e m m a 5. Let {/?„},7= o be a total set of linearly independent functionals such 
that n ker/?„=(0) and ||jSJ|^l for all 0. If 0s8|I^(2||/?J)-1> then {p'n = p„ + 
n=0 
+ , /i„+1},7=0 is also a linearly independent total set of linear functional on X. 
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P r o o f . Let X and assume that P'„(x) = 0, for all n. Then P„(x) = —en+, Pn+, (x) 
and. by induction on k, we have 
P„(x) = (-l)ksn+1nn + 2...en + k_lBn + kPn+k(x), k — 2, 3, ... . 
Hence 
2_ ( l : _ 1 )! |s„ + /(/?„ + J | | .*i | ||x|| — 0, as • 
Therefore P„(x)=0 for all «SO. Since {P„}~=o i s total, it follows that x = 0 ; 
i.e., {p'n} is also a total set. The linear independence of \P'n} is also clear. 
L e m m a 6 . Let L£Q(X), L^-AL. Then there exists a lattice 3 = 1 + co*(dg = 1) 
such that Lat L D 3 = {(0), X}. 
P r o o f . If every P^X* is an eigenvector of L*. then L*~AI* (7* = the identity 
operator on $*), for some A^C, and therefore L — AI, contradicting our hypothesis. 
Therefore, we can find a vector P0£X*, | | ^ 0 | | s l . which is not an eigenvector of L*\ 
equivalently, ker /?0 = 9J?, $ Lat L. 
Complete {p0} to a total set {/?„}"_,0 of linearly independent f u n c t i o n a l of 
norm S i and set P'a = Pn+s„+iPn+1, where e„ = (21|j8„||)— 1, « = 0 , 1,2, ... . 
Write £ = (0*), 2, = {Ap0:A£C}. Now we proceed by induction; assume that 
£„ has been defined in such a way that fi,,clin span [{P0, •••, P„}, S„ i Lat L* and 
<££„,-< for /? = 0, 1 , . . . , m - \ . If both £„,_, ®{//i ,„_,} and I m - , © { € , - i } 
belong to Lat L*, then £„,_, = (£„,_, © {Apm.,}) f l (f im_, © 6 Lat L*, con-
tradicting our inductive hypothesis. Hence, either £,„_, © { ^ „ „ J ^ L a t L* or £,„_, © 
© W , -1} c Lat L* and £,„ _ 1 © {AP'm_,} $ Lat L*. In the first case, we write £,„ = 2,„ _ © 
(D{Apm-!} and = in the second one, we take £,„ = £ „ , _ , © {XPi„_,} and 
Thus we have constructed a sequence {£„}"= o of subspaces such that l ) £ , c £ „ + , ; 
2) dim £ „ = « , n—0, 1, ... , and 3) £„(fLat L*. It is not hard to see using Lemma 5 
n- 1 
that the lattice 3 = {(0)}U {9ttn}~=0 where 9Ji„ = £nx - f | ker p i satisfies our re-
k = 0 
quirements, i.e. 3 ^ 1 +co*(dg = 1) and Lat L 0 3 = {(0), X}. 
Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 2. Let L^2(X),. L^AI and let 3 
be chosen as in Lemma 6. Using Grabiner 's result, we construct an operator. 7 g £ ( £ ) 
satisfying (4). It is clear that 21(7", L) is a transitive subalgebra of £ ( £ ) (i.e., it has no 
non-trivial invariant subspaces); in fact, 
Lat 21 (T, L) = Lat LC\ Lat T = Lat L D 3 = {(0), X}. 
On the other hand, 2 i r . i s a strictly cyclic subalgebra of 21(7, JL). These two 
properties of 21 (7, L) and the results of [2; 5] imply that 21(7, £ ) = £ ( £ ) . 
R e m a r k s , a) In [9], H. RADJAVI and P. ROSENTHAL proved that if L is any 
operator in the complex (or real) separable Hilbert space X such that L^AI ( ¿ £ C ) , 
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then there exists a compact hermitian operator H£2(X) such that £(3t) = 2í(Z,, H). 
Thus, Theorem 2 can be considered as a result for Banach spaces which is analogous 
to the above one. 
b) Let X be as usual and let /? be a non-zero continuous linear functional 
on X. For each z£ ker/? and each I t C, define Azky = Áy+P(y)z and 
21 == {Az>A: z <E ker /?, a £ C } ; it is not hard to check (see [2]) that 21 is an abelian sep-
arated s. c. a. (x 0 is a separating s. c. vector for 21 if and only if fj(x0) ¿¿0). A straight-
forward computa t ion shows that the subalgebra generated by {Az ,A v w(¿Z} is 
equal to {AZ¡Á:A£C, z£closed lin span [zv: v£ 2]}; in particular, 21 cannot be finitely 
generated. 
With minor modifications of the same example it is not hard to show that 
2(3E) contains, fo r each n (« = 2, 3, 4, . . . , an abelian separated s. c. a. 2l„ which 
can be generated by n operators, but no set of n—\ operators generates 2T„. Thus, 
the statement of Theorem 2 cannot be extended to arbitrary subalgebras of £ ( £ ) . 
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On the structure of intertwining operators 
By BELA SZ.-NAGY in Szeged and CIPRIAN FOIA§ in Bucharest 
A theorem proved in our previous paper [6] asserts that every operator X 
intertwining two contractions, 7 \ and r 2 , c a n b e lifted, without increasing norm, 
to an operator Y intertwining their minimal isometric dilations, and V2. This 
theorem allows a study of the structure of such opera tors : this will be done, in a 
purely geometric manner , in Sec. 1. Then, in Sec. 2, the results of Sec. 1 will be 
reformulated for the case where the contractions Tk (k = 1, 2) are completely non-
unitary and appear in their functional models S(0k). 
Particular interest lies with intertwining operators X which have a (bounded) 
inverse and thus establish similarity between 7 \ and T2. We obtain in this way 
among others a criterion for a contraction to be similar to some isometry (and a new 
proof of the known criterion for a contraction to be similar to some unitary oper-
ator). The main criteria of similarity concern two contractions, arbitrary or com-
pletely non-unitary, in the latter case given by their functional models S(0k) 
(k=l, 2). One of these criteria, stated in Sec. 3, is particularly interesting since it 
only involves relations between analytic funct ions and a certain equidimensionality 
condition. This criterion generalizes a former result of KRIETE [3], which concerns 
operators S(0k) with scalar valued contractive analytic functions 0k. 
Sec. 4 is devoted to problems concerning the commutan t (T) ' of a c.n.u. con-
traction T=S(0). Namely, a necessary condition is given for the characteristic 
funct ion 0 (z) in order that (T)' should consist of funct ions <p(T), (p belonging 
to the Nevanl inna class NT. Moreover, it is proved that if 7 = 5 ( 0 ) with scalar 
0, then (T ) ' is always commutative, with the exception of a single case. 
Finally, in Sec. 5, functions u(T) (with u£_H°°) of a c.n.u. contraction T are 
considered, and a criterion is established for u(T) to be boundedly invertible; this 
criterion generalizes an earlier result of FUHRMANN [1]. 
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1. Contractions of general type 
1. For any two operators on Hilbert spaces, say Tx on and T2 on , denote 
by < / ( 7 \ , T2) the set of (linear, bounded) operators § 2 s u c h that 
(1.1) T2X=XTi. 
If T1 and T2 are contractions, and Vl and V2 are their minimal isometric dila-
tions (cf. [5], Chapter I) acting oh the spaces and St2, respectively, then let 
J+(T1, T2) denote the set of operators Y:$t1->-R2 belonging to / ( K , , V2) and 
satisfying the additional condition 
(1.2) P2YP,=P2Y, 
where P, denotes the orthogonal projection f rom ft, onto 
Clearly J(Tt, T2) and J+(T i> T2) are subspaces of the Banach spaces of 
all operators from into § 2 ar>d from into respectively. 
As Tt and Fj are connected by the relation 
(1.3) T . P - P ^ , 
condition Y£J+{T1,T2) implies 
T2P2Y=P2V2Y=P2YP1V1=P2YT1P1, 
i.e. the operator 
(1 .4) X = P 2 Y \ ^ 
belongs to J{Ti, T2). Thus the transformation 7 — X defined by (1,4) is a map 
which is obviously linear and does not increase norm (i.e., || JV|| Y||). Observe that 
. on account of (1 .2) relation (1.4) implies 
(1.5) XP^P2Y-, 
conversely, relation (1. 5) implies both (1.2) and (1.4). 
The "Lifting Theorem" for intertwining operators (see [6], or [5], Sec. II. 2) 
asserts that the above map nl2 is actually onto, moreover for every T2) 
there exists at least one YeJ+iT^, T2) satisfying (1. 5) and such that ||X|| = | | i l . 
The aim of this paper is a further analysis of this map n i 2 , and some of its 
applications. 
To begin with, let us state the following immediate consequence of relation 
(1 .5) : 
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Multiplication Property: If T2, T3 are any three contractions and if 
Y(iJ + (Ti, T2), Z£S+(T2,T3), 
then 
(1.6) ZY^+(T,,T3) and n13(ZY) = n23(Z)n12(Y). 
Also note that ' 
(1-7) I ^ J + i T ^ T , ) and «!! ( /* , ) = /«,• 
2. Let us return to the case of two contractions, Tl and T2. Consider the 
Wold decomposition of the space generated by the minimal isometric dilation Vt of 
Tt (i= 1, 2), i.e. let 
(1.8) = where W, = f l 
n = 0 
the subspaces S^,- and reduce Vt respectively to its unilateral shift part SMi and 
its unitary part (one of these subspaces may be missing, i.e. equal {0}). Then we 
have for any Y ^ i V ^ V ^ : 
7 « ! = H W * i = H VîYKtC f i F2"ft2 = tt2. n=0 n=0 n=0 
Therefore, if both ftj and a r e decomposed according to (1. 8) the operator Y 
will be represented by a matrix 
A* 0 
B C 
(1.9) 7 = 
where 
(1.10) 2), BiS(S^,R2), c e ^ i . / i , ) . 
Clearly, conditions (1. 10) are also sufficient for Y to belong to S(Vt, V2). 
Now we are going to analyse condition (1. 2). To this end first recall (cf. [5], 
Sec. II. 2) that the subspace 
(1.11) s . ^ e S ; 
is invariant for and that 
(1.12) . = 
is a unilateral shift. (It may happen that 8 ; = {0}: this is the case if Tt itself is an 
isometry.) 
Introduce the operators 
(1.13) ^ J = orthogonal projection of <5. into j ^ . 
As S^,- and are reducing subspaces for the isometry Ft we obviously have 
(1-14) 8 , e S ( S t , S J , A i C J i S , , /?,). 
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Condition (1. 2) means that Y transforms S , into © 2 . Hence we infer that an 
operator V2) satisfies condition (1. 2) if and only if A= F|<3, belongs to 
JiS^, S2). Using for Y the matrix form (1. 9) and for •xi£<Si the column vector 
representation 
r ^ x . l 
( ¿ = 1 , 2 ) , XI = 
A, X, 
and comparing the corresponding components we arrive at the following result: 
L e m m a 1.1. The operator Y with the matrix (1. 9) belongs to (Tt, T2) if 
and only if its entries satisfy conditions (1. 10) and 
(1.15) Aif@l = §2A, B01 + CAl = A2A, 
with some operator 
(1.16) A£J(SUS2). t 
3. Consider a Y £ j * ( T i , T 2 ) for which 7 r 1 2 (y )=0 , i.e. ( = e 2 ) . As 
by virtue of (1. 2) we also have Y<5{ c S 2 , condition Xi), c S 2 is equivalent to.the 
condition 7 f t , c < 3 2 . Hence we infer first that 
y « , = n YVC&x = n ^ F f t . c n Kf®2-={0} 
n= 0 n— 0 n = 0 
(the latter equation holds because V2|S2(=52) is a unilateral shift); as a conse-
quence we have C = 0 . Next, also implies F S ^ c S j , and hence we 
deduce that the operator y ^ i belongs to ^ ( S ^ i , S2). Therefore we have for 
*6<3*i 
\@2DX} A, O l f x l 
B C O 
= Yx = Dx = 
A2DX 
i. e . A T - 0 2 D , B=A2D. 
Conversely, one easily verifies that if D is any operator satisfying 
(1.17) D £ J { S ^ , S 2 ) 
then the operators defined by 
(1.18) A = D0X, AJf = ê2D, B = 22D, C = 0 








Thus we have proved : 
= DX£<Z2 f o r 
7IT2(Y) = 0 . 
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L e m m a 1.2. The general form of an operator Y£^+(T1,T2) satisfying, 
Tr1 2(r) = 0 is 
\0,D 01 
ÄD 0 W h h a r h i t r a r y 
4. Suppose we have 
M . 01 
Y= 
B C 
£ S+(T,,T2) and Y' = 
A'+ 0 
B' C' t S H T z , ^ ) . 
Let X= 7112(F), X' — 7T2i(F'). From the multiplication property (1. 6) and f rom 
(1. 7) we deduce that X and X' are inverse to each other if and only if 
7 r 1 1 ( / f l i - r y ) = 0 and n ^ - Y Y ' ) = 0. 
On account of Lemmas 1. 1 and 1. 2 these two conditions in turn are equivalent to 
the condition that there exist operators 
satisfying the equations 
S,), 2,S2) 
l ^ - K A , 0 




ê2 D' 01 
Â2D' OJ; 
thus in particular C ' = C _ 1 . Since C^J(Ri, R2), this implies that the unitary 
operators Rx, R2 are similar, and therefore unitarily equivalent. 
Note that the existence of a boundedly invertible X in , T2) means that 
F , and T2 are similar. Thus, also using Lemma 1. 2, we can summarize our results as 
follows: 
T h e o r e m 1.3. A necessary condition for the contractions 7 , and T2 to be 
similar is that the unitary parts R\, R2 of their minimal isometric dilations be unitarily 





i 5 1 B' 
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satisfying the conditions 
(a) A^ât = ê2A, (P) Bêl+CA1 = Â2A, 
(a') A'*Ô2 = êlA', 03') B'ê2+C'Â2 = 2iA', 
W ^ + (<5) B'A, + C'B = -ÂlD, 
( r i ) A*A'* + Ô2D' = , (S') BA; +CB' = - Â2 D', 
(e) C ' ^ C - 1 . 
5. From conditions (a)—(e) we deduce some further ones. Namely we have 
Ô M ' A + D ê y - I e y ^ * A ' ^ A + V ^ - A ' + A J Ô t - ê , = A * ( Ô 2 A - A . Ô J ^ O , 
Â l ( A ' A + D ê l - I l 3 l ) ^ { B ' ê 2 + C ' Â 2 ) A - ( B ' A ! , + C'B)Ôl-Ôl = 
= B'(Ô2A-A:¥Ô1) + C'(Â2A-B01)-âl^C'C21-Âi = 0, 
and therefore 
Â2 {AD - D'AJ t ? (Bêt + + (A4 ; + C5 ' ) = 
and therefore 
' Conversely, if the operators occurring in (er) except B' satisfy conditions (a)—(7') 
except (/?'), (<5), (¿'). then the operator B' defined by 
.. B'= -C'(A2p' + BA'*) 
will obviously satisfy conditions B ' £ J ( S ) f 2 , R t ) and (<5'); let us show that it also 
satisfies (JI') and (<5). Indeed, we have 
B'ê2+c'Â2 = - . c ' a 2 d ' ô 2 - c ' b a * ô 2 + c ' Â 2 = 
A'A+Dê, = ISt. 
AA' + D'Ô2 = /< 
AD = D'A',. 
A ' D ' = D A 
- C ' Â 2 ( I S 2 - A A ' ) - C ' B 0 1 A ' + C ' Â 2 = 
= C ' ( Â 2 A - B Ô 1 ) A ' J L C ' C Â 1 A ' = A i A ' , 
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C'Z2D'AM-C'BA'*Ait + C,B = 
•C'A2 AD — C'B(IStl — 0iD) + C'B = 
C'(A2A-B@2)DJL -CdC'AjDA —AyD. 
T h e o r e m 1. 3'. The contractions 7 \ , T2 are similar if and only if there exist 
operators A'M, A, A', D, D', C, C' and B satisfying conditions (a) and (a), (a ') , 
.(/o, ( u •(?;), (y), (?'), to, (•?')• 
6. Consider the particular case that T2 is an isometry. Then S\2 = § 2 , S 2 = {0}; 
thus /4 and D (whose ranges are in S 2 ) as well as A', 02 and A2 (which are defined 
on S 2 ) are all zero operators. Hence conditions (a)—(rj') occurring in Theorem 1. 3' 
reduce to the following ones: 
(a)0 = 0, (P)0 B d t + C A ^ O , 
(?*)o A'*A* + dlD = I3tl, (e)o C : boundedly invertible, 
(y'*)o A ^ = ISt2, DAi = 0. 
(y)o Ddi^I*,, 
Thus in particular the existence of S¡) satisfying (y)0 is a necessary 
condition for 7 \ to be similar to some isometry. This condition turns out to be also 
sufficient. 
To this effect first observe that by account of relation D , , Sj) the null-
space ker D is invariant for S ^ , . As S¥, is a unilateral shift so is S^ y |£> (possibly 
of multiplicity 0). Consider now the isometry 
' T2 = ( S ^ I S ) ® / ? ! on ' § 2 = 15®«!.-
Then, clearly 
= = = and R2 = R,. 
Set A+ = / Q t i -<§!£>; by virtue of condition (y)0 we have DA^ = ( / S ) - D i i ^ D = 0, 
whence — © ^ i ^ ® ) - The intertwining properties of 0 t and D imply that 
A^ S^2). Furthermore, set 
B = -2lD, C=C'=IKl. 
It is easy to show that all the intertwining properties hold, and so do conditions 
(°0o—(>/')o; indeed, 1 
(«)<>: A*6l = (I9ti-61D)6i=$i-(81D)&1 = 0, by (y)0, 
(p): B&1+CA1=-A1D&1+Al = 0, by (y) 0 , 
(?*)o: + = ( 7 S i l - < M ) + < M = 
(yi)o'- A,Ai = (feti--01D)IX> = / e J X ) = f e t I , , 
0?')o '• DA'* = D |B = 0. 
B'A^ + C'B = -
y*,i _ 
Thus we have: 
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So we have proved: 
T h e o r e m 1. 4. The contraction T¡ is similar to some isometry if and only if Qy 
has a left-inverse D (¿J (S^ j , 5 , ) . The unitary part of this isometry must be equal to Rx 
(up to unitary equivalence). 
C o r o l l a r y . T-¡ is similar to some unilateral shift if and only if T*" 0 (/? — 
and 0] has a left inverse D (S^ , 
P r o o f . Necessity of r * " — 0 follows f rom the same property of unilateral 
shifts. On the other hand, this condition is equivalent to ^ ^ { O } ; cf. [5], Chapter 
II, Theorem 1 .2 and formulas (2. 1), (2.7). The isometry to which T{ is similar 
by virtue of Theorem 1 .4 must therefore have 9?2 = {0}, i.e. be a unilateral shift. 
7. If T2 is unitary, we not only have <32 = {0}, but SH<2= :{0} as well, so the 
operators A^, A* are also zero, and the set of conditions (a)0—(r\')0 reduces to the 
following: 
(£)oo B0l+CA1 = 0, (y,)oo = (y)oo DQ 1 = / s l , 
with C boundedly invertible. Thus a necessary condition for T t to be similar to 
some unitary operator is that be boundedly invertible. This condition is also 
sufficient. For, if we choose for T2 any unitary operator U unitarily equivalent 
to R¡ a.nd for C any unitary operator satisfying UC=CRl, then the operators 
D = © r 1 and B = ~CAi@T1 
will obviously satisfy the conditions above as well as the intertwining conditions (a). 
So we have 
T h e o r e m 1. 5. The contraction Tl is similar to some unitary operator if and 
only if the operator é^ is boundedly invertible. This unitary operator must then be 
equal to Ri (up to unitary equivalence). 
See [5], Sec. IX. 1 for another proof. 
2. Completely non-unitary contractions 
1. For c.n.u. contractions we shall use their functional model. All Hilbert spaces 
to be considered are separable. 
For a Hilbert space C£, L2(f£) will denote the Hilbert space of ©-vector valued 
functions u=u(z) on the unit circle (z=e"), which are (strongly) measurable and 
norm-square integrable with respect to normed Lebesgue measure, i.e. with 
( 1 2 n V / 2 
' 1 M I = | > / ^ 2 d t \ ' 
where 1 denotes vector norm in (f. Then H2(<&) is the Hardy subspace of L2(f&). 
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We shall be also considering functions = whose values are operators 
f rom a Hilbert space (£ into a Hilbert space <y; we require that these operator-
valued functions be (strongly) measurable and essentially bounded, i.e. with 
ess sup |<P(z)|<oo; 
here |* | denotes the norm of operator f rom (£ into Multiplication on L2((£) by 
such a bounded measurable function <P is an operator f rom L2(<&) into L2(%), which 
we denote by the same letter thus 
( $ M ) ( Z ) = $ ( Z ) W ( Z ) (u £ L2 ((£)). 
Note that the norm ||<£|| of this operator equals the essential supremum of |<£(z)|. 
In particular, the operator is a contraction if and only if the function <£ is "con-
tractive", i.e. if its values are contractions #>(z): (f — $ a . e . on the unit circle. 
A bounded measurable function is analytic if the corresponding operator 
<P maps the subspace //2(<S) of L2(<£) into the subspace i / 2 ( g ) of L 2 (g ) , or equiva-
len t^ , if its values $ (z ) are the radial (strong) limits, a.e. on the unit circle, of a 
bounded holomorphic function <P(A) in the open unit disc, |A|<1. 
Let 0 be a contractive analytic function with values operators 0(z):(£— (£+, 
and which is, moreover, "pure" in the sense that it also satisfies 
|0 (O)a |< |a [ for all a£<£, a ^ O . 
We associate with 0 the function 
A(z) = [ / f f i - 0 ( z ) * 0 ( z ) ] 1 / 2 , 
which is also measurable and whose values are selfadjoint operators on (£, bounded 
by 0 and 1. We form the Hilbert space 
ft = /72(G+)@zlL2((£) 
(where the closure is in the metric ef L2(*&)) and its subspace 
§= [ 77 2 ( (£* )®AL 2 ( (£ ) ]©{0w®Au: u£H2{fS)}, 
and define on § the operator 5 ( 0 ) by 
S ( 0 ) ( U © O ) = P B {XU®XV) , 
where x(z) = z and denotes orthogonal projection of ft onto its subspace 
This operator 5 ( 0 ) is a c.n.u. contraction, and moreover, one obtains in this 
way all c.n.u. contractions T, up to unitary equivalence. For T given, one has indeed 
to choose for 0(A) the "characteristic" function of T. See [5], Chapter VI. 
The operator V defined on the space ft by 
V(u®v) = xu@xv 
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turns out to be the minimal isometric dilation of T=S(0), and in the Wold de-
composition of ft for V we have 
S * = / / 2 ( C y and. 9i = J£ 2 ( (£ ) 
(with the natural embeddings in ft as H2 ((E^) © {0} and {0}© AL2(<&)). The corre-
sponding parts S.M and R of V both are multiplication by On the other hand 
we have 
S = ft0§ = {0u®Au:u^H2 (<£)}. 
As u 0u®Au is a unitary map of H2((£) onto S , which commutes with multi-
plication by x, it is justified to identify S with H2{*£)\ Swill then be represented by 
multiplication by x on FT2((£). The projection operators and A, f rom <5 into 
and 9?, will be represented by the restrictions to H2(<&) of the operators 0 and A, 
respectively. 
We shall use the fundamental fact that if © and (£' are Hilbert spaces, and if Q 
and £2' are bounded measurable functions with values operators 
fl(z) :<£-<£, Q'(z) :(£'-(£', 
then those operators 
a) H2(f£)-*H2 Q&'), 
b) 0: H2(<&)~Q'L2((£'), 
c) <P : QL2(<&)*Q'L2(<&') 
which commute with multiplication by x c a n be represented as multiplication (on 
the left) by an operator valued, bounded function & ( • ) which is 
a) analytic, with values 0(z): (5 — C a.e., 
b) measurable, with values <P(z): (£ - Q'(z)(&' a.e., 
c) measurable, with values <£(z): i2(z)(£ — i3'(z)(£' a.e. 
Here, in case c), "measurability" means that there exists a measurable function f 
with values !F(z):®-•(£' such that 
<P(z) = !P(z)|fi(z)ffi a. e. 
For the case a) the above fact is proved e.g. in [5], Sec. V. 3; the cases b) and c) can 
be dealt with in an analogous manner. 
2. Consider now two c.n.u. contractions, or rather their functional models, say 
2^ = 5 ( 0 ! ) and T2 = S(02), 
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where 0k are purely contractive analytic functions with values operators 
0k(z):(&k^k (k = 1,2). Then 
K* = H2((&,K)®AKL2((&K) ( * = 1 , 2 ) • 
are the corresponding dilation spaces; the elements of Rk can also be thought of as 
\u 
column vectors . , 
v\ 
For these operators, Lemmas 1. 1 and 1. 2 appear in the following form: 
L e m m a 2. 1. The general form of an operator Y FJ !*(TI, T2) is multiplication 
(on ir\j) by a matrix function 
0 1 ; • 
B(=) C(z)J 
(2.1) 7(z) = 
where is a bounded analytic function and B, C are bounded measurable functions 
with values operators 
(2.2) _ B ( z y . ^ A 2 ( z ) ^ , C(z): Al(z)(£l-» A2(z)(£2, 
a.e. on the unit circle, satisfying the conditions 
(2.3) A^01 = 02A, B0i+CA1=A2A, 
where A is some bounded analytic function with values operators 
(2.4) A(z): (£, -(¿2 a.e. 
L e m m a 2. 2. The general form of an operator • Y£J+(TV, T2) satisfying 
7I, 2 (Y) = 0 is multiplication (on FTJ J by a matrix function 
02(z)D(z) 0 
A2(Z)D(Z) o j ' . . , 
where D is a bounded analytic function, with values operators 
(2.5) D(z): a.e. 
3. Let us consider besides the functions Ak(z) their duals 
4*t(z) = .[/««•- 00 &k ( z f ] 1 1 2 (k = 1,2). 
Then 0kAk=Aifk0k. Suppose A A , B, C are functions satisfying the conditions of 
Lemma 2. 1 and derive f rom them the function 
E(z). = [B(z)A^(z)-C(z)01(zf] A,,(z)(S,t. 
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Clearly, £ is a bounded measurable function such that 
(2 .6) £ ( z ) : A ¿ 7 ( 2 ^ 2 a. e. 
Then, using (2. 3) we get 
£•01^! = (BA^0i-C0*l0i)Ai = (B01A1-C + CA2i)A1 = (A2AAl-C)A1 
and therefore 
(2 .7) C(z)=[-£(z)&l(z) + A2(z)A(z)A1(z)]jMzWi-
Furthermore , we have 
EA^ = BA21-C0*A^, .= B — B0l 0* — CA1 0*; 
and hence by (2. 3): 
(2 .8) B = EA!¥i+A2A0*. 
Conversely, for an arbitrary bounded measurable funct ion £ with values opera-
tors as in (2. 6), the funct ions B and C generated by (2. 7) and (2. 8) will satisfy con-
ditions (2. 2) and (2. 3). Indeed, we have in particular 
B0i+CAi = [EAifi + A2A0*i\@i+[-E©i + A2AAi\Ai = 
= E[A*101-0lAl]-<rA2A = A2A. 
Thus we can give Lemma 2. 1 the following alternative f o r m : 
L e m m a 2. 1'. The general form of an operator YcJ+(T1, T2) is multiplica-
tion by a matrix function (2. 1), where A^ is as in Lemma 2. I, while B and C derive 
by means of formulas (2. 7) and (2. 8) from some bounded measurable function E with 
values operators 
E(z): A ^ j ^ - A A z j ® 2 . 
4. T h e similarity theorems 1. 3 and 1. 3' can be formulated for operators 
Tk=S(0k) (k—\, 2) as follows: 
T h e o r e m 2. 3. The operators S(0k) (k = 1, 2) are similar if and only if there 
exist bounded analytic functions Ax, A*, A, A', D, D' and bounded measurable func-
tions B, B', C, C' with values operators 
U * ( z ) : A(z): D(z): <£^<£u 
I. e. bounded analytic with values operators (Ê  i -+<£t2 > satisfying the relation A*01 = 02A, 
where A is some bounded analytic function with values operators (Sl-»(£2. 
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2 I 5 ' ( z ) : ( ^ - ^ ( z ) ^ , C ' ( z ) : Ai(z)G1-*A2(z)<&2, 
satisfying a.e. the conditions 
( a ) A,(Z)01(Z) = 02(Z)A(Z), (/?) fl(z) 0 i ( z ) + C ( z ) J 1 ( z ) = A2 (z) A (z ) , 
( « 0 AUZ)02(Z) = 0 L ( Z ) A ' ( Z ) , (/? ') B ' ( Z ) 0 2 ( Z ) + C'(Z)A2(Z) = J 1 ( z ) ^ ' ( z ) , 
(y*) A'Jz)Ajz) + 0i(z)D{z) = 4 t l , («5) 5 ' ( z ) ^ ( z ) + C'(z) JS(z) = - ^ ( z ^ z ) , 
(YI) A, ( z ) ( z ) + 0 2 ( z ) D'(z) = 4 t 2 , ( ¿ ' ) B{Z)A: (Z) + C ( z ) ( z ) = - A2 ( z ) D ' (z ) , 
00 C ' (z) = C ( z ) - 1 . ' 
T h e o r e m 2 .3 ' . 772e operators S(0k) (k = 1,2) a re similar if and only if there 
exist bounded analytic functions A^, , A, A', D, D', and bounded measurable 
functions B, C and C' satisfying conditions (a), (a), (a'), ( f l ) , (y+), ( y ' J of Theorem 2. 3 
and conditions 
(y) A'(z)A{z) + D(z)0l{z) = I(IL, 0 0 A(z)D(z) = D'(z)A,(z), 
( / ) A(Z)A'(Z) + D'(Z)02(Z) = 4 , , fo') ¿ ' ( z ) Z ) ' ( z ) = Z > ( z ) / l * ( z ) . 
C o r o l l a r y 1. The equation 
(2.9) dimzliCz)©! = d i m J 2 ( z ) ( S 2 a . e . 
w <z necessary condition for 5 ( 0 1 ) and S(02) to be similar. 
P r o o f . Immediate f rom the invertibility of C(z) a.e. 
We shall return in Sec. 3 to the question how (2. 9) can replace in some cases 
the conditions on B, C, C' in Theorem 2. 3'. 
Consider now the case that 0k(z) (k = 1 , 2 ) are inner funct ions (i.e. with 
values isometries a.e. on the unit circle). Then Ak(z) = 0 (k= 1 ,2) a.e., and hence, 
by (<T2); the values of B, B', C, C' are operators with range {0} so that condit ions 
05), (/?'), (<5), (5'), (a) of Theorem 2. 3 become trivial. Thus we have: 
C o r o l l a r y 2 . If 0k(z) (k=l,2) are inner functions then conditions (o^), (a) 
(°0> (y*)> (y;) are necessary and sufficient for 5 ( 0 , ) and S(02) to be similar. 
Taking D = 0, D' = 0 we get a sufficient condi t ion: 
C o r o l l a r y 3 . If 0k(z) (k=\, 2) are inner functions then for the similarity of 
5 ( 0 1 ) and 5 ( 0 2 ) it is sufficient that there exist bounded analytic functions AJz), 
A(z) with bounded inverses A^(z)~\ A(z)~' such that 
AJZ)01(Z) = 02(Z)A(Z) a . e . 
This sufficiency condition was obtained in a direct manner in M O O R E — 
NORDGREN [4]. 
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5. Theorems 1. 4 and 1. 5 can also be given a functional form, and here one 
need not restrict himself to c.n.u. operators. Indeed every contraction T is the direct 
sum of a unitary operator and of a c.n.u. contraction Tx. Clearly T is similar to an 
isometry or to a unitary operator if and only if so does 7 \ . As T and have the 
same characteristic function 0 we deduce f rom the theorems above: 
T h e o r e m 2. 4. A contraction T is similar to some isometry or to some unitary 
operator if and only if its characteristic function 0 has a bounded analytic left-inverse, 
or inverse, respectively. 
(For the unitary case see also [5], Sec. IX. 1.) 
1. The following theorem differs f rom Theorems 2. 3 and 2. 3' in that it only 
involves the analytic functions plus the equidimensionality condition 
(2. 9). More precisely, we prove 
T h e o r e m 3. 1. Suppose 0k(z) (A' = 1, 2) are purely contractive analytic func-
tions, with values operators and also suppose that the values of the function 
A | (z) are compact operators a.e. on the unit circle. Then S{& {) is similar to S(02) 
if and only if 
( * ) dim A} (z)(£, = dimzi2(z)(E2 a.e. 
and if there exist bounded analytic functions A^(z), ..., D'(z) satisfying conditions 
(<7,), (a), (a ') , (?*), fa), (7), ( / ) , (r,), fo') of Theorems 2. 3 and 2. 3'. 
Observe that these conditions can be expressed by the following properties of 
the diagram: 1) it is commutative along open two-step paths (e.g. AD=D'Aif); 
2) products corresponding to adjacent closed two-step paths add to identity (e.g. 
A'A+DQ^It). 
3. An equidimensionality criterion for similarity 
6} Cz • Dlz) Qjz) Drz) 
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P r o o f . Necessity follows f rom Theorem 2. 3' and its Corollary 1. So we have 
to prove sufficiency, that is, on account of Theorem 2. 3', the existence of func-
tions B(z), C(z), C'(z) satisfying conditions (o2), (/?), (e). This will be done as fol-
lows. 
a) First we introduce the spectral family { E x { z ) } 0 s x m i of the selfadjoint operator 
A1(z), normed by the conditions E0(z)=0, Ei ( z ) = / , and, say, continuity f rom 
the right for 0 < x < 1. As Ex(z) is the limit of a sequence of polynomials of 
A j (z), we conclude that Ex(z) is, for any fixed x, a measurable function of z=e" 
along with 0 ( z ) and A (z). 
Note that if a € [ / e | — E^z)]^^ for some x and z ( O ^ x S l , z = e " ) , then 
(3.1) M 1 ( z ) a | S x | a | , ^ | a | 2 - | J 1 ( z ) a | 2 . £ ( l - x 2 ) | a | 2 
(norms in and (S^). 
Denote by M the least common upper bound of the functions 
K 0 0 I , . . . , I-D'COI-
For vectors a of the type considered above we have then 
.\a-A'{z)A{z)a\i\D(z)Qi{z)a\ ^ M^^z)^ ^ M{\-x2)1/2\a\. 
As we also have 
\A'(z)A(z)a\^M\A(z)a\ 
we deduce: \a\ S M{\-x2)1'2 \a\ + M\A(z)a\, and hence 
(3.2) \ A ( z ) a \ ^ [ M ~ ' - { \ - x ^ y i 2 ] \ a \ ^ ~ \ a \ 
for x .close enough to 1. Moreover, we have 
\A2(z)A(z)a\2 =\A(z)a\2-\02(z)A(z)a\2 = 
=== M ( z ) a | 2 - M , ( z ) 0 1 ( z ) a | 2 S M ( z ) a | ? - M 2 | 0 1 ( z ) a | 2 ; 
using (3.. 1) and (3. 2) we get 
f 4MJ 
for x close enough to 1 ( 0 < x < l ) . Let us fix such a value of x, say and denote 
E f ( z ) = / e i - E ; ( z ) . 
On account of (3. 3) we have then for a ^ E f ( z ) ( S l . 
(3.4) M 2 ( z ) ^ ( z ) a | ^ ( 2 ^ ) - 1 | f l | ^ ( 2 M ) - 1 M 1 ( z ) a | . 
(3.3) \A2(z)A(z)a\ S [ [ ¿ I — M 2 ( l — x 2 ) 
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On the other hand, (3. 1) implies, for such a, 
(3 .5) \A2{z)A(z)a\^\A{z)a\^M\a\^{MIQ\Al{z)a\. 
b) N o w set 
( 3 . 6 ) F{z)= J \ d X E x { z ) a n d G(z) —A2(Z)A(Z) F(Z); 
{ x 
these are bounded, measurable functions, and as 
(3.7) F(z)a£E^(&1 and A1(z)F(z)a = a for 
we deduce f r o m (3. 4) and (3. 5) that 
(3 .8 ) ' = for- a ^ E - Q ^ 
Because A L(z) is a compact operator for a.e. z, its spectral projection E7(z) is 
of finite rank, a.e. By virtue of (3. 8), G(z) maps £ ^ ( z ) ( £ 1 ; for a.e. fixed value of z, 
bicontinuously onto the space 
G(z)Ei(z)(Sl ( c / l 2 (z )<S 2 ) , 
which is therefore of the same dimension as £ ' _ ( z ) Ê 1 . F rom the hypothesis ( * ) it 
then follows that the spaces 
M l (z) = Al(z)Œ1 QEf&i and 9J!2 (z) = A2(z)&2 Q G (z) (z) (£ : 
are also equidimensional. Thus 
dim 9JÎ! ( z ) = d i m 9Ji2 {z)=d(z) a.e., 
where d{z) is a measurable function with the possible values 0, 1, . . . , 
Note that 
A ( z ) ë r = ( i ^ - E + o i z ) ) ® , , and hence SOl^z) = ( £ i ( z ) - £ + 0 ( z ) ) ( £ 1 . 
By an appropriate orthogonalization procédure (commonly used in reduction 
theory) we construct sequences { < p k { i f r k } " of (Sx - and (£2-vector valued measurable 
functions such tha t if a„ denotes, for « = 0, 1, . . . , » , the set of points z on the unit 
circle where 
d(z) — n, 
then for every fixed z£(j„ the values 
<Pi(z), <p„(z) and iK(z), . . . , \l>„{z) 
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form orthonormal bases of (z) and 93J2 (z), respectively. Then it is easy to define a 
measurable function with values unitary operators 
U{z): S« 1 (z ) -9J l 2 (z ) , 
notably we set 
U(.z)(pk(z) = ij/k(z) for z6o-„ and k=\, ..., n, 
and extend linearly. (On a0 we can set e.g. U(z)=0.) 
Now consider the function 
(3.9) , C(x) = [ G ( z ) E f (z) + U(z) (E?(z)-E+0(z))]|Ax (z) C x ; 
this is also measurable and its values are operators 
(3.10) C(z): J 1 ( z ) C 7 - / l 1 ( z ) G ^ (onto) 
satisfying, by virtue of (3. 8), the inequalities 
(3.11) M1\a\^\C(z)a\sM2\a\ for a^A^z)^ 
with the constants 
M i = min {1, (2M)- 1 } , M2= max {1, M/%}. 
Hence the function 
C ( z ) = C ( z ) _ 1 
has sense, is measurable and bounded, 
. I CXz^l/M,. 
c) Consider now the function 
(3.12) H(z) = A2(Z)A(Z)-C(Z)A1(Z). 
As 
C(z)Al(z)E^(z) = C(z)E£ (z)A1(z) = G(z)E^(z)Al(z) = 
= A2(z) A(z)F(z)Ay ( z )El (z) = A2(z) A(z) Ef (z) 
by virtue (3. 9), (3. 6) and (3. 7), we have ff(z)Ef(z) = 0.. Therefore and f rom (3. 9) 
and (3. 6) we have 
H(z) = H(z)Ei(z) = A2(z)A (z) Ef (z) -U{z)Al (z) (Et(z) - E+ 0(z)). 
Hence, 
\H(z)a\s(M+l)\Ei(z)a\ for a ^ . 
16 A 
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On the other hand, 
\0^z)a\2 = |a|2-MiOO«|2 = f {\-x2)dx\Ex(z)a\2 S 
o 
s ( l - £ 2 ) | £ i ( z ) f l | : 2 for • f lgff i i j 
combination of the two results gives 
| / i ( z ) a |S JV- | 0 , ( z ) f l | for a i&L 
with the constant N = (M+1)(1-£2)-1/2. 
This shows that , for a.e. fixed z, the operator 2?0(z) defined on © ^ z ) ^ , by 
(3.13) B0 ( z )0 j (z)a = H(z)a ( a g e , ) 
is (linear and) bounded by N; its definition extends by continuity to the closure of 
©i iz)©! . Denote by P(z) the orthogonal projection of onto its subspace 0 1 ( z ) S 1 
and set 
(3. 14) B(z) = B0(z)P(z). 
On account of (3. 12) and (3. 10) the range of H(z) is contained in ¿l2(z)(£2. From 
these results we conclude: 
B{z)-. < & ^ A 2 № 2 , \B(Z)\^N, 
and 
(3.15) B(z)Ql (z) = B0 (z)P(z) 0 i(z) = B0 (z) 0 , (z) = H(z), 
i.e. the function B(z) is bounded and satisfies conditions (<r2) and (/3) of Theorem 2. 3. 
It remains to prove that it is also measurable. 
To this effect first note that, by its definition (3. 12), H(z) is measurable. From 
, (3. 15) it follows therefore that B(z)u(z) is measurable for every function 
w g © , ! 2 (<£,), and hence for every function u£0iL2{<&1) also. Next note that 
since 0 i ( z ) is a measurable function, so is P(z)\ and hence w(z)=P(z)v(z) is 
measurable for every (£j -vector valued measurable function v, in particular for 
every function v ^ L 2 ^ , ) . Now in this case it is obvious that w is the orthogonal 
projection of v onto the subspace 0 ] L 2 ( ( £ 1 ) of L2((£,). Since we have, moreover, 
B(z)v(z) = B(z)w(z) 
on account of (3. 14), we conclude that B(z)v(z) is measurable for every v£L2((&j), 
thus B(z) itself is measurable. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 1. Observe that the compacity 
assumption on J 1 ( z ) can be weakened: all we have used is that , for a certain 
¿ < 1 , the spectral projection E~(z) is of finite rank, a.e. 
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2. If both 0 , (z) and 0 2 ( z ) are scalar valued then so are all functions occurring 
in Theorems 2. 3, 2. 3', and 3. 1, and therefore commute. From conditions (a), (7) 
it follows in this case 
A^.0, A' = 02AA' = 02A'A = 0 2 ( / - £ ) 0 1 ) , 02 = O M ' + O z ^ O i ; 
and from (a) and (y*) we get on a similar way 
0, = 
Thus both functions 
(3.16) 0 1 (z) /0 2 (z) and 0 2 ( z ) / 0 j ( z ) belong to . 
Conversely, if (3. 16) holds then conditions (a)—(»;') are fulfilled e.g. by the 
functions 
A^02I01, A=l, £> = 0; A* = 0J02, A'=l, D' = 0. 
Clearly, dim Ak(z)Gv is 0 or 1 according as |0*(z) | is < 1 or = 1 . Thus we 
obtain f rom Theorem 3. 1: 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Let 0 t (z), 0 2 ( z ) be scalar valued contractive analytic functions. 
Then the corresponding operators S(0,), S(02) are similar if and only if 
(i) 0 ! ( z ) / 0 2 ( z ) and 0 2 ( z ) / 0 , ( z ) belong to H°°, 
(ii) the sets : 1 ( z ) | = 1} (k = 1, 2) coincide up to subsets of zero measure. 
This result was obtained earlier by KRIETE [3]. 
3. We shall now consider an NXN matrix valued, purely contractive analytic 
function , 
0 ( z ) = [9,-*(z)] (i, k=\,2,..., N). 
Let 
' Q(z) = [coik(z)] (i,k=\,2,..., N) ' 
denote the algebraic adjoint matrix; then 
(3.17) Q(z)0(z) = &(z)Q(z)=d(z)/lV, where d(z) = det 0 (z ) . 
If 0 is inner, it is known that the operator S(0) is quasisimilar to an operator 
S($) generated by a scalar valued inner function 3(z) if and only if the functions 
coi4(z) have no non-constant inner common divisor, and in this case we necessa-
rily have £>=</. (See [3], Sec. IX. 2, and [6].) 
16» 
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Still in the case of inner 0 , a necessary condition fo r 5 ( 0 ) to be similar to 
S(d) was proved in [8], Sec. 8 (see in particular the last row on p. 17). In an equiv-
alent form, this condition reads as follows: 
(c) 
There exist functions «,-, t>,-, (I=\,..., N) such that 
N 
2 u^ijVj + dw = 1 . 
i , j=i 
Necessity of condition (c) easily follows, even for not necessarily inner 0 , f r o m 
Theorem 2. 3 when applied to 0 ! = 0 and 02=d. Indeed, conditions (a), (y'J 
and equation (3. 17) give: 
A^B^dA, A^A^ + dD = 1, £26 = 0Q = d-lN\ 
hence 
(dA)QA'* = {A^Q)QA* = A^dA* = d{ 1 -dD') 
and dividing by d, 
(3 .18) AÎ2A* = 1 — dD'. 
Since by condition (o^) the values of the funct ions A, D' have to be operators 
EL-~EN, EN—E1, EL -+E I, r e spec t ive ly , i .e. o f t h e " m a t r i x " f o r m 
(3 .19) i4 = [ i / i f . . . - ,«*] , Ai = 
% 
, £>' = [vv] with w;, D,-, w£H° 
(c) immediately follows f rom (3. 19). 
In [6] we did not ask whether for an inner 0 condition (c) is also sufficient for 
5 ( 0 ) to be similar to S(d) Now we shall show that it is sufficient, even for not inner 
0 , if we add the condition 
d i m A(Z)EN 1 
which in our case is equivalent to ( * ) . 
Thus suppose (c) holds and write it in the fo rm of a congruence modulo d in 
the algebra H°°: 
(3 .20) 2lli(auvj = I (modr f ) . 
•J 
By virtue of a well-known theorem in matrix theory we have 
(3. 21) = ' ± d - det [ 9 , J * ) 
F rom (3. 20) and (3. 21), 
(3. 22) (ok h= 2 ui<°ij<»khVj = 2 Ui(oiha>kJVj (mod d). 
i,j i-j 
*' See e. g. F. R. GANTM^CHER, Matrizenrechnung. I (Berlin, 1958), p. 20, formula (33). 
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Thus there exist functions tkh 6 H~ such that 
(3.23) o)kh = 2 °hj vj <»;,, + d'ki, 
J 
Let us set 
and 
(k, h=\,..., N). 
' Vi hi ••• 
js] 
II • > ify], A * — 
VN 
, D = 
---INN 
, D' = [w] 
A =AQ, A' = QA'j. 
On account of (3. 17) we have then 
A^0 = AQ0 = Ad=dA, 0A' = 0QA'^=dA'j,=A^d, 
i.e. conditions (a), (a ' ) of Theorem 3. 1. On the other hand, condition (c) implies 
A^A'^+dD') 
(3. 24) 
AA' + D'd J 
AQA^+dw = 1, 
i.e. conditions (yQ and (y') of Theorem 3. 1. 
Next observe that equation (3. 23) takes the forms 
(3. 25) Q = QA'AQ + dD = 
QA'^A^+dD, 
\A'AQ + dD-, 
riiultipling by 0 on the left or on the right and dividing by d we get 
IN=A'^AJf + 0D and IN=A'A + D0, 
i.e. conditions (y+) and (y) of Theorem 3 .1 . From (3.25) we also derive, mul-. 
tiplying by A on the left or by A'^ on the right: 
AQ •= AA'AQ + AdD and QA' = QA'A*A* + dDA'+, 
i.e. 
(I-AA')A^ = dAD and A'(I-A^A^) =dDA*. 
Recalling (3. 24) and dividing by d we deduce from these equations that 
D'A* = AD and A'D' = DA'*, 
i.e. conditions (rf) and (//') of Theorem 3. 1. 
Therefore Theorem 3. 1 has the following 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let 0(z) bean NX N matrix valued, purely contractive analytic 
•function and suppose that det 0 (z) ^ 0 . Then condition (c) together with condition 
dim A(z)EN a.e., are necessary and. sufficient for 5 ( 0 ) to be similar to S(det 0 ) . 
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4. Theorems on commutants 
I 
1. As an instructive application of Lemma 2. V we are going to prove: 
T h e o r e m 4. 1. Let T be a c.n.u. contraction on a separable Hilbert space, 
whose commutant (T)' consists of operators <p(T), where cp is a meromorphic func-
tion in the unit circle, of class NT (c f [5], Chapter IV). Then the characteristic func-
tion of T has only values isometries and coisometries, a.e. on the unit circle. 
P r o o f . It suffices to consider an operator T=S(0) generated by a purely con-
tractive analytic function 6>(z), with values operators ( £ — S u p p o s e that the 
set of points on the unit circle,, where both A{z) and A^(z) are non-zero, is of posi-
tive measure. As Cc and are separable, this implies that there exist vectors e£(£ 
and e+ 6(5;^.such that both A(z)e and A^(z)ei. are non-zero on some set co of posi-
tive measure. Consider the function E0, with values operators (£^—6:, defined by 
E0(z)a=(a, AJz)ejA(z)e for a £ . 
It is bounded, measurable, and so is its restriction 
£ (z ) = £ 0 ( z ) | ^ ( z ) ( S , , 
which has values 
(4.1) E(z): 4*(r)G*-d(z)e. 
Note that ' 
(4.2) {A(z)E(z)A^z)e^,e) = \A,{z)e,\2\A(z)e\^0 on co. 
Split co into two disjoint sets of positive measure, say cot and a>2, and set 
(4 .3) Ek(z) = ik(z)E(z) (k = 1,2), 
where ik(z) designates the indicator function of the set a>k on the unit circle. The 
functions Ek(z) also satisfy (4. 1) so we can apply Lemma 2. V with 0,=02 = 0, 
Al=A2 = A, A^= 0, ,4=0 , and Ek (k — 1, 2). Thus we obtain that the 
operators Yk of multiplication by the functions 
TO 0 
Yk{z) = Ek(z)A,{z) —Ek (z) 0(z)\A (z)(£ 
( f c = l , 2) 
belong to J+{T, T). Let Xk denote the corresponding operators in J(T, T), i.e. in 
(T)'. We ciaim that A ^ O . For if, e.g., ^ , = 0 then there exists, bv Lemma 2. 2, a 
bounded analytic function D ^ z ) such that 
0 ( z ) D 1 ( z ) = 0 and A(z)Dl(z) = El(z)AJz) 
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Hence, Dl(z) = A{z)E1{z)A^(z) and, by (4.2), 
{^ 0 on co,, 
_ Q o n ^ 
But this is impossible on account of the analyticity of the function (D1(z)e^, e). 
By the hypothesis of the theorem there exist functions uk, vk£_H°° (Ar= 1,2) 
such that vk(T) is injective and 
(4 .4) vk(T)Xk-uk(T) = 0. 
As Xk9i0 we have uk(T)?±0. Thus both uk(T) and vk(T) are non-zero, and therefore 
Again using Lemma 2. 2 we infer f rom (4. 4) that there exist analytic functions 









A (z)Dk(z) 0. 
where denotes restriction to A(z)(&. Hence, 
(i) -uk(z)Içt = 0(z)Dk(z), 
(ii) vk(z)Ek(z)A^(z) = A(z)Dk(z), 
(iii) (vk(z)Ek(z)0(z) + uk{z)Ili)\z = 0. 
From (i) we infer that 0(z)Dk(z) commutes with every operator on (£+, in 
particular with AJs(z). As 0(z)A(z) = A_t: (z)G(z) we deduce using (ii) that 
0DkA,=A*0Dk = 0ADk = vk0EkA^, 
0Fk = 0 for Fk = DkA„-vkEkA^. 
and therefore 
(4. 5) 
On the other hand, (iii) and (4. 5) imply 
ukAFk = —vkEk0AFk =-vkEkA^0Fk = 0. 
Since u(z) ¿¿0 a.e., it follows 
(4.6) AFk=0, 
Now (4. 5) and (4. 6) imply F k = 0 , i.e. we have 
(4.7) DkA^=vkEkA^, 
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again using (ii) we get 
(4 .8 ) 
Setting 
(4 .9 ) 
DkA^=ADk ( & = ] , 2). 
G = ulD2—u2D 
we have f rom (i): 0 C = O while f r o m (4. 8): GA^AG. Hence, GA\=A2G, G 0 0 * = 
= 0 * 0 ( 7 = 0 , G00*G* =0, 0*G*=0, G 0 = ( 0 * ( 7 * ) * = O , G0Dk=0, and by (i), 
As E{z) is non-zero on a>, its factor must be zero there. But this fac tor equals 
M1(z)y2(z) on a>2, and we arrive at a contradiction to the fact that uiv2£H" and 
ULV29±0. 
This contradiction proves the theorem. 
C o r o l l a r y . Let T be as in Theorem 4. 1 and suppose, moreover, that its charac-
teristic function 0 ( z ) has a scalar multiple 5£H°°, 5^0. Then T belongs to the class 
C0; indeed, d(T) = 0. 
P r o o f . Since the funct ion 0 has a scalar multiple, its values 0 ( z ) are boundedly 
invertible a.e. As an isometry or a coisometry is not invertible unless it is unitary 
we infer that 0 ( z ) is unitary a.e., and as a consequence T£ C00 (i.e., T" —0, T*" —0). 
By [5], Theorem VI. 5. 1, we have then d(T) = 0. 
2. Consider the c.n.u. contraction T=S(0) associated with a scalar valued 
purely contractive analytic function 0 ( z ) (i.e., | 0 ( z ) | ^ l and 0 ( z ) is not a constant 
of modulus 1). We shall show that if 0 ( z ) ^ O then (T)' (i.e. J{T, T)) is commuta-
tive. We shall even show that any two operators Y^, Y2£J+ (T, T) commute . 
be the corresponding matrix functions. As the entries are scalar valued functions, 
commutativity of Yt and Y2 will be proved if we show that the function 




( k = 1 ,2) 
F12(Z) = Bt (z)A¥2(z) + Cl (Z)B2(Z) 
is symmetric in the subscripts 1, 2. Since the values of Bk(z) outside the set 
<r= {z: /d(z)^0} vanish (c/. condition (2.2) in Lemma 2. l ) it suffices to consider 
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F12 (z) on the set a . Now by virtue of condition (2. 3) in Lemma 2 .1 , we have 
AJfk0 = 0Ak and Bk0 + CkA = AAk (A: = 1,2). 
Since 0 ( z ) cannot vanish on a set of positive measure we deduce f rom the first 
equation that A^k=Ak, and f rom the second, that 
F12(Z) = B! ( z ) [ B 2 ( z ) 0 ( z ) + Cz(z)A (Z)]/A(Z) + C , (z)B2(z) o n <r, 
i.e. 
F12(Z) = B\ (z)B2(z)0(z)/A(z)+Bl (z)C2(z) + C1 (z)B2(z) on a , 
and the symmetry in the subscripts 1, 2 is apparent . 




and Y2 (z) = 
0 0 
B(z) 0 
where B(z) is any scalar valued, non-analytic bounded measurable function. Both 
matrices satisfy conditions of Lemma 2. 1 (for 0 X = 0 2 = 0 = O and ,4=0) , thus 
the corresponding operators YT, Y2 belong to J+(T,T). Then 'XY= N(Y1) and 
X2 = TZ(Y2) belong to (T)'. By virtue of the Multiplication Property of the m a p N 
given in Sec. 1, we have X1X2—X2XL = n(Y1Y2—Y2Y1). N o w the operator 
Q = Y2 — Y2 K, is multiplication by the matrix function 
0 0 
-B(z) 0 6 ( z ) = 






with analytic D(z), and therefore, on account of Lemma 2. 2, Thus Xx and 
X2 do not commute. 
Observe that the characteristic function 0 ( z ) = O corresponds to an operator 
of the form 
T= s@s*, 
where S is a simple unilateral shift. That for such a T the commutant is not commu-
tative can also be deduced f rom the fact proved in [7], Proposition 5, that there 
exists a non-zero operator X (indeed, a quasi-affinity) such that S*X=XS. 
So we have proved: 
T h e o r e m 4. 2. Every c.n.u. contraction T with defect indices 1, 1 has a com-
mutative commutant (T)', with the only exception of the operator T — S®S*, where 
S is a simple unilateral shift. 
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5. Inverse of a function of T 
1. Let T be a c.n.u. contraction on the space § and let V be its minimal iso-
metric dilation on ft (we use the notations of Sec. 1). By the functional calculus 
developed in [5], Chapter III, the operators u{T) and u(V) have sense for every func-
tion u£H°° and are connected by the relation 
If R is the unitary part of V then u(R). also has sense (it is the restriction of u(V) 
T h e o r e m 5. 1 . I f u{T) is boundedly invertible then so is u{R) and we have 
P r o o f . We use the fact, proved in the proof of Proposition II. 6. 2 in [5], 
that for every there exists a sequence of elements /*„£§ such that 
k=X\mV"hn. 
This implies: 
\\u(R)k\\ = |l"(*0*ll = l ™ \W(V)Vnhn\\ = l i m || V"u(V)hn\\ = 
= lim \\u{V)hn\\ s l i m inf MT)h„\\ ^c lim inf ||AJ = c ||fc||, 
where c = | | w ( r ) - 1 | | - 1 . As u(R) is normal we conclude that u(R) is boundedly in-
vertible and (5. 2) holds. 
2. Thus the existence of u(R)~1 is necessary for the existence of w ( r ) - 1 . 
Necessary and sufficient conditions follow from results of Sec. 1 when we observe 
that (1. 3) implies u{T)P P ̂ {V) so that on account of (1. 5) we have w(F)£ 
T) and 7i(u(V)) = u(T). Using matrices corresponding to the decomposi-
tion ft = ©9i we deduce from Lemmas 1 . 1 , 1 . 2 , and the Multiplication Property 
of the map %, that u(T) is boundedly invertible if and only if there exist operators 
A£J(S,S), B€J(S*,R), C£Jf(R,R), D£S(S„S), D'ZS(S„S) 
(5. 1) u(T) = P9«(r) 
t o SR). 
(5. 2) 
satisfying the equations 
(a) = (ß) B0 + C2 = 2A, 
f « ( S j 0 l p , 01 J0D' 0 
[ 0 w(Ä)J U C\ U£>' 0. ' 
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As a consequence of the intertwining properties of A^ , B and C we can take D' = D 
and condition (x) is equivalent to the following system of condit ions: 
(x , ) + = {x2) Bu(SJ + 2D = 0, . (x 3 ) C = u(R)~l. 
Taking into account that (1. 14) implies 
u(S^)§ = 0u{S) and u(R)A = Au(S) • 
we deduce: 
0{Au(S) + D@-\) = (A^u(S„) + 0 D - l ) 0 ^ 0, 
A (A u (S) + D@ - I ) A A u(S) - B u {SJ & - C u (R) A = (3A - B& - CA) u (S) JL 0, 
and hence 
(A) A u(S)+D@ = I. 
Conversely, (/?) and (x2) are implied by (A) and the rest of the condi t ions if 
we set 
B = — CAD. 
Indeed, the intertwining property for B follows immediately f r o m those for C, A, 
and D, while (x2) follows f rom the equations 
Bu(SJ = - CZD U(S) = - CA U(S)D = - C u(R) AD = —AD \ 
finally, (/?) follows f rom the equations 
u(R)(B@ + CA-AA) = -AD§ + A-Au(S)A = A(-D&+I-u{S)A)=Q 
when we multiply by C on the left. 
Thus the initial set of conditions can be replaced by the set (a), (x t ) , (x3), (A). 
Multiplying (xx) and (A) by & on the right and on the left, respectively, and using the 
intertwining properties and substracting we obtain that 
u(SJ(A,&-0A) = 0. 
As the unilateral shift SV is the restriction of a bilateral - shift U. and hence u , ) 
is a restriction of u(U), and as u(U) has zero null-space for u?±0 (because then 
u ( z ) ^ 0 a.e.), we conclude that (a) also holds, i.e. it is a consequence of (x^) and (A). 
So we have proved: 
T h e o r e m 5. 2. Let u 9^0. In order that u(T) be boundedly invertible it is 
necessary and sufficient that 
a) u{R) be boundedly invertible, 
b) there exist operators A^ , S j , A S), , S) such that 
Au(S) + D@=Is, A*u(SJ + 0D = I s , . 
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R e m a r k . Since u(R) is normal, condition a) is equivalent to the condition that 
\\u(R)f\\^m\\f\\' for some /w>0 and all / € 9 ? . 
3. If T=S(0), 0 being a purely contractive analytic function with values 
operators 0(z):(E— then the above conditions a), b) can be expressed in the 
following form: 
a) |M(Z)|SW>0 at a.e. point z where A(z)?iO, i;e. 0(z) is not an isometry, 
b) there exist bounded analytic functions , A, D with values operators 
AM- G*-®*. A{z): ffi-e, D(z): ( £ , - ( £ a.e. 
such that 
(5.3) u(z)A(z) + D(z)0(z) = /c, u(z)AJz) + 0(z)D(z) = a.e. 
Now u(T) is boundedly invertible if and only if so is u(T)*\ and u(T)* is unit-
arily equivalent to u~(T'), where T' = S(0 ). Here we u?e the notations u~ and 0~ 
for the functions defined by 
w'(z) = M(f), 0(z)=0(zf 
(cf. [5], Theorem III. 2. 1 and Chapter VI). 
Thus conditions a), b) imply that |u ( z ) [ g / n , > 0 at a.e. point z where 0 (z) 
is not an isometry, i.e. at a.e. point z where 0(z) is not a coisometry. 
Hence, a), b) imply that | i / (z) |£ /?(>0) at a.e. point z where 0(z) is not unitary. 
So we have: 
T h e o r e m 5. 3. Let T—S{0) and u£H°°, «=¿0. In order that u(T) be boundedly 
invertible it is necessary and sufficient that there exist bounded analytic functions 
y)+ , A, D satisfying conditions (5. 3), and a positive number p such that 
(5.4) \u(z)\^p at a.e. point z = e" where 0(z) is not unitary. 
4. Consider the particular case when 0(z) is an NXN matrix valued function, 
limit on the unit circle of a (purely contractive, analytic) function 0 ( 2 . ) on the open 
unit disc. Let d(X) = dzt 0(X). 
As a contraction on a finite dimensional euclidean space is unitary if and only 
if its determinant is of absolute value 1, condition (5. 4) can be expressed in the form 
(5.4 ' ) \u(z)\^p at a.e. point z where 
Next we notice that the equations (5. 3) hold in the unit disc as well. Thus at 
every point X where 0 (A) has a bounded inverse we have 
Q(Xy1 = u(X)A(X)0(X)~l+D(X), 
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and hence 
(5.5) 10(A)"1 M M(\u(X)\ 10(A)-1! + 1), or |t/(A)| + | 0 ( A ) - 1 | - 1 «£• 1/M 
where M equals the larger one of the values ||y4||„ and ||Z)|L. As for every inver-
tible operator Z on EN we have |det Z \N s \ Z ~ 1 1 ~1 (cf. Lemma 2. 3 in [1]), inequality 
(5. 5) implies 
|w(A)[ + |c/(A)|1/iV £ 1/M, 
and hence . ' 
(5. 6) ' > ( A ) | + |rf(A)| £ < K > 0 ) . 
If d ( X ) ^ 0 then 0 ( A ) - 1 exists at every point A of the open unit disc, perhaps with 
the exception of countably many points, therefore (5. 6) holds then everywhere in 
the unit disc. By virtue of the "Corona Theorem" condition (5. 6) is equivalent to 
the existence of functions a, b £ H°° such that 
(5.7) u(X)a(X) + d{X)b{X) = 1. 
Conversely, (5.7) implies equations (5.3), with A (A) = A¥{/.) = a (X)IN, and D(X) = 
= b(X)Q(X), where Q(X) designates the algebraic adjoint of the matrix 0(A). 
We.state our result as follows: 
T h e o r e m 5. 4. Let 0(A) be a purely contractive analytic NX N matrix func-
tion with d{X) = d e t 0 ( A ) ^ O , and let T=S{0) and u£H°°. The operator u(T) is 
boundedly invertib/e if and only if there exist constants p, 0 such that 
a) |m(Z)|£/> at a.e. point z = en where |rf(z)|?fl, and 
P) |w(A)| + [i/(A)| £ q at every point X, |A|<1. 
The particular case of this theorem when 0(A) is an inner function, was con-
sidered in FUHRMANN [1]. Let us add that another generalization of Fuhrmann's 
result was given in HERRERO [2]. 
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J. F. Adams, Algebraic Topology—A Student's Guide (London Mathematical Society Lecture 
Notes Series 4), VI+300 pages, Cambridge, University Press, 1972. 
The author's objective is to provide the student with a reliable orientation on the vast and com-
plex material facing him when he tries to master algebraic topology. The unusually long Introduction 
is the pith of this Quite new type of book. The Introduction surveys those topics in algebraic topology 
which should be studied after a first course in topology, namely categories and functiors; semi-simp-
licial complexes; ordinary homology and cohomology; spectral sequences; H*(BC)\ Eilenberg— 
MacLane spaces and the Steenrod algebra; Serre's theory of classes of abelian groups (C-theory); 
obstruction theory; homotopy theory; fibre bundles and topology of groups; generalized cohomo-
logy theories. All these topics are dealt with separately, where first the basic ideas underlying the 
topic are motivated, and then a sketch is given of what the author considers the ideal way of studying 
the topic. Some very instructive comments are made on the various treatments of the topic available 
in the literature, where sources recommended in the first place are indicated as well. The second and 
more voluminuous part of the book is a collection of extracts from famous papers. These generally 
illustrate in a concise way the basic ideas in connection of the above topics. 
The book thus cleverly meets the urgent need of those who intend to study the immense and 
sometimes inconsistent literature of algebraic topology. The fact that it has been written by an author 
who has authentically indicated the essential points in an overall picture and the technical advan-
tages in different presentations renders this book a very valuable guide for students of algebraic 
topology. 
J. Szenthe (Szeged) 
A. Dold, Lectures on algebraic topology (Die Grundlehren der mathematischen Wissenschaf-
ten in Einzeldarstellungen, Band 200) XI+377 pages, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, Springer 
Verlag, 1972. 
This book presenting singular homology and cohomology theory, grew out of the author's 
lectures on algebraic topology and can be highly recommended as a textbook for a one-year course. 
Chapter I, rather a summary of prerequisites than a detailed presentation, covers categories, Abelian 
groups and homotopy. Chapter II treats the homology of complexes, and singular homology is 
introduced in Chapter III. Applications are considered in Chapter IV, where among other things 
the degree of a map, homology properties of neighborhood retracts in R t h e Jordan theorem and 
domain invariance are treated. Cellular decomposition and cellular homology is considered in Chap-
ter V. Functors and complexes are taken up in Chapter VI covering among other things the universal 
coefficient formula, the Kiinneth formula and the Eilenberg—Zilber theorem. Various standard 
products such as the exterior homology and cohomology products, the Pontrjagin product, the cup-
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product, the cap-product and some others are introduced in Chapter VII. A very rich material con-
cerning manifolds, including the Poincare —Lefschetz duality, the Thom isomorphism, the Gysin 
sequence, intersection of homology classes and other subjects, is presented in Chapter VIII. 
As the students of a first course in algebraic topology generally form a rather wide variety the 
choice and presentation of the matrial for such a course is a perplexing problem. By preferring 
the singular theory the author seems to have attained an optimum solution. In fact on the one hand 
an ample algebraic foundation with a great number of motivating examples is provided for those 
who want to study this subject further; on the other hand for those who are interested only in the 
applications of algebraic topology the singular theory suits equally the best and the material concer-
ning manifolds covers the most important applications. The presentation also attains an optimum 
in conciseness and readability. 
J. Szenthe (Szeged) 
F. F. Bonsall and J. Duncan, Numerical ranges of operators on normed spaces and of ele-
ments of normed algebras (London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series, 2), IV+142 pages, 
Cambridge, University Press, 1971. 
The concept of the numerical range for a linear operator on a normed space was introduced 
in 1961—62 by Lumer and Bauer in distinct, though related manners both generalizing the classical 
Hilbert space case. For the elements of a normed algebra the numerical range is defined as that of 
the corresponding left regular representation operator. The numerical range reflects both the algeb-
raic and the metric structure of the algebra in contrast to the spectrum which depends on the algebra 
structure only. 
The present book is the first self-contained exposition of the subject. The authors use only 
standard "elementary" material on the theory of linear normed spaces and normed algebras. The 
power of the numerical range concept is shown e. g. in its application to the problem of metric cha-
racterization of C*-algebras, thus adding a useful tool for the Hilbert space operator theory also. 
The book consists of four chapters. 
Chapter 1 introduces the numerical range of an element a in a unital normed algebra A: 
V(A, a) = { / (a) : /£/! ' , /(1) = 1 =11/11), A' the dual space of A. It is shown that V(A, a) is a 
compact convex set in the scalar field (real or complex) depending only on the two-dimensional 
space spanned by 1 and a. When A is complex and complete, V(A, a) contains the spectrum of a. 
The numerical radius v(a) = max {|A|: /.£ V(A, a)} is immediately seen to be a pseudo-norm on 
A. For complex A we have v(a)^\\a\\^ev{a), implying in particular that 1 is a vertex and a point of 
local uniform convexity of the unit ball of A. The proof of the power inequality ||a"|| Sh! (eln)"v(a)" 
and the introduction of the numerical index for A concludes the chapter. 
In Chapter 2 those elements /; of a complex unital Banach algebra A play central role which 
have real numerical range. These elements h are called Hermitian and form a real Banach space 
H(A) such that i(hk-kh)ZH(A) for all h, kfJI(A). It is proved that h£ff(A) if and only if ||exp ith\\ = 
= 1 for any real t. Let J(A) denote the set {h + ik\h, k^H(A)}. Then J (A) is a complex Banach space 
which is not necessarily an algebra. It is a subalgebra in A if and only if h2£J(A) for all h£H(A). The 
main part of the chapter is the proof of the Vidav-Palmer theorem asserting that A is isometrically 
isomorphic with a C*-algebra (i. e. with a norm-closed selfadjoint subalgebra of all bounded linear 
operators on a Hilbert space) if and only if A =J(A). ylmong the many applications of this theorem 
it is shown that a complex Banach *-algebra satisfying condition ¡|x*x|| = ||x||2 (5*-algebra) or 
lljc*jf|| = ||x*|| IÎ H is isometrically *-isomorphic with a C*-algebra. 
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Chapter 3 introduces the spatial numerical range of a bounded linear operator T of a normed 
space X: 
V(T) = {f(Tx):x£X, \\x\\ — \,f(.X\ ||/|| = 1}, 
X' being the dual space of X. The numerical range of Tas an element of the Banach algebra B{X) 
of all bounded linear operators on X is the closed convex hull of V(T). The numerical range W(T) 
corresponding to a semi-inner-product [•] is defined by 
W(T) = {[7>,x]:[.v,*] = 1}. 
It is shown that V(T) contains W(T) and that W(T) has the same closed convex hull as V(T). The 
rest of the chapter deals with spectral, geometric and topological properties of V(T). For a complex 
Banach space X the authors prove that the closure of V(T) contains the spectrum of 7" and that the 
closure of W(T) contains the boundary of the spectrum of T. A theorem of Nirschl—Schneider 
asserting that eigenvalues of T that lie on the boundary of the closed convex hull of V(T) have index 
(ascent) one is also proved. The chapter also contains the result that V{T) is connected. 
Chapter 4 contains miscellaneous results. The discussion of the numerical range in the second 
dual of a Banach algebra gives by the Vidav—Palmer theorem that the second dual of a complex 
£*-algebra is again a ő*-algebra. The normalized linear functionals Q (A) on a complex unital Banach 
algebra A which are dominated by the spectral radius are called spectral states. These states anni-
hilate elements of the form ab-ba, with a, b£A. A spectral state is multiplicative if and only if it 
induces a strictly irreducible representation.-It is shown in particular that if H is an infinite dimen-
sional Hilbert space then there are no spectral states on B{H). For finite dimensional algebras 
a complete description of the spectral states in terms of normalized traces (on matrix algebras) is 
given. The final section of the chapter contains 17 remarks and 16 problems on isolated topics of 
the numerical range theory. 
The book is indispensable for every student or researcher of Banach algebras. 
Z. Sebestyén (Budapest) 
Essays on topology and related topics. Mémoires dédiés à Georges de Rham, publiés sous la 
direction de André Haefiiger et Raghavan Narasimhan, XII+252 pages, Springer Verlag, Berlin— 
Heidelberg—New York, 1970. 
Le premier at ticle de ce volume en hommage est un exposé des travaux de G. de Rham sur les 
variétés différentiables par Henri Cartan, réunissant un ensemble des résultats aujourd'hui classiques 
dans leur contexte historique. Tels sont les résultats recouverts par la dénomination collective „le 
théorème de de Rham" fondamentaux pour l'introduction des groupes de chomologie calculés avec 
les formes différentielles d'une variété différentiable. Les divers résultats obtenus par la notion fé-
conde de „courant" sont rassemblés en indiquant comment ces distributions permettent d'obtenir 
une homologie avec les formes différentielles d'une variété différentiable orientée. La théorie des 
variétés riemanniennes est représenté par les résultats sur les formes harmoniques et sur la réducti-
bilité. Les autres articles du volume sont les suivants: J. Milnor et O. Burlet: Torsion et type simple 
d'homotopie; M. Atiyah and F. Hirzebruch: Spin-Manifolds and group actions; P. F. Baum and 
R. Bott: On the zeroes of meromorphic-vector-fields; R. Bott and S. S. Chern: Some formulas 
related to complex transgression; K. Kodaira: On homotopy Ki surfaces; A Borel: Pseudo-con-
cavité et groupes arithmétiques; A. Andreotti and G. Tomassini: Some remarks on pseudoconcave 
17 A 
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manifolds; J. L. Koszul: Trajectoires convexes de groupes affines unimodulaires; E. Vesentini: 
Maximum theorem for spectra; N. H. Kuiper and B. Terpstra—Keppler: Differentiate close-
embeddings of Banach manifolds; M. W. Hirsch: On invariant subsets of hyperbolic sets; W. Brow-
der and T. Petrie: Semi-free and quasi-free S' actions on homotopy spheres; S. P. Novikov: Pontrja-
gin classes, the fundamental group and some problems of stable algebra; J. Boéchat et A. Haefliger: 
Plongements différentiables des variétés orientées de dimension 4 dans R7 ; C. Weber: Taming com-
plexes in the metastable range; B. Eckmann et S. Maumary: Le groupe des types simples d'homo-
topie sur an polyèdre; J. Tits: Sur le groupe des automorphismes d'un arbre; M. A. Kervaire: 
Multiplicateurs de Schur et K-théorie; R. Thom: Topologie et linguistique. Le volume est terminé 
par une liste des publications scientifiques de G. de Rham. 
J. Szenthe (Szeged) 
D. T. Finkbeiner II, Elements of Linear Algebra (A Series of Books in Mathematics), XI+ 268 
pages, San Francisco, W. H. Freeman and Company Ltd., 1972. 
The book covers the material of a first course in linear albegra for college students. The in-
troductory chapter contains a general survey of linear algebra, the other four chapters provide sub-
stantial introductions to linear spaces (mostly real and finite dimensional), linear mappings, and 
matrix algebra, sysytems of linear equations and determinants, characteristic values and diagonali-
zation problems. All the thirty-seven sections end with numerous exercises and suggestions and 
answers are provided for almost all exercises at the end of the book. Out of the few unprecise state-
ments in the book we mention that (on p. 132) the author says that the spectral theorem is true for 
precisely those linear transformations that are linear combinations of projections (he omits the modi-
fier "commuting"). 
J. Szűcs (Szeged) 
F. Gécseg and I. Peák, Algebraic theory of automata (Disquisitiones Mathematicae Hungaricae, 
vol. 2), XIV+ 326 pages, Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest, 1972. 
In the last decade, a remarkable number of books, (about fifteen), addressed to give a syste-
matical treatment of the theory of automata, has been published. Even having such a considerable 
rivalry, it seems to be expectable that the work reviewed now will be ranked among the most valued 
monographies on this subject. 
The authors have delimited with an approvable sense the topics contained in the book. They 
disregarded a few branches of the theory (experiments with automata, Turing machines) lying far 
from the basic subject; moreover, the stochastic extensions of the automaton-theoretical investig-
ations (an area which had scarcely been studied before the labour on this book) are likewise missing; 
these spontaneous restrictions, however, made possible that the volume should contain an approxi-
matively complete, systematical, precise treatment of the researches of algebraic character on the 
discrete deterministic automata. 
The book presupposes only minimal previous knowledge; it reckons, however, on readers 
having mature mathematical abilities. The presentation is exact and concise. The latest mentioned 
property seems to follow necessarily from how a rich material is condensed in a volume of modest 
size. 
In Chapter 1 (Concept of automaton) the fundamental concepts being in connection with 
automata are dealt with, the minimization procedure is also included. Chapter 2 (Analysis and 
synthesis Algebra of events) contains, among others, Kleene's theorems on the regular expressions 
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the results of Red'ko and Salomaa on the axiomatizability of. regular expressions, investigations of 
Brzozowski and Yoeli on the derivation of events and on some special event types. In Chapter 3 
(Some special classes of automata), the notions of commutative, nilpotent, definite, linear and push-
down automata are introduced and studied. Chapter 4 (Composition of automata. Automation 
mappings) is mainly devoted to Gecseg's results on the properties of families of automaton mappings 
and on the metrical completeness of automaton systems with respect to various composition concepts. 
In Chapter 5 (Automata and semigroups), the characteristic semigroups, endomorphism semi-
groups and automorphism groups of automata are studied, including a number of theorems due 
to Peak. In the Appendix of the book (Structural systems), the basic concepts of the structural 
automaton theory are introduced, together with the theorem of Post and Jablonskij on the functional 
completeness of truth functions and Quine's method for determining the minimal representations 
of these functions by disjunctive normal forms. 
The volume terminates with a bibliography consisting of about 250 items. 
A. Adam (Budapest) 
George Gratzer, Lattice theory (First concepts and distributive lattices), XV+212 pages, W. H. 
Freeman and Co., San Franciso, 1971. 
The aim of this book, divided into three chapters, is to give a detailed presentation of distri-
butive lattices. 
In the first chapter the basic concepts of lattice theory are introduced and free lattices, which 
take an essential part in the book, are very carefully discussed. 
The second chapter starts with a skillful development of various characterizations and repre-
sentations of distributive and Boolean lattices. It follows a section on congruence relations in distri-
butive lattices. The next one, including some new results of the author, deals with some generation 
problems of distributive lattices, Boolean lattices and Boolean algebras. (Boolean lattices and Boole-
an algebras are strictly and consistently distinguished here.) Then it comes Stone's representation 
theory of distributive lattices by the topological spaces defined on the partially ordered sets of their 
prime ideals. Next, one can find the results of the author and H. Lakser, on free distributive products. 
The last section of the chapter deals with the characterizations of mono- and epimorphisms as well 
of certain projective subclasses and all the injective ones in the categories of the distributive lattices, 
bounded distributive lattices and Boolean algebras. 
The third chapter discusses distributive lattices with pseudocomplementation including Stone 
lattices. All equational classes of them and the subdirectly irreducible ones are completely described. 
Moreover, Stone lattices are characterized among the distributive ones and conditions are given for 
a Stone lattice to be injective. Most of the results discussed in this chapter were obtained by the author, 
partly with R. Balbes and H. Lakser. 
Each section is followed by many exercices, and at the end of each chapter several unsolved 
problems are mentioned. 
The author says in the preface that he was to break with the traditional approach to lattice 
theory, which proceeds from partially ordered sets to general lattices, semimodular lattices, modular 
lattices and finally distributive lattices. But. he does not realize his decision perfectly because he 
introduces the lattices as partly ordered sets of special kind. In the rest of the book the central part 
is taken by the distributive lattices indeed and the more general facts needed are introduced just 
when and where they are applied the first time. This construction, logical and attractive, evidently 
has disadvantages, too, appearing for instance in the fact that some of the general theorems are dis-
cussed in such a section where the reader would not think to find them. 
17* 
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The author strives successfully after estimating the results and showing the inner connections 
of the matter. But, in the opinion of the reviewer, the remark on priority after Theorem 6.4 is 
superfluous. The Further Topics and References at the ends of the chapters cannot provide, of 
course, a complete survey of lattice theory, but some applications to algebra and geometry would 
have been worthy enough to be mentioned. 
The composition of the book is careful. There is only one fault found by the reviewer: one 
reads the sentence "if L has 0 and 1" on page 23, while these elements will be defined on page 56. 
only. 
Summarizing, Gratzer's book is a good introduction to some problems.concerning the class 
of distributive lattices and some of its important subclasses. 
G. Szasz (Budapest) 
W. Hahn, Stability of Motion (Grundlehren der mathematischen Wissenschaften in Einzel-
darstellungen, 138) XI+446 pages, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, Springer-Verlag, 1967. — 
DM 72, — 
In the last two decades the number of publications concerning the stability problems of func-
tional equations (differential-, differential-difference-, and difference-equations) has grown enor-
mously.' In general, these papers are connected with practical problems and investigate the qualitative 
behaviour of the given special systems. 
The aim of this monograph is twofold: to summarize from a uniform point of view the results 
of the stability theory of functional equations as a rigorous mathematical discipline, and to present 
important and comprehensive applications to the theory. 
The first part of the book deals with the stability of solutions of special functional equations 
drawing the attention to analogies between the various results. In Chapter 5 the general concept of 
motion is defined; then, by the aid of comparison functions, a classification of stability types is given. 
There follows a number of stability criteria in a general form based on the direct method of Liapunov. 
The results are illustrated by examples and applications to ordinary differential-, difference-, and 
partial differential equations. In the further chapters special questions on motions generated by 
ordinary differential equations, are discussed. 
Altogether it is a characteristic feature of monograph that in the setting of problems, inter-
pretation of results and choosing of terminology, it combines in a lucky manner the classical treat-
ment with a treatment aimed at modern physical and technical applications. It deals with problems 
arid methods concerning the stability of automatic control systems and servomechanisms (e. g. speed 
control by means of a centrifugal pendulum, regulation of the water level in a container, Popov's 
criterion and so on). 
The monograph is beautifully organized and highly readable. It is not only for specialists 
but a very valuable text book for beginners too. 
L. Hatvani (Szeged) 
K. Hinderer, Grundbegriffe der Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie, VIII + 247 Seiten, Berlin—Heidel-
berg—New York, Springer-Verlag, 1972. 
Das Buch gibt eine kurze, moderne und präzise Einleitung in die Theorie der Wahrscheinlich-
keitsrechnung, und bietet eine sichere Basis für weitergehende Studien. Da fast alle Hilfsmittel vor-
bereitet sind, kann man den Text ohne höhere mathematische Vorkenntnisse studieren. Nach den 
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einzelnen Punkten gibt es einige Aufgaben und Ergänzungen, in denen sich historische Anmerkungen 
und Hinweise auf weitere Literatur und auf verschiedene Anwendungsmöglichkeiten befinden. Bei 
der sehr präzisen und lückenlosen Betrachtungsweise sorgt Verf. darauf, daß die Schwierigkeiten 
der mathematischen Modellbildung gut erleutert seien. In Kapitel I werden die diskreten Wahr-
scheinlichkeitsräume betrachtet. (Auch die Grundformeln der Kombinatorik werden bewiesen.) 
Kapitel II bietet die wichtigsten Hilfsmittel der abstrakten Maß- und Integrationstheorie. Kapitel 
III beschäftigt sich mit den allgemeinen Wahrscheinlichkeitsräumen. Gewisse einfache stochastische 
Prozeße (Markoffsche Ketten, Poisson-Prozeße), weiterhin die einfachsten Gesetze der großen 
Zahlen, und Verteilungssätze werden auch betrachtet. 
Das Buch benützt die moderne Terminologie. Die Betrachtungsweise ist gedrängt, so ist das 
Buch nur für solche Leser empfehlenswert, die schon eine gewiße Lesefertigkeit von mathematischen 
Texten besitzen. 
K. Tandon (Szeged) 
F. John, Partial Differential Equations (Applied Mathematical Sciences, 1) VIII + 221 pages, 
New York—Heidelberg—Berlin, Springer Verlag, 1971. 
Perhaps the following few words, taken from the preface, are most characteristic of the book 
which grew out of a course held by the author in 1952—53: „Though the field of Partial Differential 
Equations has changed considerably since those days, particularly under the impact of methods 
taken from Functional Analysis, the author feels that the introductory material offered here still 
is basic for an understanding of the subject. It supplies the necessary intuitive foundation which 
motivates and anticipates abstract formulations of the questions and relates them to the description 
of natural phenomena." 
The chapter headings are: I. The single first order equation, II. The Cauchy problem for higher 
order equations, III. Second order equations with constant coefficients, IV. The Cauchy problem-
for linear hyperbolic equations in general. — There is also a list of books for further study. 
. The book is an excellent introduction to the classical theory of partial differential theory. 
L. Pintér (Szejged) 
E. A. Maxwell, Fallacies in Mathematics, 95 pages, Cambridge, University Press, 1963. 
The book of Dr. Maxvell is more than an entertaining piece of reading. In the first chapter the 
author distinguishes among three kinds of mathematical errors: the simple mistake, causing only 
a momentary aberration, the howler, which leads innocently to a correct result, and the fallacy, 
leading by some guile to a wrong but plausible conclusion. The author investigates different types 
of fallacies, in particular fallacies in geometry, algebra, trigonometry, differentiation and integration. 
Especially interesting is the "Isosceles Triangle Fallacy" that plays an important role in subsequent 
chapters, one of them containing a digression on elementary geometry and the analysis of fallacies.. 
The last three chapters are on: "Fallacy be the Circular Points at Infinity", "Some Limit Fallacies" 
and "Some Miscellaneous Howlers". The finding of suitable tricks together with the author's com-
ments are very interesting and amusing reading for students of any age. Teachers of mathematics 
in high schools, colleges and universities will also find some useful and intriguing problems to be 
used in their work. 
J. Szalay (Szeged) 
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J. L. Lions, Optimal Control of Systems Governed by Partial Differential Equations (Grund-
lehren der mathematischen Wissenschaften in Einzeldarstellungen, 170), XI+396 pages, Springer-
Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 1971. 
The content of the book developed from a course given at the Faculty of Sciences, University 
of Paris. 
Practical necessities as well as investigations of optimal control theory in infinite dimensional 
spaces suggest in a natural way to examine models described by a family of partial differential ope-
rators. So an entirely new type of controls appear, the control by boundary values. This new character 
of controls and the complexity of partial differential equations in comparison with ordinary diffe-
rential equations give the high difficulties of the problem. 
Relying on his former book on partial differential equations the author uses a quite general 
technique and treats the material in a clear formulation, grouping it into five chapters according 
to five different areas. First, minimization of functions in a Hilbert space is presented as an introduc-
tion to infinite dimensional extremum problems. Then controls of systems governed by elliptic, 
parabolic and hyperbolic partial equations follow. Each of these chapters deals, besides the general 
problems of observability, controllability and existence of optimal controls, also with some special 
problems according to the character of the control system. Of course the results concerning the vari-
ous types of elliptic systems are used in the sequel in the mixed problems with control on the boun-
dary. Parabolic systems have the most interesting and ramifying relations, for instance the asymp-
totic behaviour of control and the connections with the Hamilton—Jacobi theory of variations. The 
book ends with regularization, approximation and penalization problems. 
Each chapter begins with a detailed plan sketching out the scope of the chapter and closes 
with bibliographic notes and indications on unsolved problems. 
A considerable number of comparatively simple examples complete the book and make it 
useful for those interested in this developing branch of mathematics and in applications of the modern 
theory of partial differential equations. 
T. Matolcsi (Szeged) 
H. H. Schaefer, Topological Vector Spaces (Graduate Texts in Mathematics), Third printing 
corrected, XI+ 294 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 1972. 
The book is intended to be a systematic text on topological vector spaces. At its first appea-
rance it had a pioneering character, and it still preserved its popularity and usefiilness, which justified 
the new edition. 
• After shortly recalling some prerequisits on general topology and linear algebra, topological 
vector spaces are treated in general. The next chapter deals with locally convex spaces including 
important special types of such spaces. Linear and bilinear mappings form the subject of another 
chapter, which has most important sections on special problems such as topological tensor products, 
nuclear mappings and spaces. These subjects are indispensable tools for modern functional analysis 
and its applications. The chapter on duality discusses S-topologies and reflexivity, and some other 
special parts of the theory, again with great emphasis on tensor products and nuclear spaces. The 
content of the last chapter is usually not involved in the investigations concerning topological vector 
spaces: this chapter has the order structures as its subject. 
At the end of each chapter there is a vast amount of exercises devoted to further supplements, 
in particular to examples and counter examples. . 
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The book is well organized, the presentation of material is concise but completely understand-
able. It may be very useful both for introduction and for reference. 
T. Matolcsi (Szeged) 
H. Schubert, Categories, XI+ 385 pages, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, Springer-Verlag, 
1972. — DM 93,— 
Categorial methods of speaking and thinking are becoming more and more widespread in 
mathematics. In this textbook, which only assumes that the reader has elementary prior knowledge 
of set theory and algebra, the central ideas of category theory are developed. The presentation of 
material is very concise, however definitions and notions are illuminated by a vast amount of examp-
les and occasionally even special cases are treated to give a base for later abstractions. 
After the introductory chapters including also the treatment of additive categories and cate-
gories of functors, attention is concentrated upon the concept of a representable functor and its 
variations: limits, colimits and adjoint functor pairs. Most of the chapters are devoted to or connec-
ted with this area of the theory. In the sequel, an elementary and then a functional exposition of 
algebraic structures and of Abelian and Grothendieck categories are the main subjects, followed 
by such other topics as fractional calculus, Grothendieck topologies and triples. 
The clearly written book can serve as a good guide to those interested in this novel branch of 
mathematics. 
T. Matolcsi (Szeged) 
W. Freiberger—U. Grenander, A Short Course in Computational Probability and Statistics 
(Applied Mathematical Sciences 6), XII +155 pages, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, Springer-Ver-
lag, 1971. . 
One of the most critical points in any presentation of applied mathematics is to preserve the 
unity of theory and applications. The solutions of textbook problems are often easy consequences of 
the theorems presented so the reader could have the impression that every problem arising in practice 
can be solved in five minutes, provided that one knows the adequate theorems. However, the solution 
of a real problem is much more difficult. From model building until numerical computation each 
step of the approach must, be chosen carefully, otherwise the success is threatened. • 
The purpose of the present book is to help the reader with his work in real problems and as the 
authors state, the book "has been designed with the aim of making students and perhaps also faculty 
aware of some of consequences of modern computer technology for probability theory and mathe-
matical statistics". It is pointed out that computational probability does not equal writing of statis-
tical programs, and what is analytically possible need not be computationally feasible. Special atten-
tion is paid to model building and to the most effective combination of analytic and computational 
methods. 
The material is a discussion of about 20 problem groups, the most interesting ones are as follows: 
random number generation, different Monte Carlo methods,i nsurance problems, growth and renew-
al models, Bayesian decision problems, stochastic approximation, design of experiments, analysis 
of variance, time series analysis, signal detection, etc. Different approaches to the problems are 
compared, and to each one complete APL programs are given. (In the reviewer's opinion the use of 
a more wide-spread programming language would have made the understanding of these programs 
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easier.) The material presented in the book does not cover the whole area of applied probability and 
statistics, but the understanding of the given methods enables the reader to solve problems from 
other spheres of applied mathematics, too. 
By its nature the book is perhaps better suited for a subject of discussions in a seminar than for 
individual study. To use all of its advantages, the reader must have solid knowledge in calculus, linear 
algebra, probability theory and statistics as well as some experience with computers. 
Summing up, the present book is an excellent introduction to the ambitious applications of 
probability theory and statistics, and presents a new approach in the education of applied mathe-
matics. 
D. Vermes (Szeged) 
H. Biihlmann, Mathematical Methods in Risk Theory (Die Grundlehren der mathematischen 
Wissenschaften in Einzeldarstellungen, Bd. 172), XII+210 pages, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 
Springer-Verlag, 1970. 
Insurance mathematics is one of the oldest applied mathematical disciplines, its origins go back 
into the 17th century. Resulting from its vigorous development in the last decades the present 
actuarial mathematics "undertakes to solve the technical problems of all branches of insurance, and 
it concerns itself particularly with the operational problems of the insurance enterprise". The mathe-
matical basis is probability theory, but as a result of its long history, insurance mathematics has its 
own language, which appears somewhat strange for the non-specialist. 
The present book "attempts to create a synthesis out of a selection made by the author of modern 
scientific publications in the field of actuarial mathematics, with the goal of presenting a unified sys-
tem of thought". . 
The reader, who is only supposed to be familiar with, the elements of probability theory, 
will find this book a useful introduction into the modern spheres of insurance mathematics. The 
chapter headings are: 1. Probability aspects of risk, 2. Risk processes, 3. The risk in the collective, 4. 
Premium calculation, 5. Retentions and reserves, 6. The insurance carrier's stability criteria. 
D. Vermes (Szeged) 
Martin Gardner's Sixth Book of Mathematical Games from Scientific American, 262 pages, 
San Francisco, W. H. Freeman and Co., 1972. 
Martin Gardner's book is a brilliant set of mathematical puzzles, games and plays completed by 
historical curiosities concerning mathematics. Most of the themes are novel and quite intriguing. 
The book will give great delight to a wide circle of readers, in particular to students in high schools 
and universities, but it is a useful help for the teachers of mathematics at all levels as well. The text 
makes for an easy reading, the figures are clear and well arranged, and there are a few but well chosen 
référencés at the end of every section. From the topics : topology, combinatorial theory, board games, 
three-dimensional maze, prime numbers, graph theory, ternary system, cycloid, mathematical magic 
tricks, Pythagorean theorem, infinite series, lattice of integers, op art. 
J. Major (Budapest) 
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K. Jordan, Chapters on the classical calculus of probability (Disquisitiones Mathematicae Hun-
garicae 4) XXV+619 pages, Budapest, Akadémiai Kiadó, 1972. 
This is a translation of the original Hungarian edition that appeared in 1956. It contains a 
preface written by Béla Gyires and a list of Károly Jordan's works. 
Károly Jordan is a classical figure in Hungarian mathematics. His results in probability theory 
and in the theory of finite differences are well-known. It was peculiar to his work that he was an 
eminent expert of applications. Although the major part of his research falls in the time before Kol-
mogoroff's foundation of probability theory became widely known and accepted, the book is a highly 
valuable and useful contribution to the literature and very enjoyable reading. The reader will find 
many interesting facts about the development of probability theory and philosophical disputes on 
the notion of probability. The author's mastery of the combinatorial methods and the presentation 
of various applications also increase the book's value. 
Károly Tandori (Szeged) 
R. Nevanlinna, Analytic Functions, 373 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York 
1970. 
This monograph on analytic functions is the revised translation of "Eindeutige analytische 
Funktionen", 2nd edition 1953 (Grundlehren der mathematischen Wissenschaften, Vol. 46). 
This work coincides to a large extent with the presentation-of the modern theory of single-valued 
analytic functions given in the author's earlier works "Le théorème de Picard—Borel et la théorie des 
fonctions méromorphes", Gauthier—Villars (Paris, 1929), and "Eindeutige analytische Funktio- o 
nen" (Grundlehren der mathematischen Wissenschaften in Einzeldarstellungen, Vol. 46), Sprin-
ger-Verlag (1st ed. Berlin, 1936, 2nd ed. Berlin—Göttingen—Heidelberg, 1953). 
As the author says in the preface, this new edition contains some changes and additions, parti-
cularly concerning the Second Main Theorem in the Theory of Meromorphic Functions (IX. Chap-
ter). In the derivation of this theorem the author uses a version of F. Nevanlinna's differential geo-
metrical method, which makes the main theorem easier for access. 
The chapter headings are: I. Conformai Mapping of Simply and Multiply Connected Regions, 
II. Solution of the Dirichlet Problem for a Schlicht Region, III. Function Theoretic Majorant 
Principles, IV. Relations Between Noneuclidean and Euclidean Metrics, V. Point Sets of Harmo-
nic Measure Zero, VI. The First Main Theorem in the Theory of Meromorphic Functions, VII. 
Functions of Bounded Type, Vltl. Meromorphic Functions of Finite Order, IX. The Second Main 
Theorem in the Theory of Meromorphic Functions, X. Application of the Second Main Theo-
rem, XI. The Riemann Surface of a Univalent Function, XII. The Type of a Riemann Surface, 
XIII. The Ahlfors Theory of Covering Surfaces. 
J. Németh (Szeged) 
F. W. Stevenson, Projective planes, X + 416 pages, San Francisco, W. H. Freeman and Company, 
1972. 
The greatest difficulty for the beginner in the study of axiomatic geometry is presented by the 
large number and the many kinds of axioms involved. There are essentially two kinds of axioms: 
some of them have an algebraic character, the others are metrical or topological. The same holds for 
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the axiomatic theory of projective planes, cf. the standard book on the subject: G. Pickert, Projek-
tive Ebene (Berlin, 1955). 
The present book, as claimed in the preface, is intended to serve as a textbook for the theory of 
projective planes from the point of view of ring theory. 
It is divided into three parts. Part 1 introduces the reader to the basic concepts and methods 
necessary for Part? 2 and 3. Part 2 is devoted to the classical theorems of Desargues and Pappus. 
(Chapters: Desarguesian planes, Pappian planes, Planes over division rings and fields, Coordina-
t i n g planes.) In Part 3 it follows the study of non-Desarguesian planes, coordinated by various 
generalized rings: planar rings with associativity, quasifields, planar nearfields, semifields, and alter-
native rings. 
The topological aspects of the theory of projective planes are not studied. 
There are many interesting examples and exercises. 
P. T. Nagy (Szeged) 
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